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Ruhi Kafesçioğlu, her ALKER yapı malzemesini kullananın yanında olacak.  “Dünya iki kapılı bir han”.  12 aralık 
2020 den sonra yeni görevi için yolu açık olsun.  
Prof. Dr. Ruhi KAFESÇIOĞLU anısına: Prof. Dr. Bilge ISIK
Ruhi Kafesçioğlu, Çalışmalarını değişik kitaplarda anlatsa da,  “Çağdaş Yapı Malzemesi Toprak ve Alker” başlıklı 
son kitabında, ALKER (alçılı kerpiç) araştırmasına nasıl başladığını da anlatmakta. Çocukluğunda doktor olan 
babası ile Anadoluda gezerken, bölge insanlarının kerpiç evleri ayrıca kullandıkları alçı ve kireç malzemeler dik-
katini çekti.  İTÜde mimarlık eğitimine başladığı zaman Almanyadan gelen hocalar bulunmaktaydı.  Almanya’da 
2.Dünya savaşı sonrası  konut açığını çözerken bir dönem kerpiç yapı kulanıldığı için, İTÜ’de de “kerpiç”  1950 
ye kadar her yaz dönemi Türkiye’de araştırma konusu oldu.  Gazanfer Beken’in “akademik-yeterlik” kitabı “Garbi 
Anadolu Mıntıkası Kerpiç Binaları” 1947 yayınlandı.  Ruhi Kafesçioğlu, 1943te mezun olduğu İTÜ de 1947 tari-
hinde asistan olduktan sonra 1948de “Kerpiç Yapıları İnceleme ve Bilgi Derleme” ortak çalışımasına katıldı.  Ruhi 
Kafesçioğlu’nun araştırmalarına dayanan “Orta Anadolunun Köy Evleri Yapısı” kitabı 1949 yayınlandı. Anadolu 
kerpiç mimarisi üzerine diğer bir araştırma ise  1962de  Eyüp Kömürcüoğlu’nun “Yapı Malzemesi Olarak Kerpiç 
ve Kerpiç İnşaat Sistemleri” kitabıdır.   
Alkerin gelişmesi
Ruhi Kafesçioğlu İTÜ deki araştırmalarına toprağa saman katılarak elde edilen “geleneksel kerpiç”  ile başladı. 
Sonraki çalışmalarında toprağa saman katkısı yerine, çocukluğunda ilgisini çeken alçı ve kireç katmayı düşündü. 
1975te “alçı” ile stabilizasyon araştırmalarını başlattı. İTÜ Mimarlık ve İnşaat Fakültesi malzeme laboratuvarında 
Toprak+alçı karışımı malzemenin mekanik- fiziksel özellikleri belirlendi. Bu yeni malzeme, alçı ve toprak kelim-
elerinin birleştirilmesi ile“ALKER” adını aldı. 1980de TÜBİTAK 505 projesi tamamlandı. 1983de İTÜ Ayazağa 
yerleşkesinde, 1.deneme yapısı inşa edildi. ALKER deneme yapısı bittikten sonra yıllarca İTÜ-çalışanlarının 
çocukları için Anaokulu olarak kullanıldı.  
Dünya için önemi
Geleneksel  kerpiç üretiminde:  saman katkı süreci, blok hazırlanması, kurutulması, duvar inşaatı için aylarca 
geçen süre, üretim için geniş alan ve her aşamada çok sayıda işçi gerekmektedir. ALKER üretimi ve inşaatı: 
geleneksel kerpiç ile karşılaştırıldığında, enerji kullanımı daha az; duvarın inşaatı ise günler içinde bitmektedir.   
Ruhi Kafesçioğlu’nun başlattığı topraktan alçı ile stabilize edilen yapı malzemesi= ALKER in tanınması ve uygu-
lanması 1986da İTÜ den emekli olduktan sonra da devam etti. İTÜ Vakfına bağlı “TOPRAK yapılar çalışma gru-
bu”nu kurdu.  Yaz döneminde İTÜ Ayazağa yerleşkesinde ALKER malzeme ve inşaatını tanıtan atölye çalışmaları 
yürütüldü. Oğlu Murat Kafesçioğlu mimar olarak babası için ALKER atölyelerini yürüterek destek oldu.   Al-
manyada “Yapı Biyolojisi” eğitimi gören ve Türkiyede YBE “Yapı Biyolojisi Enstitüsü” kuran And Akman kerpiç 
ve alker yapının sağlıkla ilişkisini tanıtmak üzerine katkıda bulundu.   
Bilindiği gibi insanlık tarihi boyunca kullanılan ve günümüzde dünya nüfusunun 1/3 ünü barındıran  sağlıklı yapı 
malzemesi: Kerpiç’tir. ALKERin gelecek nesillere aktarılması evrensel bir kazanç olacaktır.  Alker’in sürdürüle-
bilirliğine katkıda bulunan birisi olarak yürüdüğüm yol: Çocukluğumda Sağlıklı ve doğal Mimarlık merakım Meh-
met Dedemin beni 5 yaşındayken Edirne’de Mimar Sinanın Selimiye’sine götürmesiyle ve doğal inşatı anlatması 
ile başladı. Mimarlığa DGSA da başladım.  Almanya’da 1969da staj yaparken  1950’li yıllarda uygulanan kerpiç 
yapıları araştırdım.  İTÜ Mimarlık Fakültesinde 1978 de göreve başladığım zaman  Ruhi Kafesçioğlu’nun toprağa 
alçı katkısı deneyleri başlamıştı. 1982-86 tarihlerinde Doktora tezim “betonarme prefabrike yapılar” konusun-
da danışmanım oldu. ALKER malzemesi çalışmalarını; 1980 I.Deneme yapısını; 1986 Ruhi Kafesçioğlu emekli 
olduktan sonraki çalışmalarını 2007 tarihine kadar izlemeye devam ettim.  O tarihte İTÜ tarafından  Uluslararası 
Kıbrıs Üniversitesine görevlendirildim.  ALKER kullanarak= 1995 te İTÜ Ayazağada TÜBİTAK INTAG TOKİ 
622 prj ve inşaatı;. 1997- Altınoluk 180m2 yazlık ev prj ve inşaat;. 2000- Urfa GAP idaresi lojman binası proje 
ve inşaatı;. 2009 Ankara, Afet İşleri Gn Müdürlüğü Sarsma Tablası deneyi, 2011 Viranşehir – kendi evini yapana 
eğitim- projesi;. 2011 Kıbrıs, Dilekaya evi prj ve inşaatı;. 2015 Göbeklitepe Ziyaretçi merkezi teknoloji danışman-
lığı;. 2015 Köyceğiz BKM filim platosu teknoloji danışmanlığı.  
İTÜ de 1946 larda başlayan geleneksel kerpiç araştırmaları 1950 lerde tamamen terk edilmişti.  Ruhi Kafesçioğ-
lu’nun çalışmaları ile 1975 lerden başlayarak ALKER olarak güncellendi. 12 Aralık 2020 den sonra Yeni nesillere 
görev düşmekte. Dünya nüfusunun 1/3 ü kerpiçte yaşıyorsa,  ALKERin getirdiği avantajları Ülkemize ve Dünyaya 
duyurmak bir görevdir. Ruhi Kafesçioğlu ALKER alanında çalışanların yanında olacaktır.   
Kaynak: Mimarlık Dergisi, 417.Ocak-Şubat 2021 Sayısı, s.10.

ANMA 
RUHI KAFESÇIOĞLU: DÜNYA NÜFUSUNUN ÜÇTEBIRINE ALKER ARAŞTIRMALARI ILE KATKIDA BULUNDU.



                                    

Prof. Dr. Bilge Işık
Conference Chair

Istanbul Technical University (Emeritus), Istanbul, Turkey

We are pleased to publish the Proceedings Book for the 8th International Conference on “Healthy Buildings: 
The Role of Earthen Materials on Providing Healthy and Sustainable Indoor Environment” and the workshop 
on earthen building production. The Conference held on 26-27 November 2020 organized by Kerpic Akademi, 
Kerpic Network, Fatih Sultan Mehmet Vakif University - Research Center for Conservation of Cultural 
Heritage - KURAM.

The aim of the conference is to gather the findings and knowledge from the researches on “Healthy Buildings: 
The Role of Earthen Materials on Providing Healthy and Sustainable Indoor Environment” and to transfer 
them to the new generation.

The scope of the Kerpıc conferences focus on using earth as building material. The event range from the 
graduate programs, together with the academics and professionals to exchange results and experience. It is 
an opportunity to understand the strategy, advantages and the advances of the contemporary construction 
technology of earth-based material.

For more than thirty years, Kerpic Network has been conducting researches on durability, seismic response 
and production techniques of earthen construction material. Durability researches are based on stabilized earth 
(alker); seismic response researches are based on horizontal energy dissipating surfaces on the load bearing 
walls and researches on production techniques of earthen materials and walls.

International Conference on Kerpic 2005, “Living in Earthen Cities”, was hosted by Istanbul Technical 
University; International Conference on Kerpic 2008, “Learning from Earthen Architecture in Climate 
Change”, was hosted by Cyprus International University; International Conference on Kerpic 2013, “New 
Generation Earthen Architecture: Learning from Heritage” and International Conference on Kerpic 2015, 
“Built Environment on Silk Road” and International Conference on Kerpic 2016, “Cultural Landscape, 
Rebuilding After Decay”, were hosted by Istanbul Aydin University; International Conference on Kerpic 2018, 
“Back to Earthen Architecture: Industrialized, Injected, Rammed, Stabilized”, was hosted by Hasan Kalyoncu 
University in Gaziantep; International Conference on Kerpic 2019, “Earthen Heritage, New Technology, 
Management” took place in Koycegiz, Mugla, Turkey. Our recent conference of 8th International Conference 
on Kerpic “Healthy Buildings: The Role of Earthen Materials On Providing Healthy and Sustainable Indoor 
Environment” took place with the hosting of Fatih Sultan Mehmet Vakif University in Istanbul, Turkey.



                                    

Assist. Prof. Dr. Ömer Dabanlı
Conference Co-chair
Fatih Sultan Mehmet Vakif University, Istanbul, Turkey

Research Center for Conservation of Cultural Heritage – KURAM operates within the body of Fatih Sultan 
Mehmet Vakif University which established by the General Directorate of Foundations, was founded in 2014 
with the support of the Istanbul Development Agency (İSTKA) to strengthen the scientific basis in the field of 
Conservation-Restoration and to increase the quality. KURAM worked on scientific activities such as scientific 
laboratory and testing services, R&D and consultancy, professional expertise training, project management, 
seminars and conferences in the field of restoration-conservation. Since its establishment, it is contributing 
to our cultural assets for transferring to the future generations by preparing more than 500 scientific reports 
especially for Turkey and the World.

Having recently completed another project named Istanbul Traditional Arts and Crafts Workshops supported 
by the Istanbul Development Agency (ISTKA), KURAM has created an inventory of professionals working in 
the field of traditional arts and crafts, established workshops and conducted studies on the training of human 
resources in the field. Establishment studies of the KURAM Vocational Test Center are also carried out in order 
to increase the quality and certification of human resources in conservation and restoration practices.

Dealing with traditional buildings, natural and traditional building materials along with the protected area, 
KURAM conducts seminars, conferences and vocational training programs based on these headings. In this 
context, 8th International KERPIC Conference jointly organized by Kerpic Network & Kerpic Academy 
which has been working on earthen buildings in our country for about 40 years, according to the mission of 
“International Scientific Commission on Earthen Architectural Heritage” (ISCEAH) within ICOMOS, and the 
KURAM partnership and hosted by Fatih Sultan Mehmet Vakıf University. The conference held online on 26-
27 November 2020.

Today, when our world is trying to cope with the destructive effects such as global warming and the climate 
change it causes, in addition to these, in the CoV-ID epidemic that it has experienced painfully, humanity has 
had the opportunity to question its connection with nature again. This process has made us more interested in 
sustainability, natural buildings and natural-traditional building materials, and has led to more thinking about 
the ways of returning to the earth, which is the essence of humans.

It is very remarkable that human beings, who have met their shelter needs by making natural materials and 
traditional buildings since the day it was created, are now compelled to use industrial building materials such 
as cement and steel to meet their shelter needs. Forgetting the ancient building culture and material knowledge, 
humanity is now unable to build any building without cement, even in the most remote village. The way out 
of this learned helplessness is undoubtedly by looking at our ancient culture and questioning the current global 
economic system. Considering that approximately 1 kg of CO2 is released into the atmosphere to produce 1 kg 
of cement, it will be understood how important it is to be aware of the earth, which is a cheap and accessible 
material everywhere, rather than being doomed to the cement and concrete industry.



                                    

Considering the rule of “there is evil in the things you know good, and good in the things you know evil” 
and the context of today’s changing spirit, we have determined the theme of the KERPIC’2020 conference as 
“Healthy Buildings: The Role of Soil Material in Achieving Healthy and Sustainable Spaces”. The conference 
focuses on the effects of soil and adobe, a natural building material based on an ancient culture, on space and 
human health, as well as the historical mudbrick tradition, cultural assets, conservation and sustainability, and 
the integration of soil and adobe into contemporary building technologies.

In the conference totally 56 researchers from 8 countries including Turkey, Iran, Norway, France, India, Saudi 
Arabia, Egypt, and Peru are participating by presenting their scientific papers. In addition, local and foreign 
scientists who are experts in their fields will also give invited keynote speeches on special topics and important 
examples in Anatolia, Iran, Cyprus, Egypt, and Arab Peninsula, where earthen buildings are an indispensable 
element of vernacular architecture.

Finally, I hope that our conference will raise awareness that earth is a special building material, bring 
multidisciplinary and different perspectives to new building design and conservation practices in the field and 
be beneficial to humanity.

Lastly, I would like to thank conference chairman Prof. Dr. Bilge IŞIK and the organization committee of the 
conference, all those who contributed in the scientific committee, organization of the conference, speakers and 
all participants.
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Haydar Ali Yıldız
Mayor of Beyoglu Municipality of Istanbul

One of the key concepts of the modern day is sustainability and several scientific studies are conducted to pass 
on a livable world to future generations. Most of these studies propose the use of natural materials as a solution. 
They set forth that renewable resources should be used to prevent ever-increasing air pollution, depletion of 
fossil fuels and global warming.

Kerpiç (adobe) is a natural sustainable material that is obtained from the nature ‘as is’ and does not leave 
behind any waste to the nature. Moreover, it is easy-to-use, affordable, environmentally-friendly and healthy. 
It is also well-known that these structures allow thermal insulation and are healthy breathing buildings.

We are faced with environmental pollution, which is the primary target of high technology. As a result, 
practitioners and planners, who prioritize environmental protection and sustainability, tend to use ecological 
materials that require minimum energy or does not require any energy at all and can meet minimum energy 
and comfort requirements. Respect for ecology is possible with buildings that consume minimum energy and 
employ recyclable materials.

While ecological kerpiç buildings focus on protecting the ecological systems at the highest level, they also 
offer the optimum living environment for people inside the building. These buildings make maximum use of 
daylight with their energy-saving building envelopes and natural ventilation is the primary focus.

In this context, kerpiç, a traditional material, appears as an environmentally-friendly natural building material 
with minimum energy requirement from the production to the implementation and consumption phases.

There are many examples of this natural material, which has been adapted to the present day and blended with 
technology and used for many years. It is of utmost importance to increase and encourage further studies on 
natural materials in our country, and to implement these materials to our cities with modern - rather than old 
and outdated- interpretations. Such exchange of knowledge is precious, especially for the protection of local 
identity and the transfer of knowledge and experience to the next generations.

The strength and flexibility of earthquake-resistant earthen materials, which are one of the key elements of 
the present day, are also well known. The use of natural materials provides great advantages in the face of 
earthquakes.

I strongly believe that this international conference will promote the use of natural and eco-friendly materials, 
and the knowledge and experience related to such materials will be increased through global sharing of their 
contemporary interpretations. It is also most pleasing that one of the major institutions of our university in our 
country, which has a high number of universities, is hosting this conference.

It also gives us great pleasure that this meeting is held in a district with the best examples of brick and stone – 
though not kerpiç - buildings in the world. I wish these studies continue increasingly and become a source of 
inspiration for our country, which fascinates all with its architecture.
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Murat Oral 
Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning, General Director of Professional Services 

(Speaking on behalf of Prof. Dr. Mehmet Emin BİRPINAR - 
Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Environment and Urban Planning)

The Ministry of Environment and Urbanization has defined its vision as sustainable environment and urban 
spaces that result in our satisfaction. In this context, our Ministry has crucial roles and responsibilities toward 
livable and sustainable cities such as drawing up legislation on settlement, construction and environment, 
supervising practices, taking necessary action to protect, improve the environment and to prevent environmental 
pollution, laying out standards, developing strategies for the housing sector, handling programming procedures 
and managing activities to map out plans and policies for taking the necessary measures for global climate 
change.

Our Ministry supports every effort to ensure that cities are constituted by sustainable buildings that represent 
our civilization within the scope of this vision, roles and responsibilities. We regard KERPİC 2020 Conference, 
which was kicked-off today, as a part of these efforts and fully support them. If we need to take a look at 
the past practices both in our country and across the world, clay was an extensively used raw material in 
architecture long before the sun-dried kerpiç. In the prehistoric architecture, clay was mixed with sludge since 
13,000 BC when clean, mobile and nomadic life was common and used as mortar in floors and wall plasters 
or in stone architecture and over time, it was transformed into kerpiç after being sun-dried. In our country, the 
Standard “TS 537 on Cement-Treated Kerpiç Bricks”, published in 1985, regarding the kerpiç material, which 
has been used as filling material in buildings with wooden bearing systems for many years, is still in force. 
Similarly, some rules regarding kerpiç buildings were incorporated in the “Zoning Regulation on Unplanned 
Areas” enacted by our ministry in 1985. However, from this perspective, it is clear that the current legislation 
on kerpiç needs improvements.

We believe that the use of kerpiç should be promoted as kerpiç blocks are recyclable materials, their construction, 
repair and dismantling are budget-friendly, they can keep the interior humidity in balance by absorbing the 
moisture in the air with the porous structure of sludge, they have good thermal retention and keep temperature 
balance by continuing to give off heat long after heating is ceased and most importantly, kerpiç is in harmony 
with human nature.

Although it should be used extensively because of these properties, we notice that our legislation in this 
regard is very limited. In this context, we believe that the results of this conference will also contribute to the 
preparation of the required legislation.

In a nutshell, I wish this conference, which we consider to serve as a guide for the works of our Ministry, would 
be beneficial, and I thank everyone who has contributed to its realization, and wish you great success in your 
work.
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ABSTRACT 

Bearing wall systems are not in curriculum of higher education in most of the countries. As traditional architecture 
and construction are carrying the basic knowledge for safe living in bearing wall systems, research has focused 
on traditional architecture.  The horizontal layer with different elasticity was the base for earthquake safety. 
After proving the energy dissipating behavior of horizontal layers on bearing wall samples in the lab., the 
new hypothesis established to apply the safety system on existing bearing wall.  Energy dissipating horizontal 
details has been created with the horizontal “surface-cut” on existing bearing walls. The surface-cut has been 
applied deeply from the base upwards horizontally every 40 cm of the wall, where the horizontal emptied 
linens has been filled with wooden lath or mud. The test on horizontally-cut-wall has shown that the force act 
on weekend area and the cracks are horizontal. The wall with the horizontal cracks is still able to carry the 
building. 

Keywords: Traditional architecture, earthen buildings, earthquake risk, horizontal energy dissipation layer, 
hypothesis on in-use building 

1. INTRODUCTION

As traditional architecture and construction are carrying the basic knowledge for safe living in bearing wall 
systems, research has focused on traditional architecture.  The horizontal layer with different elasticity was the 
base for energy dissipation of earthquake forces.  After proving the energy dissipating behavior of horizontal 
layers on bearing wall samples in the lab., the new hypothesis established to apply the system on existing 
bearing wall.  Energy dissipating horizontal details has been created with the horizontal “surface-cut” of 
existing bearing walls. (Fig 10, 11, 12, 13) The “surface-cut” has been applied deeply from the base upwards 
horizontally from ground upwards every 40 cm of the wall, where the horizontal emptied linens has been filled 
with wooden lath or mud.  The test on horizontally “surface-cut”-wall has shown that the force act on weekend 
wall area and the cracks are horizontal.  The wall with the horizontal cracks is still able to carry the building. 

2. ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION WITH HIGH ENERGY USAGE
 
If the heat transfer value of the material, used for the building, is big, energy consumption of the building is 
high (Fig 1, 2)  and resulting with environmental pollution. 
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Figure 1.  Buildings are consuming most of the energy on the world 

Material used for traditional buildings has a better heat transfer value (Fig.3.). Table 1 and 2 shows the 
mechanical and physical properties of earthen constructing material called alker.  This data will enable the 
usage of the material in huge demand and will minimize the global energy consumption.  

3. FOLLOWING THE TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE

Energy consumption of traditional architecture is low, and the indoor climate is very healthy for human being.  
For that reason, earthen material will be used more in the future.  Some studies must be carried on:

1. Durability
2. Improved construction technology
3. Earthquake safety  

Figure 2. Energy loss and gain of 
today’s buildings

Figure 3. Traditional buildings needs less energy for 
heating and cooling (Iran)
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4. DURABILITY  

While using earth for construction in the early period, people used straw as mixture. The extract of straw was 
the binding the soil particle, resulting with durability. The mixture and the process were time taking.  Today 
gypsum and lime mixture can provide durability.  The process period reduces from days to hours.  Traditional 
adobe gains bonding by 25 to 35 % clay in the soil. Treated with water bond of the clay particles loosens, the 
strength decreases. Water resistance of earthen material is essential for durability and strength. In order to 
improve water resistance 10 % gypsum and 2 % lime has been added to the soil containing about 15% clay.  
The new composite is called alker (alçı ve kerpiç).  Properties of alker determined in the TUBITAK MAG 505 
research in 1980 is shown in Table 1and 2. [2]

Feasibility of alker construction has been first tested by a master thesis conducted by Prof. Ruhi Kafescioglu, 
at the ITU Ayazaga Campus in 1983 [2]. Blocks for masonry wall has been produced out of alker material. The 
first alker building (100m2) has been used as the Kindergarten of Istanbul Technical University for 9 years, 
starting from 1985.  

To determine the indoor physical conditions of alker-building, heat and humidity has been observed for 1.5 
years long, starting from 1987.  According to the measurements heat transfer value λ=0.4 W/mK has been 
calculated. The U value has been driven as U=0.7W/m2K, from 45 cm thick, two side plastered alker wall. 
Table 1and 2. [2]

This enables 30% energy savings compared with concrete or brick masonry walls. The physical properties 
such as the heat, humidity transfer in and out of the wall body, and heat accumulation properties of soil shows 
that alker is an unmatched building material for human and for environmental health.

5. IMPROVED EARTHEN CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY  

Traditional straw  stabilization;  block production and building the earthen wall was time taking and there was 
the need for big number of worker.  Rammed earth  needs less craftsman [3]. This technique is also well known 
around the world.  One worker group can produce 4 or 8 m3 wall in a day.  If a building wall is 40m3. The 
period for the wall constrution is 10 or 5 days. 

If there is a need for a big number of buildings, construction with shotcrete mashine (Fig.4, 5) can produce the 
wall 20m3 or 40m3 per hour (related with the mashine production capasity) .  The result is: the building with 
40 m3 earthen wall, material can be injected into the form in an hour.  (Fig.4, 5) The material (Earth+gypsum+ 
lime  mixture) is load bearing at the same time which means: the wall-form can be taken away 

6. EARTHQUAKE SAFETY DESIGN BEFORE CONSTRUCTION 

Without seismic design of bearing wall structure, the building may crack diagonal and collapse (Fig.6) with 
lateral forces [4]. Seismic design provides the building with suitable stiffness, strength, configuration and 
ductility. It ensures that building structures are designed and constructed in such a way that full collapse is 
prevented and allows sufficient time to the dwellers to escape from the building during earthquakes. Most of 
the design consist of Vertical reinforcement Houben, Guillaud [3]such as bamboo or iron, have to be anchored 
in the foundation. Fig 2.
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Following the construction techniques of historical buildings (Fig.8.), bearing wall systems has horizontal 
elements. Function of the horizontal layer should be managing the forces.  

Figure 4. Fast construction 20m3 /h: using shotcrete 
machine and concrete form

Figure 5. Shooting earthen wall 
material into the wall-form 

Figure 6.  If a monolithic bearing wall has a diagonal 
crack the upper part of the wall slides down. The 

building collapses

Figure 7.  Sydney, Technology 
Uni, vertical reinforcing the earthen 

construction, 2002 [3]
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7.  EARTHQUAKE RISK PREPAREDNESS ON IN-USE EARTHEN BUILDINGS

Test one: (Fig.10) bi-axial (horizontal) force has been applied to the unreinforced (1.) samples (presenting 
earthen wall).The Semple has the diagonal crack like the full size earthen wall (Fig 6.)  
Test two: (Fig.11) after the “surface -cut” of the sample, at that level, wall thickness is less than other levels. 
As bearing wall the gap of the “surface -cut” has to be filled.  
Test three: (Fig.12) bi-axial (horizontal) force has applied on “surface -cut” of wall sample,
The force effected next thickness of the “surface-cut”,:  which is horizontal in the real wall
If the crack is horizontal, the wall will carry the building 
Test four: (Fig.13) after the crack, if there is still lateral force or force goes higher,  the force  will not affect 
the wall, next to the crack  

The laboratory research aims to contribute to the decisions of earthquake safety measures on monolithic wall. 
Samples are representing the real earthen bearing wall.   For the earthquake safety, bearing wall is not reinforce, 
but horizontal energy dissipating surfaces has established.  If the cracks are horizontal. Earthquake force will 
not be able to collapse the building.  

Investigating the existing tests, if the earthquake force can make horizontal cracks the building will not be 
damaged or collapse. 

Figure 8. Traditional earth wall in Peru, Lima Figure 9. Horizontal layer, so that the energy 
of lateral force, created by earthquake, 

dissipates  

Figure 10. First test: to see the effect of lateral 
force on monolithic wall

Figure 11. Second test: horizontal “surface-cut” sample, 
to manage the lateral load, created by earthquake
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Application of the labor findings on real-size building: The lab-experimented findings of horizontal friction 
surfaces in the wall has applied to the real building with the size 4x5m h=2.5m on shaking table.  The building 
is constructed with shotcrete machine. As seen on the picture (Fig 14): after taking the mold away the horizontal 
“surface-cut” has applied.  

Two months period was for drying the wall material.  Shaking test applied 8-time on the real size building: 
earthquake lateral force was not able to collapse the building.   

Figure 14.  Test Building on shaking table, 4x5 m. with shotcrete construction (at 2009)

Figure 12.  Third test:  “surface-cut” reduced 
wall thickness, sample is cracked, due to 

lateral force 

Figure 13.  Fourth test:  after the crack, if 
there is still lateral force or force goes higher, 
the force  will not affect the next part of the 

wall
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8. CONCLUSIONS  

Because of the low heat transfer value of the earthen construction material, it will be used in the future for 
housing more than today. Because energy consuming is polluting the world.   

Bearing wall systems are not in curriculum of higher education in most of the countries. Research is carried by 
examining the bearing wall systems of the traditional buildings to gain the earthquake safety. Hypothesis are 
developed for managing the force of earthquake.  

1. While constructing the wall, horizontal layer are the point for energy dissipating 
2. When there is an in-use building, and the walls are constructed without any prevention, the thickness of 
the wall will be reduced with “surface-cut” (each time about 50cm level from the ground to upwards and 
from each other) so that the earthquake forces impact the  weakened region lateral.  

If the wall has diagonal cracks due to lateral force of earth, the upper part will slide down and the building 
collapse. If The cracks will be horizontal, it will protect the wall from diagonal cracks and from collapse.
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ABSTRACT 

Earthen buildings in Iran have used since the sixth millennium B.C. due to abundance of clay in the country. 
Earthen buildings are still widely used in Iran in particular in hot-dry regions. Earthen construction in Iran 
include a vast variety of buildings from ordinary houses to precious mosques, caravanserais, bazaars, cisterns, 
the whole neighbourhoods, etc. Earthen buildings are two categories. The first category include residential 
buildings, in some cases forming large districts, including houses, passageways, public baths, and public squares. 
The second category mainly include cultural heritage buildings such as mosques, bazaars and neighbourhoods. 
The key point for persisting of earthen buildings in Iran for a long time is their sustainability. They are nature 
friendly, the least possible energy is used to produce their construction materials, and they provide a healthy 
indoor environment for human comfort. Traditional construction techniques and special preservation methods 
are the main reasons for the durability of earthen buildings in Iran. This paper describes general virtues of 
Persian earthen buildings, method of construction, and elements of sustainability.

Keywords: Earthen building, construction, preservation, comfort, Iran.

1. INTRODUCTION 

The construction of adobe buildings has a long history [1]. The accessibility of clayey soil in Iran accelerated 
making sun-dried mud bricks since the sixth millennium B.C. Soils in Iran can be categorised as follows [2].

1. Soils of the plateau. Grey and red desert soils are calcareous with low organic content. Sierozem soils are 
extremely calcareous soils, with very little leaching. Brown soils are the most wide-spread soils in Iran; they 
are slightly alkaline and containing calcareous horizons.

2. Soils of dissected slopes and mountains. These soils are in general stony, shallow over bedrock and they 
contain a high proportion of unweathered rock fragments. Alluvial and colluvial soils are the most common.

3. Soils of the plains and valleys. Alluvial soils consist of water-deposited sediments, and they are medium 
to heavy textured, and mostly calcareous. Sand dunes are composed of loose sand, largely of quartz with 
fragments of different materials, common in the arid regions of the country. Solonchaks and solonetz soils are 
the saline and alkaline soils of the arid, semi-arid, and dry subhumid regions. Solonchak soils contain large 
quantities of soluble salts, mainly sulphates. Salt-marsh soils are in great parts of the Dasht-i-Kavir.

4. Soils of the Caspian piedmont. These are brown forest, red-yellow podzolic and in some cases grey-brown 
podzolic soils, due to the abundance of vegetation in the region.
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Archaeological surveys show the usage of earth and mud brick in houses from the fourth millennium B.C. 
Adobe buildings are still used in different parts of Iran, in particular in hot-arid areas. Adobe buildings include 
houses, bazaars, caravanserais, mosques, cisterns, icehouses, etc. The Bam citadel is one of the most remarkable 
complexes of earthen architecture and construction in Iran (Fig. 1). The citadel, with an area of about 200,000 
m2, is one of the largest mud complexes in the world, which dates back to near 2,000 years ago. The citadel 
is surrounded by walls of up to 18 m high and 2,000 m long. The commoner’s quarters and the governor’s 
quarters are the two major sections of the citadel, which are separated by walls and fences. The former consists 
of seven residential areas, and the latter consists of the military section and the governor’s residence and 
associated buildings. The Bam citadel used to be a residential site until the middle of the nineteenth century 
A.D., at which time people abandoned the citadel to build the new city of Bam. The first restoration action of 
the citadel as a historical monument was taken in 1958. It was registered as a national heritage site in 1966. 
The comprehensive restoration of the Citadel began in 1971, which continued until the devastating earthquake 
on 26 December 2003 [3]. The citadel was inscribed as a World Heritage Site in 2004.

Figure 1. The Bam citadel 
(from the archives of Iranian Ministry of Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism)

The historical district of the city of Yazd, central Iran, is totally made of adobe and it was inscribed in the 
Wold Heritage List in 2017. It is a unique district that has all urban elements such as houses, administrative 
buildings, mosques, bazaars, etc. (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. The historical district of Yazd, central Iran [4]
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The general features of Persian earthen buildings, method of construction, and sustainability characteristics are 
explained as follows.

2. ADOBE STRUCTURES

2.1 Adobe materials
The word “adobe” refers variously to earthen blocks or bricks, the mixtures used to form them, a type of mud 
plaster, and the entire building. Two main kinds of adobe are adobe (sun-dried brick) and rammed earth (pisé). 
Adobe (sun-dried brick) is the oldest and most common building material known to man. It is a mixture of sand, 
sometimes gravel, clay, water, and often straw or grass mixed together by hand, formed in wooden moulds, 
and dried by the sun. The straw adds strength and prevents cracking (Fig. 3(a)). Rammed earth (pisé) is damp 
or moist earth, with or without any additive. It is rammed (tamped) in place between temporary moveable 
formworks. The best soils for rammed earth contain about 30% clay and 70% sand. Use of horizontal courses 
of adobe bricks prevents total detachment of rammed walls due to vertical cracks (Fig. 3(b)).

                                      (a)                                                                            (b)

Figure 3. a) adobe (sun-dried brick), b) rammed earth (pisé)

First-order headings should be typed in 11 point Times New Roman block capitals and bold. Two blank lines 
above and one blank line below first-orders headings.

2.2 Foundation
Observation shows that foundation plays an important role in structural behaviour of adobe buildings during 
earthquakes. Buildings with larger and stronger foundations are less vulnerable to earthquakes. Usually 
foundations are made of stone rubble with mud or lime mortar. To prevent water erosion the first few courses 
of wall above the foundations (plinth) are constructed using stone rubble or fired brick and lime mortar. The 
height of plinth should be above the flood water line or a minimum of 35 cm above ground level. After 
completing the plinth masonry a damp proof course should be installed (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Details of the foundation of an adobe building

2.3 Wall
Adobe bricks are placed on the plinth using mud mortar, or in some cases mud-lime or gypsum mortar, to 
erect the wall. Horizontal reinforcement placed at bed joints helps horizontal bending of the wall. Horizontal 
reinforcement should be installed every fourth course of adobe. For horizontal reinforcement crushed cane 
or tree branches are recommended. Horizontal reinforcement helps to transmit the bending and inertia forces 
from the out-of-plane walls to the in plane walls.

2.4 Floor
Floors in adobe buildings are made in two different ways. One way is to use rubble stone blocks on the ground 
and covering with lime mortar (Fig. 5(a)). The other way is to use wooden beams above the ground and 
covering with wooden boards (Fig. 5(b)).

Figure 5. a) Rubble stone, b) wooden floors

2.5 Roof
Roofs of adobe buildings are constructed in two ways: curved roofs and flat roofs. Curved, domical or vault, 
roofs are built using one layer of adobe bricks. Thicker walls are used to withstand the thrust of the curved 
roof (Fig. 6). Flat roofs are made of tree trunks or logs placed on a wooden ring beam on the top of walls. The 
wooden beams have a 50 cm to 100 cm distance and are covered with wooden boards on which a thick layer 
of mud is plastered (Fig. 7).
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                                         (a)                                                                              (b)

Figure 6. Adobe building with curved roof, Bam, Iran, 2006

  (a)                                                                      (b)

Figure 7. Adobe building with flat roof, Najafi House, Isfahan, Iran, 2005

3. TRADITIONAL METHODS FOR STRENGTHENING AGAINST EARTHQUAKES 

The existence of frequent seismic effects has urged the builders of thousands of adobe buildings to consider and 
utilise practical measures to strengthen the buildings to withstand earthquakes. Traditional methods generally 
consist of using bracing inside or outside the fabric of the building, lateral-load bearing walls, and continuous 
foundations and spreaders interlocked with walls and columns in order to increase the integrity and also the 
ductility of the building [3, 4]. In some cases fine gravel and sand are used beneath the foundations to allow 
small displacements of the structure and therefore to dissipate the earthquake energy.

Lack of framing between side-walls of lintels, which are comprised of arched lintels, leads to the spreading 
of the walls due to the thrust exerted on the walls by the upper arch. This causes the walls to have low 
bearing capacities. Strengthening these walls is achieved with a wooden vertical member, called index, which 
is placed inside each side-wall or column, at a height of approximately 1 m below the impost. The wooden 
member is coated with bitumen, tar, lime-wash or gypsum; or its surface is charred. Then the wall or column 
is constructed up to the impost, and a horizontal wooden member, acting as a tie, is connected to the vertical 
wooden members. Battens, diagonal wooden members, are connected to the vertical and horizontal wooden 
members for a stronger framing. The masonry arch is then built above or below the wooden framing (Fig. 8).
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For square dome substructures, vertical wooden members are set inside wall intersections and midlengths and 
they are connected with horizontal members in between. The resulting wooden framing is further strengthened 
by diagonal ties at the corners (Fig. 9). This type of framing is frequently used in domed structures for 
connecting the dome to its substructure.

Figure 8. Strengthening a mud brick lintel with a wooden framing

Figure 9. Strengthening a mud brick square dome substructure with a wooden framing

The use of buttresses in mud brick buildings is common. The construction of the building is performed 
by contemporary construction of the buttress to create a strong tie. Buttresses are constructed at wall 
intersections. For more strength against earthquake, wooden framing with lap joints are used inside the 
wall and buttress (Fig. 10).
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Figure 10. Strengthening mud brick buildings by using buttresses and wooden framing

In barrel or ribbed vaults, buttresses prevent the spreading of the abutments and the collapse of the vault 
(Fig. 11).

                                                  (a)                                                                (b)

Figure 11. Strengthening mud brick barrel and ribbed vaults with buttresses, Bam Citadel, Iran, 2006

If buildings are built in tight or adjoining sites, the buildings in conjunction with their thick walls will have 
reasonable strength to sustain earthquakes. In such cases, the construction of ribs between the two external 
walls along passageways strengthens the whole set of buildings (Fig. 12).

Figure 12. Use of ribs between the external walls at passageways, Yazd, Iran
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4. ELEMENTS OF SUSTAINABILITY

There are distinct architectural and material features that enhance the sutainability of earthen architeture 
in Iran. These include, high thermal capacity of earthen materials, compact plan of the building with blind 
external openings, minimum exposure of surface to the sun, domical roofs creasing shadow, whitewashed 
surfaces to reflect the sunshine, a central courtyard with a pond of water and small gardens around, and wind 
towers in some buildings (Fig. 13). These are all passive features that provide a passive building that is energy 
efficient and uses natural resources for heating and cooling with a minimum need for fossil fuels. They are non-
depleting of natural resources and use the building itself in the comfort creating process. They do not consume 
natural resources and use the building itself to create comfort. They are “sustainable”, i.e. they integrate nature, 
create comfort and offer a safe environment. In other words, the building composition itself is the “machinery” 
that creates protection, health and comfort.

Figure 13. An earthen building with sustainable elements as a passive system, Yazd.

5. CONCLUSION

Persian earthen buildings are passive constructions that use nature’s elements in providing comfort inside by 
using sustainable architectural elements and materials. Earthen buildings expend little fossil fuels, and they 
are sustainable and have little impact on the environment. Persian earthen buildings have their own method of 
construction that make them durable and sustainable.
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ABSTRACT 

Studies on the vernacular architecture bases on impacts of the functional relationships, contextual and 
environmental conditions such as climate, topography, as a matter of fact, building materials and methods of 
construction in general has a special place in these studies. 

On the other hand, it is accepted that on one hand, the precedents of the expression of form and architecture 
mainly be based on the availability of materials and constructional culture. Thus, besides the socio-cultural 
impacts on the heritage, the appropriate responses to the contextual necessities on the formation of the 
vernacular architecture can be noticeably identified.

In this presentation it will be tried to exhibit a cross cultural reflection of the vernacular architectural expression 
adobe as the material and method of construction in Cyprus

Keywords: Adobe, North Cyprus, vernacular architecture.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Studies on the vernacular architecture bases on impacts of the functional relationships, contextual and 
environmental conditions such as climate, topography, as a matter of fact, building materials and methods of 
construction in general has a special place in these studies. 

On the other hand, it is accepted that on one hand, the precedents of the expression of form and architecture 
mainly be based on the availability of materials and constructional culture. Thus, besides the socio-cultural 
impacts on the heritage, the appropriate responses to the contextual necessities on the formation of the 
vernacular architecture can be noticeably identified.

In the light of identifying cultural heritage and continuity in the vernacular structures, the pedigree of forms 
can be defined. Otherwise vagueness is unavoidable in understanding the vernacular architecture only by 
referring to the early periods of human civilization. Only thus, the vernacular architecture can be interpreted 
as anonymous.
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2. CYPRUS

Cyprus intercontinental linkage peculiarity, that is its strategical position in the crossroads of vital sea routes, 
it’s historical existence in the centre of the human civilization (Figure 1.) emphasizes its uniqueness in the 
world cultural heritage. 

Figure 1. Cyprus as the centre of the crossroads of the Mediterranean Basin

Starting from the Neolithic times Cyprus have sequentially been occupied by Anatolian and Middle Eastern 
peoples, Assyrians, Hittites, Egyptians, Phoenicians, Persians, Macedonian-Ptolemaic, Romans, East Romans-
Byzantines, Arabs, Crusaders, Lusignan, Genoas, Venetians, Ottomans British.
 
Relatively small area and the less population density of the island have created a perfect arena for the cultural 
struggle and interchange between the invaders and the natives [11] -though it is almost impossible to define 
who the natives were- [7] because of the frequent and repetitive occupations.

The only constant are the Physical Contextual aspects [5] 

Figure 2. Cyprus physical context
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Mediterranean region which demonstrates a temperate zone, dominates four different seasons throughout 
the year with moderate changes. In other respect particular formation of the landscape of the island has an 
impact on the availability of constructional materials, mainly adobe. [4] Whereas, in contextual respect, only 
limited variations could be expected in the traditional architecture of the island. Yet, having adobe & stone as a 
constant, the numerous distinctive developments in the field of architecture are likely the result of the richness 
of cultural heritage and cultural exchange in the region. 

Figure 3.  Comparison of Cyprus and vicinity vernacular architectural expression

The local identity of Cyprus can only be defined by searching the resemblances of the architectural formations 
in the close vicinity (Figure3) and the diffusion of the cultural heritage by the migrations. [7] 

3. RURAL VERNACULARS OF CYPRUS

Particular regions in the island bear different physical, environmental and climatic characteristics. In this 
respect, coastal strips, coastal highlands, inner highlands and central lowlands are the main regions (Refer to 
section on Figure 2). Consequently, formation of the architecture depending on the availability of materials 
in these regions sauch as stone on the upper lands and adobe on the lowlands. [5] The settlement exhibits 
diverse developments among themselves. However, the settlements of the island have nucleated, clustered and 
compact identity in general.

Rural vernacular forms were developed according to the, available local building materials and climatic 
conditions. The organization mainly respond the agrarian lifestyle. Religious and ethnical differences have 
minor effect on the formation of the forms in rural vernacular architecture.

Forms and shapes, sizes and dimensions and also locations and orientations of the units were mainly generated 
according to the contextual parameters of the regions. The rural life went on largely in the open and semi-open 
air on the island. In response to the climatic factors and life style Semi-open and semi-closed spaces were 
significant in rural vernacular architecture. [1] [5] [7] [10]

Cyprus Examples Anatolian & Midlle East 
Examples
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Figure 4. Response to agrarian life and climatic factors (from Dincyurek)

An organic and pragmatic house type is formed according to the needs for the climatic, environmental, socio-
economic and cultural aspects. Both the rural and urban vernacular houses of the island consist of open, semi-
open and indoor spaces allowing flexibility of use as the need.[2] [9] The daily household activities mainly 
took place in the semi-open areas while minimum closed spaces are provided for the privacy needs.

The need for shelter is vital against the mild air and rain conditions in the winter, and also against the extreme 
heat in the summer. [2] The angular differences of the sun rays between summer and winter governs specially 
the formation of the arcade facing to South (Figure 5). 

Figure 5. Response to penetration of sunshine and climatic factors

Contrary to the adobe construction used in the main body of the houses, the frame, intrados and columns of the 
arcades were built in stone masonry. Despite the fact that the outer walls are of adobe, formations of sub-spaces 
are brought about in the main living space by using masonry arches, columns and beams in the mid points of 
the space. Outer arcades and vaulted inner halls consisting the living spaces also act as components joining 
the rooms (Figure 4). Shelter for domestic animals built either by stone or adobe are mostly in the back-yard.
Bathrooms built by adobe, mostly encountered in the Turkish houses, mainly placed in a corner of the courtyard 
closer to living unites. Cooking activity can take place in the courtyard or hall. The most important part is the 
hearth where generally located on one side of the courtyard (Figure 6). [4] Heat confinement property of adobe 
as material is utilized in constructing both the domed bathrooms and the family hearths.
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Figure 6 The family bathrooms and hearths built by adobe (from Dincyurek)

3.1 Rural Vernacular Typology

In the rural vernacular architecture of the island, fundamentally the ‘hall’ is the major determinant of the 
identification and classification of the house plan type. [1] [3] The rural vernacular house type of the island is 
primarily evaluated into three groups. They are: Single unit / units without hall, those with outer hall, those 
with inner hall (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Typology of Rural Vernacular Houses (from Dincyurek &Numan)

3.2 Rural Vernacular adobe construction

Universal traditional ways of production and use of adobe construction adopted also in Cyprus as well (Figure 
8&9). 

Figure 8. Universal traditional way of adobe production in Cyprus [13]
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Figure 9. Universal traditional way of adobe (From Yuceer-Hurol et.al. & [13])

Arches leading to inner hall mostly constructed by cut stone masonry. The use of timber is prevalent in 
constructing stairs, beams, lintels in combine with adobe and stone.

4. URBAN VERNACULAR ARCHİTECTURE OF CYPRUS

Figure 10. Adopted from a picture showing the street pattern, architectural identity, demographic 
composition of Nicosia/Lefkoşa in early British Colonial Era

Impact of the actors, activities, architectural components and cultural landscape elements in Cyprus generate 
the urban forms throughout the centuries.
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4.1 An architectural brief on the impact of different Ruling Periods in Urban Context 
from recent to early history in Cyprus

4.1.1 British Rule (1878-1914 island was leasehold from Ottomans; 1914-1960 British Colonial)

Figure 11. British Colonial and urban vernacular

This is the period where grounds for the modernity in western terms have been set. Changes took place not only 
in social, economic and governmental structures. New institutions and establishments; communication and 
transport systems; public service systems have introduced to the island. In the architectural field, particularly in 
the urban areas, the British Colonial styles and the forms and shapes that are used all over the empire to express 
the colonial power imported to Cyprus as well. 

Most unfortunately, the Building Regulations introduced in this period not only lead to the destruction of 
the organic growth of the urban settlements, but also the destruction of the vernacular architecture. Due to 
these and other factors such as introduction of new materials and methods of construction, sustainability in 
traditional rural vernacular architecture losing its power laid path to flourish the modern vernacular.

4.1.2 Ottoman Period (1571-1878/1914)

Figure 12. Ottoman urban vernacular (plan from Pulhan)

In general, partially sharing the same roots, Ottoman building tradition was not in contrast with Cyprus. The 
colonnaded semi-open and mid-iwan plan types, have also used in both the main urban and rural organizational 
schemes of Turkish house. This and other resembling aspects as well as new adobe techniques such as 
(Hımış) brought from Anatolia contributed the physical-operational-identical sustainability of the vernacular 
architecture of Cyprus especially in Urban areas. Furthermore, the Ottoman contribution appears to be an 
impact on the improvement of spatial organization.
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4.1.3 Genoese / Venetian Period (1489-1571):

A short but most destructive period for vernacular, especially concentrated in urban areas. The construction 
activity was focused on the Renaissance Characteristic military buildings and palaces. The only relationship 
with the vernacular was not further than some secondary details on some buildings.

4.1.4 Lusignan/Latin Period (1192-1489):

Figure 13. Partial remains from Lusignan urban vernacular

It was approximately a five century long prosperous period for the Latin knight occupiers of the island. Though 
the prevailing Gothic architectural style of the era, gave its fabulous examples in the urban areas of Cyprus, 
Due to the destruction Venetians on behalf of building a Renaissance city, almost nothing can be traced that 
influence the urban vernacular. The religious clashes between the Catholic Colonizers and the Orthodox Roman 
descendants and Pagan remainders, made the second group to retrieve to rural. Occurrence of some changes in 
the rural vernacular architecture might be expected accordingly to adopt the use to the new social values. But 
the traces indicate that the changes remain only in minor aspects like iconography and decoration.

4.1.5 Middle East-Arab Influences:
The question of give and take between the island and the Arab lands arouses because of the proximity 
relationships to the eastern and southern Mediterranean regions. In fact, the use of Iwan type of a central plan 
element both in one of the house types of Cyprus vernacular and the houses of Fustat, Syria and Lebanon 
strengthen the idea.
Beside Iwan, Tarma, a colonnaded frontal hall opening to garden of Iraq is another use and plan element shared 
both by Cyprus and Iraq house. These features are also shared by the Turkish-Ottoman house tradition.
Another Middle-Eastern frontal colonnaded house element that can be mentioned for Cyprus is the one-sided 
open gallery which appears on some of the Lebanon houses and the arcade on some Syrian houses

4.1.6 East Roman/Byzantine-Roman-Hellenistic Periods Influences:
The excavations of ancient cities like Salamis and Vouni in Cyprus give us the impression that the urban 
Roman houses are the follower of the typical atrium and central courtyard houses.  However the precedents of 
the atrium type house in the urban area could be related with the plan type of the rural arcaded houses.

4.1.7 Antiquity Periods Influences:
To our opinion the answers to the question of the origins of the Cypriot Vernacular lies in the human and 
cultural interaction in the Mediterranean basin in this period. In fact, this period exhibits alternative preliminary 
schemes for almost all the house types used in Rural Cypriot Architecture. Though it is totally abandoned in the 
later periods and has no organic relationship with the current rural vernacular houses in question, Kalavassos 
Tenta, and Khirokitia round houses of Neolithic times, show the strong links between the island and the closest 
main land’s tholoses. 
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Kalopsidha house from the 17thcentury BC consist the other house type which combines the megaron of 
Anatolia and the iwan of Middle Eastern countries. It also suggests the central courtyard developed in Anatolia 
during the Persian period. Neither the tholos generated, nor the megaron generated houses provide a reasonable 
answer to the problem of origins of the house typologies still in use.

Figure 14. Antique Anatolian and Middle Eastern vernacular house (based on Akurgal)

As a matter of fact, it is also surprisingly important that A pre-urban dwelling found in Enkomi excavations 
dated back to 1250 BC. and a semi-rural house in Alambra from 1800 BC., strikingly resemble the house types 
and schematically consist the closest typological relationship with a house generated in Anatolia [7] [6] which 
spread in south eastern main land direction. That is the Hilani of Hittites.
Thus, these close relationships lay us a new path in understanding the origins for Cypriot vernacular architecture

4.2 The Urban Vernacular

Figure 15. Arial view and Renaissance map of Nicosia

The city-shape of Nicosia, which defined the limits of the city through a geometrical approach, is conveyed by 
the Renaissance. The street pattern established in the Lusignan period have exhibited medieval characteristics 
which were later amended and structured by Turkish-Islamic urban concerns. In contrast with ideal city images 
of the Renaissance era, an organic street pattern was maintained throughout the city’s history. 

Finally, historic Nicosia became a typical Ottoman city embedded within a post-medieval walled Latin city 
with its prevailing vernacular urban house form.

On top of the Latin Crusaders urban texture of Nicosia which was destructed by Venetians, many places have 
been transformed by/for Ottoman inhabitants into mere accommodation settings, converting the spirit of the 
past. 
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Figure 16. Ottoman extensions on Latin mansions changing the medieval expression to Turkish

This attempt regulates the transformation of the old town in accordance with Ottoman tastes, values and 
practices. Though the common urban vernacular forms prevailing, the typical frame infilled by adobe (hımış) 
constructional technique of Ottomans seen to be used to build up on top of the remaining Latin ruins.

The Urban vernacular during Ottoman period reflects the typical tastes, approaches, and forms bearing a 
resemblance to the main land Anatolia, which brought alongside the materials and methods of construction to 
the island.

Figure 16. Ottoman urban vernacular houses

While reflecting the sustainable typology generating elements, such as arcades and inner halls of rural vernacular, 
in conjunction with the Ottoman architecture, the use of adobe as a material and method of construction in 
different forms was applied in Ottoman urban vernacular.

Ottoman understanding of functional, climatic and spatial transition between public-private domains, indoor- 
outdoor spaces and open-close entities were adopted to Cypriot urban vernacular.

Also similarities traced in Plan and Ottoman jutting oriel (or so-called Cumba) organization of  Cyprus Urban 
Vernacular and Ottoman House.
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Figure 16. Ottoman urban vernacular houses typologies (From Pulhan)

Decorative indentations, candle and utensil niches, wardrobes could easily be embedded inside the thick adobe 
walls. While opening upper stained-glass windows, the suspended ceilings provide a highly decorative interior. 
The width provided again by the thick adobe walls, permits the placement of pillows to sit and observe outside 
by the family members.

Figure 17. Changes in Ottoman urban vernacular house facades and typology [14]

A result of cultural change and due to the Colonial modernization effects of the British period, new interpretations 
such as inner arcaded hall / hayat being transferred to out as a balcony.
Cumba/jutting gradually left its form and function and change into balcony due to the changes in value 
judgements introduced by the British Colonial Rule.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The continuity and diversity in the formation of the vernacular architecture of Cyprus can be noticeably 
identified. Thus, besides the socio-cultural impacts, especially the imprints imported to the island by the 
rulers, on the heritage, the role of appropriate responses to the contextual necessities and the availability of 
materials as constant should not be denied. Adobe being the constant as material, the changes in the methods 
of construction in the application of adobe brought to the island by the ruling classes, obviously was one of the 
main factors in the diversity of architectural expression beside the socio-cultural aspects. 
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ABSTRACT 

Najd, the central region of Saudi Arabia displays a heritage of earthen architecture that is distinct in style, 
culture and sustainability.  Aiming to contribute to understanding the sustainability, durability and suitability 
of the traditional mud architecture for today’s lifestyle of Saudis, this research investigates and examines the 
traditional adobe architecture of this hot arid region of Najd from environmental and technical points of view.
 
The paper starts with an introduction of the geographic and environmental backgrounds of Najd. This is flowed 
by an analysis of the various architectural features of traditional Najdi buildings. The construction materials 
and techniques are also discussed. The paper is culminated with a areview of the sustainability and durability 
aspects of Najdi traditional adobe architecture. 

Keywords: Desert architecture, alternative materials, Saudi Arabia, arid climate, Najd, adobe architecture, 
traditional architecture

1. INTRODUCTION 

The term ‘sustainability’ has been a keyword for many subjects concerning the continuity of human life in 
relation to the surrounding environment.  It implies using energy and land resources with maximum efficiency 
at a rate that does not compromise the needs and life of future generations.  The first communally accepted 
definition of sustainability was in the UN Brundtland report Our Common Future.  It describes sustainable 
development that meets the needs of the current generation without endangering the opportunities for the 
future generations to meet their own needs [1].  According to Ch. Hendricks, the concept of sustainability 
encompasses not only the environment, but also social and economic concerns such as health and wellbeing, 
safety, care for living space, prosperity, sufficient employment, social justice and a fair distribution of resources.
As far as architecture, Elizabeth Wilhide has set up a list of principles for sustainable architecture.  Some of 
these principles are as follows:

a) Energy efficiency:  Since buildings make their greatest impact on the environment through the energy 
they consume over their lifetime, a sustainable building should feature a maximum thermal efficiency.  This 
requires using materials of high thermal performance and renewable sources of energy, site and building 
situation or orientation toward the prevailing direction of sun and wind, and optimum volume-to-surface 
area ratio.
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b) Material choice and use:  As buildings are the large consumers of materials, sustainable architecture 
demands reduction of material over-use and waste, choosing materials that have low environmental impact 
or are reclaimed and recycled, as well as avoiding the use of toxic materials.
c) Site impact:  A sustainable building should not be an intrusion or a source of disruption to the surrounding 
environment.
d) Longevity and flexibility:  Buildings should not be considered as disposable or minimized over time.  
Instead, they should be designed and built for durability, minimum maintenance, and flexibility so they can 
address future needs [2].

Undoubtedly, traditional architecture, as exemplified below, is a vital source of reference for sustainability.  
The following sections explore the sustainability of the vernacular buildings of the desert region of Najd.

2. NAJD AND ITS ADOBE ARCHITECTURE

2.1 Geographic and Environmental Background
The urban history of Najd, the central region of Saudi Arabia, goes back to the Neolithic period, 3000-5000 
years ago.  Najd is located between 19.8 and 37 latitude north and 37 and 42.26 longitude east.  Its length from 
the extreme south to the extreme north is 1100 km and from east to west is 850 km, a total area of 420,000 
square km, almost 19% of Saudi Arabia.  Its two major sub-regions are Riyadh and Qasiem and consist of 37 
cities and 1200 villages. 

There are many wadis (valleys) which pass through Najd, such as Wadi Hanifah, one of the greatest wadis of 
central Arabia.  Toward one of its sides, wadi Hanifah is joined by a cliff of a different typography and nature.  
It drains the plateau of Tuwaiq Mountain, which, with its dramatic west-facing escarpment, forms a spine 
curving northeastwards through central Arabia for hundreds of miles.  This eastern part of the central plateau 
of Arabia is called Lower Najd.  Ground water is close to the surface, making cultivation possible by irrigation 
from wells.  The Wadi has been inhabited along its length by farming communities since agriculture first came 
to this part of Arabia. 

Climatically, Najd is among the most arid of all large regions of the world.  It falls within the desert belt, which 
includes the Sahara Desert and most of the Arabian Peninsula.  It features a long, hot and almost totally dry 
summer.  Daytime temperatures can approach some 50ºC in the shade, with the average July maximum at 
42ºC.  Its cloudless skies, and its position far removed from the moderating effect of the sea bring temperatures 
varying sharply between night and day, and between summer and winter.  In winter, the November-January 
daily minimum temperature averages a comfortable 8-9ºC.

The prevailing summer wind comes from the south and is totally dry.  In winter the cold, dry shamal wind 
blows from the north.  By the time these winds reach Najd they have lost most of their moisture.  However, 
the shamal or northern wind is replaced in late winter by depressions tracking southeastwards from the 
Mediterranean, and these winds bear the meager rainfall of Najd, including the most valued rains of spring that 
bring the desert dramatically to life.  The annual average of rainfall is 84 mm.  When rain comes, as it is typical 
of desert rainfall, it usually arrives in violent rainstorms.  Half or more of a year’s rainfall may fall in a single 
day.  Such downpours can be very localized and occasionally as devastating to people in their path as drought.  
Torrential floodwaters roar through the converging tributary wadis to produce catastrophic floods, which have 
been known to sweep away entire settlements.  On average four or five such floods turn Wadi Hanifah into a 
temporary river in winter and spring [3].

2.2 Urban Aspects
The configuration of the traditional physical environment of a Najdi settlement has greatly been influenced 
by economic, socio-cultural and environmental factors. Unlike recent times, a typical Najdi settlement was 
surrounded with a wall with gates that were closed at night for security.  There was a watching tower (Margab) 
or more constructed on a high spot overlooking the entire settlement [4]. 
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Inside the main wall, the urban form is compact and integrated.  Narrow zigzagged alleys and small open 
spaces engrave and penetrate the mass of the residential quarters (Figure 1).  The quarters have similar urban 
fabric and architectural features.  The major road(s), 3-meter-wide, connected these quarters and ran from gates 
at the main wall to the center.  The center, around which the quarters are grouped, consists of a large open space 
that is surrounded by public buildings such as the souq or marketplace, the Friday mosque, and the governor 
palace. 

The central market or Souq is located near the Friday mosque.  It is the meeting point of all major roads 
running from the main gates.  The Souq comprises of a large open space surrounded by shops constructed from 
mud.  A part of this open space was shaded or roofed and used to display local goods such as vegetables and 
domestic hand-made products and crafts, in the form of an auction.  A few high sunshades were placed on the 
top of the shop entrances [1].

Figure 1. Compact urban form of al-Ghat, Najd

There is no doubt that such a compact urban form with its narrow-zigzagged alleys and limited open spaces not 
only served the circulation inside the settlement but also enhanced social interaction among residents.  Also, 
it provided the required privacy.  This privacy was evident in the street hierarchy; from public to semi-public/
private to private.  Moreover, this urban pattern and configuration provided shade and protection from severe 
solar rays and heat specially during summer.  In winter, the narrow alleys maintained warm air for long hours.  
They also protected the surrounding dwellings from cold wind.  Some of these alleys or streets were partially 
covered by rooms bridging the two sides of the street [5].  This added more protection from the sun heat and 
sandstorms to the space underneath, turning it into a pleasant place for social gathering.

2.3 Architectural Features
Desert architecture, such as that of Najd, can be characterized as ‘architecture of the extremes’, being basically 
similar to ‘regular’ architecture but differentiated from it by its obligation to address the extreme desert 
environmental conditions [6].  This is reflected in Najdi dwellings, which are inward looking, leaving the 
desert outside.  A typical Najdi house is rectangular or square in plan, often of two or more floors with rooms 
around a central courtyard.  It consists of two zones, one for the family or private and the other is public or for 
male visitors due to local custom of privacy.  The family or females’ section begins with an entrance or small 
lobby from a narrow alley or cul-de-sac.  This lobby leads to an arcade of 1.5 m wide, around the courtyard, 
which is considered the social and climatic core of the house and major source of light and ventilation.  Qubat 
al-Ailah (family dome) is the most used space, almost like the living room of today.  It is large with a high 
ceiling.  One of its sides is sometime directly open to the courtyard.  In this ground floor there are also one or 
more rooms used by relatives for sleeping.  However, the major bedrooms are in the upper floor and called al-
Rawashin.  Usually isolated from the rest of the rooms due to the smoke and smell associated with its function, 
the kitchen features a high ceiling with many openings for ventilation.  Sometime a large opening exists in the 
ceiling for more ventilation.  Al-Sofah is storage for commodities and food.  The ground floor also contains 
another but smaller (50 x 180 cm) storage, called al-Sobah, where harvested dates are kept.
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Some Najdi houses include a basement or an underground space called al-khalwah.  While the upper floor 
consists of bedrooms and other family or multi-use spaces, the roof is divided into sections with doors in 
between, forming rooms for sleeping in summer.  The roof is also used for drying food such as dates and 
locusts, a popular traditional meal in Najd.  Camels, horses, sheep, chicken and birds were important to the 
daily life of Najdis.  They were a source of food, transportation and children entertainment.  Also, their waste 
was used for soil fertilization.  Therefore, most houses had a simple structure from palm leaves in the courtyard 
or roof for these animals.

The males’ section is mainly characterized by al-Qahwa, where male visitors are received.  It is also called 
al-Majlis or al-Diwaniyyah, adjacent to males’ entrance, and adorned with elaborate stucco wall friezes [5].

In addition to its climatic and social function, the courtyard of a Najd house symbolizes a spiritual meaning 
and importance to residents.  For Arabs, the night sky, the moon and the stars hold a special place, which in 
their heatseared land, they have not accorded to the sun.  The night is a time of coolness and ease when the sky 
can be looked at and can become filmier, in total contrast with the hostile glare of the day [2].  This courtyard 
is like the walled garden, answers a deep need, certainly a social one, and perhaps an existential one too:  the 
desire for an enclosed secure piece of outside space, placing one’s daily life in a unique relation with the sky 
and season (Figure 2).

Figure 2.  Ground floor plan of a typical traditional Najdi house

From outside, the traditional Najdi adobe house can be viewed as boring or architecturally featureless (Figure 
3).  This is indeed obvious since the life of inhabitants is oriented toward the inside.  In tribal societies, where 
the close-knit nature of kinship groups co-exists with insecurity outside the group, the protection and privacy 
of the family becomes a priority.  The courtyard house answers this need effectively.  Nonetheless, crenellated 
parapets of ‘v’ shape and patterns of ventilation holes in the form of triangles and lancets are common feature 
of the facade though their function is to divert the raindrops away from the mud wall bellow (Figure 4).  
Openings and windows are small, limited in number and height.  They are only to provide light and air [3].
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2.4  Traditional construction materials and techniques
Construction in adobe or sun-dried mud bricks in Arabia is ancient.  It is documented in pre-Islamic times in 
Yemen and Saudi Arabia.  The Prophet Muhammad used mud brick (libin) for his residence and mosque in 
Medina in AD 622.  Excavations at al-Rabadha, west of Najd, have shown that sun-dried mud was in use from 
the centuries preceding Islam through Abbasied times.  Mud was used in Najd because it was the only material 
available in the region and due to the scarcity of stones. 

Traditionally, the construction of a Najdi house starts with the perpetration of basic materials: mud (libin), straws 
(tibin), palm tree trunks (for roofing), and cut stones (for foundations).  This was done by either the families 
with their neighbors and relatives if their income was limited or by a master builder termed al-Moualem, al-
Austad or al-Banna who was totally responsible for the construction process.  As the case was in al-Ghat, 
mud was brought from nearby locations called Qe’an in Wadi Hanifah.  These locations were known of their 
unsalted soil resulting from the occasional floods that removed the salt.  This type of soil was considered the 
best mud source.  It was strong, sticky, thus added strength to the bricks when they dry. 
 
A trench of 1-1.5 m deep was dug by al-Moualem at the house dimensions.  Then it was filled with a mixture 
of clay and stones to form a continuous foundation.  This foundation was left for a day to settle, dry and 
harden.  After that, the mud was mixed with straw by having a hole in the center of the mud heap where water 
and a little amount of wheat or oat straw (tibin) were poured (Figure 5).  Tibin was necessary to increase the 
adhesiveness and compactness of the mixture.  Studies in England found that 1.5-2% addition by dry weight 
of chopped straw increased the compressive and tensile strength of the mud mix when dry.  It also reduced any 
shrinkage that could occur during the drying of the mixture.  Straw content also helped to prevent erosion by 
rain [3].

Figure 5. Mixing mud with straw and water

Pure mud would be mixed with soil (turab), taken from the banks of a wadi where salt had accumulated when 
watercourse was dry.  This turab would be mixed with the clay in proportions that varied according to the 
purity of the mud; if the mud was very pure then the proportion of turab was increased, and if the mud was less 
pure, then less turab was added.  The role of turab was to prevent the mud from cracking [7].

Figure 3. Windowless facades, Al-Ghat, Najd Figure 4. Crenellated parapets redirect 
raindrops away from the mud walls
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After mixing the mud with water, straw, and if necessary, soil (turab) men compressed the mixture with their 
feet and hands.  The next step depended on how the mixture was to be used.  If the intention was to make 
bricks, then it was used immediately by pressing the mixture into a brick shaped frame from athl or palm trunk 
wood of 25 x 30 – 30 x 40 cm on a layer of straw on the ground, and then removing the frame (Figure 6).  One 
man could make 200-500 bricks a day this way, and about 3,000 would be needed for a small house of about 
60 square meters.  The bricks then left in rows under the sun to dry.  After a day or so they would be turned 
onto their sides to complete the drying process.  The hardening bricks were then left in lines in the sun for 2-3 
days to dry in the summer, the best time for construction for speedy dryness [5].  

If the mixture was to be used directly for constructing a wall in continuous layers, the mixture was left to stand 
at least 4 hours for fermentation.  The longer this process of clay fermentation went the better for the building 
material quality.  If it were to be used for a fine adobe plaster finish on the complete wall, it would be left for 
as long as possible [3].

For construction in courses or layers, the fermented mud was shaped in small balls and used in rising up 
the wall.  The balls or masses were lined up horizontally next to each other.  The thickness of such a wall 
was usually 30 cm.  Layers were preferred above bricks were as they were thought to be stronger and more 
enduring.  In a day no more than five courses at a time were necessary to maintain the alignment and steadiness 
of the wall as it rose.

Limestone was sometime used in the lower part of the external walls for more strength.  The height of this part 
was 3-4.5 m.  Inside the house, the columns of the arcade around the courtyard were also built from cylindrical 
stones (Figure 7).

Athl wood was used for roofing.  It is an abundant tree in all farms of Najd.  The length of the athl joist determined 
the size of the rooms, generally 3.5-4 m.  Athl was obtained then cut to length, trimmed, then stripped of any 
loose bark (Figures 8-11).  Sometime palm trunks were used instead.  Mats made from palm leaves were used 
to cover the beams.  Likewise, doors and windows were made from the ubiquitous athl.  Najdi householders 
have always been proud of their wooden doors that featured lavish workmanship and artwork for emphasis.  The 
dullness of the mud facades and scarcity of wood were the reason of this elaboration, thus the pride.

For finishing, after being built, walls were moisturized with water and left for fermentation for a period of a 
week to a month for the internal walls, and a few months for the external.  The longer period for the external 
walls was necessary so the straw decayed and the clay color became black and smooth.  This gave exterior 
walls more strength and enhanced their waterproof quality and thermal capacity [5]. White gypsum mixed with 
water was applied to parts of the walls, particularly those of the courtyard, for painting.

Figure 6. Pressing adobe mixture into wooden 
frames

Figure 7. Stones of the lower part of an adobe 
wall, al-Dar’iyyah, Najd
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Figure 8. Athl wood for roofing, Riyadh, Najd

3. SUSTAINABILITY OF THE ADOBE OF NAJD
The eco-architecture of traditional houses of Najd represents people’s response to the specifically harsh 
conditions of the hot arid environment of Najd.  They have positive thermal, economic, social and above all 
environmental attributes.

It is well known that thick mud walls keep the indoor spaces cool in summer, particularly on the ground 
floor.  There is a 15-degree difference between outside and inside of mud building.  In winter, when Najd can 
experience bitterly cold long nights, the mass of the adobe walls will radiate the heat it absorbed during the day 
back out into the house at night.  Having almost no insulation value, mud walls provide thermal mass, slowing 
heat transfer from exterior to interior spaces during the day and from interior to exterior spaces at night.  The 
rate of heat transfer through a mud wall is about 2.5 cm per hour.  In the desert, this thickness prevents the sun’s 
heat from reaching the building interior before nightfall.  Substantial drops in air temperature at night cause 
the walls to cool off again before sunrise [8]. Hassan Fathy conducted tests in Egypt in the 1940s and came to 
the surprising conclusion that a well-made mud brick might be almost four times more thermally inert than a 
hollow concrete block [3].

The courtyard houses of Najd provided particular protection against heat when they were grouped together 
with shared party walls in neighborhood blocks, when relatively fewer walls were exposed to the heat.  This 
compact urban form appeared from above like a one mass of mud punctuated only by the light-wells, the 
courtyards and narrow streets.

For the poorest people, adobe constructions are the only option because of their low cost and the possibility 
of self-construction.  Experiments by University of Arizona, Tucson, have found that constructing by adobe 
courses is more economic and practical [8].  The possibility of obtaining the clay from the site adds to the 
economic and environmental values of adobe, comparing with the high overhead cost of forms and scaffolding 
as well as the high labor and transportation investment which is unaffordable to most people.  Furthermore, 
mud walls may require regular maintenance by re-plastering the exterior surface to counter the erosive effects 
of rainfall.  However, projections on the walls and their parapets, as it is the case in Najd adobe houses, help to 
redirect the raindrops away from the mud walls. As far as durability, the resilience of mud was demonstrated

Figure 9. Mud courses.  Note the 
stone layers in the lower level close 

to the ground

Figure 10. Stones in mud mixture Figure 11. Mud plaster on 
either mud bricks or courses
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in extreme terms at the wall of al-Rass in al-Qasiem in Najd in 1817.  The wall of this town was bombarded 
with 30,000 rounds by the Egyptian Ibrahim Pasha’s massed artillery over a period of three months.  The 
adhesive quality of the mud was such that the cannon balls had no effect on the defenses [7].

The economic value of Najd adobe style is also reflected in the multi-functionality of the interior spaces.  These 
spaces were used on seasonal basis.  Also, traditional Najdi houses could grew with the inhabitants’ needs and 
be dispensed with equally and easily.  

The way Najdi adobe houses were constructed created a unique social solidarity between people.  As explained 
above, limited income families, which represented the population majority of that time, built their houses with 
assistance from relatives and neighbors.  This custom was called Faz’ah [5].

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Adobe architecture nowadays has unfortunately come to be identified with poor rural communities and a 
sign of backwardness, primitiveness and poverty.  Saudis have abandoned adobe.  Nonetheless, as previously 
analyzed, adobe buildings have excellent qualities of sustainability.  They are environmentally, economically 
and socially effective.

The traditional built environment of Najd, Saudi Arabia, represents the superiority of earlier communities’ 
attempts to modify the harsh desert natural conditions and create a pleasant indoor and outdoor living 
environment.  Aspects of the architectural and urban scales of a typical Najdi settlement embody concepts 
and techniques reducing the summer heat and winter coldness of the surrounding desert, which was the main 
source of construction materials and food of inhabitants.  Najd is another example of the unique traditional 
built environment of Saudi Arabia; an environment of a diversity but within a unity.
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Storage Buildings and Protection Applications in Çavuştepe Fortress
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                                       Yuzuncu Yil University, Van, Turkey
                                       rcavusoglu@yyu.edu.tr  

  
ABSTRACT 

The Urartian king Sarduri II (city of Sarduri) built Çavuştepe Fortress. Urartian king as a fortress in the middle 
of the 8th century BC used it. It is located in the Gürpınar district of Van Province, approximately 25 km 
southeast of Van along road the city of Van-Hakkari-Iran.

The Urartu kingdom many construction techniques applied in the architectural field and construction of 
materials such as stone, mud brick and wood used in architectural structures. Large-sized structures built 
using these materials. The most spectacular among these structures are precisely the building complexes in 
fortress. One of these important fortresses was Çavuştepe Fortress, which was built by Urartu kings Sarduri II 
(764-734 BC). The storage buildings in Çavuştepe Fortress are remarkable. The storage buildings are located 
between the Irmuşini Temple and the Exterme Fortress structures in the Lower Fortress. These storages are 
rectangular and square in plan and built with mud brick walls on stone foundations. These storages structures 
were unearthed during the excavations conducted between 1961-1986 under the direction of Prof. Dr. Afif 
ERZEN. During the period until 2015, the mud brick walls destroyed and partially destroyed because it was 
not resistant to natural conditions. Passive protection made on the partially destroyed walls of the storage 
buildings in Çavuştepe Fortress. In these conservation and repair works, some walls strengthened and some 
walls rebuilt to prevent collapse. Before the conservation and repair work carried out, mud brick measurements 
taken from the original walls. Molds suitable for these dimensions are poured with new mud brick and used in 
repairs. Some of the walls of the storages buildings partially rebuilt. These walls and the surface of mud brick 
structures unearthed in previous excavations protected by plastering in the traditional way. In this study, the 
protection and repair applications for storages structures will discuss. 

Keywords: Urartu, Cavustepe Fortress, store, protection, repair, architectural.
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Building with Earth
A Comprehensive Matrix for Appropriate Architecture

                                 Mohammed ALRafei
                                       Adeem Consult, Cairo, EGYPT
                                       alrafei@adeemconsult.com 

  
ABSTRACT 

Ever since man learnt to build homes more than 10,000 years ago, earth has been always one of the most 
construction material that used to cover his needs. After more than 80 years, of extensive researching work, earth 
has become an engineering material that all its physical and mechanical characteristics could be technically 
controlled.

Modern earth architecture has been started last century based on the revolutionary works of both Francois 
Cointeraux in France and the legend architect Hassan Fathy in Egypt, and the professionally applied researches 
that are done by the International Center for Earth Construction CRAterre in 1979.

Nowadays in our middle east countries and specially within the suburban, and remote desert areas. We need 
to perform a radical as well as a rational review to all the construction techniques and the building materials 
we are using, and above all we need to adopt new appropriate approaches by which we can utilize our special 
different resources that can enhance our own cultures.

This lecture will present one of these approaches through exploring the following topics:

1- General introduction and a quick review of targets and principals.
2- glimpse on the most potentially developed earth construction techniques, the stabilized compressed earth 
blocks, and the rammed earth.
3- The Compressed Stabilized Earth Blocks (CSEB) as an appropriate building material.

- Stabilization
- The machinery of production.
- Mechanical and physical properties.

4- The structural system and construction technique that uses bricks only.
- Walls and foundations.
- Curved roofing types.

5- The appropriate architecture designs, detailed presentation for the following project
4-1- AL-Qurainah farm house, ALQurainah, KSA.1

1 This project was awarded the “HASSAN FATHY” award of architecture in 2016, and it was officially nominated for the AGA KHAN 
award of architecture in its two cycles 2016, and 2019.
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Effects of The Use of Adobe in Terms of Building Biology
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                                                                           2isik.bilge@gmail.com   

    
ABSTRACT 

Shelter is also an important need such as eating and drinking in human life. These handmade buildings, 
which was originally created with the use of natural materials acquired from the environment, has adapted 
to the development of the industry and technology, and has become an environment where newly produced 
building materials and techniques are used, and the construction transforms from horizontal to vertical. While 
transitioning from traditional to industrial materials and construction technology, in order to close the building 
gap after World War II, construct the building only by considering its carrier caused the people to get sick living 
in it. People who spend most of their time in indoor environments experience various ailments due to various 
air pollutants occurring in the space, inadequate indoor comfort and negative sociological, psychological and 
biological effects of the space. These ailments are called as Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) and the effects 
that do not disappear and persistence may cause serious ailments and death. As a result of the evidence that 
buildings can make people sick, the structure determines certain principles (ideal comfort requirements 
and compliance with environmental data such as air, humidity, heat, lighting, sound, electroclimate), which 
investigates the effects of buildings on human health and environment, and harmonizes with the user and the 
environment. Biology Science was formed. Building Biology Science, which provides direction and control of 
designs and applications in line with these principles, is not only a guide in new building formations, but also 
supports the user with Bioclimatic measurements and analyzes to improve the sociological, psychological and 
biological effects of existing structures. As a result of the disruption of the nature, environmental pollution, 
gradual depletion of the resources on earth, epidemic diseases experienced and economic difficulties, a sector 
that is aware of the world is looking for a healthy and natural place where they can continue their lives. The 
aim of the study is to ensure that this awareness is spread further, by drawing attention to the formation of 
today’s building-related diseases, explaining the suitability of adobe, which is a natural material for healthy 
building formation, and making it a preferable material in today’s modern construction. Within the scope of 
the study created as a result of the literature review, adobe was handled with all its features, and its beneficial 
aspects were tried to be brought to the fore by examining its effects in terms of structure biology with a focus 
on the user and the environment. As a solution to serious problems caused by unhealthy material use and 
unhealthy constructions as a result of developments in the industry; with its many comfort features provided 
by the natural building material of adobe, the importance of health is also emphasized for the individual and 
the country’s economy. Suggestions have been made to update the technology based on the findings of the 
study in order to re-gain acceptance and preference of adobe in the sector for present and future construction.

Keywords: Building biology, adobe, soil structure, bioclimatic structure analysis, healthy structure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For people, shelter is the most basic need such as nutrition. It has been like this since the earliest days of 
existence. In the past, people have created structures with natural materials they find in their surroundings and 
they have experienced the comfort of natural materials. Some conditions must be met in the buildings where 
people provide shelter. It is very important that the building provides comfort in terms of health, social and 
psychological effects on the user and society, it is safe and does not pose a risk. However, today, the development 
of technology affects the building sector; artificial, synthetic, building materials with contents such as asbestos, 
radon, formaldehyde releasing toxic gas are produced and used. More importantly, the structures formed as 
non-breathing, insulated, closed boxes cause health problems and negatively affect human life.

Today, the economic problems, unhealthy constructions and urban life that exceeded its capacity and the 
increasing need for buildings are a serious issue that requires a solution. A nature whose balance is disrupted as 
the price of rapidly developing industry and high technology has been faced with an irreversible environmental 
pollution that nature cannot repair. These unfavorable situations have led to the orientation to ecological 
materials that can provide the user with healthy building comfort conditions with the least energy during their 
use for the sustainability of today’s and future living life, and that adapt to their environment. As a natural 
building material identified in this study, adobe; with its positive natural structure, it has been pointed out that 
it meets the structural comfort conditions that are extremely important and have gained much more meaning 
today. Considering its recyclability, anti-aging, economical and numerous contributions to the ecological 
environment, it is aimed to be incorporated into the modern building culture. Within the scope of building 
biology principles; the effects of using adobe on enhancing indoor air quality, providing thermal, acoustic 
and visual comfort and choosing healthy materials were examined and interpreted in a user and environment-
oriented manner.

2. BUILDING BIOLOGY

The Science of Building Biology, which was theorized in Germany by the medical doctor Hubert Palm in 
the 1960s, works for the prevention of disturbances of the people who spend most of their time in closed 
environments which have negative psychological, sociological and biological effects, and the formation of a 
healthy structure in harmony with the user and its environment.

With the development of the industry in the world, there have been developments in construction and material 
technology. As a result of the use of newly produced materials and developed construction techniques, various 
diseases have started in new generations. These harmful effects varied according to the sensitivity of the 
building user. These diseases, which are called Sick Building Syndrome or Building Related Diseases; could 
become chronic and reach even more serious and fatal dimensions unless the problems in the structure are 
resolved ‘Fig. 1-2’.

Figure 1. Sick Building Syndrome [1]
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Figure 2. User Effects of Sick Building Syndrome [2]

The Building Biology discipline is a field of building science that studies indoor living environments for a 
variety of irritants.In order to prevent the occurrence of building-borne diseases, 25 principles under 5 main 
headings developed within the scope of building biology should be considered ‘Fig. 3’.
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Figure 3. Building Biology Principles [3]

In order to create a healthy interior space in buildings, all kinds of user requirements and design criteria such 
as the use of natural daylight, indoor air quality, natural ventilation, water conservation, efficient use of energy 
should be considered. In the choice of building material to be used in the application and in interior decoration; 
the formation of air pollutants from materials, user activity and external environment that may adversely 
affect the user’s health should not be allowed. Otherwise, it may cause more serious and fatal diseases such 
as asthma, heart disease and cancer, especially sleep disturbance, tension, depression, headache. By using the 
bioclimatic structure analysis method in the new building application and the existing building improvement, 
it is possible to determine any health hazards in the selection of materials and the formation of spaces [4].

3. NATURAL BUILDINGS AND ADOBE

When it is called a building that is not harmful in terms of health and is compatible with its environment, 
natural structures created with natural materials that can be easily obtained from the environment and to be 
used without much processing come to mind. The structures built using ready-made stone, wood and soil are 
both ecological and economical because they do not require much energy and labor. In areas where stone 
and wood are limited, soil has become a preferred building material due to its easier availability. The first 
settlements created by people who settled from gathering were built using land. The Çatal Höyük and Aşıklı 
Höyük settlements in our country are the first known examples. While these old construction forms constitute 
a very important part of the rich architectural culture of Anatolia, they add deepness and quality to our lives. 
Mankind, who discovered clay in the early ages of history and used it for a structure where he could live in
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areas where there was no stone, discovered, developed and delivered the adobe by experiencing it over time. 
Most of the buildings taken under protection around the world was built by adobe. The adobe buildings, which 
were despised and forgotten because they are not resistant to earthquakes, are almost challenging this statement 
with their gigantic examples (such as Shibam in Yemen with the oldest skyscrapers in the world, Djenne 
Mosque in Mali, Bam City in Iran), contrary to what is thought. The adobe architecture reveals the ingenuity 
of the human being concentrated on the soil that has been used for thousands of years for the formation of 
a suitable interior space where people can live and meet their needs. Since the early ages, adobe, the first 
building material produced by man and determined by the shape as he wishes, was obtained by blending the 
soil containing clay in appropriate proportions with water and necessary additives, pouring it into molds and 
drying it in the open air, and then constructing the building with the masonry construction technique used. Since 
this traditional method, which can also be used today, takes a lot of time, there is a need for improvements in 
adobe technology.

The main weaknesses of earth materials are related to durability. Depending on the amount of water in it, the 
soil grains; 1- If it gets moist, the strength decreases. 2- If the water is excessive and continuous, the grains are 
completely separated from each other. It flows along with the water, the building collapses (B. Işık-545 lecture 
note) ‘Fig. 4’. The durability of adobe can be achieved by measures such as physical stabilization (organic 
matter contribution to the mixture), mechanical stabilization (compression of the mixture) and chemical 
stabilization (mixing gypsum, lime, cement, etc. stabilizer into the mixture).

Figure 4. Possible exposure to moisture for walls in adobe structures [5]

In adobe building application; A good foundation on which the building will be located is important. Precautions 
should be taken against the factors that may damage the integrity of the adobe such as rainwater and groundwater, 
and the adobe structure surface should be protected against surface erosion with roof overhangs ‘Fig. 4’.

In order to prevent diagonal cracking and landslide formation by the earthquake in the adobe building walls, 
the methods applied in the past can be used. One of these methods is; When knitting the material in masonry 
structures, it is to create an elasticity difference by making a material change in the knitting with another row 
of materials (brick, wood, etc.), and to perform energy extinguishing in these areas during an earthquake (B. 
Işık-545 lecture note) [6], [7] ‘Fig. 5-6’.
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Another method is; Using a mixed system in adobe buildings and reinforcing it with a wooden carrier system is 
a good measure that can be taken according to the probability of an earthquake [9] ‘Fig. 7’. In addition, if wood 
will be used as a material to keep the bottom of the soil in the use of soil roof cover, the axes of the wooden 
ceiling beams are approximately 40-60 cm. Wooden beams should not be released but should be connected to 
each other horizontally and diagonally (B. Işık-545 lecture note) ‘Fig. 8’.

With these precautions and structural measures that can be taken in adobe buildings; healthy, comfortable, 
durable and safe building formation can be achieved.

Figure 7. Adobe structure with wooden supports on the stone floor [8]

Figure 5. Adobe wall behavior with 
earthquake effect [8]

Figure 6. Extinguishing the 
earthquake energy in the adobe wall 

as desired [8]
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Figure 8. Wood carrier in the use of soil roof cover in mudbrick structure [8]

4. BUILDING BIOLOGY OF ADOBE

Adobe is a porous, breathable material that provides bioclimatic comfort with a constant relative humidity of 
40-50%, offers a healthy environment for living and working, does not allow bad odor formation, and provides 
acoustic comfort. When exposed to static electricity, adobe structures can act like soil, which is the main 
component of adobe, and creates a healthier electroclimate by removing static electricity from the human body. 
It does not consume much non-renewable energy, uses very little water in its production and can be recycled at 
the end of its useful life. It does not require any chemical treatment during its conversion to a building material 
and does not generate any chemical or industrial waste. Due to the thermal mass property of adobe structures, 
the wall surfaces provide an ideal thermal environment level for the user by releasing the heat they constantly 
store to the indoor environment.

A material with thermal mass such as adobe has three main properties, these are:
• High density - these materials are very dense.
• High thermal conductivity - heat can flow through this material.
• Low reflectivity - these materials do not reflect heat and light and are dark and dull in texture so they absorb 
more energy. 

It is seen that one of the important conditions of bioclimatic comfort, the difference between the wall surface 
temperature and the ambient temperature should not be more than 2.5 oC, can only be achieved with earthen 
walls without any additional measures [10].

Adobe structures provide a physical environment where people can live comfortably with the heat transfer 
coefficient, vapor transfer coefficient, heat storage values of the material that other materials could not provide. 
Because it uses less energy: it does not pollute the natural environment, it protects the family budget and the 
country budget. Although the building that houses the largest number of people in the world is made of soil, it 
is not included in engineering and architecture education since there has been no industrial production in this 
field in the last century [10].

With these positive aspects, soil architecture is important for a sustainable future and protection of the planet.

5. THE EFFECTS OF THE USE OF ADOBE INTERMS OF BUILDING BIOLOGY

When the effects of using adobe in terms of building biology are examined.

• Adobe is a suitable material for the formation of an eco-social living space thanks to its suitability for 
infrastructure planning that can be built horizontally, its being a cultural building material that makes people 
feel belonging, its ability to integrate with nature, and to adapt to ecological cycles and local conditions.
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• Adobe does not cause any harmful emissions and pollution in the absence of any radioactive material in 
the soil content of the geography where it is located, it can manage the indoor heat balance thanks to its high 
thermal feature, it can create moisture balance in the interior with its hygroscopic feature and provides good 
sound and acoustic comfort with its porous structure. It has a good thermal and acoustic comfort in the 
building.

• As adobe is a natural material that can breathe, it can provide continuous fresh air circulation in the space, 
it can prevent the formation of mold, fungus, dust and allergens harmful to health by creating an appropriate 
moisture balance in the interior, thus providing an odorless and neutral air environment in the interior. The 
ionization feature of the soil it contains, it is a material that can create a healthy indoor air thanks to its ability 
to create a suitable electroclimate in the space and to provide thermal comfort in the interior by storing heat on 
its surfaces and emitting radiant heat (radiation) when necessary.

• It is economical with energy saving and low cost, with the transformation of the local soil into the structure 
without the need for a lot of energy and with local methods, it does not have negative effects on the environment 
during the construction and renovation process, it is a natural material and has the best life cycle data. It is a 
compatible and economical material in environmental and energy issues.

• Having the desired flexibility in proportion, size and form with its adobe molding feature, its ability to appeal 
to all senses of human beings, its texture and color and its temperature effect, its physical and mechanical 
features in spatial organization, offering convenience to ergonomic design, being a part of local building 
culture and being able to blend with crafts, it is an ideal material for human-based design.
Findings were reached.

In the light of these findings.

Adobe construction, which is used in our country and in many parts of the world in times of limited opportunities 
and in rural areas, is gaining importance nowadays. In fact, the recommendations of researchers and scientists 
are in this direction. The geography of our country is also very suitable for adobe construction.

Adobe does not require energy consumption for heating and cooling in summer and winter thanks to the indoor 
comfort it provides with its thermal capacity feature. Therefore, it makes a great contribution to the individual 
and the national economy.

Adobe; With its proven track record as a high quality, environmentally friendly and healthy building method, 
it should be used in modern applications with improvements in technology.

Adobe should be accepted as a legitimate form of construction and should be recognized in the world building 
regulations, especially in our country. Considering the rate of adobe buildings in our country, it is seen that 
the adobe structure should be included in the regulations. Media, universities, chambers of architects and 
various social organizations have the responsibility in this regard; to raise awareness by bringing the issue to 
the agenda.

Considering that 33% of the constructions in the world are adobe buildings, the subject of adobe should be 
included in architectural education.

Adobe must be accepted and included in industry to encourage its use and to be academically included in 
education.

The production of adobe can be achieved in cooperation with the industry sector in a way that meets the needs 
of the age. It can be produced in accordance with the standards and made into a building material preferred by 
architects and building owners.
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The use of local materials reduces foreign dependency, so modern adobe technology contributes to the economy.

For the mass housing problem, adobe structures that are not high-rise and that will develop horizontally will 
be healthy solutions.

Adobe will be a solution that can make a great financial contribution for people who make an effort to return 
to their own land against the increasing population problem due to migration in cities.

In addition, the adobe preference of respectable people who attract the attention of the society will move the 
adobe from being a simple structure to a preferred point.

6. CONCLUSION 

Results obtained in the study;
When evaluated economically; In an individually constructed adobe building, saving will be provided during 
the construction phase and during its use, as it is constructed with local materials and labor. In the use of adobe 
as an industrial product, although economy cannot be achieved during construction, energy consumption will 
be at the lowest level since appropriate indoor comfort is provided during use. Considering that an annual 
investment of approximately 50 billion dollars is made in the building sector in our country, energy savings 
will be directly proportional to the choice of adobe in this construction. Therefore, contribution will be made 
to the national economy.

When evaluated from a sociological perspective; Neighborhood or town culture can be revived with a 
construction that can develop horizontally with adobe. This formation will strengthen the forgotten or broken 
ties in human relations.
When evaluated from a cultural perspective; while the preservation of our adobe heritage is ensured, it 
contributes to internal and external tourism by functionalizing the existing adobe buildings. In addition, the 
blending of cultural elements and crafts and their incorporation into contemporary mud brick architecture 
offers a future that brings together the society at a common point and where individuals protect their essence.

When evaluated from a scientifical perspective; adobe is a special building material that offers the most suitable 
indoor quality in terms of health, sensitive to the environment and living life and has superior qualities.

As a result, in the face of changing living conditions, there is a need for a structural and systemic solution 
in order to prevent the formation of unhealthy environments and resource consumption that threaten all life, 
except for the use of structural solutions and innovative materials. Adobe is the right solution in this matter. 
With the discovery of updated adobe technology, more and more people will be able to build sustainable 
natural habitats and dwellings that can adapt to their particular ecology. In order to encourage and promote this 
new formation, necessary support should be provided for the construction of adobe buildings with traditional 
materials or updated technology in new settlements away from the crowded and unplanned construction of 
the city. When properly designed, adobe; is a cost-effective, environmentally friendly, healthy and durable 
building material.

Even in places where a completely adobe structure is not ideal, it can be used with other materials that make 
the adobe stronger. In terms of building biology, “ADOBE” not only provides healthy building production and 
protection of nature, but also for individuals who are losing their health and happiness in the face of artificially 
created problems such as traffic, air and water pollution, work stress, crowd loneliness, it is a solution for the 
creation of ecological living spaces where it can share life and nature constructively and regain peace of mind, 
where it has a say in its design, as a result of the harmonious combination of a natural material with improved 
technology.
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ABSTRACT 

A novel deadly infectious disease with the possibility of human to human transmission known as COVID-19 
(Coronavirus disease) was first discovered and identified in Wuhan China toward the end of 2019, and has 
now become a global pandemic with over 16 million infections and above 600000 deaths worldwide. The 
presence of COVID-19 and its resulting effects cuts across the social divide of every country. The measures 
recommended and adopted by the World Health Organization (WHO) during the pandemic such as lockdown 
of every economic activity impacted on the financial wellbeing of individuals and countries. The need for 
sustainable and affordable housing continues to grow before, during and well after the pandemic as population 
growth increases. 

Earthen structures have existed since time immemorial. However, its appeal in under-developed and developing 
countries have increased over the decades due to larger low income earners whereas a decline is observed in 
developed countries due to higher income earners. The pandemic has resulted in loss of revenue in all economies 
of the world; nonetheless, the need for shelter cannot be overemphasized. Earthen structures have proven to be 
economical due to simple production techniques, cheap and readily available building materials compared to 
conventional materials. Its impact on the environment also contributes to health and general well being such 
as the reduction of greenhouse gases which could help boost the immunity in the fight against Covid 19.  This 
is also premised on it being non toxic, non allergenic and its ability to regulate the indoor humidity. Covid 19 
have also been known to thrive in colder environment and hence the low thermal conductivity (0.18W/m/K 
to 0.95W/m/K) and high heat capacity of earthen construction provides for good thermal stability thereby 
creating a healthy habitation. The earthen construction also improves thermal comfort up to 90% acceptable 
limits for any particular mean outdoor temperature.

The main focus of this paper is to appraise the benefits of earthen construction as an alternative building 
production in an economic crises created by the pandemic COVID 19.

Keywords: COVID 19, Earthen Structures, Thermal comfort

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Coronavirus pandemic appeared unexpectedly in 2019 and was first discovered in Wuhan, China. It was 
observed to be severe acute respiratory corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) which turned out to become Covid 19 
pandemic, and this has led to a serious devastating effect on economies of both developed, developing and 
underdeveloped countries; with the latter more severely hit [1][2].  It is observed from results of the study 
on the social epidemiology of COVID-19 that the rate of infections and recorded deaths from the disease 
are predominantly among individuals from ethnic minorities, poorer socioeconomic backgrounds and less
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priviledged areas as a result of social inequalities. The immediate and strict introduction and implementation 
of lock downs (including workplaces) and a follow up of social distancing, and quarantine for individuals 
considered to be highrisk, created a tremendous and devastating financial, physical and psychological effects[3]
[4].  The need for housing cannot be overemphasized and these have grown worse as a result of the negative 
economic effect of the pandemic. The conventional contruction materials and techniques have increased 
drastically in cost, hence the need for alternative building materials and techniques to reduce the financial 
effect of Covid 19 [5][6].

2. CONVENTIONAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND COVID 19

There is a huge impact of the construction industry on sustainability especially related to waste utilization, 
pollutant emissions, and energy consumption which impacts health.  Concrete as a convetional construction 
material is one of the most widely used in the world because of its numerous benefits especially its superior 
mechanical properties such as compressive and flexural strengths[7][8].   Cement production leads to the release 
of high quantities of Carbon dioxide (CO2) from the decomposition of the Calcium Carbonate (CaCO3) and 
the fossil fuels used for generating heat[9]. Covid 19 have been observed to be lethal to those with low immune 
system; hence a constant expossure to excessive amounts of CO2 produced during concrete production would 
increase deaths from the pandemic.  Sarkar et al developed model referred to as Coupled human-environment 
system (CHES) which represents a complex, dynamic, interconnected, and integrated system which shows the 
interraction between humans and the natural environment during the Covid 19 pandemic (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The Conceptual model showing the complex network of the coupled human-environment system 
(CHES) during COVID-19 pandemic. The Arrows represent the direction of impacts and feedback [10]

The conceptual model shows the direct or indirect interraction between human society and natural 
environment through the production of a network of associations. The relationship depicted by 
arrows showing the direction of both positive and/or negative impacts.  For instance, for the sub-
system: human society, limited activities which includes concrete production had a positive impact in 
containing the disease, thus lowering infection & death. Also, this limited activity resulting from the 
lockdown created a decrease in the burning of fossil fuels for generating heat in concrete production, 
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hence producing positive impacts on the natural environment, by reduced air pollution (lower conc. of CO2, 
CO, NOx, PM2.5, PM10) [10].

3. EARTHEN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND COVID 19

The World Bank projects a future need for approximately 300 million new housing units by 2030 for three 
billion homeless people worldwide. There is an immense growing pressure on governments to close the gap 
for the rising demand of housing especially during the pandemic[11].

The need for providing adequate and affordable housing to the less privilege and low-income earners is hugely 
related to the production and cost of construction materials and technology. This leads to insufficient housing 
as a result of increasing cost. The result of this is overcrowded shelter homes devoid of social distancing, hence 
providing a good atmosphere for the spread of Covid 19. 

The influence of construction materials and technology on the environment cannot be overemphasized[12].  
Earthen buildings provides great environmental benefits which reduces cost and promotes health such as the 
use of locally sourced materials and lower embodied energy levels [13]. The buildings are simple to construct, 
relatively cheap, healthy as a result of decreased CO2 emission, and the regulation of indoor humidity. Figure 
2 shows the cost-saving on building components which translates to cost saving on the whole building.

Figure 2. Cost comparism of different building materials for a single storey 70 m2 two-bedroom house with 
150 mm walls [14]

The cost of building production using concrete blocks showed a 37.4% and 18.5% increase compared to the 
rammed earth and stabilized soil blocks respectively.  The reduced cost in using alternative building materials 
provides a good alternative for mass housing to improve housing deficiency and reduce overcrowding at 
shelter houses to limit transmission of Covid 19.  The loss of businesses, jobs and other sources of income have 
hindered the capacity of individuals to construct buildings[14]. Nontheless, the cost benefit of earthen building 
provides a a good alternative for housing needs.

Buildings constructed with earthen materials provides better thermal comfort compared to conventional 
materials[13]. This is good for improved well being of occupants during the lockdown period of the pandemic.  
The advantages of thermal comfort with respect to thermal conductivity, resistivity, diffusivity, indoor and 
outdoor temperature, and cooling and heating loads are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison on thermal variables of earthen versus other housing construction materials[14]

The Earthen materials are poor conductors of heat, hence they slowly absorb heat in the day especially when 
the sun is hot thereby leaving indoors cool. However, during the night the accumulated heat slowly dissipates 
leaves the indoors warm which is especially good for winter season. The use of heating and cooling systems 
can be minimized hence reducing cost during the pandemic. The energy consumption in developed countries 
especially in the use of heating, cooling and ventilation accounts for almost 50% of the total energy consumption 
of the building [14].  It is obseved that adobe buildings are thermally efficient in summer due to its good 
resistance to heat travel through the wall. This is as a result of the thermal mass of it’s compositions[15] [16].

4. CONCLUSION

The surfacing of the COVID-19 pandemic since its inception in late 2019 and the resulting restrictions in social 
and economic life has impacted negatively the wellbeing of individuals and countries. The need for alternative 
building materials to meet the growing housing demand becomes more realistic.  Earthen structures especially 
rammed earth proves to be more economical due to simple production techniques. They are cheap and have 
readily available building materials compared to conventional materials. However, stabilized soil blocks such 
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as Alker (gypsum stabilized earthen) show more improved properties compared to rammed earth. The 
production process of earthen structures also improves the environment by reducing greenhouse gases hence 
contributing to the health and general well being of people during the Covid 19 pandemic. The low thermal 
conductivity of earthen construction reduces heating, cooling and ventilation costs.
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ABSTRACT 

Urban ecological systems are characterized by complex interactions among cultural, social, economic, 
institutional, environmental and physical geography variables. These interactions generate complex human-
dominated landscapes, which signifi cantly infl uence the functioning of local and global earth ecosystems 
and the services they provide to humans and other ecosystems on earth. Urban development fragments, 
isolates, transforms and degrades natural habitats; simplifi es and homogenizes species composition; disrupts 
hydrological systems; and modifi es energy fl ow and nutrient cycling. Change in ecological conditions that 
result from human activities in urban areas fi nally aff ect human health and well-being. The future of earth 
ecosystems is progressively dependent on the patterns of urban growth. Besides, suggesting that economic 
growth may be equaled to wealth and welfare is only possible in environments where certain requirements are 
satisfi ed. These requirements may be enumerated as not surpassing the natural renovation capacity, minimizing 
pollution risks, optimal protection and preservation of non-renewable resources, use of natural resources 
according to protection-utilization principles. In this framework, the interaction between urbanization and 
environment in Turkey can be examined under topics such as air, water and soil pollution, industrial site 
selection, illegal housing, historical - cultural heritage, agricultural soils, forest areas, terrestrial and aquatic 
ecosystems and diverse ecosystems, biological diversity, intra-city transportation and other physical geography 
elements. Consequently, for the success of planning and its recognition by the public, democratic participation 
and inspection mechanisms must be activated in the production and implementation of the plans.   

Keywords: Urbanization, Sustainable Urban Development, Environmental Infrastructures, Planning Policy, 
Planning in Turkey, Natural Resource Management.

1. INTRODUCTION 

The development of urban planning as a discipline and as an area of policy application has been accompanied 
by various images as to the scope, issues, concerns, and the type of activities with which the fi eld is preoccupied. 
Diff erent aspects are held by the ordinary citizen, by professionals in related disciplines, and crucially by 
planners themselves. This variety is not new to the profession. There is reason to believe, however, that it has 
increased greatly with the past decade [1]; [2]; [3] and that it is departing fundamentally from the conventional 
and popular defi nitions associated with the fi eld in its earlier years. In tracing the evolution of planning thought 
over the past two decades, the dynamics of consensus and confl ict among planners, and the problems associated 
with circumscribing the emerging themes of planning theory are suggested to be critical to an understanding 
of the state-of-the-art in planning theory nowadays. Planning at this time is essentially diff erent from planning 
at the turn of the century because of the increased recognition of the plurality of values in society and in the 
profession and because of the expanded scope of substantive area applications of planning [4] “The diversity
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within the planning area raises a number of important questions concerning the present and future role of 
planning in urban policy making. This diversity has sprung from a number of alternative planning definitions 
and strategies. Policy makers concerned with decisions governing the role of planning in their organizations are 
having an increasingly difficult time sorting out the planning process and the field to which this process relates. 
This appears true for governmental officials at all levels and administrators in higher education governing 
academic programs in planning as well as the public at large. The field of planning as a discipline justifiably 
has taken pride in the eclecticism, spontaneity, and innovative thrusts that have characterized the field over the 
past decades” [5].

2. ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT

Cities are growing rapidly globally. “The world’s urban population has multiplied more than tenfold during 
the past century, from 224 million in 1900 to 2.9 billion in 1999. It has also risen from14 to 50 percent of 
total world population. In 1900, only sixteen cities had a population exceeding 1 million; by 2000, more than 
four hundred did. By the year 2030, more than 60 percent (4.9 billion) of the estimated world population (8.1 
billion) will live in cities: 56.2 percent of the population of developing countries (3.88 billion) and 83.5 percent 
of that of the developed countries” (1.01 billion) [6]. Highly concentrated human populations cause changes in 
natural disturbances (i.e., more frequent flooding, air pollution) and unprecedented catastrophic disturbances. 
How alternative urban development patterns and environmental politics influence ecological systems along this 
tendency, however, is not known. Although many studies have addressed the correlation between urbanization 
and ecosystems [7], few have asked directly how alternative urban patterns control the distribution of 
energy, materials, and organisms in urban ecosystems [8]; [9].  Most studies of the impacts of urbanization 
on environmental systems correlate changes in environmental systems with simple aggregated measures of 
urbanization and socio-economic indicators (e.g., human population density, percentage impervious surface).

More recently, varied disciplinary approaches have been combined to research the interactions between 
complex human behaviors and ecosystem function. Scientists have started to recognize that urban ecosystems 
consist of several interlinked subsystems— social, economic, institutional, environmental and ecologic—each 
representing a complex system of its own and affecting all the others at various structural and functional 
levels. In studying the interactions between humans and ecological processes in urban ecosystems, researchers 
need to consider that many socio-economic and biophysical factors work simultaneously at various levels 
with substantial feedback mechanisms. These complex interactions give rise to emergent phenomena whose 
characteristics cannot be understood by studying the properties of the socio-economic and ecological systems 
in isolation [10]; [11]; [12]. The most important tool that helps guide urban development, urban planning plays 
a determinant role in the urbanization process, and the relationship between urbanization and environment 
expresses the entirety of acts and policies laid down by urban planning. In this framework, the interaction 
between urbanization and environment can be examined under topics such as air, water and soil pollution, 
industrial site selection, illegal housing, historical - cultural setting, agricultural soils, forest areas, terrestrial 
and aquatic ecosystems and diverse ecosystems, biological diversity, intra-city transportation and other 
physical geography elements.
  
The first subject to be addressed under the pollution topic is air pollution, which can be assessed under two 
headings as pollutants from natural events and pollutants from artificial sources caused by human activity.  
Dusts dragged/blown by winds, dusts and particles emitted to the atmosphere as a result of forest fires and 
volcanic activities are natural sources of pollution.   Besides these, sources of pollution caused by human 
activity include, inter alia, transportation, solid fuel, power stations, fuels used for industry and heating, and 
industrial processes. Air and noise pollution is widespread phenomenon in urban areas. The presence of many 
motor vehicles in urban areas produces noise and air pollutants such as carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. 
Emissions from industrial buildings and plants such as Sulphur dioxide and nitrogen oxides are very toxic and 
poisonous to both human beings and environment. Sources of air pollution arising from urbanization include 
crowded urban population, extremely dense population density, selection of habitation and industrial sites 
which are not appropriate to urban topography and meteorological conditions, and urban heating systems 
and urban transportation [13]. The most typical examples in Turkey for air pollution caused by inappropriate 
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site selection that do not suit urban topography and meteorological conditions are Ankara, Bursa, Konya 
and Yozgat. In these cities, air pollution occurs as a result of discharge of the flue gases of thermal power 
plants without proper treatment, and flue gases created by use of low-quality coals for heating in downtown 
Bursa and rural settlement areas and exhaust emissions from vehicles. Subject to natural thresholds created by 
urban geomorphologic structure and dominant wind direction, polluted air mass remains suspended over the 
urban center, and affects water sources and vegetation adversely with inversion and acid rains. It is seen that 
development plans made in such cities are unsuccessful in preventing air pollution. 

Besides, comparing with rural areas, differences and diversity in solar input, rainfall pattern, temperature and 
microclimatic features are usual in urban areas. Solar radiation, air temperature, wind speed, wind direction 
and relative humidity vary remarkably due to the built environment in cities [14]. Urban heat island effect is 
caused by the extensive areas of heat absorbing surfaces, in combination of high energy use in cities. Urban 
heat island effect can increase urban temperatures by 2°C- 5°C [15]. This phenomenon can be seen in many 
metropolitan cities (Istanbul, Ankara, Bursa and Adana) in Turkey.

The most evident pressure of urbanization in Turkey on water sources is ever-increasing housing around 
catchment basins near the cities [16].  In this context, pollution caused by housing near catchment basins 
appears most widely around water dams and lakes which preserve the very scarce fresh water supply of 
Istanbul. Particularly, Omerli Catchment Basin located in Anatolian side is under urbanization pressure despite 
all protection measures. In addition, Elmalı, Küçükcekmece and Büyükçekmece Catchment Basins are alike 
under heavy pressure by planned and unplanned housing. As a result of fragmental plans that are produced 
by county municipalities in breach of upper scale plans, industry and human settlement cause pollution and 
pollution risks in these catchment basins.  Other issues that impact pollution of water sources are industrial and 
agricultural activities. Aside from these, transportation activities increased by industrialization and urbanization 
play a non-negligible role in water pollution.  On the other hand, toxic gases released to the atmosphere by 
industries and houses (like sulfur) penetrate into the sea and fresh waters through acid rains [17].  Exhaust 
gases from vehicles and nitrogen oxides from fixed burning plants are released to the atmosphere.  These gases 
enter the natural gas cycle and complete chain reactions resulting in formation of nitric acid (HNO3), and fall 
onto earth as acid rains.  Acid rain affects soil structure and washes off elements like calcium and magnesium 
and carries them to the ground water, and causes water to acidify and reduces agricultural efficiency [18]. All 
these processes naturally reach the water source and have an adverse effect on water quality.  On the other 
hand, waste water problem is important as another dimension of the relationship between urbanization and 
environment.  In this framework, according to 1997 official data of the Turkish Statistics Institute, “Only 43 
out of more than 3000 municipalities where 76% of the population of Turkey live, in other words, only fifteen 
ten thousandths of the said municipalities have water treatment plants.    Only 20% of the domestic waste water 
produced in the cities in a year can only be treated at treatment facilities” [19]. Although the basic reason of 
pollution is lack of treatment, there are significant deficiencies in sewage and treatment facilities in our country. 
Unfortunately, the most common means of removal of waste waters in our country have been discharge of 
untreated or partially treated waste waters to the ground waters and disposal to waste lands far from areas of 
settlement. Aside from all these, other sources of pollution include domestic waste waters, water leakage from 
cesspools at places with insufficient sewage infrastructure, discharges from industrial activities to soil surface 
or illegal wells, underground water pollution due to chemical fertilizers and pesticides used in agricultural 
activities.  However, Turkey lacks sufficient number of academic papers and researches on this issue. 

The factors that contribute to soil pollution in Turkey include use of various fertilizers and pesticides to increase 
quantity and quality of agricultural production, discharge of solid and liquid waste, sludge applications, use 
of low-quality water in agricultural irrigation (such as Bafra and Carsamba Plain), atmospheric precipitation, 
erosion, thermal power plants (volatile ashes, stack emissions and storage sites), incidental release of industrial 
and urban treatment sludge to the soil or its use for fertilization purposes, irregular urbanization, establishment 
of industrial sites on inappropriate land (1st and 2nd class agricultural land, etc.), brick and roof tile  industrial 
institutions, and use of polluted water in agricultural irrigation.   

In the first years of the Republic, in regard to selection of industrial sites which is another area of interaction 
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between urbanization and environment, a country-wide balanced distribution of industry was projected and 
important industrial areas were selected in a balanced fashion over the country subject to the transportation 
system of the country. However, in the subsequent years, industrial facilities were established on the most 
efficient agricultural areas such as Bursa and Konya Plain, and these agricultural areas faced the risk of 
extinction.  However, investment decisions regarding as sector which is has an important place in the country’s 
development have to be included in development plans that are placed at the highest rank in the planning 
level, and should be incorporated into regional plans, environmental plans and ultimately in local-scale plans, 
respectively.   

The most important effects of urban development on environment are illegal housing and settlement.  In addition 
to illegal housing areas that develop without a plan, settlement areas with high natural ecologic sensitivity and/
or high-income potential that are opened to settlement within the framework of a plan are seen as the biggest 
problems. Keleş defines this problem as “a plunder through a plan” [20] and states that urban plans in Turkey 
pave the way to illegal housing and says “social values can be used as a vehicle to destroy environmental 
values” [20]. In this direction, the most important problem with urban planning has been the intention to derive 
benefits for some interest and pressure groups rather than to produce plans for public benefit.  No doubt this 
is largely to the shift from a planning phenomenon which is driven by public power and public benefit to a 
planning approach rather driven by market power, overlapping with market purposes and reducing cities to a 
meta [21]. What is behind the ongoing illegal housing is the lack of a favor in the general community for public 
benefit, and that local governments that have a concern for individual unearned income as well as an obligation 
to apply the plan intend to share unearned income with voter segments for political reasons.

When another dimension which is to protect cultural environment is examined the historical and cultural 
heritage owned by cities are very important in the formation of a city identity.   The planning of protected 
areas that have a historical, cultural and natural heritage is carried out through protection-oriented zoning 
plans caused to be prepared by the Ministry of Culture and Tourism and Provincial Private Administrations.  
Although there are many settlements in Turkey, for which protection-oriented zoning plans have been made, 
these plans have not been sufficient for a sustainable protection of the relevant areas. Aside from many problems 
experienced in practice, since protection-oriented zoning plans evaluate and decide upon protection areas in 
the lower scale, isolating protection areas from other parts of the city, they are not consistent with the general 
point of view of planning. 
     
Another example in Turkey in the framework of urbanization - environment relationship is the use of efficient 
agricultural areas for other purposes. When the reasons for use for other purposes are investigated, they include 
the tendency of the cities to exceed the projected population and area occupation targets and spread beyond. 
In line with this, plains become the most preferred areas for such spread as they represent the most suitable 
geographical formation in terms of topography for the selection of settlement sites. Plains consisting of efficient 
agricultural areas qualified as class I and class II areas of land where this phenomenon is seen in Turkey’s plains 
such as Gediz Plain, Kucuk Menderes Plain and Buyuk Menderes Plain are polluted and destroyed with their 
selection as areas of settlement and industry.   In terms of urban planning, detailed researches should indeed be 
carried out as regards structure, capability and efficiency of the soil during the analysis stage. These analyses 
are used in the determination of areas suitable for settlement, however, when it comes decision-making, areas 
that have high efficiency and land quality become the most preferred areas for settlement since they represent 
the easiest threshold to overcome compared with other parameters [22]. Therefore, land requirements of 
the industry that develops very fast in Turkey and of the population that consequentially increases caused 
construction of illegal housing and industrial facilities around existing industrial facilities and connecting 
roads, and increased the pressure on efficient agricultural land. Thus, industrial zones formed along main 
transportation roads that connect cities to each other caused efficient agricultural land to disappear in a manner 
not to be regained again. Fast population growth and industrialization led to shift of agricultural land to urban 
and industrial settlement, damage to forests, and pollution of water sources. 

The condition of forests, which is another issue, shows great similarities with agricultural land in terms of 
urban planning. Activities that lead to loss of forest area in Turkey are urbanization, tourism, and opening 
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agricultural areas for other illegal purposes. Biological diversity is another important phenomenon that suffers 
damage due to urbanization and environmental interaction. The phenomenon of biological diversity, which is, 
maybe, the least considered factor in urban planning should be included in the analysis stage of the settlements 
to be planned and should be correlated with urban planning.

3. CONCLUSION

Planning studies at every level require a systematic database. In Turkey, there is a need for an institutional 
structure that decides in which detail, by which institution and through which means and by what kind of 
a system such data will be collected, archived, made available to users in regard to the industrial, housing, 
transportation, energy, tourism sectors, etc. in relation to spatially-oriented natural and cultural values, natural 
disaster and settlement risks.    Establishment of a “national data center” that will assure coordination between 
institutions like Turkish Statistical Institute, The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey, 
other non-governmental organizations that gather data on a country level today will enable to satisfy this very 
important requirement and to develop more consistent spatial strategies.   In the scope of the National Program 
for the Adoption of the EU Acquis carried out by the Secretariat-General of European Union, the duty to collect 
spatial data and determine use of land as specified in the INSPIRE (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in 
Europe)  has been assigned to the Ministry of Environment and Forestry in Turkey. The Environment Chapter 
(Chapter 27) published in the scope of this program details the activities to be carried out by the Ministry of 
Environment and Forestry for Turkey’s integration with INSPIRE.  In this framework, it is obvious that an 
infrastructure for spatial information systems must be established at the Ministry of Environment and Forestry, 
and in order to have a very strong database for the plans in near future, information technologies should be 
used, and plans and changes and audits thereof should be carried out and controlled by a single authority.   As 
a result of these observations, planning should not be simply a physical intervention tool in Turkey, and a 
planning paradigm should be created taking into account different variables that are able to descend from upper 
scales down to lower scales and define and establish spatial structure (environment, tourism, history, cultural 
assets, etc.).Interactions between urban patterns and ecosystem function are controlled by multiple stressors. 
Furthermore, researchers will need to investigate relationships between urban patterns and human-induced 
stressors, interactions among multiple stressors associated with these patterns, and the existence of thresholds 
in these relationships.
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ABSTRACT 

This study reveals the research on accessibility management of cultural heritage, which constitutes the 
conceptual basis of the doctoral dissertation named ‘Cultural Routes as a Method Proposal for Accessibility 
Management in Protection of Cultural Heritage’. 

The concept of accessibility, which is thought to offer a new approach in the implementation and presentation 
of cultural heritage, envisages protecting the integrity of the cultural heritage, as well as considering the social 
environment, memorial value and intangible cultural values that form its background as parts of the whole.

Accessibility of cultural heritage notion is transforming in semantic. Hence, it is one of contemporary 
arguments as a current issue in preservation of heritage field. On the other hand, cultural routes are an effective 
implementation method which refers a holistic and participatory attitude to preserve and present the cultural 
heritage. Is there an alternative implementation and presentation approach to introduce cultural heritage both 
in theory and practice? Accessibility might be the answer of this question, though it needs a tool to come 
into being in praxis. In this matter, cultural routes can be an effective tool for implementation of accessibility 
management model. 

In this paper, accessibility management of cultural heritage through cultural routes will be discussed in the 
context of two of ICOMOS charters which forms the fundamentals of preservation of heritage act: The 
ICOMOS Charter for the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites; The ICOMOS Charter on 
Cultural Routes. This conceptual framework will be evaluated in the example of Yazd city in Iran.

Keywords: Accessibility of cultural heritage, heritage management, cultural values, cultural routes, public 
awareness and participation.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cultural heritage is a complex and multi-dimensional notion that gives reference to the past. During the last 
five decades, perception and approach to cultural heritage has been changed. Therefore, preservation tools and 
techniques also have been continued to change and develop. Meanwhile cultural heritage is seen as a value to 
be protected regarding contemporary preservation act; on the other hand, in some cases it has been reduced to 
an object that must contribute economically to its environment. Between preservation and the current socio-
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economic atmosphere, cultural heritage becomes fragile or damaged despite it should be protected as whole in 
its concept and meaning. With these controversions, management of cultural heritage and multi-disciplinary 
attitude gained importance in order to have balance among main constituent parts: human, cultural heritage 
and management. It will be examined here how the united concept of accessibility and cultural routes finds its 
place in the charters’ general perspective, definitions and principles.

It is possible to explain accessibility management through cultural routes concept in example of Yazd city. 
Historical city of Yazd has been added to the list of world cultural heritage in UNESCO’s the 41st World 
Cultural Heritage Convention (2017) as the 22nd cultural heritage of the Iran Islam Republic. The city of 
Yazd is located in the plateau of Iran and 270 km southeast of Isfahan and close to Spice and Silk Roads. 
It is an historic town which is still inhabited according to the terms of the Operational Guidelines for the 
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention (8 July 2015). While most of the earthen cities were 
destroyed by modernization, Yazd survived with its original texture even though it is surrounded with deserts. 
In that challenging climate, Yazd maintained its original texture with its authentic elements and developed 
within different states. [1] This historical background flourished in hard geographical conditions in time and 
accumulation of knowledge. As a result of this integrated organism of the city, it is challenging to organize 
activities like conservation, preservation, interpretation and presentation. Thus, it becomes a requirement to 
manage and sustain the organism of the city in a holistic approach for the heritage itself and all groups of 
people who desire to reach it. 

2. ACCESSIBILITY AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
 
Debates on accessibility date back in the 1960s as the conference held in Stresa entitled ‘Barriere architettonice’ 
(Architectural barriers) in 1965, Italy. In the 1990s accessibility became relevant to architectural restoration. 
When it came to 2008, access to cultural heritage idea took place in international declarations, charters and 
management guides. [2] Although its meaning is usually limited to physical access of disabled people. It 
makes sense with the acceptance of that is a challenge as a conservation task and in some cases requires 
intervention to heritage itself. Conversely, focusing only one group means ignoring other groups with special 
needs, abilities and expectations. [3] Everyone has the right to find the opportunity to access heritage, not just 
as a privilege but also as a human right. 
 
In 2005, the interaction of human and cultural heritage is underlined and ‘the need to put people and human 
value to the center of enlarged and cross-disciplinary concept of cultural heritage’ is emphasized in Council of 
Europe Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society that is nominally known as Faro 
Convention. According to principles of the convention, the value of cultural heritage can be enhanced through 
identification, research, protection, conservation, interpretation and presentation. Access to cultural heritage 
and democratic participation is stated in article 12. Participatory and collaborative work is essential to improve 
access to heritage, especially young people and the disadvantaged in order to raise perception on the value of 
heritage and contribute to its identity. [4]  
 
Accessibility has gained a wider perspective since the 2010s. Through this perspective, heritage is not only 
a physical structure. It exists with its environment and living culture as well. In order to preserve identity, 
meaning and significance, a holistic approach is legitimate to define a conservation strategy. This holistic 
approach regenerates collective management between social, environmental and economic settings which 
defines a complementary frame of cultural heritage asset. In this context, human centered understanding 
obtained precedence by comparison with object-oriented conception. It became substantial that increasing the 
ability of visitors to understand tangible and intangible cultural heritage through experience.
 
Briefly, accessibility notion is transforming in semantic from a distinct group-based praxis towards a 
multi-disciplinary, inclusive, dynamic and innovative concept. This new concept in conservation can ease 
interpretation and correct communication. Strategies in accessibility can provide atmosphere for public to 
interact with cultural heritage which contributes to generate knowledge and awareness. [5]
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Undoubtedly, cultural heritage is a part of our environment. For instance, it is a tradition we perform occasionally, 
a special place to visit, a historical site in our neighborhood or an abandoned archeological area. All of these 
are significant because we know their importance. But we are aware about these values due to knowledge and 
appreciation. Thereby, awareness discloses the value of cultural heritage in the light of information and sense. 
Types of relationship between cultural heritage and individuals defines types of accessibility. In other words, 
types of accessibility respond to subjective perceptions of individuals. 
 
Physical accessibility is directly related to five human senses and not just limited with reachability. It 
comprehends ability to touch, see the context, hear sounds, smell and taste. Thus, it can be called sensory 
accessibility. 

Intellectual accessibility marks the mental approach of human to cultural heritage. It covers the ability to 
absorb different types of information, enhancing appreciation of heritage and increasing understanding through 
experience. 
 
Economic accessibility implies a key role of cultural heritage and its contribution to local communities in 
contemporary economic conditions. As well as that it consolidates the relationship between stakeholders that 
depend on each other to support and sustain the development of the existing environment. (Fig. 1) [6]

Figure 1. Types of accessibility to cultural heritage. (Scheme: Donika Georgieva) [6]

2.1 Accessibility Management: A Sub-Heading in Cultural Heritage Management
Undoubtedly, cultural heritage plays a strategic role as a major value to many countries. Thus, it became more 
attractive as a profitable source for local or central management authorities and local communities. In addition 
to this, tourism becomes the main accelerator for local development day after day. In some cases, due to mass 
tourism born oppression over cultural heritage sites, it is getting hard to manage and sustain existing balance 
among tangible and intangible heritage. 
 
Admittedly, cultural heritage is not limitless to use or make profit. Management of cultural heritage brings a 
definition between preservation act and stakeholders. So, how can we stretch a line or limit access to cultural 
heritage, in which circumstances? How can we balance the human- value- accessibility circle? [6] Accessibility 
management with holistic approach can be the answer for these questions that is morphing into a sub-heading 
which coordinates access to cultural heritage. Even so, it can help to define scope and limitations of access to 
cultural heritage for instance specific to item, structure or site. 
 
2.2 Cultural Routes as A Tool for Accessibility of Cultural Heritage
As mentioned above, a holistic accessibility approach presents a non-discriminating point of view. Nonetheless 
this kind of approach widens and complicates the framework. A methodical solution is needed to analyze, plan 
and organize related to subjects. In this matter, cultural routes might be a solution as a part of accessibility 
management. Cultural route is active, inclusive, participating, holistic, systematic and experience-based 
network which tenders an adaptable method to time and place. It incorporates both tangible and intangible 
cultural heritage and creates opportunity to experience it. 
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Experience is the key goal in cultural routes concept, because experience creates a bridge between heritage 
and human. Consequently, permanent memories are formed, and the place becomes meaningful to the one 
who experiences it. In addition, exploring cultural heritage arouses curiosity about historical background, its 
context and relations to other heritage.
 
The concept of accessibility is the connection between cultural heritage as common value and human as 
subject. A tool is needed to make the accessibility concept more concrete and to put the concept to praxis. 
The tool mentioned here can be cultural routes with its methodical approach. The concept of cultural routes is 
detailed in The ICOMOS Charter of Cultural Routes by formulizing methodology. Six main planning stages 
are explained which are: research, funding, protection – assessment – preservation – conservation, sustainable 
use – relationship to tourist activities, management and public participation. Accessibility can be crystalized 
using these stages as main headings. (Fig. 1) 

Figure 2. Value- Tool- Subject Relationship. (Scheme: Didar Taskan)

3. ACCESSIBILITY MANAGEMENT THROUGH CULTURAL ROUTES IN THE CONTEXT OF 
TWO ICOMOS CHARTERS
 
Accessibility of cultural heritage and cultural routes have been found in international declarations, meetings, 
regulations and recommendations. Namely the charters which were officially ratified by the 16th General 
Assembly of ICOMOS in Quebec (Canada) in 2008 are ‘The ICOMOS Charter for the Interpretation and 
Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites’ and ‘The ICOMOS Charter on Cultural Routes’. The principles that 
explicated in these documents focus on flourishing the connection between human (visitor, local community 
etc.) and cultural heritage. While the problem of correct comprehension and respect to the authenticity of 
cultural heritage is defined in the charters; facilitation of understanding and appreciation of cultural heritage 
is stated as well. [7]
 
3.1 Accessibility in ‘The ICOMOS Charter for the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage 
Sites’
Protection and conservation of cultural heritage concept indicates transmission to the future generations as 
an inclusive witness of historical environment and identity. For this reason, the act of conservation is carried 
out not only with physical condition preservation, but also enhancement of knowledge and information. The 
more efficient interpretation and presentation get, personal experience, respect and understanding increase. 
[7] ‘The purpose of this charter is therefore to define the basic principles of Interpretation and Presentation 
as essential components of heritage conservation efforts and as a means of enhancing public appreciation and 
understanding of cultural heritage sites.’ [8]
 
Especially in the last two decades, large expansion of interpretive activities with new technologies and 
developing new economic strategies which centers cultural heritage have created new complexities. Changes 
in perception of cultural heritage sparked a bunch of challenges that includes approach, implementation and 
presentation methods of cultural heritage. The question of ‘how to determine which technical means and 
methods are appropriate particularly cultural and heritage contexts’ is still up to date. 
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The main framework in the charter defines interpretation and presentation of cultural heritage. Interpretation 
means all kinds of activities intended to raise public awareness and enhance understanding of cultural heritage. 
Activities mentioned here can be community gatherings, onsite of off-site visual installations, printed or 
electronic publications, educational itineraries, training and related ongoing research. On the other hand, 
presentation refers to the link between arrangement of interpretive content, cultural heritage and physical 
access. The link addresses a communicational structure that must carefully be planned.
 
The first principle of the charter is ‘access and understanding’ explains the necessity to facilitate physical and 
intellectual accessibility of the public to cultural heritage. Personal experience, public interest, learning and 
exploration is underlined as connective elements to be enhanced. According to the charter, when connective 
elements are not physically accessible, off-site accessibility options can be discussed. As a new perspective, 
gathering on- site and off-site interpretation and presentation elements in a collaborative platform can create 
an integrative and innovative approach. For instance, during conservation planning, organizing physical 
access, virtual presentational elements, needs of distinctive groups, self-circulating economical mechanism 
and increasing public awareness can be thought of in the process. 
 
Cultural heritage sites are meaningful in their context. In other words, tangible and intangible heritage are 
parts of a whole and involve all groups who contribute to the historical and cultural significance of the site. 
Without a doubt, disadvantaged groups have priority to access to cultural heritage as a common understanding 
in accessibility. But also, everyone has the right to access and contribute to cultural heritage. Furthermore, it 
is a responsibility to be conscious about protecting and sustaining cultural assets, the information they provide 
and perception of their identity. 

Accessibility management of cultural heritage is based on knowledge, information and its transmission to the 
public through stimulation of further interest, learning, exploration and experience as mentioned in the charter. 
Moreover, physical, intellectual and economic accessibility definitions submit a general infrastructure to 
interpretive activities. Thus, all these activities are possible in the light of ‘meaningful collaboration’ between 
conservation professionals, local and associated communities and other stakeholders. [8]

In the city of Yazd, buildings are built of earth which is highly effective material to provide, build and retain 
air-conditioning, particularly in existing geography. Thick earthen walls in the buildings, water that supplied 
from the qanat system and wind-catchers are some elements of the unique setting of the city. Its traditional 
districts which are generated a special urban fabric with narrow alleys, the qanat system, traditional houses, 
bazars, hammams, water cisterns, mosques, synagogues, Zoroastrian temples, silence towers and the historic 
garden of Dolat-abad are pieces of a living organism. Traditional living, festivals and ceremonies are also 
inseparable parts of this living organism that reflects the complex structure of the city. [1]

It is important to emphasize the relationship between tangible and intangible heritage in Yazd. Besides, its 
organism which is integrated with deep culture and infrastructure requires to be supported with a multi-
disciplinary and complex management system which accessibility management can be a part of. Interpretation 
of the Qanat system and the organic tie along with wind towers, cisterns are especially important to understand the 
essence of Yazd. Whereas, the qanat system goes underground and lies into the desert, cisterns are underground 
and some of these important elements are hard to track. At this point, providing physical accessibility might be 
a problem. If so, which other alternatives do we have? Since access to cultural heritage is a human right, how 
can we ensure that everyone has access to the distinctive essence of Yazd?

The road and alley network in the city, signage for heritage sites, information boards, info points, published 
booklets or online informative applications, add-on ramps, security measures and other facilities like these 
are related to physical access. Are these effective enough to fulfill accessibility for places which are visually 
limited like cisterns or unseen on the surface like qanat wells? Clearly, it should be an interpretation and 
presentation goal to reach as many people as possible but also to control this flow due to protect heritage sites 
and avoid the negative effects of mass tourism for instance, wears or structural damages on earthen buildings or 
modernization attempts to satisfy local society or visitors. An on-site control mechanism can be used to prevent
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as well as visitor control can be supported with virtual tools such as virtual reality to experience (see, hear and 
maybe smell) the place without being there. 

Intellectual accessibility makes experience expressive while experience embodies knowledge. Correspondingly, 
these concepts blended in context. Nevertheless, intellectual accessibility collects research, study and all 
activities regarding enhancing awareness, appreciation and understanding under the same title.

As one of the existing cities entirely built of earthen material, Yazd is associated with traditional and social 
perpetuity. A solution for economic accessibility of Yazd is a traditional financing constitution which is 
vaqf (endowment). Vaqf is a traditional self-circulating economic and social organization that makes public 
buildings, such as water cisterns, qanats, mosques or craftsmanship etc. benefit from it. It takes great importance 
to sustain the earthen texture of the historical city of Yazd within the synergy of conservation act and economic 
accessibility.
 
Yazd is an outstanding living example of the interaction between human and nature in limited sources. It 
consists of complex settlements which have elements that cannot be separated. But there might be a need for a 
linking method to fully understand and appreciate the complexity. Some suggestions to increase accessibility 
are included in the world heritage nomination dossier; however, there is no mention of a holistic method. [9] 

As it is specified in the charter, transferring knowledge to target groups, stimulating further interest, diversifying 
learning tools, giving countenance to promote experience and encouraging exploration should be the main aim. 
Once the conservation and preservation act interoperate with interpretation and presentation, it will be the ideal 
effective accessibility management.
 
3.2 Accessibility in ‘The ICOMOS Charter on Cultural Routes’
When it comes to presentation of cultural heritage, the cultural routes system provides a comprehensive 
macrostructure due to a variety of heritage, stakeholders, geographical and natural environment in a holistic 
approach to cultural heritage. Cultural routes offer systematic, dynamic and organized concepts which reflect 
the rich diversity of contributions of different people to cultural heritage in the evolving process of humans. 
Concept of cultural routes don’t conflict with any cultural asset’s existence; on the contrary, it enables them 
to become part of a joint system and enhances their significance. [10] Such as, a historical mill in Asia can be 
preserved in its own natural and cultural concept but at the same time it can be part of Silk Roads through its 
purpose of use and connection to other cultural assets and intangible elements.
 
Integrated structure of cultural routes concept reveals a specific historical setting of human mobility, their flow 
and exchange of culture, technology, tradition etc. or explore new relationships between cultures depending 
on scientific perspective. This integrated, multidisciplinary and scientific framework overlaps with dynamism 
in the historical background of cultural heritage. Its scale, existing context, bond with other related cultural 
or natural assets concern and affect the interaction of cultural heritage with users such as local community, 
visitors, travelers or other stakeholders. Dynamic character which is arising from user interaction, historical 
background and contemporary context, generates the essence of accessibility. Thus, cultural routes seem fit as 
a tool to analyze and examine accessibility of cultural heritage.

Similar statements are stated in The Florence Declaration on Heritage and Landscape as Human Values (2014). 
‘Access to cultural heritage destinations requires a multi-layered approach to planning and interpretation in 
order to be effective. Physical, intellectual, emotional and economic access need to be reconciled within bespoke 
strategies for interpretive planning and quality assurance mechanisms.’ In addition to that, space creativeness 
whether virtual or real are regarded as dependent on interwoven interrelationship of tangible cultural heritage 
along with intangible cultural heritage. There is a need to find new methods to preserve cultural heritage and 
bridging them to the future. [11]

Cultural routes carry the perception of similar cultural heritage sites to the upper scale. For Yazd, this 
upper scale can be a route that includes the city and its surroundings, or a route can connect Yazd to
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other earthen cities with similar characteristics as well as it can promote functional unity. 

Throughout its history, Yazd which had great importance to Iran as a commercial atmosphere is situated close 
to major trade routes such as the Spice Road, the Kerman-Reyand and Khorasan-Fars silk roads. (Fig. 3) Yazd’s 
closeness to silk and spice routes was emphasized in the reasons for being nominated for world heritage. [9] 
Thus, these trade routes mean just neither trade nor the merchandise. They are evidence that had lived and 
witnessed the flow of culture, knowledge and experience. Even today, these roads have a place in trade and 
commercial activity of Yazd.

Figure 3. Historical roads leading to Yazd City [9]

Historical city of Yazd contains visual, functional, structural integrity within itself and surroundings. For this 
reason, Yazd can be promoted through increasing accessibility and offering connective routes.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Preservation act should sustain the inheritance of culture while enhancing solutions for the community and 
meeting social and cultural expectations together through knowledge, learning, exploration and experience. 
This paradigm refers to the contemporary and holistic approach due to preserve and sustain cultural heritage 
within its environment and its connection with other cultural assets.

It is believed that accessibility management will contribute to the integrity of cultural heritage, participatory 
approach, planning and strategy, interdisciplinary coordination, international cooperation, access control and 
enhancing awareness. Accessibility is not a preferable action plan, on the contrary it is a requirement that 
maintains the link between cultural heritage and human. We have to reason which attitude is the best without 
altering the cultural heritage that we should preserve and sustain. 

The use of cultural routes as a tool brings a systematic and dynamic point of view to the accessibility 
management. It is a concept that is coherent with traditional and innovative components of interpretation 
and preservation. Namely, we can enjoy the heritage by seeing traditional use of it or track its route using a 
specialized GIS system. It can be possible transform simple experience into enjoyment of cultural heritage for 
everyone. 
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ABSTRACT 

As a traditional building material, earth consumes minimum energy in its production, recycle/disposal processes 
after completing its useful life, does not require construction of any facilities and provides a healthy built 
environment for the building users during usage –given that the material is acquired from a clean resource. Used 
since the earliest human settlements, earth architecture is the evidence of cultural progress of the humanity, 
thus recognized as a common cultural heritage by the international preservation realm.

Earth architecture is very vulnerable, under the constant impact of natural and anthropogenic threats. Therefore, there are 
several initiatives of world-wide organizations working on safeguarding the earthen heritage at risk. Since 1970s, ICOMOS 
organized a series of conferences for a deeper understanding of earthen architecture, while UNESCO launched World 
Heritage Programme on Earthen Architecture for the conservation, revitalization and valorization of earthen architecture. 

In terms of sustainability of vernacular architecture in Turkey, there are institutional (TÜBA, universities, 
local governments, etc.) and individual (especially preservation and building science experts) academic studies 
on its documentation and inventory. The aim of this paper is to make a research on the documentation and 
inventory studies on earthen architectural heritage in Turkey, which constitutes an important component of 
vernacular architecture. It is intended to increase the potential of national presence in local, regional, national 
and international studies for the preservation and revitalization of earthen buildings and thus contribute to the 
production of new knowledge for the sustainability of vernacular architectural heritage. 

Keywords: Vernacular architecture, earthen buildings, sustainability, documentation, inventory.

1. INTRODUCTION 

As a building material, earth can be defined as environmentally sensitive. Its binder is clay soil acquired from 
nature and it is used to construct buildings in various sizes and functions since the earliest human settlements. 
It can be utilized as load-bearing elements, building elements, mortars, fillings for wooden structures, coatings, 
paintings and landscaping elements. Earth architecture, whether in the form of monumental buildings or modest 
houses, constitutes an important part of the world’s cultural heritage.

Even though recognized as a cultural property, earth buildings are under the impact of natural and anthropogenic 
threats, such as extreme weather conditions, floods, earthquakes, urbanization, industrialization, modern
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construction techniques, lack of proper maintenance and oblivion of traditional building technologies. Therefore, 
there are several international organizations working on documentation, inventorying and protecting the earthen 
heritage at risk. Since 1970s, International Council of Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) and International 
Scientific Committee on Earthen Architectural Heritage (ISCEAH) organized a series of conferences, “Terra” 
to encourage an exchange of information as well as to conduct scientific inquiries and specialized studies 
on earthen heritage. CIAV, scientific committee of ICOMOS on vernacular architecture is also working on 
the documentation and preservation of vernacular buildings, including earth. Furthermore, UNESCO’s World 
Heritage Programme on Earthen architecture (WHEAP) was established for the conservation, revitalization 
and valorization of earthen architecture properties in the World Heritage List. In addition to these efforts, the 
wide-scale research project Terra Incognita, supported by the European Union for the documentation and 
preservation of earthen architecture in Europe, is worth to mention.

In Turkey, earthen architecture can mostly be found in vernacular and/or rural settlements. Even though there 
are not any specific organizations working on the earth structures, there are institutional (such as Turkish 
Academy of Sciences ‘TÜBA’, universities, local governments, etc.) and individual (especially preservation 
and building science experts) academic studies on the documentation and inventory of vernacular architecture. 
Lack of legal instruments on the preservation of vernacular –especially rural- sites has a negative impact 
on the safeguarding of earthen buildings. Therefore, this paper intends to increase the potential of national 
presence in local, regional, national and international studies for the preservation and revitalization of earthen 
buildings and thus contribute to the production of new knowledge. The pioneering and exemplary international 
documentation and inventory studies on earthen heritage will be presented as cases and the documentation and 
inventory studies on earthen heritage in Turkey will be evaluated within this scope. This study is crucial in the 
sense that it helps to achieve the theoretical and structural sustainability of vernacular architectural heritage. 

2. EARTHEN BUILDINGS 

Earth can be used in many forms in traditional structures. In rammed earth and cob buildings, the walls are 
load-bearing and are formed with compressed soil mixed with additives. Mud brick or adobe can be used as a 
load bearing element or as an infill in timber frames, while in wattle and daub buildings, the timber wattles are 
daubed with clay/mud. 

Adobe is a building material formed by kneading and molding the soil by water and drying it in the open air. 
Its main material is soil. Adobe is used in the construction of human and animal shelters. Binding materials 
added to the soil during the manufacturing process have some effects on improving the mechanical properties 
of adobe. The most important benefit expected from the addition of various binder materials to the adobe soil 
is to increase the water resistance of the adobe and to increase the compressive strength [1]. 

Earth building construction is produced due to regulations and standards in Turkey. TS 2514 (Adobe Blocks 
and Construction Rules), TS 2515 (Adobe Construction Rules) Standards and Earthquake Regulations are 
used for production of earthen structures. TS 2514 Adobe Blocks and Construction Rules; Material and Labor 
Criteria are examined in details. Another subline is the test to determine the suitability of the soil material. 

TS 2515 Design Criteria, Roof and Basic Production Criteria are the topics examined in detail within the scope 
of Construction Rules of Adobe Buildings. Adobe Block Construction Rules (TS 2514): 
• Preparation of the mixture for the construction of adobe (clay soil, straw and vegetable fibers, water),  
• Characteristics of the cutting place, determination of site, 
• Tools for adobe cutting, 
• Cutting of adobe (molding), 
• Drying and protection [1]. 

The admixtures used with clay soil, which acts as binders, vary as materials such as straw, reed, plant stems, 
sand, hair, wool, plaster, lime, wood ash, salt according to the opportunities offered by the geography where 
the material is produced. Straw, which is often added to the adobe paste, is added to the mixture by crushing
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into small pieces. [2] As Ulusoy Binan et al. points out, Beken (1949) summarizes the production of adobe 
as respectively, digging clay mudbrick soil previously opened and poured into the pit, poured on top of the 
required amount of water and small pieces of straw are added to wait for a sufficient time, and then hoeing 
into the mold to mix and slurry is shaken. After the adobe sludge is poured into wooden molds prepared in 
certain dimensions, the adobe is dried in the sun and made ready for use. During the production of adobe; it is 
important to use the right amount of water in order to mix the adobe paste well and to compress it in the mold 
where it is poured to allow it to dry. Over-use of water during production may result in shrinkage by prolonging 
the drying time, while under-use may make it difficult to shape the dough, whereas the improper compaction 
of the adobe paste placed in the mold may result in the formation of gaps in the adobe and causes the strength 
to decrease [2]. 

History of earth constructions in Turkey date back to 5000 years [3]. Besides archaeological sites, earth is 
widely found as a building and/or structural material in traditional buildings in Turkey. In central, eastern 
and southeastern Anatolia, adobe/soil constitutes the wall construction, while in other regions adobe blocks 
are used as an infill material for timber frame structures [2]. Its widespread use is due to many reasons, such 
as being locally and easily produced, economic, durable to fire, recyclable, thermal insulator, and does not 
produce any poisonous gases. 

There is still a large number of traditional earth buildings dating from nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
especially in rural areas of Turkey. However, these buildings face the threat of abandonment and lack of regular 
maintenance with the utilization of modern construction techniques and contemporary building materials. This 
is a common phenomenon for most of the vernacular and/or rural settlements. A study conducted in Malatya 
focusing on the earthen buildings showed that in the last three decades, traditional houses were abandoned 
and the inhabitants preferred to reside in concrete apartments; whereas low-income families moved to the 
traditional houses. The new inhabitants could not afford to repair their houses and they were not equipped 
with the technical know-how of traditional construction techniques; eventually, most of the traditional earthen 
houses were left to decay. The study also revealed that lack of legal instruments with regards to holistic 
preservation in rural sites is another threat for the future of earth structures. [3] 

3. DOCUMENTATION AND INVENTORY STUDIES REGARDING EARTHEN ARCHITECTURE 

3.1 International Studies
In order to understand the configuration, composition and context of heritage buildings and sites, documentation, 
surveying and preparing of inventories reveals significant data. This data is then used for the diagnosis, 
treatment and management of the heritage buildings and/or sites [4]. The advancement in surveying technology 
allows documentation of even difficult-to-reach sites with methods like remote sensing. In this sense, the 
technological development should be employed for documentation of earthen heritage, even though there is no 
specific technique exclusive for it [4]. 

Considering the international heritage preservation field, there have been various studies involving the 
documentation and conservation of earthen buildings. One of the most active working organizations is 
ICOMOS and its scientific committee ISCEAH. Since 1970s, ICOMOS and ISCEAH organize “Terra”, a 
series of international conferences to promote the exchange of information and a greater understanding of 
earthen buildings. The focus of these conferences range from archaeological sites to existing earthen structures, 
conservation methods, construction techniques, management planning, cultural landscapes and disaster 
preparedness and mitigation. The accumulation of scientific data gathered from these conferences make an 
immense contribution to the research on earthen heritage. Besides ISCEAH, Getty Conservation Institute 
(GCI), the International Centre for Earth Construction-School of Architecture of Grenoble (CRATerre-EAG), 
and UNESCO World Heritage Centre (WHC) are supporters of these conferences in the recent years. [5]

In 1997, GCI, CRATerre-EAG, PAT96 (the first Pan-American Course on the Conservation and Management 
of Earthen Architectural and Archaeological Heritage), and the International Centre for the Study of the 
Preservation and the Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM) joined for a cooperative framework, called
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“Project Terra” for the promotion of research and conservation of earthen architecture heritage [6]. As a part of 
this project, a bibliography on earthen architecture was compiled. This comprehensive work includes different 
scientific fields, such as mineralogy, clay science, and soil science, which are relevant for the identification 
and characterization of earthen building materials. In addition, the bibliography focuses on deterioration, 
pathology, diagnosis, conservation, construction and architecture, site management and site preservation, 
descriptions of sites and monuments, and proceedings and bibliography of earthen architecture. [6] 

A further outcome of Project Terra is Terra Literature Review, compiling essays relevant to earthen architecture 
research. According to the review, starting from 1980s, there are case studies of recording earthen sites, 
study of earthen structures, inventory and documentations proposals specific to earthen architecture as well 
as simple survey methods for earthen buildings concerning various sites from Europe and America. [4]

Another bibliographical compilation is prepared by UNESCO‐ICOMOS Documentation Centre on Earth 
Architecture in 2009. Different case studies regarding description, construction techniques, conservation approaches 
and seismic studies of traditional earthen buildings, sites and archaeological areas are included in this bibliography. A 
wide geographical distribution can be found, ranging from Africa (including the Maghreb) to Far East Asia (India, 
China, Japan, etc.), Arabian Peninsula, America, Europe (especially Mediterranean region) and Middle East. [7] 

UNESCO World Heritage Centre, partnering with CRATerre-EAG, ICOMOS ISCEAH, ICCROM and other 
institutions has established WHEAP (World Heritage Earthen Architecture Programme) in 2008. In 2012, 
World Heritage Inventory of Earthen Architecture was published for elaborating policies on the conservation, 
revitalization and valorization of the 150 earthen properties inscribed on the World Heritage List, and to increase 
capacity building at the regional, national and site levels for management authorities and technical experts. The 
inventory study revealed that 1/4 of the sites included in the World Heritage List in Danger are earthen sites, which 
underlines the fact that earthen sites are under imminent threats. The inventory is also a synthesis of the data 
with regards to the types and methods of construction, thus providing a classification of earthen heritage (Fig. 1). 
According to the results of this study, the strongest threats to the earthen heritage are lack of available technical 
and financial resources that will compensate for the impacts of natural degradation and climate change. [8]

Figure 1. One of the maps produced by WHEAP, statistics on threats to earthen World Heritage properties [8]

A European Union funded project, Terra Incognita focuses on earthen architecture in Europe with the 
aim to protect, promote and revitalize this fragile heritage. Similar to WHEAP, one of the outcomes 
of this project is an inventory of earthen construction in Europe, which is also depicted on a map 
indicating the historical and vernacular earthen heritage (built before 1970 and is still present) with 
four categories identified to represent a wide variety of earthen structures: half-timber with earth, 
adobe, rammed earth and cob (Fig. 2). [9]
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Figure 2. Terra Incognita Map of Earthen Heritage in the European Union [9]

PROTERRA, Iberian-American Network on Earthen Architecture and Construction, is established with the 
intention of addressing technical and scientific cooperation in Iberia and Latin America. The network aims to 
promote and contribute to earthen architecture knowledge through working on human settlements in urban and 
rural areas as well as cultural diversity and tangible and intangible knowledge preservation, thus supporting 
sustainable development by regarding the social, the environmental, the scientific, the technical, the cultural, 
and the economical dimensions. Partnering with other institutions working on earthen heritage, PROTERRA 
supported the International Conference of Vernacular Heritage and Earthen Architecture. The conference 
proceedings, which brings together 140 papers with new perspectives and relevant data from America, Europe, 
Africa, Asia and Oceania concerning vernacular heritage and earthen architecture is a voluminous contribution 
to the literature. [10]

3.2 National Studies
Even though there is no specific institution focusing on the earthen heritage in Turkey, TÜBA has been working 
on the documentation of vernacular and rural heritage in Turkey since 2001 at the national level, which includes 
earthen structures as well. TÜBA has established Turkish Cultural Sector (TÜBA-TÜKSEK) with the aim of 
documenting the tangible and intangible cultural heritage properties within their setting and assessing cultural 
heritage to support the social and economic development. As a consequence, a protocol was signed between 
the Ministry of Culture and Tourism and TÜBA for Cultural Inventory Project with the aim of preparing 
inventories, compiling digital databases of these inventories, and defining problems and innovating solutions 
for the preservation of cultural heritage in Turkey with the help of academic members, researchers and experts. 
Two pilot regions, Buldan (Denizli) in the Aegean region and Birecik-Suruç (Şanlıurfa) in the southeastern 
Anatolia were selected. After the inventory works had initiated in these pilot sites, the project disseminated into 
other regions of Turkey, such as Şırnak, Siirt, Batman, Denizli, Muğla, Eskişehir, Afyonkarahisar, Kütahya, 
Sinop, İzmir, and Mersin, with teams working on archaeological, urban, rural, historical and ethnographical 
inventories. The initial inventory surveys conducted in pilot and other regions with teams of 5-7 people working 
for 10-15 days summed up to a total of 3928 properties. [11] 

Another important contribution to documentation of earthen heritage in Turkey that is worth mentioning is 
“Kerpic Network” has been conducting researches on durability, seismic response and production techniques 
of earthen construction material for more than thirty years [12]. In addition, there are institutional (universities, 
local governments, etc.) and individual (especially preservation and building science experts) academic studies 
on the documentation and inventory of vernacular and/or rural heritage in Turkey. The number of such academic 
studies increased especially in the last two decades, with the increasing dilapidation, abandonment and loss of 
rural sites due to changing governmental status, lack of legal protection and financial support, construction of
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large scale development projects (such as highways, hydroelectric dams, and power plants) and activities such 
as mining.

4. EVALUATION OF DOCUMENTATION AND INVENTORY STUDIES ON EARTHEN BUILDINGS 
IN TURKEY WITHIN THE SCOPE OF SUSTAINABILITY OF VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURAL 
HERITAGE 

Starting from 1980s, the concept of sustainability was generated primarily with environmental concerns, 
however it evolved from an ecological friendly approach to a series of rather high-tech and expensive responses 
[13]. Vernacular architecture is the manifestation of both the tangible and intangible assets of culture, combining 
traditional constructions and local materials with traditional know-how and techniques, representing a 
morphological response to both environmental and climatic conditions, as well as socio-economic and cultural 
characters of societies. Vernacular constructions utilize materials and components that are local and climate 
responsive [13]. The preservation of vernacular architecture includes sustaining traditional livelihoods and 
building practices, supporting the social and economic dimensions of sustainability (Fig. 3). Therefore, there 
is so much to learn from vernacular and site-specific resources in terms of physical and social resilience, 
especially with the ever-increasing natural and man-made disasters.

Figure 3. The Indicators of Sustainability of Heritage Buildings [14]

Earth is a common construction material widespread in the vernacular architecture of Turkey, easily obtainable 
from the local environs in rural areas. However, as mentioned in the previous sections, the recent socio-
economic changes in Turkey in the last decades have made adobe buildings less desirable, leaving most of 
these structures in a neglected, abandoned, deteriorated and even partially destroyed condition [15]. Although 
the few architectural documentation projects, especially the ones initiated by TÜBA-TÜKSEK in rural zones 
provide very valuable data, these findings are not adequate to determine the diversity of earthen construction 
types nor the state of conservation of this heritage. As pointed out in the ICOMOS Heritage at Risk Report, 
the inventory, documentation and the detailed study of the production and construction systems of traditional 
earthen architecture in Turkey is an especially important and urgent issue, considering that adobe architecture 
is being rapidly dilapidated and/or destroyed [15]. The documentation and inventory studies will be used as a 
basis of conservation and restoration of this heritage and support the sustainability of vernacular architectural 
heritage in Turkey.
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5. RESULTS 

Vernacular and/or rural sites are comprised of a rich variety of building types, embracing different belief 
and living practices, climatic conditions of their territory and use of traditional local building materials [16]. 
The intrinsic knowledge accumulated in vernacular architecture over the ages is very valuable, even in the 
era of rapid technological advancement and mass building constructions. Low-tech construction methods of 
vernacular buildings can give clues about creating new buildings and sites that are adaptable to the local 
climate and culture [17]. 

Vernacular architecture also offers solutions on climate conscious approach to building design in establishing 
human comfort without using natural resources exceedingly. Moreover, vernacular architecture enhances social 
resilience within the communities by retaining social, cultural and heritage values. Vernacular architecture can 
also be considered as the evidence of humans living in harmony with nature. Therefore, vernacular architecture 
is the cultural heritage of humanity that should be preserved for future generations. [17]

Traditional architecture in rural sites are under the ever-increasing threat of construction pressure of the urban 
areas. The inventory and documentation studies are conducted in Turkey and around the globe with the aim 
to preserve and ensure the sustainability of vernacular heritage, which also encompasses the construction 
techniques and building culture of traditional earthen structures. These inventory and documentation studies 
can be used for

• determining the physical conditions and preservation status of earthen buildings
• listing earthen buildings and sites when applicable
• renovating/repairing the dilapidated earthen buildings and sites 
• recording the architectural history of Turkey
• recording the traditional construction techniques and materials and differentiating between the varieties 
across different regions
• preservation of cultural heritage and assuring its sustainability
• learning from vernacular architecture when creating new designs in harmony with the environment and 
climate, and using resources efficiently
• supporting livelihoods by reviving traditional construction techniques.

The international inventory studies are valuable for understanding the preservation condition of earthen heritage 
and serve as basis for preservation works. Even though there is a growing literature on earthen buildings in 
Turkey, it is important to increase the representation of these studies within the international literature.

For preservation, restoration of earthen buildings and production of new knowledge in this field, it is vital to 
increase the presence of the national potential in regional, national and international studies. 
This way, it will be possible to facilitate the environmental, social and economic sustainability of cultural 
heritage. 
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ABSTRACT 

Settlements in Anatolia rises on top of different cultural layers; These settlements, where human beings have 
met their needs of shelter from the moment they were born, together with society and the environment, contain 
different structural changes in parallel with the environmental and cultural conditions and the technology of 
the age. Archaeological settlements, which are components of cultural heritage and contain traces of human 
life, are symbols of the existence and continuity of the cultural groups that make up the society. They are 
the sources of knowledge of the past and important data sources for the preservation of urban culture and 
sustainable urban development.

Our primary responsibility for the preservation of the archeological cultural heritage that has survived until the 
present is to document the information resources of past civilizations with a holistic approach in accordance 
with the principles of preserving their original qualities without damaging their values. To ensure the continuity 
of the archaeological sites in Turkey, recommendations that are based on scientific research and evaluations 
and provide context dimension and appropriate environmental conditions should be implemented. 

In the study, firstly, the formation and development of the housing in the historical process were discussed 
over the mudbrick architecture in the first settlements in Anatolia. In this context, the architectural formations 
Ahlatlıbel, Etiyokuşu, Karaoğlan, Karayavşan, Külhöyük, Koçumbeli, and Çayyolu höyüks excavations of the 
Early Bronze Age settlements in the central districts of Ankara province were examined through the publications 
and documentation studies. Using the data obtained the location of the settlements and the mudbrick building 
architecture was examined. Finally, recommendations were put forward for the protection, reintegration, and 
sustainability of the studied archaeological sites. 

Keywords: Archaeological settlements, early bronze age, mudbrick building, sustainability, Ankara.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Archaeological settlements are layered formations shaped by the different actions of people living at different 
spatial scales in the historical process. In these settlements, a unique architectural identity has been formed by 
the reflection of the historical, cultural, and physical characteristics of the societies to the space.

The local architectures of the societies living in Anatolian settlements have been shaped within the scope of 
their different values, traditions, beliefs, culture, and lifestyle characteristics. The spatial setup that started with 
the transition from nomadic life to settled life in the historical development process has formed the architectural 
understanding. In these settlements in Anatolia, the architecture varies depending on the traditions, regional
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data, application principles, and conditions. The effects of the lives and social structure of the Anatolian people 
are apparent in this formation and there are similarities in housings in terms of planning principles and spatial 
organization.

In the first settlements in Anatolia, generally, houses were built as stone-based and using mudbrick, and 
a simple and natural formation emerged due to the fact that the settlements were formed in a scattered or 
collective texture according to their regional characteristics. During the reconstruction of these houses in the 
historical process, as mudbrick was not suitable for reuse, the old layers were leveled and new structures were 
built on top of them, resulting in gradually rising mounds (höyüks) [1].

There are no sufficient numbers of comprehensive historical, cultural, or architectural excavations or 
documentation studies carried out available concerning these multi-layered settlements in Ankara. In this 
context, it is of importance to unearth and document known archaeological sites by experts. It should be aimed 
to expand and continue studies in archaeological sites that are important in determining the architectural and 
urban character of the city of Ankara.

This study aims to examine the development of mudbrick houses in the historical process throughout the first 
settlements in Anatolia in general, and the architectural aspects of the Early Bronze Age (EBA) settlements 
in Ankara in particular. In this context, examples of mudbrick houses in the first settlements in Anatolia are 
presented chronologically in order to reveal the development of mudbrick buildings in historical periods.

The main subject of the study consists of the registered archaeological settlements in the central districts of 
Ankara and the data of the archaeological sites excavated. The Ahlatlıbel, Karaoğlan, Karayavşan, Etiyokuşu, 
Külhöyük, Koçumbeli, and Çayyolu höyüks belonging to the EBA period, whose excavations were carried out, 
were examined. The studies published as a result of these excavations were examined and the architectural 
formation of the settlements was discussed with the data obtained. Finally, within the scope of the study, 
recommendations were put forward to increase the awareness of conservation in archaeological settlements 
and to gain this archaeological heritage to the city.

2. THE EMERGENCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF HOUSING IN HISTORY

Throughout history, people needed shelters to protect themselves from nature and to continue their vital 
activities. According to Vitruvius, humans came together for the first time with the discovery of fire, and 
after developing social relations, they discovered their natural abilities and realized that they were superior to 
animals and started to build shelters for themselves [2].

These shelters, built to protect against natural conditions, have begun to change and improve their qualities 
with the development of humans and their accumulated life experiences. While settling in a place, shelters, 
which are not only for protection but also for maintaining social relations, have emerged [3] [4].

The history of housing, which is a narrative based on the history of housing from its emergence to the present, 
has been shaped by transforming from shelters for protection to housing for social purposes. The concept of 
space, which can be defined as the physical environment in which life takes place, is formed as a result of this 
formation; it contains distinctive cultural, functional, technical, and aesthetic differences. With the development 
and production of human thought for thousands of years, space has been transformed into a concrete form.

2.1 “Housing” in the First Settlements in Anatolia
As a result of the humans’ discovery of nature and the cultivation of the land, the desire for a settled life has 
increased and residences have begun to be built. Thus, the mudbrick architecture, which has developed and 
transformed since the Neolithic period in Anatolia, has acquired a quality that can meet the need for protection 
and shelter.
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Mudbrick (or adobe) is a building material that has been widely used in Anatolia since prehistoric times. After 
the destruction caused by nature and human use, the mudbrick wreckage was filled with soil and sand to obtain 
a new building area, and layers were formed over time. The shape and size of the layers of a höyük (mound) 
vary depending on the duration and continuity of the settlements underneath. In a höyük, settlement levels are 
usually ordered, with the newest at the top and the oldest at the bottom. The formation of a höyük depends on 
certain natural conditions and the use of materials; they are more common near water resources, fertile soils, 
and points suitable for defense [5].

There are many höyüks dating back to prehistoric times in every corner of Anatolia. The development of 
mudbrick architecture can be traced chronologically in these first settlements, where civilizations living in 
different historical periods left their traces:

2.1.1 Examples of mudbrick houses in the first settlements in Anatolia
During the excavations of the Çayönü Höyük located in the Ergani district of Diyarbakır province, the first 
examples of stone-based mudbrick structures were unearthed. Structures with different architectural plans 
(round plan, grid plan, stone floor, etc.) were found in the settlement phases [6]. The oldest structures in the 
first phase of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic Period (c. 10.200-7.500 BCE) are the round or oval planned huts built 
into the ground. The most distinctive feature of the second phase is the transition to angular structures. This 
technical development was achieved by the use of carved stones or molded and dried mud/mudbrick. As a 
result of this, multi-partitioned, some 2-story structures built on the ground emerged. The floors of the houses 
had cells that can also be used as grills or storage rooms. They have one or 2-3 rooms. The top cover is flat-
roofed. The fact that the buildings were in a uniform position in different settlements at the end of the period 
indicates that they were built according to a certain plan [7] ‘Fig. 1’.

Round Plan (Phase 1)             Round Plan with a Rectangular Floor (Phase 2)       Rectangular Plan (Phase 3)

Figure 1. Representation of the phases of mudbrick house plans in Çayönü Höyük [8]

During the excavations of the Aşıklı Höyük located in the Kızılkaya village of Gülağaç district, Aksaray, 4 
layers with rectangular-planned mudbrick structures in the traditional adjacent layout were unearthed [9]. The 
date of the settlement was determined to be as c. 9.000-8.000 BCE. During the excavations, housings with 
1-3 rooms were found. The houses were separated from each other by narrow paths and small courtyards and 
streets were formed [7] ‘Fig. 2’. There was continuity in the building tradition of Aşıklı. After the life of a 
mudbrick house ended, the building was destroyed, the ruins were filled in the structure, and a new plane was 
obtained. For the walls of the new building to be built on top of it, the walls of the old building were used as 
the foundation [10].
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Figure 2. Layout plan showing the streets separating Aşıklı Höyük mudbrick houses from each other [11]

It was understood during the excavations in the Hacılar Höyük located in the Hacılar village of Burdur province 
that, there was a 16-phase settlement process starting from 8.000 BCE, until the end of the Early Chalcolithic 
Period (c. 5.700-5.600 BCE) with some interruptions [12]. Houses found in the excavations were square or 
rectangular in plan. The buildings were built with mudbrick on stone foundations. Places of worship and 
pottery workshops were found inside the houses. Around the settlement, there is also a mudbrick wall [13] 
‘Fig. 3’.

Figure 3. Isometric drawing of mudbrick house plan in Hacılar Höyük [14]

In the Pınarbaşı Höyük located in the center of Karaman province, the Early Neolithic Age (approx. 8.500-
5.000 BCE) half-buried twig-knitted houses are the first housings. The buildings were built using mudbrick in 
a rectangular plan, in adjacent order. Entrances were on the roof [7].

The settlement in Çatalhöyük, located in the Çumra district of Konya province, was formed during the Pos-
Pottery Neolithic Age (c. 7.500-5.500 BCE) by the addition of neighborhoods consisting of houses and temples 
built with mudbrick and completely closed to the outside. The houses, which are similar in plan, were built 
with mudbricks in a rectangular plan without using stone foundations. With the understanding of a streetless 
campus, access to the houses was provided through the roof, with a wooden staircase through a hole opened 
in the roof [15] ‘Fig. 4’. When a family’s use of a house was over, the house was filled with earth and a new 
one was built on it. With the continuous construction of new houses, the höyük with a height of 21 meters was 
formed. 18 layers were unearthed in Çatalhöyük [16] 
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Figure 4. Reconstruction of Çatalhöyük’s streetless mudbrick houses [17]

In Ilıpınar Höyük, within the borders of Orhangazi district of Bursa province, the first settlement dates back 
to around 6.000 BCE. During the excavations carried out in the höyük, it was found that the inhabitants lived 
in houses that were plastered with mud or built with wattle and daub walls. A total of 6 settlement levels were 
found in the höyük. As a result of the research carried out in these settlement layers, it was discovered that 
wood and mudbrick were used together in the construction of the houses in Ilıpınar, as the region is rich in 
forestry. The houses, that were generally single-room and rectangular planned, were built independently from 
each other, unlike the structures built in the mounds in Central Anatolia in the same period [18] ‘Fig. 5’.

Figure 5. Layout plan of the Ilıpanar Höyük mudbrick houses [19]
 
Located in the center of Kırklareli province, the Aşağıpınar Höyük is dated to the Late Neolithic-Middle 
Chalcolithic Age (c. 6.200-4.900 BCE) [20]. During the whole process of Aşağıpınar settlement, an architectural 
understanding with wattle and daub wood pillars is observed. It was determined that the communities coming 
from Anatolia with the mudbrick brick and stone tradition developed the wooden architecture that would later 
spread all over Europe in this region [21]. The outer walls of their 3-room houses with dimensions of 16x8 m 
were constructed by weaving branches between large wooden posts and then covering with clay. The interior 
walls were built using the same technique but were thinner. There are rectangular or round warehouses made 
of mudbrick in 2 rooms [22] ‘Fig. 6’.

Figure 6. Plan of the Aşağıpınar Höyük mudbrick houses in Level VI [23]
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Canhasan I Höyük, located in the center of Karaman province, the dates back to the Chalcolithic Age (c. 5.500-
3.000 BCE). 7 building levels were discovered during the excavations. The houses were built using mudbrick 
due to the conditions of the region, with rectangular or square rooms. The walls and floors of the buildings 
were covered with mud plaster. Houses were generally built with 2 floors. The lower floor was used for storage, 
and the upper floor was used as the living space. As seen in Çatalhöyük, another settlement close to the region, 
the entrances to the buildings were opened through the ceiling [24]. The architecture of the Late Chalcolithic 
Age (c. 3.750-3.250 BCE) differs from the architecture of the Early Chalcolithic Age (c. 5.500-5.000 BCE) 
in terms of the direction, plan, wall thickness, and brick dimensions of the buildings. The buildings show 
continuity as almost all of them have renovations or wall additions. The buildings are scattered and irregular, 
with courtyards and open spaces between them. The architecture of the Middle Chalcolithic Age (ca. 5.000-
4.250 BCE) was excavated in a limited area and displays a more orderly architectural plan compared to the 
Late Chalcolithic level. Structures with mudbrick walls that sit directly on the ground were built adjacently, 
without leaving any space between them [25] ‘Fig. 7’.

Figure 7. Layout plan of the Canhasan I Höyük mudbrick houses [14]

The end of the settlement in the Erbaba Höyük, located in the Beyşehir district of Konya province, dates back 
to around 6.000 BCE [26]. 4 culture layers were discovered. Stone blocks were used in the foundations of the 
buildings in the first three cultural layers. The walls are made of mudbrick, which is widely used in this region. 
The main materials used in the architecture of the buildings are mudbrick, reed, and wood. The foundations of 
the buildings made of mudbrick and barren plaster do not go deep. The main material of their columns is wood. 
The ceiling supported by the columns is made of pressed clay and reed. The houses form an adjacent settlement 
without streets. As in Çatalhöyük and Canhasan I höyüks, the entrance to the houses in Erbaba Höyük was 
opened through the roof [27].

As a result of the excavations carried out in the İkiztepe settlement, located in the İkiztepe Höyük in Bafra 
district of Samsun province, it was revealed that during the Late Chalcolithic Age (c. 4.000-3.000 BCE) people 
lived in houses built from untreated horizontal tree trunks without using nails. The geographical and vegetative 
structure of the region enabled the buildings to be built using different materials. The floors of the buildings 
were made of compressed soil, and the construction of the soil was started with the piling of the trees at regular 
intervals. Between the pillars, after knitting with branches, they were plastered with mud [28] 

In Hattuşa, within the boundaries of the Boğazköy district of Çorum province, the historical period of the 
city starts from the Early Bronze Age (EBA) (c. 3.000-2.000 BCE). The castle walls in this place, which was 
the capital of the Hittite, were made of mudbrick [29]. Stone foundation and mudbrick wall were used by the 
Hittites in every period. The upper parts of the buildings were covered with a flat roof made of earth, as they 
are today. EBA is generally divided into three main phases in Anatolia [30] ‘Fig. 8’. 
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Figure 8. Reconstruction of Hattuşa’s mudbrick wall and houses [31]

The beginning of the settlement of the Beycesultan Höyük in Çivril district of Denizli province in Western 
Anatolia is dated to the first phase of the EBA (c. 3.300/3.200-2.650 BCE). Some of the rectangular mudbrick 
structures in the höyük resemble a megaron-like building type. Rectangular megarons are entered from the 
west through a forecourt [32]. Also, a single hall-type building was unearthed in the Beycesultan settlement 
[33]. The architectural plan called megaron, which is rectangular, whose entrance is on the narrow side, has an 
open courtyard and generally a single room by lengthening the walls in front of the entrance, was used until 
the end of the period in the western part of the coastal Anatolia, in the northwest-southwest part and in Thrace. 
There is a cultural development that continued the traditions of the Late Chalcolithic Age in many regions 
during Phase I of the Early Bronze Age (EBA-I). Regional characteristics related to geography also affected 
the development of architecture and local art. At the beginning of the period, house models that are long with 
adjoining common walls can be seen in most of the settlements [30] ‘Fig. 9’.

Figure 9. Plan of the Beycesultan Höyük private mudbrick houses in Level II [34]

Demirci Höyük located in the center of Eskişehir province is a settlement reflecting the EBA-I architecture. 
Houses in this settlement consist of two or three rooms, the rooms are located to the left of the entrance, and 
there is a round-shaped hearth in the back corner. The fact that the hearths are located in both the front and 
back rooms suggests that the people living in these houses were relatives, but they lived as nuclear families 
rather than as a collective. The storage areas placed in the courtyard entrances suggest the existence of a social 
union. In this period, social awareness is high as well as family awareness. We can state that Demircihöyük has 
a social structure with a developed social organization that has created common areas of use. In general, the 
EBA-I architecture can be defined as 2-3-room or large single-room houses with defensive walls around them. 
The most important development in EBA-I architecture is that the front facades of the adjacent houses face 
the courtyard built in the middle of the houses, while the back facades of the houses rest on the surrounding 
walls. The settlements were built in a circular or rectangular plan according to their topography [33] ‘Fig. 10’.
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Figure 10. Layout plan of the Demirci Höyük mudbrick houses [35]

Karaz Höyük, located within the Ilıca district of Erzurum province, is dated back to the Phase II of the Early 
Bronze Age (EBA-II) (c. 2.650-2.400 BCE). Although the architectural structures could not be fully unearthed 
during the excavations, the existence of single or double-room structures with stone foundations, mudbrick 
walls, flat roofs, and vertical corners is documented [36]. It can be seen that the civilization development that 
started in the Late Chalcolithic Age reached its peak in the EBA-II phase in Anatolia. Urbanization began with 
an increase in the population in the region. There are rectangular, two-room buildings built around the streets 
in the cities surrounded by walls. At the end of the period, structures with megaron plans were built [30].

In Troy, located on the hill of Hisarlık in the west of Tevfikiye village in the center of Çanakkale province, 
mudbrick was commonly used in the construction of the house walls, as in many regions of Anatolia. During the 
reconstruction, as the mudbrick was not suitable for reuse, the old layers were leveled and new buildings were 
built on top of it. As a result, a höyük rising gradually and exceeding 16 m was formed. During the excavations 
carried out since 1863, 10 main settlement-culture phases from bottom to the top have been identified [1] ‘Fig. 
11’. In the Troy settlement, one of the important EBA-II centers, structures that are rectangular and with halls, 
as well as other structures divided into many rooms, were unearthed. Troy settlement walls were strengthened 
with towers and gates. Again in Troy, structures with monumental halls in which a large hearth was placed in 
the central room were unearthed. In the Troy settlement, rectangular houses with megaron plan, whose front 
entrance were lined side by side in the north-south direction, were discovered. The EBA-II architecture can 
be defined as small neighborhoods in which houses are separated from each other by streets or small squares. 
For the EBA-II Anatolia, the high development observed in architecture is the period of development with the 
emergence of urban phenomena, regular settlements, and the emergence of hierarchical order in social life [33].

Figure 11. Reconstruction of the site in periods Troy I-IX [37]
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Kanlıgeçit Höyük in the center of Kırklareli province is a colonial settlement, which is thought to be built by an 
immigrant group in the Phase III of the Early Bronze Age (EBA-III) (c. 2.400-2.000/1.900 BCE), speculated 
to originate from Inner West Anatolia, who rearranged the settlement according to their own traditions. It was 
understood that the settlement in the höyük was represented by wattle and daub structures in the 4th and 3rd 
layers at the bottom. In the 2nd layer, the architectural tradition changes, and the wattle and daub technique gets 
abandoned; First mudbrick structures and then megaron-style buildings on stone foundations were observed. 
The settlement was observed to be surrounded by a wall in the 1st layer [38] ‘Fig. 12’.

Figure 12. Layout plan of the Kanlıgeçit Höyük in Level I-II and reconstruction of mudbrick wall and 
houses in Level II-III [39]

In the center of Elazığ province, the Norşuntepe Höyük is one of the important settlements of the EBA-III 
phase and is an important settlement in terms of shedding light on the Early Iron Age period (ca. 1.200-1.000 
BCE) [40]. Norşuntepe is made up of many house communities lined up side by side. Surrounded by city 
walls, the houses were built with mudbrick walls supported by wooden beams on stone foundations [41]. 
Rectangular structures are remarkable in the EBA-III architectural structure. Most of these structures are hall 
type with a patio. The existence of streets between the buildings, the existence of administrative buildings and 
monumental structures, lower city settlements, and intense settlement indicate urbanization in EBA-III [33]. 
Structures showing the central authority dating to the end of the EBA-III phase were unearthed [30].

There is a settlement in the Arslantepe Höyük in the center of Malatya province, dating back from the EBA to 
the Iron Age (ca.1.200-750 BCE). During the Early Bronze Age (c. 3.000-2.800 BCE), the city was surrounded 
by a monumental fortification with stone foundations and mudbrick walls. As a result of the excavations 
carried out in the höyük, a mudbrick palace belonging to the years 3.300-3.000 BCE and a wide common 
area with monumental structures made of mudbrick was unearthed. As far as it is revealed, this part is a large 
building group containing various buildings with different functions [42]. Single-room mudbrick houses built 
adjacent to the outer face of the wall dating from the late period (c. 1.600-1.200 BCE) were found during the 
excavations. A few meters outside the wall, a complex with mudbrick rooms were also unearthed [43] ‘Fig. 
13’.

Figure 13. Layout plan of the Arslantepe Höyük mudbrick houses and common use area with monumental 
buildings [44]
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Ankara province and its surroundings have also hosted the early settlements in every prehistoric period, as a 
transition and connection zone in the center of Anatolia and offering fertile land surrounded by elevations that 
provide protection [45].

3. EARLY BRONZE AGE SETTLEMENTS IN ANKARA

Ankara has a unique place among the world capitals as a historical city that has been inhabited uninterruptedly 
from ancient times until today. Today, besides being an ancient city that exhibits the rich ancient cultural 
heritage of these civilizations within its geographical boundaries, it also has a special geography with its 
natural cultural heritage [46].

3.1 Historical and Cultural Values of Ankara
Ankara has experienced Hittite, Phrygian, Lydian, and Persian sovereignty in its long history dating back to 
approximately 3.000 BCE. It has been an important trade and accommodation center on the famous Royal 
Road, starting from the city of Susa in Mesopotamia and ending in Sardis [47]. The city, which was the 
capital of Galatians throughout history, lived its brightest days under Roman rule, and was the center of the 
Ahi Republic, has been subjected to constant invasions and destruction [48]. The intersection of roads from 
all directions in Ankara has increased its strategic importance. The fact that it is the intersection point of road 
networks such as the Royal Road and the Silk Road has enabled Ankara to be at the center of many civilizations 
or right next to them [47].

The main reason why Ankara has been inhabited since its foundation is that it is on one of the main transportation 
links that have the characteristics of an army, postal, and trade route that crossed the Anatolian peninsula in the 
east-west direction beginning from the first age [49]. This situation reveals the fact that Ankara is a city that 
has the origins of the basic elements of humanity such as the world’s oldest settlements, religious structures, 
and examples of mining work since prehistoric times. Ankara has hosted many civilizations since prehistoric 
times and has been enriched by being shaped by them. The city of Ankara, as an important center in the middle 
of Anatolia throughout its history, bears the traces left by every civilization inhabited it [47].

3.2 Archaeological Values of Ankara
Findings belonging to Prehistoric (Paleolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic) periods, located in Ankara and its 
surroundings (Uzağıl, Gavurkale, Bağlum, Etlik, Keçiören, Hüseyingazi, Çaldağı, Lake Mogan, Etiyokuşu, 
Ergazi), such as settlement-remains, tombs, pottery, stone tools from Chalcolithic, Copper, Early Bronze, 
Hittite Empire, Late Hittite, Phrygian Age, and later periods, reveal the historical richness of the region [47].

In Ankara city center and its immediate surroundings (Etimesgut, Ergazi, Eti Yokuşu, Maltepe, Anıttepe, 
Ahlatlıbel, Koçumbeli, Beytepe, Ludumlu Village, Keçiören, Elmadağ skirts, Üreğil, İmrehor, Gölbaşı, Mogan 
Lake shores, Dikmen ridges, Hüseyingazi Hill skirts, Taşpınar -Yalıncak, the areas between Atatürk Forest Farm 
and Sincanköy and recently in many places such as Çayyolu-Sondurak and Eryaman-4th stage) prehistoric 
period finds have been discovered. Apart from the Phrygian capital Gordion, many Phrygian settlements have 
been identified in the immediate vicinity of Ankara, such as Yalıncak, Bağlıca, Bitik, Gâvurkale, Hacı Tuğrul, 
Halil Ören, Karaoğlan, Hacılar, Taşpınar [45].

During the inventory studies carried out by the Ankara Regional Directorate of Cultural Heritage Conservation 
No.1, a large number of archaeological settlements were identified in the borders and districts of Ankara [50] 
[Table 1].
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1 The data are not definite and have been arranged for informative purposes by the Ankara Regional Directorate of Cultural Heritage 
Conservation No.1 [50].
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3.3 “Space” in the EBA Settlements in Ankara
It was understood that during the EBA period (c. 3.200-1.900 BCE) settlements in Anatolia, people transferred 
from towns to cities, and some big cities emerged. The researches carried out in the excavations showed that 
the people of this age lived in the cities surrounded by the walls under the administration of the local rulers 
[30].

Höyük settlements can be seen around Ankara, in this age, in almost every valley, next to the water. The basic 
settlement units that make up the höyüks consist of mudbrick and stone structures. Since the beginning of 
the period in Central Anatolia, traditional buildings with mudbrick walls on stone foundations, with multiple 
rooms, sometimes courtyards, hearths and ovens, with flat roofs have been used as residences in settlements 
in Ankara [51] [30].

The EBA settlements discovered as a result of the excavations carried out in the province of Ankara and 
its districts are dated back to the EBA-II and EBA-III periods [52]. Excavation and documentation studies 
were carried out between 1930 and 2016 at these sites [53]. The EBA settlements excavated in the region are 
Ahlatlıbel, Etiyokuşu, Karaoğlan, Karayavsan, Külhöyük, Koçumbeli, and Çayyolu höyüks ‘Fig. 14’.

Figure 14. The map of EBA settlements in and around Ankara [54]

3.3.1 Ahlatlıbel Höyük
Ahlatlıbel Höyük is located 600 m southwest of Koçumbeli settlement, southwest of Ankara city center. The 
exact location of the settlement, which was excavated in 1933, could not be determined until 2010 [53]. 
The settlement, which was discovered during the surveys conducted in 1933 to determine the tumuli around 
Ankara, is the first excavation work carried out by Turkish archaeologists. The location was excavated in 1993 
under the direction of Hamit Zübeyir Koşay with Atatürk’s permission. The settlement is dated to the EBA-
II and EBA-III phases. In the western and northern parts, terracing was made with two walls of large stones. 
There are ruins on the east side, possibly belonging to a tower. The construction technique is sloppy. Coarse 
stones collected from the environment were used in foundations without being processed. The building with 
mudbrick walls has a single floor. It is thought that the outer walls of the spaces functioned as defense walls 

 2Locations of EBA settlements have been indicated by the authors [54]. 
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and the flat roofs were also used as walking areas. The building appears to be 40x30 m as a whole. The entrance
to the courtyard is through a small gap in the west. It was built with indented protrusions for protection and 
control. It was built as a trapezoid-shaped courtyard with many smaller, and some larger, rooms around it. It 
is understood from the elaborate floors of some of the spaces that they are used both as an atelier and sitting 
spaces. Apart from these spaces, there are many grain storage rooms [55]. However, today, there are no remains 
of the architectural elements that were unearthed during the old excavations [53].

3.3.2 Etiyokuşu Höyük
Etiyokuşu Höyük is approximately 5 km from Ankara city center. It is a mound in the north-northeast of the 
Keçiören Village. Before the excavation, Çubuk Dam was divided into two by asphalt and partially destroyed 
by sand removal. A salvage excavation was carried out in 1937 due to the sand pulled from the höyük. It is 
one of the first excavations carried out by Turkish archaeologists. It is reported that the hill measures 86x22.5 
m in diameter, 1.5 m in height, and the settlement area is 6.5 acres. In all trenches, 3 layers dating to EBA-
III was identified. Architecturally, it is stated that the structures in levels 2 and 3 are stone foundations and 
mudbrick walls. The foundations of a 2-room rectangular house were unearthed in Level 1. There is a hearth 
in the big room of the building. Grain pits, whose mouths were covered with piles of stones of different sizes, 
were unearthed in different places. In Level 2, circular structures that are thought to be huts were excavated. 
However, these may also have been used as grain storages. Their diameters vary between 3.40 and 2.75. There 
is a building complex with monumental structures within a defense wall in the uppermost phase of Level I. 
Etiyokuşu is considered as another settlement in the region of EBA-III stage culture in Ahlatlıbel with its 
general data. Today, it is completely under structures [56].

3.3.3 Karaoğlan Höyük
Karaoğlan Mound is located 25 km south of Ankara city center, at the southeast end of Mogan Lake ‘Fig. 15’. 
The mound was first discovered by Afet Inan in 1937. Excavations were carried out between 1937 and 1942. 
During these excavations, layers belonging to EBA-II and EBA-III were encountered in the settlement. The 
hill measures 260x180 m and 18-20 m in height. The region where it was located was the crossroads of the 
main trade routes extending from the Ankara region to the southeast and southwest directions. It is understood 
that Karaoğlan Höyük was densely populated during the Early Bronze Age. Although it is an important EBA 
settlement, it is not surrounded by a wall like other settlements of the same period in Anatolia. However, it is 
thought to be a developed society in which the division of labor, social hierarchy, and private property were 
shaped. EBA-II architecture consists of small but multi-room mudbrick walls [57]. The architectural remains 
uncovered after excavations have not been preserved [58].

Figure 15. Karacaoğlan Höyük in 2002 [58]

3.3.4 Karayavşan Höyük
Karayavşan Höyük is located in the southwest of Ankara city center, 20 km east of Polatlı District, right 
next to Karayavşan Village ‘Fig. 16’. The höyük was excavated in 1965 with the initiative of the Museum 
of Anatolian Civilizations. The hill is an EBA mound with a height of 13 m and a 12 m thick cultural soil 
[59]. There are many building levels; at least 4 in this culture fill [58]. The architecture unearthed during the 
excavation is a rectangular planned structure with mudbrick walls on stone foundations. The walls are covered 
with white plaster. A large stone oven was found in one of the rooms. Based on the door milestones, it can be 
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stated that the buildings are entered through the doors. Karayavşan, which is thought to be one of the important 
settlements in the Ankara region, is one of the mounds for which the findings have not been published in detail
despite its importance. The settlement is probably included in the same cultural environment as Ahlatlıbel, 
Etiyokuşu, and Koçumbeli settlements [59]. However, it is stated that Karayavşan is younger than Ahlatlıbel 
and Koçumbeli [53].

Figure 16. Karayavşan Höyük in 2002 [58]

3.3.5 Külhöyük Höyük
Külhöyük Höyük is located within the borders of Oyaca Town in Haymana district of Ankara province [60] 
‘Fig. 17’. Excavations started in 1992. Külhöyük is a medium-sized höyük with a length of approximately 
250 m, a width of 150 m, and a height of 22 m. So far, settlements from the EBA and Hittite period have been 
unearthed. Remains of the defense system were found in the northern part of the höyük, where an underground 
passage was exposed to the south and a cistern to the west. On the highest part, there is a grid-planned temple 
built with thick walls or a large building that is thought to be used as an administrative building [61]. Its 
proximity to Gavurkale, the Hittite Cult center, which is about 8 km west of the mound, indicates that this place 
could be an important Hittite settlement. [62].

Figure 17. Külhöyük Höyük in 1995 [63]

3.3.6 Koçumbeli Höyük
Koçumbeli Höyük is located 1.5 km south of Yalıncak Village, southwest of Ankara city center. It is 2 km 
north of Ahlatlıbel. It is dated as an EBA settlement (ca.1200-1000 BC) [64]. Excavations started in 1964. In 
2008, within the scope of the Middle East Technical University (METU) Survey, the architectural elements 
in the old excavation area were documented. The architectural plan obtained showed that Koçumbeli was a 
very small settlement, measuring 45x40 m. The find site is surrounded on three sides by enclosing walls, from 
the north, south, and east directions. Probably, there is an entrance in the eastern part of the enclosure wall. 
In the western part, the slope is quite steep. There is a small building measuring 7.5x4.5 m, almost extending 
in the north-south direction. Only a few short wall remains were observed inside the perimeter wall [53] 
‘Fig. 18’. 3 layers were found in the settlement area. Three structures belonging to the upper 1st level, which
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do not provide a regular plan, and the stone foundations of the walls generally extend in the north-south 
direction were unearthed ‘Fig. 19’. It is thought that the walls were raised as mudbrick. The buildings are 
rectangular. The underlying 2nd layer architecture also shows the same features. It is understood that wooden 
poles were used to support the sloping roof in these single-story, 2 or 3-room houses. The houses consist of a 
trapezoid and rectangular room groups. It is usually built as 2 rooms and a round-room attached to them. The 
architectural remains of Koçumbeli were recovered in a very bad state. Based on the finds, the settlement can 
be described as a part of the culture found in Ahlatlıbel, Etiyokuşu, and Karaoğlan höyüks [64] [65].

Figure 18. Layout plan of the Koçumbeli höyük [65]

                                     Koçumbeli southern structure      Koçumbeli western structure

Figure 19. Koçumbeli Höyük structural remains [65]

3.3.7 Çayyolu Höyük
Çayyolu is a mound located in the Çayyolu area within the borders of the Yenimahalle district of Ankara 
province. Excavations have been carried out since 2011. The site is located approximately 9 km northwest of 
Koçumbeli, another important EBA settlement of Ankara. Although the settlement is located in a district where 
the city center is concentrated and it was destroyed in various periods, still, a large part of it has survived to 
the present day. The settlement is approximately 150x150 m in dimensions and 8 m in height [66] ‘Fig. 20’. As 
a result of the research carried out, 4 levels were identified in the höyük. The 1st level of the höyük has been 
severely damaged. The second layer is dated to the late EBA and the transition period to the Middle Bronze 
Age. The buildings have stone foundations, rectangular plans, and there are hearths in them. The 3rd layer is 
dated the same as Koçumbeli and Ahlatlıbel settlements. While mudbrick architectural elements were observed 
in this period, the remains of buildings with stone foundations at first and later using stone and mudbrick were 
found. In the northwest of the trench, a destroyed, square-shaped room was unearthed. A wall and a related 
workshop were found in the south of the trench. It is understood that the building remains unearthed belongs to 
workshops and storage areas rather than living areas. It was concluded that there is no wooden architecture in 
the settlement on the 4th level. Partly damaged mudbrick architectural elements were found in different parts 
of the trench ‘Fig. 21’. In the Çayyolu Höyük, similar finds were discovered to those in Ahlatlıbel, Etiyokuşu, 
Karaoğlan, and Koçumbeli höyüks in the city center of Ankara [67].
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Figure 20. Topographic plan of the Çayyolu Höyük [66]

Figure 21. Çayyolu Mound mudbrick architectural remains [67]

4. RESULT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Today, there are still archaeological sites that have not yet been unearthed in the city of Ankara and are waiting 
to be discovered. In the study, in order to protect and document the mudbrick construction technique and the 
building heritage, the development process of the mudbrick building architecture was examined chronologically 
in the historical process over the first settlements in Anatolia. However, to better understand the mudbrick 
housing architecture, it is necessary to examine the architectural structures of the settlements in all prehistoric 
periods in Anatolia (Paleolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic, Chalcolithic, Copper, Bronze, Iron, Hittite Empire, 
Phrygian Age, etc.) in more detail. In this context, mudbrick architecture in the EBA mound settlements in 
Ankara has been studied. As a result of the zoning plans and human destruction in these settlements where 
excavations were carried out, unfortunately, the architectural remains have not been completely preserved. 
Project studies with a sustainable and holistic conservation approach for archaeological settlements in the 
province of Ankara and its surroundings should be addressed.

Preventing the destruction of the urban texture in archaeological settlements is possible by making conservation 
projects and integrating them into the city. These efforts, which can be carried out by raising the awareness of 
conservation, will ensure the preservation and sustainability of the characteristics of original settlements such 
as Ankara, which have witnessed many periods of history, without deteriorating.

While preparing projects in prehistoric archaeological settlements, planning and projecting studies determined 
with a sustainable model should be interpreted by creating a conceptual fiction that will attract the attention 
of the society through the natural and cultural environment of the area, while preserving its originality and 
scientific values [68].
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In this context, the following should be paid attention in the studies to be carried out in archaeological 
settlements in order to contribute to the scientific research, examination, and documentation:

- Efforts to preserve the past should be integrated with today’s requirements with an interdisciplinary 
approach. 
- Awareness should be raised in the local community by ensuring a balance between protection and use. 
- Contribution should be made to increase awareness of sustainability and cultural heritage for local people 
with the participation of stakeholders.
- They should be re-evaluated as a dynamic area benefited by the public through functions such as education, 
recreation, exhibition, etc. 
- Settlements with cultural assets belonging to different civilizations and/or periods should be reconstructed 
with their surroundings as recreation areas where protection, maintenance, presentation, interpretation, and 
sustainability of these areas are ensured. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Goan architectural landscape is dotted with earthen structures of small, medium, and big sizes. These 
range from animal sheds to Indo-Portuguese manorial houses (Goa is a past Portuguese colony in India). 
Some of them are centuries old and continue to be in use today. However, many structures and the practices 
associated with them are being replaced — at a fast pace — by swanky laterite-stone and/or cement structures. 
The latter, of course, are less/not sustainable. There exists substantial documentation of the larger old buildings 
such as churches, government offices, mansion houses, etc. However, the houses of laymen, which constitute 
the majority of Goa’s architecture, are barely recorded or acknowledged in books and journals. 

As part of my post-master’s DSA-Earthen Architecture and Heritage dissertation, I studied 16 earthen houses 
in Goa and analyzed them to understand the traditional practices that contributed to the care, conservation, 
and longevity of these houses. The findings brought to light how local builders and inhabitants used functional 
designs, and local materials and techniques, to build as well maintain these houses. This paper intends to 
disseminate various indigenous architectural aspects, construction details, and conservation methods that 
were employed to maintain and prolong the life of Goa’s vernacular earthen structures. The information is 
intended to be shared in the hope that it would, in current times, facilitate heritage professionals, custodians, 
and inhabitants, in Goa and other parts of the world, in the upkeep of their earthen buildings.

Keywords: Conservation, traditional practices, Goa, India

1.INTRODUCTION 

Goa is India’s smallest state and is situated on the country’s south-west coast, along the Arabian Sea. Early 
Goans were hunter-gatherers.[1] Over the centuries, various empires ruled Goa, the last being the Portuguese 
who reigned from 1510 to 1961 (451 years). From then onwards, Goa became a part of the Union Territory 
of ‘Goa, Daman and Diu’ and on 30th May 1987, it was declared as an independent state of India.[2] Today, 
the state of Goa continues to exhibit a unique blend of Indian and Portuguese culture, more appropriately 
described as the ‘Indo-Portuguese’ culture. This blend of cultures clearly reflects on Goa’s architecture.[3][4]

The earliest houses in Goa were caves.[5] As tribal communities evolved, they lived in settlements 
comprising clusters of houses nestled between trees and plants, which created a network of orderly 
and self-sufficient villages.[6][7] Houses were built using natural materials such as wood, leaves, 
grass, bamboo, and coconut and betel-nut palms. Later, they came to be built with mud walls, cow-
dung, lime, wood and fired-clay roof-tiles.[8][9][10] Laterite-stones were gradually incorporated 
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in mud constructions. Currently, laterite-stone and cement are commonplace, and cements-block Goa’s 
current architectural landscape comprises traditional settlements and indigenous houses (palm leaves, 
earth, stones, etc.), Indo-Portuguese style houses (earth, laterite-stones, etc.), bungalows and apartment 
buildings (laterite-blocks, cement, concrete-blocks, etc.) and modern eco-buildings (earth, stone, etc.). 

This study focuses on the vernacular buildings that exist in Goa today. They belong to the 18th and 19th Century 
and are mainly built with earth or earth cum laterite-stones.[11][12] They were traditionally constructed by 
the owners themselves with the help of neighbours, masons, etc. Many of these buildings stand strong even 
today and continue to be in use. What has contributed to the strength and durability of these buildings? In 
order to find answers and define the scope of this study, 16 structures in Goa, mainly earthen, were studied 
and analysed. The aim was to unearth local building cultures that directly or indirectly contributed to the 
sustainability and longevity of these houses. 
 
2. LOCAL BUILDING CULTURES OF GOA THAT CREATE SUSTAINABLE AND LONG-LASTING 
BUILDINGS

This study on the vernacular earth-buildings of Goa brought to light various construction details and architectural 
aspects that allow for sustainable and durable constructions in Goa’s tropical climate. Some aspects of Goa’s 
local building cultures are listed below.
 
2.1. Thick, load-bearing external walls assured the structural strength and stability of the houses. 

Three main earth building techniques were recorded in Goa: cob, adobe-bricks and rammed-earth. Cob walls 
were found to be 42cm-70cm thick; a minimum thickness of 45cm was usually maintained to allow the builder 
to comfortably stand on the ‘lift’ while building the next one (a layer of earth in earthen constructions is referred 
to as a ‘lift’).[13] Adobe-brick walls were about 26cm thick and rammed-earth walls varied from 32cm-40cm.

2.2. Earth or laterite-stone base-courses and corners were noted in the earth-buildings of Goa (Figs 1 and 
2). Stones were preferred, but their procurement depended on availability and spending capacity of the owners. 
Stone base-courses lower the risk of water ingress in earthen walls, especially that Goa is a rain prone and 
humid region. Stones along corners helped avoid the degradation of walls, which tends to begin at corners. 

The distribution of earth and laterite-stones could vary on the same building. For example, some walls have 
laterite masonry on lower walls and earth on higher walls, in other structures, laterite-stones are placed at 
intervals along corners (Fig. 1).

Figure 1 and Figure 2. Laterite-stone base-courses and corners
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2.3. A small, earthen gradient covers the foot of the external walls. It acts as a barrier and keeps rainwater 
from seeping into the earthen wall. As spelt-out by one of the inhabitants, Romeo Braganza, “If rainwater 
accumulated around the house and rose by a few centimetres, the slope would prevent the water from entering 
the wall. However, if there is a flood, the slope would be of little help”. 

The gradient of one of the surveyed houses measured 45cm (height) x 60cm (width). In some cases, it takes the 
form of a step giving an impression that the house is on a height. Sometimes, laterite-stones fringe the gradient 
(Fig. 3).

Figure 3. A small, earthen gradient covered the foot of external walls
Figure 4. Sometimes, laterite-stones fringe the gradient. Lime made from sea-shells were used to plaster 

Goan houses

2.4. Almost all houses in Goa have verandas; some have ‘sopos’ too. ‘Sopos’ are in-built masonry seats in the 
veranda and are indigenous to Goan houses. The facades of rural Goan houses also had a lean-to thatch roof 
held by wooden posts. This space was called the ‘padvi’ or ‘pakadi’. With the Portuguese influence, it took a 
fancier form with intricate colonnades and railings and evolved into the veranda (referred to as ‘balkâmv’ in 
Konkani, and ‘balcão’ in Portuguese).[14][15] 

The ‘padvi’ was meant to protect the walls from rain water, and for residents to enjoy the breeze on sunny 
evenings, chat and gossip. Today, the veranda serves the same function of protecting wall facades and continue 
to be used for resting, socialising and occasionally, for performances such as the traditional Goan ‘mando’ 
music.

Figure 5. The Goan veranda or ‘balkâmv’ [Source: shorturl.at/tAORT (accessed October 2, 2020)] 
Figure 6. ‘Sopos’ or masonry seats in verandas are indigenous to rural Goan houses

[Source: shorturl.at/nsK58  (accessed October 2, 2020)]
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2.5. Traditionally, lime made by baking and crushing sea-shells was used in constructions in Goa. Lime was 
usually used as plasters and renders. For mortars in laterite-masonry, it was sometimes mixed with earth or 
used for re-pointing. 

Lime plasters and renders provided walls with extra protection from everyday wear and tear. As sea-shell lime 
is a breathable material, this protective layer allowed water that usually seeps into walls, especially during the 
monsoons, to evaporate. Lime plasters, thus, prevented humidity from degrading walls. Besides, when mixed 
with earth, lime served as a binding material and improved the strength of the building. 

Figure 7. Earthen mortars with lime re-pointing

2.6. Palm-leaf barriers poised parallel to earthen walls (‘dollios’ in Goa’s local language, Konkani) were 
usually constructed every year, before the rainy season, in order to prevent rainwater from damaging the walls. 

Figure 8. Palm-leaf barriers poised parallel to earthen walls protected walls from rainwater
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2.7. Rafters were traditionally made from trunks of dead coconut trees. As explained by mason Bernardo 
Sequeira, “Dead coconut tree trunks were procured because they were dry of sap and contained less moisture, 
which kept termites away and allowed the roof’s framework to last longer. Today, fruiting coconut trees are cut 
in order to make rafters, but they do not last long”. 

In order to prepare rafters, a single trunk is slit along its length; several rafters can be obtained from a single 
trunk. Nowadays, other wood is also used to make rafters. 

2.8. Almost all the structures in Goa had large overhangs that extended from the roofs. In addition, temporary 
overhangs were mounted along wall facades (Fig. 9) or only above window-frames (Fig. 10). Overhangs 
protected the walls from rainwater. Those that covered windows prevented rainwater spatter from entering 
indoors. 

Overhangs in Goan houses protrude outwards by several centimetres and may extend to a metre or more. 
Temporary overhangs were traditionally made using palm-leaves (Fig. 9) and were usually mounted every year 
before the monsoon season. Some owners have now chosen to replace traditional overhangs with metal-sheets 
(Fig. 10). 

Figure 9. Coconut palm leaf overhangs
Figure 10. Metal-sheet overhangs

2.9. Supports to hold temporary overhangs were planned and fixed at the time of construction. These 
supports included wooden pegs, which are often visible along the lengths of some facade walls or above 
window openings. The pegs are usually aligned with one or two decoratively cut laterite-stones that jutted-out 
from the top edge of the wall. These stones were probably primarily meant to support the framework of the 
main roof but sometimes aided in holding the overhangs as well.

Figure 11. Wooden pegs along the lengths of some façade walls
Figure 12. Two decoratively cut laterite-stones that jut-out from the wall top were probably meant to support 

the roof framework, but sometimes aided in holding the overhangs as well
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2.10. A special detail was observed in the placement of batons in the roof’s framework. The approximate 
size of the batons is about 5cmx2.5cm each. Generally, the wider surface is placed on the rafters. However, 
the baton along the edge of the roof is placed with the smaller side resting on the rafters (Figs 13 and 14). This 
detail lifts the edge of the roof slightly and directs the downpour of rainwater further away from the wall.

In some cases, to obtain this effect, two instead of one baton are fixed along the ends of the roof’s framework 
(Fig. 15). In some regions of Goa, where slits of the beetle-nut tree are used as batons, double slits are placed 
at the edge (Fig. 16).

Figure 13 and Figure 14. The baton along the edge of the roof is placed with the smaller side resting on the 
rafters

Figure 15. Two, instead of one baton was fixed along the ends of the roof’s framework. Figure 16. Two splits 
of the beetle-nut tree were used as batons

2.11. Sometimes, one can spot small wooden batons fixed on roof corners. As elaborated by Architect Tallulah 
D’Silva (founder of ‘Architecture t’ – Goa), “The baton holds the edge tile up, or else the tile will dip lower 
than the overlapping tile”. She added, “This detail is also noticed at the edge of the ridge of a mechanical-tile 
roof”.
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Figure 17 and Figure 18. Small, wooden batons were fixed on roof corners

2.12. Eaves are often seen in the bigger, mansion houses of Goa. They are usually made of wood. Their purpose 
is to keep rainwater spatter from entering the interior of the house; it also serves as an aesthetic element.

Figure 19. Eaves [Source: https://www.tanshikarspicefarm.com/# (accessed October 2, 2020)]

3. CONCLUSION

The traditional earth-buildings of Goa included architectural details made from other locally sourced materials 
such as stone, lime, palm-leaves to manifest. The assemble resulted in solid, durable and sustainable buildings 
that have stood the test of time. Many of them are centuries old and continue to serve the purpose of housing, 
storage, etc.

Inhabitants purposefully employed natural materials found in the surroundings of the construction site, 
and created thoughtful and functional designs, to manifest and maintain their houses. These houses were 
intelligently designed to shelter the owners from Goa’s hot summers and harsh monsoons. As earthen walls 
possess thermal properties, they keep the house cool during summers and warm during winters. Laterite-
stones, especially in base-courses and corners, and lime in mortars and renders, provided added strength to the 
buildings, thus allowing the building to last long. Elements such as verandas, gradients along the foot of walls, 
strong and detailed roofs, large overhangs, etc. enabled buildings to endure harsh climates and yet retain their 
structural strength and stability for decades. These well-thought details secured the inhabitants of Goa with 
reliable and beautiful houses that were comfortable to live in — irrespective of the weather conditions that 
prevailed outside the house.
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ABSTRACT 

Located in Turkey’s Eastern Anatolia Region, Kemaliye (Egin), one of the districts of Erzincan province, is 
situated in the intersection of borders of different regions of Anatolia and is home to unique house types of 
Anatolian Architecture which date back to the end of 19th century. Vernacular Kemaliye houses, generally 
consisting of 3-4 floors, have a construction of timber-bonded masonry walls at ground floors while having a 
nogging (himis) technique at the upper floors. Longitudinal wood-covered facades and the flat earthen roofs at 
the top are the unique architectural elements. Therefore, Kemaliye was announced as an urban protected area 
in 2005. However, due to the high rate of migration from rural areas to cities over the course of time, periodical 
maintenance of these traditional houses could not have been performed and this situation lead to damages 
occurring in the houses. In order to prevent these damages, the roofs and the facades of the houses have been 
covered with metal sheets since the second half of 20th Century. Although this type of intervention partially 
helped to protect the houses against the climatic effects, consequently it ended up with a visual pollution 
deteriorating the unique architectural pattern. In this regard, in 2018 a TUBITAK 1001 Project titled “Solution 
Proposals for the Preservation and Rehabilitation of Traditional Flat Earthen Roofs of Kemaliye Houses” with 
the number 217M561 was initiated. Within the scope of this project, in 2019 a site visit was carried out. In 
this site study, both verbal and written interviews with local foremen were performed and 6 flat earthen roofs 
present in Kemaliye and in the neighbouring towns constructed via traditional construction techniques were 
analysed and documented. This site study is the subject of this paper. 

Keywords: Vernacular architecture, flat earthen roof, earthen architecture, traditional construction techniques

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to ensure the sustainability of the unique settlements, new architectural design approaches should stem 
from an inner perspective rather than imposed from outside. Before applying any architectural intervention on 
the vernacular buildings, besides theoretical approaches, it is necessary to grasp the spirit of the settlement and 
to understand the parts constituting the whole. Settlements with unique regional identities can be considered 
as archives that contain tangible and intangible traces of the history of humanity and nature. Studies on these 
settlements should be carried out based on the site studies and integration of different disciplines.

 Knowledge of the traditional / vernacular building culture, construction techniques, original materials and 
where these materials are obtained from is extremely important in understanding and analysing traditional 
architecture, conserving the architectural heritage and preserving the existing structures. Traditional housing 
settlements are defined as the environments where social, cultural, economic, technological and aesthetic
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perspectives of the social life and structure are reflected positively to the physical space (It should not be 
ignored that non-spatial perspectives are also included in this definition). It is the local (the local elements) that 
creates the traditional. Among these elements, local foremen have a special role.

Located in Turkey’s Eastern Anatolia Region, Kemaliye (Egin), one of the districts of Erzincan province, and 
its villages are home to unique house types of Anatolian Architecture. The settlement is a special place with 
its architectural texture and natural and cultural uniqueness. Thus, for the documentation of the know-how 
present in the field of traditional/vernacular culture, within the scope of the TUBITAK Project numbered 
“217M561” interviews were carried out with 7 local foremen between the years 2018-2019 in Yildiz Technical 
University-Istanbul campus and in Erzincan-Kemaliye. All the 7 local foremen had grown up and used to work 
in Kemaliye and in the nearby villages. For a sustainable preservation, the occupational knowledge and the 
experience of the local foremen were recorded during the interviews by means of both verbal and visual tools.

2. THE SETTLEMENT “KEMALIYE” AND ITS TRADITIONAL HOUSES

Kemaliye, located in the Upper Euphrates River Basin, has a unique geography. Being at the intersection of 
the different cultures of various civilizations, the region has a pluralist culture symbolizing the generosity of 
the nature nearby. In this settlement, at first glance the houses look very similar to each other, however when 
analysed in detail, it can be seen that there are differences in terms of architectural models and orientations. 
The region has an architectural pattern representing the struggle of the local people against the geography, the 
solutions they have found to overcome the difficulties in their daily lives, briefly their perspectives in life.

Figure 1. a) The Settlement “Kemaliye”, “Karasu” River,  The Mountain “Yama”(Google Earth,2020), b) 
View of Kemaliye from  “Apcaga” Village, c) “Karasu-Karanlık” Canyon (Gokyigit-Arpaci, 2019)

In this regard, in traditional/vernacular architecture every detail has a functional meaning. The reason behind 
the fact that vernacular architecture is in compliance with the ecology is that during the design process that 
originates from the global practice of both the settlement and the environment it establishes simple but 
meaningful relations. 

While the settlement of Kemaliye has the characteristics of a humid and mild climate, the villages located at 
higher altitudes have harsher climatic conditions. Natural stone walls with bonding timbers are used in the 
ground floors of the houses to protect the structure from moist ground. On the other hand, the upper floor /
floors are constructed with a wooden frame system filled with mud-brick that does not create condensation.
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Figure 2. a) Houses with roof extensions in Kemaliye (Ciftci, 2010),  b) A House in Kemaliye (Akbulut, 
2012), c) “Yakup Aga” Mansion (Gokyigit-Arpaci, 2019)

In the settlements, depending on the topography, valley slopes and wind-free areas are preferred. 
Valley bases with flood risk were not found suitable for settlement. Steep slopes and the areas that were in the 
shade for a long time were not also preferred. In terms of orientation, the living floors are directed to the views. 
Building form and orientation are completely in harmony with the natural topography. In addition to user 
needs, the effects of natural environment and climate are also taken as reference in the location, orientation and 
space organization of the houses on the land and the most ideal one is targeted.                         

3. IMPORTANCE OF THE LOCAL FOREMEN 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization ‘’UNESCO’’ adopted the Convention for 
the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage at its 32nd General Conference on 17 October 2003. The 
convention considers the research of intangible cultural heritage, the establishment of archives, documentation 
centers and museums, teaching as a course in educational institutions and the inclusion in mass media among 
its main objectives and action plans. The Convention was adopted unanimously by the Turkish Grand National 
Assembly session dated 19.01.2006 and Turkey has been a part of this Convention [1].

In this context, lists of “Living Human Treasures” were published for the first time in Turkey in 2008 by the 
Ministry of Tourism Research and Education Directorate. When these lists are examined, it is seen that only 
one stonemason from the Ahlat region has been included, there were not any building foremen in the lists. 
However, local building foremen in Kemaliye are qualified to be registered in the “Living Human Treasures 
National System” as “Living Human Treasures” due to their professional competencies, their ability to improve 
their knowledge and to train any apprentices. According to the Carter on the Built Vernacular Heritage of 
International Council on Monuments and Sites ‘’ICOMOS’’ , 1999; traditional/vernacular architecture is both 
the focal point of the contemporary life, a documentation for the society’s history and the basic expression of 
culture [2].

Local foremen have full knowledge of the core of the region. They are the sources of know-how that originate 
from the past. They are the representatives of an attitude that contents with the existing and does not consume the 
environment. They have the experience to know where the materials used in the buildings are/will be provided 
and the behaviour of the materials within the structure. Since the architectural applications in Kemaliye and its 
villages are carried out by the local foremen, it can be said that today the continuity of the architectural texture 
can be achieved to a large extent.

3.1 Studies Performed in Kemaliye with the Local  Foremen
For the documentation of the know-how present in the field of traditional/vernacular culture, within the scope 
of the TUBITAK Project numbered “217M561” interviews were carried out with 7 local foremen between the 
years 2018-2019 in Yildiz Technical University-Istanbul campus and in Erzincan-Kemaliye. All the 7 local 
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foremen had grown up and used to work in Kemaliye and in the nearby villages. For a sustainable preservation, 
the occupational knowledge and the experience of the local foremen were recorded during the interviews by 
means of both verbal and visual tools. In Yildiz Technical University Campus, an interview was carried out 
with Kamil Gezici while in the site study of Kemaliye interviews with Mustafa Malkoc, Murat Golbas, Mustafa 
Topaloglu, Mehmet Okcu, Mahmut Okcu and Mustafa Olgunoz were performed. During the interviews, 
information about the layers, materials and the traditional construction technique of the unique flat earthen 
roofs were obtained. Moreover, during the site study carried out in Kemaliye between 26 June 2019 – 03 
July 2019, the building survey of “KEMAV House” (Fig.3) located in Kemaliye was performed and 6 open-
section flat earthen roof samples were examined. Upon comparing the data obtained via measurements and 
observations with the information obtained during the interviews, system section and the construction recipe 
of traditional Kemaliye flat earthen roof were derived.

Figure 3. a) KEMAV House (Gokyigit-Arpaci, 2019) / b) KEMAV House, View of the Flat Earthen Roof    
c) Building Survey Studies (Yildiz, 2019)

In this regard; during the construction of the traditional flat earthen roofs of Kemaliye Houses, at first when the 
upper floor walls that are constructed via nogging (himis) technique and wooden frame system reach the height 
of the ceiling, floor beams with circular sections are placed in the opposite direction on the main beams (ok) of 
the structural system. Based on the measurements taken during the building survey study of KEMAV House, it 
has been seen that the diameters of these circular beams vary in the range of 14-22cm (Fig.4-a).

Wood claddings having a thickness of  2-2,5 cm are nailed onto the floor beams for the purpose of forming a 
structure that will hold the upper soil layers and forming a clear finishing at the ceiling (Fig.4-a). In general, 
pine and poplar trees present in the region are used for this purpose. In some of the unique buildings, these 
wood claddings may not be present. The absence of these wood claddings in some unique buildings can be 
related to the financial status of the user or the functional use of the space underneath. For example, the ceilings 
of the barns may not have these wood claddings [3].

In case of spans having a distance larger than 3-3,5 meters, woods having a circular section can be placed on 
wood claddings as supporting elements in order to prevent the deflection of the floor due to the stresses. In 
addition, materials such as chipboards, wood chips etc. are laid on the wood claddings in order to prevent the 
soil at the upper levels from leaking through the wood claddings to the space underneath [3,4]. At the next 
step, wood sticks called “mertek” having a thickness of 5-6 cm and at varying lengths are laid on the cladding 
woods in the same direction (Fig.4-b,c). In this way, an intermediate layer is formed between the upper humid 
soil layer and the cladding wood layer and the strength of the cladding woods against the problems such as 
cracking and rotting is increased. “Mertek”s are usually obtained from mulberry trees. The use of branches 
with thorns prevent the animals such as mice and snakes to live inside the roof [3,4,5].
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Figure 4. a) Traditional Structural System and Wood Claddings, KEMAV House, b-c) Open-Section Roof 
and Its Layers, “Yakup Aga” Mansion (Yildiz, E. 2019)

After the wood works are completed, the first soil layer called “yas-kuru” is prepared to be laid on the “mertek”s. 
“Yas-Kuru” , a non-cohesive soil, is left outside the building for 1 day for unification after water and sometimes 
hay are added in it. This mud mixture obtained at a state of half humid-half dry is laid at a thickness of 10-15 
cm (Fig.4-b,c) and is to be left to dry for 1-2 days additionally [5,6]. The application of “Yas-Kuru” at a humid 
state prevents the soil to leak through the openings to the space underneath. Moreover, the addition of hay at 
a suitable amount prevents the shrinkage cracks that may occur inside the material while drying. Golbas and 
Topaloglu state that chipboards and wood chips are also added in “Yas-Kuru” [3,7]. This first soil layer used 
in the flat earthen roofs serves also as a heat insulation element in the building since it has a porous structure.

A fine-sieved cohesive clay soil called “gavcin” is laid in a dry state at a thickness of 10-15 cm on the “Yas-
Kuru” layer and is flattened by ramming with a cylindrical heavy stone called “log stone” that has a diameter 
of 30-35 cm (Fig.5-a). A small amount of “gavcin” is laid additionally on the flattened roof and it is partially 
wetted with water avoiding mud formation. Afterwards, stones called “rihtim” that are specific to the region are 
placed in line starting from one end in a way that their flat surfaces will face upwards (Fig.5-a). These stones 
are nailed via a piece of wood such that the thickness of the layer will be 6-8 cm. While selecting the stones 
that will be used as “rihtim”, it must be paid attention that the selected stones must not be in a crunchy state as 
a result of long exposure to sun rays and they must have a round shape and be in similar sizes. These “rihtim” 
stones help to prevent the surface erosion that may occur on the roof due to external effects such as wind, rain 
etc. A very fine-sieved cohesive clay soil at a state of dust is spread into the gaps between the “rihtim” stones. 
Then, it is swept with a broom in order to fill the gaps completely. After 1 day, the gaps are checked again and 
in case there are any voids left they are filled with the clay soil dust again. After the “rihtim” stones are nailed, 
the whole roof is again rammed via “log stone” at the last step. In this way, the complete compaction of the soil 
is achieved (Fig.5-b). In some cases, after the “rihtim” stones are nailed, salt (Kemah Salt) may be spread on 
the stones. With the help of the rain, this spread salt penetrates into the structure of the soil at the lower layers 
and helps to decrease the permeability and prevents plant growth on the roof [3,5,6,7].

The process of ramming with a “log stone” is repeated periodically based on the severity of the rains. In case of 
snow, at first it is waited for South-Western Wind “Lodos” to melt the frost and ice when the weather is mild. 
Then, shovelling and ramming with “log stone” processes are applied respectively [4,8]. It can be said that 
today the process of ramming with a “log stone” is not practical and applicable because the houses especially 
in winter months are not in use and the process requires a lot of hard effort. Thus, most of the roofs are covered 
with various roof coverings at the moment (Fig.5-c).
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Figure 5. a) “Log Stone” and “Rihtim Stone” (Gokyigit-Arpaci, 2019), b) General View of “Apcaga” Village 
in 1949 photographed by Huseyin Karadayi, c) Roof Sample covered with Sheet Metal Panels, KEMAV 

House (Yildiz, 2019)

In order to remove the water from the roofs, generally the roofs are constructed with a slope of % 5-10 in one 
direction. In case of larger roof areas and adjacent buildings, the number of the gutter openings and slopes 
may increase [5]. Topaloglu and Olgunoz state that the slope of the roofs are obtained based on the wooden 
columns in the structural system of the building rather than the difference between the elevations of the soil 
layers [3,9]. After determining the location of the gutter opening in the roof through which the water will be 
removed, the levelling of the wooden columns is performed accordingly. Before the soil layers are laid on the 
roof, a piece of wood is nailed onto the floor beams to use as gutter in a way that one end will stay outside 
the roof structure.  The end of the gutter that is outside the roof structure will be an open-end or a hole will be 
drilled in the center of the section in order to remove the water. The other end of the gutter will extend to the 
elevation of the “rihtim” layer and it will be supported underneath with a bonding timber called “pestevan” [6]. 
The finishing of the ends of the gutter will be in a shape of a bowl (Fig.6-a,b).

Figure 6. a) Gutter Detail, “Efegil” Mansion (Gokyiğit-Arpaci, 2019), b) Gutter Detail, “Akcali” Village 
(Ciftci, 2012), c) “Suvung-Sokma” Detail, “Efegil” Mansion (Yildiz, 2019)

In order to restrict the soil and the “rihtim” stones along the boundaries of the roof and hold them within the 
roof structure, wooden elements called “suvung” are placed. “Suvung”s are tied underneath to the tree trunks 
called “sokma” that have circular section via diagonal wooden supporting elements acting as props (Fig.6-c). 
“Sokma”s are made of mulberry trees or juniper trees. “Suvung”s encircle the roof like a parapet. The trunks 
of the “high suvung”s can be solid or hollow while there are also “short suvung”s that encircle the soil layer 
(Fig.7). Considering the interviews carried out with the local foremen and the photographs dated to the old 
years it can be said that “high suvung”s are very rarely used (Fig.5-b) [3,8,9].
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Slope-Gutter system is not the only way used for removing the water from the roof. It is also seen that in 
Kemaliye an additional precaution in terms of water insulation has been taken in order to remove the water 
from the roof that may leak into the soil layers. For this second precaution, a piece of wood is placed with a 
slope on the facades between the cohesive and non-cohesive soil layers (Fig.7) and in this way, it is ensured 
that the water leaking through the soil that swells due to snow is removed from the interface between these 
layers [3,8,9].

Figure 7. Traditional Flat Earthen Roof Section in Kemaliye determined based on the interviews with The 
Local Foremen and On-Site Observations (Drawing: Gokyigit-Arpaci, 2019)

4. CONCLUSION

In Anatolia which has been a living area for various civilizations for centuries there are many settlements 
representing the historical texture that is formed by the building samples that preserve the traditional 
characteristics and the traces of these civilizations. The most important parameter for ensuring the sustainability 
of these settlements is to know the traditional / local building culture, the construction techniques, the original 
materials and the places where these materials are obtained from.

Within the scope of this study, interviews were carried out with 7 local foremen who had grown up and used 
to work in Kemaliye (Egin), a district of Erzincan Province, which is a settlement that presents the unique 
samples of Anatolian Housing Architecture and during these interviews information about the traditional flat 
earthen roof construction techniques is gathered. During the in-situ study carried out in Kemaliye, open-section 
roof samples are examined and the data obtained via measurements and observations are compared with the 
information gathered during the interviews and at the end of the study unique roof section and the construction 
recipe of these traditional Kemaliye flat earthen roofs were derived. Based on these studies;

• Parapet systems called “suvung” that are specific to the region are found in the traditional flat earthen 
roofs of Kemaliye Houses. “Suvung”s may be high and solid, high and hollow or short. However, it is seen 
that usually short “suvung”s are used. 
• It has been found out that in order to prevent the surface erosion that may occur on the roof a construction 
technique specific to Kemaliye (the area between the villages of Ekrek-Salihli and Geso) is developed and 
in this technique, stones called “rihtim stone” are used in the construction of the roofs.
• For the purpose of removing the water from the roof and preventing it to reach to the lower levels, it has 
been found out that more than one water insulation precautions are used in the roof system. It has been seen 
that as the first precaution; with the use of “rihtim stone” and the “gavcin” soil, most of the water is removed 
from the impermeable sloped surface and directed towards the gutter. As the second precaution; a piece of 
wood is placed between the cohesive and non-cohesive soil layers on the facades and with the help of this 
wood element, the water leaking to the interface of these two different earthen layers that swell especially 
after the snow is removed from this interface.

In this regard, as a result; the local foremen and the know-how these local foremen have are of great importance 
in terms of understanding and analysing the traditional architecture, preserving the architectural heritage and 
conserving/restoring the current buildings.
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ABSTRACT 

Neglecting historic architecture and their evolution throughout history, has formed today’s inappropriate 
development of many modern cities. In recent decades, historic cities in many countries suffered from harmful 
developments. Based on the literature, there were many historic cities that have been damaged or destroyed 
due to invasive interventions. In recent decades, there has been a growing tendency to live in historic fabrics. 
This makes it important for architect to be aware of design criteria for new construction in historic fabric. 
All construction should respect to historical architecture features such as: scale, form, texture, materials, 
construction techniques, etc. Although The determination of a similar criteria and principle for all the historic 
cities or sites is not practical, as each case is unique but definition general principles regarding their historical 
and cultural value could be useful for all.

The city of Yazd is located in the central part of Iran. The historic fabric of Yazd, which has been recently inscribed 
as an UNESCO World Heritage site, has a large number of adobe heritage. The earthen architecture of Yazd has 
escaped the modernization that destroyed many traditional earthen towns. The majority of the historic districts 
surviving today are from the Qajar era and the late nineteenth century witnessed a new genre of buildings and spaces, 
illustrated by the Post Office, cinemas, banks, etc. Changes over time should be understood as important aspects of 
vernacular architecture and nowadays buildings new construction in the historic fabric of Yazd is inevitable.

In current research, in order to suggesting design criteria for new construction in historic fabrics such as Yazd 
historic fabric, international experiences related to renovation and building new construction in historic district  
during the last century are surveyed. In addition, relevant international charters and guidelines are studied. 
Eventually, defined criteria and principles regarding the historical fabrics are introduced and appropriate 
criteria for buildings new construction in historic fabric of Yazd are proposed.

Keywords: Historic fabrics, Yazd, new construction, international charters, earthen architecture.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, extensive full-scale interventions to improve historical regions are performed around the world. 
Before the industrial revolution, rise of the modern movement and expansion of cities, renovation efforts 
were solely a vernacular knowledge in societies. However, after that time conservation emerges as a different 
experience especially in Europe due to the variety of it’s intellectual roots. These thoughts give rise to theories 
in the 19th century that, after trials and errors, extend their influence beyond single buildings to include built 
complexes, fabrics and the natural environment[1,2]. 
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Generally, the subject matter of conservation of historical fabrics emerged as a result of various factors 
including the decayed and unsanitary condition of historical buildings, damages caused by international wars, 
the need for urgent reconstruction and the general protests against social conditions. This led to the formation 
of international bodies and documents to address these problems[3]. 

On the other hand, nowadays the general interest in history gives special importance to raising the consciousness 
of designers about historical evidence in historical fabrics. These interventions should be carried out according 
to properties such as scale, form, texture, volume and patterns that are specific to the intervention region. 
development is the most important matter when creating new structures in urban fabrics, because with the 
growth of industries and population and also the emerging needs of the contemporary human, the appropriate 
spaces for them should be designed in a way that doesn’t create disorder and disorientation in the city. 

In this paper, first a content analysis is performed on the international documents and experiences regarding 
the renovation of historical fabrics and also criteria for construction in Yazd’s historical fabric in different time 
periods.

2. INTERNATIONAL CHARTER AND DOCUMENTS

Since their formation in the mid 19th century, International documents and resolutions have provided different 
views regarding new construction and urban development in historical fabrics, each based on the specifics of 
the research and the context. Many theoreticians have provided different views on this subject, some of which 
have become guidelines for the international documents (Table .1). The documents can be categorized in 
several general groups including those that approve new construction, those that disapprove it and those that 
approve on certain conditions. the documents resulting from these views include charters and documents that 
are used today.

Table 1. Approached adopted by international documents and views regarding new construction in historical 
fabrics. Adapted from 16,14,12 with edits by authors.
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3. NEW CONSTRUCTION IN HISTORIC FABRICS

New construction in historical fabrics differs in each region and they are based on specific properties and 
policies of their region. but several general viewpoints can be identified: facadism, zero degree, integration, 
contrast, deride and temporary, analogy and invisible approach. In facadism, a new building is constructed 
behind a historical façade; It is designed indifference to the surrounding historical fabric; in integration, the 
new building is integrated with the surrounding fabric; contrast includes a deliberate distinction of the new 
building; deride and temporary includes designing a temporary building in the surrounding fabric; in analogy, 
the new building uses elements from both past and present; and invisible approach, this method is manifested 
in the form of mirror methods, underground construction and etc. in Iran, because most historical buildings are 
generally one-story, the method of underground construction is welcomed[7,26].

3.1 New construction in the historical fabric of Yazd
New construction in the historical fabric of Yazd considering their four main period are presented (Figure .1) bellow:
3.1.1 First period (1928-1946) In this period, architecture is influenced by foreign models and rapid changes 
caused by modernism. and the past is refuted through the destruction of parts of the fabric such as ramparts. 
But at the same period, valuable works such  as Iranshahr school, Eghbal factory and Golshan cinema 
are constructed, that preserve the cohesion of the fabric while housing different activities through solving 
challenges such as span increase[27] (Figure.1a and b).
3.1.2 Second period (1946-1971) Lifestyle changes and the entry of urban facilities into the fabric, inappropriate 
regulations resulting from poor training, imported styles and materials, and expansion of the changes made in 
the pervious period are factors that influence the architecture in this period. Saadatnasajan factory could solve 
these problems by using traditional patterns and models with modern materials and is regarded as a prominent 
building from this period[27] (Figure.1c).
3.1.3 Third period (1971-2001) The end of traditional construction methods, entering of non-local consultants 
into construction, uncontrolled development of the city, and using industrial materials happened in this period. 
Apartment construction in Yazd also starts from the same period, but with the difference that they were 
apparently contextual. Sadeghian house is an example of this period’s architecture which is among the good 
contemporary works due to it’s attention to context [27] (Figure.1d).
3.1.4 Fourth period (2001-2020) Regulations violations due to interest-seeking investments, poor quality of 
education, increase in workforce, introduction of various materials and styles and consequently an increase 
in the use of internet and magazines are factors that influence architecture to this day. In this period the Vaziri 
library near the Jame mosque has been designed with minimum intervention in the fabrics façade, preserving 
the integrity of it’s surrounding area[27] (Figure.1e).

4. CRITERIA FOR DESIGNING IN HISTORICAL FABRICS ACCORDING TO INTERNATIONAL 
SCHOOLS OF RENOVATION

By using international documents and methods, can extracted general items  which can provide unique criteria 
to each historical fabric. but in order to design in historical fabrics, other smaller cases must also be considered 
following the principles mentioned. To better understand these smaller principles, some of this items are 
considered (Fegure .1) below:
4.1 Scale and proportions (Figure.1e): observing spatial hierarchy by creating small and big spaces in plans, 
adapting to the fabric’s skyline in façade, human scale, compatibility with building’s function and the scale 
of neighboring buildings. these can be addressed by the architect’s creativity in items such as underground 
construction, large spans instead of big heights and combining large spaces with smaller spaces around them, 
like the central courtyard and the smaller spaces around it in Vaziri library [2,28,29].
4.2 Form (Figure.1a): harmony with the general shape of surrounding buildings, avoiding imitation 
the context while preserving existing features, creating similarity and homogeneity between old and new 
buildings. abstraction in creating new forms based on old ones, new buildings should be distinguishable, and 
their historical evolution should be understandable. but not so much to dominate the historical buildings, such 
as iranshahr school in Yazd [28,29].
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4.3 Original patterns in architecture and culture (Figure .1d and f): attention to the principle of unity in 
traditional architecture. Using patterns in abstract ways in new constructions. Attention to formal, functional, 
climatic, and other aspects of patterns when using patterns in new designs[16,28].
4.4 Function (Figure .1c): functional patterns of buildings are important factors in determining their architecture 
because we can see the role of function in providing large spans in Saadatnasajan factory or Golshan cinema. 
But the important matter is the designer’s approach to this challenge. Therefore, in design, you can find the 
right architectural answer for the new function compatible with the city, fabric and neighborhood, with the aim 
of maintaining integrity in the fabric. [28,30].
4.5 Materials (Figure .1b and c): color combinations that are in harmony with adjacent buildings while 
being distinguishable. Do not use materials that distract from the historical buildings, a good example is using 
glassworks that grab attention by their transparency but show the sides buildings[28,29]. 
4.6 Hierarchy and spatial organization (Figure .1a and e): juxtaposition of functions. Knowledge of 
geometric and design criteria specific to each region. Observing hierarchical principles that create meaning 
such as hierarchy of access to courtyard in Yazd’s historical buildings[16,28,29].
4.7 Vernacular design (Figure .1b): here being vernacular doesn’t solely mean using traditional technology, 
materials and forms, rather this is an abstract architecture risen from cultural context. Neither tradition nor fake 
modernism are present in this architecture and is rather based on contemporary needs[28,31].
4.8 Density, height and skyline (Figure .1b): following the general rhythm of the fabric in designing façades 
and urban plans. Using special volumetric elements to increase the height of the buildings along with the use 
of motifs and details in the facade to resolve the height difference[28,32]. 
4.9 Details and ornamentations (Figure .1d): using modern details can be a reinterpretation of relationships 
between old and new buildings and using them in design can create similar regional properties in buildings. 
Here details are not only ornamentations but also construction details and connections methods between new 
structures and historical fabrics[28,29]. 

Figure .1. contemporary architecture in Yazd. (a) Iranshahr school. (b) Iqbal Factory. (c) Saadat Nasajan 
Factory. (d) Sadeghian House. (e) Vaziri Library. (f) Central Library. Source: authors. 

5. CONCLUSION

When, the presence of new structures in historical contexts becomes necessary, the design of new buildings 
should be considered compatible with the existing historical context. In this research in order to achieve a 
compatible structure with the context, with the help of studies on successful international examples and related 
researchs, as well as the historical context of Yazd, the following criteria (Figure .2) are presented:

1. All examined documents and methods, stress a complete study of the context and the physical, cultural, 
architectural and other concepts of the historical fabric, before any action. 
2. The compiled regional guidelines  (according to Yazd’s historical fabric design criteria) for designers 
should not include dictums that discourage creativity in design. but an unified approach should be evident 
in all designs. 
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3. Any interventions that threaten theoretical and practical aspects of the historical fabric should be avoided, 
such as building high structure or construction with inconsistent material in historic fabric. 
4. Attention should be paid to remaining building and fabrics and  they should be registered in the national 
list of architectural heritage, so that to be provided necessary measures for their protection and regulations 
for renovation in their area. 
5. Emphasizing the urban landscape and preserving it’s integrity by measures such as keeping the skyline, 
using materials that are compatible with the surrounding environment, keeping the balance and dynamism 
of the past, present and future and emphasizing the distinction between old and new buildings.
6. Avoiding any direct imitation from patterns of the fabric and at the same time developing inspired ideas 
by traditional concepts in that fabric, using modern architecture alongside the historic one, using new 
construction technics in new buihdings. 
7. Creating new functions in historic building or new ones in order to improve quality of life in historic 
fabrics. 
8. Duo to the vastness and importance of Yazd’s historical fabric and being inscribed as a world heritage 
city, we can consider integrity as the most important criterion in it’s architecture following some factors 
affecting the integrity of historic fabric of Yazd are presented, As explained in Figure .2 For example:

Figure .2. Important factors in designing new structures in historical fabrics. Source: authors.
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ABSTRACT 

Earth architecture is one of the oldest architectural styles in the world since ancient times, We find this clear, 
especially in the Middle East, this material, which is a part of our environment, allow us to get an environmental 
friendly building, energy-saving and available to both poor and rich people alike, In this paper, we will define 
the feature of mud architecture and the soil types in siwa oasis, Karshif as a building material used in siwa, 
which contains a residue of NaCl crystals with a little dust of clay and sand & some other minerals, also will 
mention about the thermal properties of mud architecture and karshif, as they have proven efficient in thermal 
properties in the building & for being a good thermal insulator as well, This was obvious in the presented 
example from Siwa Oasis. where the construction is made with the local material Karshif, when compared 
temperatures outside with inside a mud house & a skeleton house. the mud tradtional house gave the best result. 

Overall, the importance of considering thermal properties of building materials in addition to the karshif 
insulation properties are demonstrated, Therefore it’s important for designers to understand the impact of 
choicing the materials has on the comfort of users and building energy performance.

Keywords: Architecture of poor, back to earth, Karshif, Siwa Oasis, earth architecture, thermal properties

1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that two-thirds of the world’s population lives in buildings constructed at least in part from mud, and 
the techniques used in their construction have varied to the greatest extent. These buildings were constructed 
using raw mud bricks, Egypt has many oasis in the Western Desert such as Bahareya, Siwa, Kharga, Dakhla, 
Farafrah, Baris oasis, Siwa Oasis is one of the famouest example from Egypt in mud buildings. The construction 
material used in siwa oasis is karshif, it’s a material taken from the shore around salt lakes, and it has the same 
properties of mud especially in thermal performance, It is also distinguished by the presence of salt particles, 
in addition, it creates a best low-cost and zero carbon building techniques, these properties will be shown in 
the mud and karshif material with an illustrative example as well.

Mud architecture mainly depends on mud as a building material with all its properties, and It has characteristics 
in such as:

- It is a natural material available in most areas of Egypt and the Western Sahara, 
- It has thermal gain and storage, so it does not lose heat quickly, which helps in the prorated improvement 
of the climate.
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- The optimal investment in these available materials is a real threat to modern building materials production 
projects, Because it considere a strong competitor with what the modern buildings cause like: the depletion 
of natural resources, the spread of pollution, and the impact on the ecological balance.
- Recreate the friendly relationship between man and architecture; Which are represented in: values, shapes, 
arts, and heritage comming from society and in harmony with the human scale; which is often forgotten by 
the owners of the so-called world style.

Mud architecture has been known in Egypt since ancient times, that’s because of the rich soil, whether around 
the River Nile or the Western Desert. The soil in western Egypt is rich of different types of soil, like: The 
Argillite, used as binder in the realisation of the mortar in the ancient masonries, Taken from quarries 8 km 
from Siwa Oasis, on the road to Marsa Matruh. Tafla, Mud can be found under the salt crust around salt lakes 
uses in mortar, Limestone, Sandstone and the Karshif.

2. THE KARSHIF MATERIAL

2.1 The Karshif Material, Its Components & its Extraction Place
The traditional building materials in Siwa mainly are taken from the environment like, salty mud mortar, olive 
trees and palm tree trunks and salt blocks.The salt blocks, called karshif, it consists as a result of the process 
of evaporation of water from the lakes, it contains a residue of NaCl crystals with a little dust of clay and sand 
and are taken from the shore around the salty lakes, it contains also some other secondary salts like KCl.

During this process, in occasion of sandstorms, minerals like quartz, feldspar calcite and clay minerals can be 
included as impurities in the salt. As mentioned above, Karshif is found around salt lakes, so it is extracted 
from the shores around of these salty lakes.

Figure 2-1. The three different types of stons (Daniel Maskell, 2019)

Figure 2-2. The salty lakes where extracting the karshif (Calogero Montalbano, 2011)
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The supply site of karsheef: the bottom of the salt lake presents a continuous crust of salt and mud that detaches 
spontaneously in clods because of the volumetric variations by the salt crystallization.

2.2 The Thermal Properties of Mud & Karshif
2.2.1 Thermal properties of mud buildings (mud material)
The building is mainly affected by external weather factors (the temperature + amount of sunlight + humidity). 
Also, the internal heat in the building which is caused by variable factors such as (The amount of lighting, 
household appliances, human activity and the number of people in the building), Temperatures are highest in 
the building in the summer, As a result of a natural rise in the outside atmosphere. The use of passive cooling 
technologies, such as Sunbreakers and other natural system of energy-efficient methods, It might not work 
well as we plan, if the building is built from concrete or Not environmentally friendly materials, The result 
is resorting to mechanical methods such as air conditions, It may cool inside, but it increases the outside 
temperature because of the motors, While mud has other properties and a positive impact on the building in 
summer and winter and positive impact on the environment as well, This is because mud has the following 
positive characteristics, which is, the mud absorbs the sun rays falling on the wall during the day (daytime), so, 
the mud naturally stores the heat comes from the sun, and loses it gradually and slowly during the night. and 
This is how the natural mud material works.

The amount of heat emitted inside the building is less than the amount of heat lost outside, then the wall acts 
as a natural insulator. Heat which is stored throughout the day inside the mud wall, as a result of this process, 
makes the room cold during the daytime, then the wall gradual losses the heat at night (heat that was stored 
during the daytime), by this way the temperature starts to rise slightly in the room, This point can be solved 
by the ventilation holes in the place and create air movement in the building, carrying the cold air from the 
outside. At night, the mud wall loses the heat it had stored during the daytime, so that it gets cool again by the 
next day, and so on.
 
Those were the properties of the mud material in general, Which also applies to Karshif material, But the 
karshif material contains salt crystals that give the mud other properties.

Figure 2-3. The natural vantilation through passive cooling during the daytime and night. 
(R.M. Ahmeda, 2014)

2.2.2 The thermal properties of Karshif
The karshif material does not differ in its thermal properties than mud, it has the same thermal properties of mud. 
researchs found also the Karshif material is excels at temporary moisture storage, But if the humidity exceeds 
80%, it will lead to partial dissolution. Karshif exhibit excellent humidity-regulating behavior, provided not to be 
used in areas where humidity is regularly higher than 80%. Moisture and temperature interact, and one controls 
the other. As temperature changes, so does the amount of evaporation and moisture, or humidity, in the air. Thus, 
temperature, evaporation and moisture are interrelated environmental phenomena. (Daniel Maskell, 2019).
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An example from the traditional architecture of the oasis buildings will be shown, which will show more about 
the thermal effect of the karshif material.

3. SIWA OASIS

Figure 3-1. Siwa oasis location (Ahmed El-Sabbagh, 2017)

3.1 About Siwa Oasis
The location: Siwa Oasis is a virgin Oasis in Egypt between the Qattara low and the Great Sand Sea in the 
Western Desert, 50 km (30 mi) east of the Libyan border, and 560 km (348 mi) from Cairo. The Siwa protected 
area covers 7800 m2 of the western desert.

Siwa oasis is one of the largest groundwater reservoirs in Egypt. Despite being a place of global significance 
in medical tourism, its isolation from the urban lifestyle has made it a virgin land. Cleopatra’s Pool is one of 
its natural and famous springs, where the queen Cleopatra was swimming. İn addition there is another sulphur 
hot spring called the Great Sand Sea Spring, right in the middle of the Great Sand Sea. There is also the Kegar 
Spring which is one of the sulphur springs used to heal rheumatic diseases, as well as several other springs.

The Oasis inculding some big lakes, Like, Az-Zeitoun Lake, it is one of them, which is a salt-lake in east Siwa, 
estimated at 5760 feddans (5978 ac). The protictive area is characterized by biological and geological diversity, 
as it has sand dunes, highlands and wetlands.

Western Sahara in general and Siwa Oasis, in particular, are Characterized by its various cultural features, where 
Ancient Egyptian culture, the culture of Central Africa and the Arabian culture with their multi tributaries are 
melted. 

The Ancient Egyptian name of the oasis was Sekht-am, which meant “palm land” it’s because of the huage 
number of palm trees it famouse for. The architecture of the oasis were developed by the residents of the oasis 
that’s by using local raw materials, the buildings design has reflected the local materials which has been used 
to overcome climate problems through different historic periods.

İn the Siwa Oasis, the 5th century BC temple to Amun of thebes on Aghurmi hill, the famous oracle visited 
by Alexander the great to gain approval for usurping power as Pharaoh, The temple witnesses an astronomical 
phenomenon called the vernal equinox, where the sun perpendicularly to the temple twice a year, on March 
20 or 21, which is the date of the springal equinox, and September 22 or 23, which is the date of the autumnal 
equinox, and the phenomenon is observed only a day of the year, where night and day are equal after 90 days.

Also one of the most important historical monuments, Gebel Al-Mawta (Mountain of the Dead), It is a mountain 
that includes a group of ancient tombs dating back to the period between the fourth and third centuries BC. 
Also we have Bathet cemetery, Altemsah “Crocodile” cemetery, Miso Isis cemetery and Shalli castel.
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Figure 3-2. Upper view of the Oasis (URL 14)

Figure 3-3. Amun temple, Siwa oasis (URL 12)

Figure 3-4. Batahot tomb, Siwa oasis (URL 12)

Figure 3-5. The remain of Shali, Siwa oasis (URL 12)
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3.2 An Example of Siwaian Traditional House
as mentioned before, the traditional houses in Siwa are built by the local materials from the environment, like, 
karshif, olive trees and palm tree trunks, salty mud mortar, the example shown, a traditional Siwian house, 
built from local materials, where the wall made of karshif material with useing the salty mud mortar. Karshif 
material can be formed in bricks (in organic shape) that can be stacked on top of each other to make at the end 
a beautiful shape of the house that is closer to the organic shape. The construction is done in successive layers, 
and the blocks which formed from karshif are left for one to two weeks until each layer dries up.

This technique which made by the people of Siwa makes the building integrate with the environment, and also 
maintains the suitable temperature in winter and summer as well, in addition of being a material that prevents 
carbon emissions unlike the current widespread cement material that is not suitable for the desert environment, 
while the karshif wall acts as an insulator for hot and cold air.

The house is containing two floors connected by a staircase, and after the enterance there’s a courtyard is 
serving as a ventilation speace, By attracting the air inside the courtyard and expelled it in a circular movement. 
a guest room for visitors located close to the main entrance, The external wall has a coarse texture, to create 
a shadow on the facade, and reducing the solar radiation affect, and sometimes are painted white for emitting 
the solar radiations too. The roof is made of palm tree trunks as beams, and it covered by the mud mortar, for 
covering the palm trees trunks beams.

In figure 4-6 shown the example of traditional house which is made by local materials, such as:
1. Karshif wall, 2. Palm trunks roof, 3. A mortar of Karshif and sand to fill the voids and holes, 4. The first floor, 
5. The sec. floor, 6. Outer mortar, 7. The door made of Palm trunks, as it has shown in Figure

A- Details A of the ceiling
B- Details B of the wall.

Figure 3-6. Perspective view of a traditional house (Calogero Montalbano, 2011)
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Figure 3-7. Details A, showing the wooden ceiling (The author)

Figure 3-8. Details B, a section on karshif wall (URL 11)

Figure 3-9. The technique of constructing the karshif wall (Calogero Montalbano, 2011)
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As mentioned before, one of the advantages of the mud material is that it works as a thermal insulator, cooling the 
house in summer and heating in winter. in the example the outside temperatures were measured, also measured 
inside a traditional mud house, and compared with temperature measured inside another modern skeleton type 
house at the same rooms in both, and when Compared the Thermal Performance of Traditional and Modern 
houses, the comparing between internal temperatures in main rooms of a traditional karshif house and a modern 
skeleton type house, the result was that, the temperatures in the karshif house give low readings compared to 
the readings of the skeleton house as it shown in chart 4-1. Also the thermal insulation for both houses was 
compared, the karshif traditional house gave the best percentage for thermal insulation as in chart 4-2

Chart 3-1. The result of comparing between the temperature in a modern and traditional house (Abdelaziz 
Farouk Mohamed, 2020) 

Chart 3-2. The percentage of the thermal insulation of karshif and concrete wall (Abdelaziz Farouk 
Mohamed, 2020)

4. CONCLUSION

The building technique made of the local materials is more climatic responsive and adds the uniqueness to the 
design and traditional spirit versus other techniques, it’s for more sustainable environment.

the mud architecture through the history has shown an efficiency proper to interaction with the surrounding 
environment, It also showed efficient thermal performance inside the building, The karshif material, however,
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it is a building material, it is also a natural thermal insulation material, This is what appeared in the result of the 
experiment by measuring the thermal performance inside a traditional karshif house and in a skeleton house. 
and by comparing the result, the thermal 

performance of tradtional karshif house was better, as the temprature inside the house was cooler than outside, 
while the temprature inside the skeleton house was close to the reading of temprature outside.

Overall, the importance of considering thermal properties of building materials in addition to their karshif 
insulation properties are demonstrated, In fact, the explanation for the local perception of karshif as a building 
material that produces good internal comfort, its superior thermal properties, is through the show of its superior 
properties. Therefore it’s important for designers to understand the impact that the choice of materials has on 
the comfort of users and building energy performance.
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ABSTRACT 

The concept of sustainability in the 1970s was the result of human awareness of environmental issues and 
social-cultural and economic problems. One of the most important goals of sustainable development is to 
preserve nature and modify the way of looking at it, and the manifestation of sustainable development in the 
field of the constructed environment is called sustainable architecture. The concept of sustainability or any 
other concept that enters the literature (mind and language) of any country, should be interpreted based on the 
customs and traditions of that land and environment to make it possible for society to understand and digest 
it in that culture. In line with the above demands, this article tries to present the comprehensive view of Iran’s 
predecessors on the concept of sustainability in the construction of central courtyards and related spaces in the 
houses of Yazd that environmental solutions are accompanied by social and economic aspects.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the principles of sustainable architecture and its compatibility with 
traditional architecture in Yazd (Case study: House of Lariha). The issue of sustainable development has been 
raised for decades in various sciences and professions, such as architecture and urban planning, and its roots are 
environmental crises and the excessive consumption of fossil fuels in the world. Since one of the most important 
factors polluting the environment in the world, and especially in our country, Iran, is the consumption of fossil 
fuels in residential spaces, paying attention to this important issue is crucial. Traditional Iranian architecture 
has unique features that, while paying attention to aesthetic issues and environmental protection, has also met 
the climatic needs of each region. The techniques and rules used in this architecture include many modern 
concepts in the field of sustainable architecture. Architects have long used the environmental and climatic 
conditions of all areas, especially hot and dry areas in the case of Yazd, which is the subject of this article.

Keywords: Sustainable architecture, Yazd, architecture, house of Lariha.

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent decades the energy crisis and climate change are among the most important problems that humans 
had been faced. In the developing countries, energy consumption has raises along with population growth.  
Nowadays, mechanical systems have the essential role in the thermal balance of buildings space; and at least 
one-third of energy consumed in most of the countries is allocated to the heating and cooling of the buildings 
[1]. Increasing of energy consumption is a cause for a decrease in the fossil fuels, an increment of air and 
environmental pollution, and these factors has given birth to the sustainability topic. In the current age, the 
main focuses are on sustainability and its basis is Eco-friendly design, designing based on recyclable material, 
designing that reduces energy consumption – in other words designing by low or zero energy consumption. 
Traditional buildings are relevant examples of compatibility with climate [2]. Traditional architects have 
gained experience over the past centuries by adapting to the climate and constructing buildings for thermal
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comfort. In hot and dry climates, people in the past created solutions to deal with climate problems that have 
different appearances in different places. Structures played an important role in thermal comfort. Due to the 
severe environmental conditions in summer, hot storms and winds carrying aerosols has led to a method and 
principles of a climate suitable construction suitable for living indoors, which did not depend on mechanical 
facilities [2, 3]. The city of Yazd with its special climatic conditions and traditional architecture is located in 
one of these hot and dry regions.

In the traditional architecture of Yazd, factors such as hypogeum, central courtyard, windcatcher, dome roof, 
porch, local provided construction materials, garden pit, windows, building orientation, and four-season 
buildings, were various structures that comparative study of sustainable architecture principles and the 
traditional architecture of the Iranian desert found them in the Lariha House. The traditional architecture of 
Yazd created a thermal comfort and a suitable environment for living. Using these patterns and structures the 
traditional architecture of Yazd city is adapted to the surrounding environment [2, 4, 5, 6].

2. SUSTAINABILITY AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

In the modern age, due to differences in construction systems and modern materials, traditional forms and 
structures cannot be used directly. The traditional architecture contains principles and elements that can be 
used in modern architecture, and it seems that these principles and elements can meet the goals of sustainable 
architecture. This article extracts the basics of sustainable architecture in a descriptive-analytical way and 
using desk research, and then uses the Lariha houses in Yazd as an example of traditional buildings that seem 
to meet the goals of sustainable architecture then with a comparative manner checks its features with the basics 
of sustainable architecture and answers the following questions:

• What are the principles and foundations of sustainable architecture?
• How much does traditional architecture (Lariha House) have to do with the foundations of sustainable 
architecture?
• In order to better understand the concept of sustainable architecture, it is necessary to first provide a 
clear definition of the concept of sustainable development. There are several definitions for the concept of 
sustainable development. The concept of sustainable development is a kind of effort to combine concepts 
in the development of a field of environmental issues with socio-economic issues.

There are many definitions of sustainable development and the aim of all of them is to care for nature and to 
protect the environment. Sustainable design can be divided into four main categories:

• Urban Design
• Environmental design
• Regional design
• Buildings Design

The focus of this article is on sustainable buildings (sustainable architecture). Sustainable architecture is 
defined as the construction of artificial spaces along with environmentally friendly designing and sustainability 
of raw materials. The goals of sustainable architecture are to reduce the use of new raw materials, recycle 
resources, use recycled materials, protect nature and the environment, eliminate pollution, use a financial 
circulation system based on the life cycle of materials, and focus on quality [7]. Direct resource consumption 
is one of the issues that sustainable architecture confronts. Sustainable architecture and construction focus 
on reducing material consumption and material waste in the construction process. In recent constructions, 
buildings are designed for short-term durability, if designers and constructors design for high durability and 
use quality materials, flexible spaces and do not use antiquated methods can reduce the direct consumption of 
resources and the construction waste. Sustainability of buildings requires more factors than focusing on energy 
consumption during the lifetime of the building, which can be mentioned in relation to sustainable architecture:

• Perception of the value and limitations of the region’s ecosystem
• Recognize the cultural and social sensitivities that should be given importance (coordination with the 
culture of the region)
• Use the capacity of the existing structures in the design according to the life cycle of the building
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• Use, reuse, and recycle environmental and eco-friendly materials instead of using non-local and imported 
materials.
• Collaboration with material suppliers to improve quality in the local materials market [8].

According to Akhtar Kavan et al., The most important rules of sustainable design in buildings as the smallest 
component of sustainable development can be mentioned as follows:

• Maximum use of renewable energy instead of non-renewable energy and fossil fuels
• Considering the culture and past experiences in construction (traditional principles of construction)
• Quality and sustainability of the building in terms of quality of construction and materials 
• Paying attention to the local forms
• Zero-carbon designing
• Energy management in the building
• Avoidance from imposing the building on the environment (minimal changes in the environment) 
• Climatic design
• Safe and healthy design for users 
• Avoidance from pollution and waste creation [7].

Green architecture, or sustainable architecture, is an approach in designing that aims to minimize damage to 
human health and the environment. Architects or designers who support this view strive to protect water, air, 
and soil by using environmentally friendly building materials and appropriate construction methods. The five 
main features of the green architecture are:

• Sustainable site design
• Conservation of water resources and its quality
• Energy and Environment
• Quality of the internal environment of the building
• Protection of materials and resources

Green building materials are generally from renewable sources instead of non-renewable sources and cause 
the least environmental damage because their impacts are considered in the whole lifetime of the product. 
Green building materials reduces maintenance and replacement costs by increasing the lifetime of the building, 
maintaining energy, improving the health of residents, and increasing productivity. Green building materials 
are selected by evaluating the following: 

• Recycled or reused materials
• Minimal production or non-production of harmful gases for health 
• Non/less toxic substances
• Sustainability
• Frequent renewability of materials (production from renewable sources)
• High recyclability
• High durability
• Long service life
• Local (internal) production [9]

Sustainable architecture requires materials that have minimal impacts on the environment and have the 
necessary physical efficiency in line with energy consumption regulations in construction [10].

The most important basis of sustainable architecture is the effort to minimize energy and resource consumption 
for all phases of the building life. The goal of sustainable architecture is to increase the quality of life. One of 
the most important goals of sustainable architecture is to minimize the negative impacts on the environment.
Sustainable architecture should be in all areas, from infrastructure to construction process, from construction 
materials to pattern of consumption, from material consumption to access management, reducing material 
waste, recycling, energy efficiency in the building, saving water consumption, reducing maintenance costs 
Implement with pre-design. This should be considered in the design of a sustainable building. The system of 
sustainable buildings has been seriously developed worldwide to reduce carbon emissions and their negative 
effects on the environment [12].
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Table 1.Principals of sustainable architecture (source: writers)

3. AREA OF STUDY

Yazd City is the center of Yazd County, has of 99.5 square kilometers area and is located in the center of Yazd 
province and on the route Isfahan-Kerman in the coordinates up to 56 and 31 north latitude and 23 and 54 
east longitude. The altitude of this city is 1230 meters above sea level and the air distance from Tehran is 508 
kilometers. Shirkuh Mountain, which is stretched in the northwest and southeast direction, is located 20 km 
from Yazd city and like a mountain, wall separates the central parts of the province from the Abarkooh hole 
in the southwest of Lastan. It has a special role in decreasing the temperature and absorbing the moister for its 
peripheral zone (Table 2).

Table 2. Geographical location of Yazd
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Table 3.

4. LARIHA HOUSE
The Lariha House is located in the city of Yazd. The city of Yazd is located in the desert region of Iran with 
an altitude of 1230 meters above sea level. This region has an annual 65 mm rainfall [13]. The city is located 
in a hot and dry area with hot and dry summers and cold and dry winters, low rainfall, low humidity, low 
vegetation, winds containing dust in desert areas and desert margins [14]. The Lariha House is a four season’s 
introverted house and different components such as windcatcher, pool house, porch, garden pit, sash window, 
horizontal and vertical shadings, thick, clay and mud walls are used.

Figure 1. Plan and 3D view of the Latiha House (Yazd Cultural Heritage Office)
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This building, like other buildings in Yazd, follows the following principles: 1- The use of clay and mud in the 
structure of the building 2- Compact plan and minimum proportionality of the external surface to the volume 3- 
Using the form of an arch and dome for the roof 4- High density of the building and connection to the neighbors 
5- Final covering of the building in light color 6- Minimum number of windows 7- No windows in the outer 
wall 8- Central courtyard with vegetation and water pool 9- Orientation of the building in the south-southeast 
direction[13].  10- Introversion of the building 11- Lower level of the yard compared to the surrounding streets 
12- Existence of porch and basement 13- High height of the rooms 14- Thick walls. In general, the elements of 
the Lariha House relationship with the foundations of sustainable architecture in terms of the function of the 
components can be examined as follows:

4.1 Construction materials
Common materials for construction in hot and dry regions of Iran include mud, clay, brick and mortar and 
have a high heat capacity. These materials absorb the heat of the sun on the external surfaces and prevent the 
penetration of heat [6]. These materials are natural and prevent heat exchange due to their high heat capacity. 
These materials are easily returned to nature and their pollution and waste do not harm nature and are supplied 
from the local area. Using these materials in traditional houses, and especially in Lariha House, heat exchange 
is minimized and less energy is needed for heating and cooling.

4.2 Porch
The porch is a semi-open space that connects the indoor space to the outdoor space. This semi-open space has 
an open face toward the central courtyard (garden pit) and two semi-open walls and a closed wall connected to 
the alcove. This closed space is connected to other rooms with doors and windows. The two semi-open walls 
of the porch are connected to the partition spaces [15]. The porches are mainly located in the summer living 
and facing north, tis orientation is back to the afternoon sun. Therefore, the temperature of one part of the 
house becomes lower than the other parts and the central courtyard, as a result of which an internal wind flow 
is created and the porch space is more pleasant to stay in [16]. The porch controls the heat by creating shade 
and prevents heat and direct sunlight from entering the interior in the hot season and uses climatic conditions 
to improve the interior and reduce the consumption of modern energy. The location of the porch can be seen 
in figure number 1.

4.3 Windcatcher 
The use of natural ventilation to create comfort in traditional buildings played a key role. In the traditional 
architecture of the desert areas of Iran, this task were on the windcatcher. [17] The windcatcher starts working 
when the wind stream enters from its upper openings and the airflow enters the spaces through the outlets 
installed in the floor walls of the windcatcher. The windcatcher operates based on wind flow or sunlight in the 
area. Due to the heat generated in its interior spaces, the windcatcher sucks hot air from the upper vents under 
the roof and cool air enters the space through doors and windows [5]. Due to the use of wind catcher from 
ambient airflow and natural energies, there is no need for artificial energy input and by reducing the ambient 
temperature and circulating the air, it leads to ventilation and lowering the temperature in the environment. 
This reduces the building’s need for modern energy. The location of the windcatcher can be seen in Figure 1.

4.4 Home pool
In hot and dry areas, there is a space called pool house, to which one of the windcatcher vents opens. In this 
space, there is a pool full of water through which the airflow created by the windcatcher passes and evaporates 
water. With this evaporation, ambient air cools. This space is located in the summer residence of the building 
[5]. The pool house in interaction with the windcatcher has achieved the necessary coordination with the 
climate and as a stable system in the climatic elements of traditional Iranian architecture without creating 
pollution and using renewable wind energy responds to the needs of users. The pool house uses evaporative 
cooling to reduce the temperature. The location of the pool house can be seen in Figure 1.

4.5 Swallowed under the ground
Because of the gradual absorption of cold and warmth the part of the building that is under the ground will 
amortize the daily and yearly vacillation and will adjust the temperature considerably. An example for that is
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water tank and biological underground areas. Using crypt for providing the water used in building is another 
natural element of this kind of building. [3]

4.6 Garden pit
In the hot climate areas, garden pits have been used for a long time, and in addition to the security and cultural 
role of homes, garden pits create a cool, humid microclimate inside the building that reduces the amount of 
energy needed to cool the building. Instead of opening to the outside, windows and doors opened into the 
garden pit, preventing the interior from being in touch with the outside. The closure of the exterior walls was 
a way to prevent the entry of sand and dust storms and to prevent the entry of heat generated in the passages 
and the surrounding area into the building [3]. At night, when the cold weather is heavier than the hot weather, 
it sits in the garden pit and creates a cool environment during the day. If the width of the garden pit is less than 
its height, the flow of ambient winds will not affect it and the environment will remain cool. The pond and 
vegetation in the garden pit increase the cooling effect of the airflow by humidifying the air, and cooler air 
enters the home space [18]. The garden pit, by modifying the external conditions and creating an atmosphere 
with appropriate humidity and temperature, causes the comfort of the residents and, in coordination with the 
climate, reduces the energy consumption during the warm season.

4.7 Windows and shades
Windows and shutters facing the outside of the building are to a minimum number possible, to prevent the 
entry of unfavorable air outside. The windows are placed at a height above or below the ceiling, and most of the 
windows open to the central courtyard, which has a more favorable environment [19]. Awnings or shades were 
thin slats that were mounted horizontally on top of windows and doors, while others were placed vertically 
between windows, their wide was 61 to 81 cm [21]. In the windows of hot and dry climate buildings, instead of 
a large glass, small and colored glass has been used to control the amount of incoming light [3]. With the help 
of windows and shades, you can control the amount of light entering the building and the heat it produces, and 
reduce the energy required by the building for thermal balance.

4.8 Walls
Among the elements of native buildings in hot and dry regions of Iran, the wall can be mentioned as a climatic 
and important element. Since the thickness of these walls is large and is more than one meter, and due to 
having a special contexture and porosity, they play the role of thermal insulation and thermal pool. The walls 
exchange heat with the environment at night and absorb the thermal energy available during the day and keep 
the ambient temperature at a moderate and low level, which creates enough comfort for the residents of the 
building. These walls act as heat storage sources (heat fuses) that collect the sun’s heat during the day and 
release heat at night, which balances the heat cycle during the day and night [6]. Due to their thickness, the 
walls act as a source of heat storage, helping to control the temperature during the day and reducing energy 
consumption in the building.

4.9 Four Seasons House
In the native architecture of Iran, people-built houses that each part of them was planned for specific seasons. 
The southern part of the house for being in the shade was used for the summer season and the cellar (hypogeum) 
was located under this part. When the temperature rose sharply, people went to the basement to escape the heat. 
The northern part of the house due to its exposure to the sun and absorbing the sun’s heat was used in winter, 
and thus residents could tolerate the winter cold. By doing this, people harmonized their home, style, and life 
cycle with the climate [6]. 
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5. CONCLUSION

The native architecture of Yazd is in accordance with the environmental and climatic conditions. Therefore, 
what has been discussed in detail about sustainable design has three main tendencies that attract the attention 
of designers, managers and executive planners:

1. Pay attention to the environment
2. Quality orientation and increasing the quality of life in the context of human comfort
3. Pay attention to the next generation

In the present study, the characteristics of traditional architecture in Yazd (case study: the Lariha House) were 
investigated in order to point out the relationship between traditional architecture for optimal use of energy and 
environmental sustainability. In the study of architectural rules and techniques used in the Lariha House, the 
use of materials with high thermal capacity and resistance, the use of solar energy and the use of similar wind 
catcher elements to use renewable energy such as wind, saving water consumption and the use of the crypt to 
supply the water needed by the building was discussed. In the Lariha House, climatic arrangements such as 
being located in a dense urban context, proper orientation according to the climate, use of the central courtyard 
appropriate to the climate, use of the central courtyard, garden pit, basement and waterfront in the courtyard ٬ 
the use of summer residence and winter residence٬ all show the appearance and compliance of the principles 
used in sustainable architecture in the Lariha House. 

According to Table 2, the elements of the Lariha House, including introversion, four seasons, windcatcher, 
house pond, construction materials, porch, windows and shades (radiation bars), garden pit and dome are in 
accordance and in harmony with four groups of sustainability elements including the construction, energy, 
consumer and culture of the society, environment and nature. And it can be concluded that the Lariha House is 
sustainable in all elements and is considered a stable building.
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ABSTRACT 

The traditional houses of Barbaros were constructed with stone masonry walls and topped with earthen flat 
roofs. Most of these houses are being destroyed or traditional materials are being altered with inharmonious 
modern materials. The earthen flat roofs are more affected by this alteration process. While all the buildings 
were constructed with earthen roofs in the past, and even the settlement was then called Sıradam including the 
word dam, which means house covered with earth, today the number of earthen flat roofs in the settlement is 
unfortunately very limited. Fourteen houses that still preserve their earthen flat roofs have been determined 
within the scope of this study. However, most of these are in a severely damaged condition which means that 
the know-how related to the earthen flat roof construction system of traditional Barbaros houses is about to 
disappear.  This study aims to document this disappearing roof construction system, which is a part of the 
rural heritage characteristic of Barbaros. With this aim, nine houses with flat roofs are analyzed in detail. In 
addition, oral history studies are done with two traditional building masters, and the deconstruction process 
of a barn’s traditional earthen flat roof is documented. The deconstruction process was supervised by one of 
the old building masters. These interviews provide invaluable information related to the construction phases 
of the flat roofs, local materials utilized, the sources of these local materials, and the local vocabulary of 
building materials. The results of the study are expected to contribute to conservation and renovation projects 
in Barbaros and neighboring rural settlements. 

Keywords: Local building tradition, earthen flat roof, rural heritage, Barbaros.

1. INTRODUCTION

Vernacular construction tradition is a part of the rural culture and this tradition is ecological in terms of the use of 
locally available and natural materials and utilizing them with local construction know-how and workmanship. 
However, this ecological and sustainable way of building is being abandoned during the last decades. Inevitably, 
rural architectural heritage characteristics and related know-how is being lost. This study focuses on traditional 
earthen flat roof system of Barbaros that is being lost and aims to document their characteristics to sustain the 
related knowledge and supply data for possible conservation projects in the settlement and its neighbors. 

Earthen flat roofs were a part of vernacular construction and rural heritage in Urla Peninsula of İzmir where 
Barbaros is located in (Fig. 1) [1]. Unfortunately, the traditional earthen flat roof is the first character of the

* This paper is based on the master thesis entitled “Understanding Cultural Landscape Characteristics: The Case of Barbaros 
settlement, Urla-İzmir” by Şeyma Sarıbekiroğlu under the supervision of Assist. Prof. Dr. Fatma Nurşen Kul Özdemir at Izmir Institute 
of Technology in 2017.
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traditional houses that had been altered in Urla Peninsula possibly due to regular maintenance necessity and 
negative connotation about earthen buildings. Traditional earthen flat roofs are needed to be compressed with 
a stone roller regularly to sustain its waterproof character. When compared with tile covered pitched roofs, 
this necessity may make earthen roofs less favored. Negative connotation about the earth is related with the 
acceptance of earth as a sign of poverty, being old and outdated material while industrial building materials are 
seen as symbols of civilization and modernity. Whether for these reasons or others, the number of remaining 
earthen flat roofs in the region is very limited. As Kırcalı’s study shows, in 2019, among fifteen settlements in 
Urla, Barbaros is the only settlement that has kept the most houses with earthen flat roofs1 [2]. In this respect, 
Barbaros is the place that can give the most information about the earthen flat roof construction tradition. 

Barbaros is located in the Aegean Region of Turkey, in Urla, a district of İzmir Metropolitan city (Fig. 1). 
Sıradam was the old name of Barbaros until 1931 [3]. The word dam is defined as house with an earthen flat 
roof [4]. So, the old name of the settlement was reflecting its traditional roof structure that is under the threat 
of loss. In 1931 when the settlement’s name Sıradam was changed to Barbaros, earthen flat roofs were already 
started to be altered to tile covered pitched ones.2 Roof alteration is the very first change houses in Barbaros 
have had and possibly was the only one for a while. The number of earthen flat roof structures are limited in 
the settlement. For this reason, it is important to document existing ones. In addition to the physical loss of 
earthen flat roofs, know-how about them is also getting lost with the loss of traditional building knowledge and 
skill transfer. With the aim of sharing information about this forgotten building tradition, on site observations 
are carried out first. The first site survey was done in 2017 within the scope of the master thesis written by the 
author. Another site survey is carried out in 2020 to see the current condition of previously surveyed flat roofs 
and to complete missing information. Besides site surveys, interviews are conducted with two local builders; 
Ahmet Koşfur and Suat Taşkın3. These interviews provided invaluable information related to local construction 
know-how, local materials utilized, sources of these local materials, and the related local vocabulary. During 
these interviews, the author grabbed the chance to experience the deconstruction of an earthen flat roof. This 
deconstruction was supervised by Ahmet Koşfur. While deconstructing the earthen flat roof step by step, Koşfur 
explained the construction process of each element. Thus, by taking all these data in reverse, the information 
about the earthen flat roof system is deciphered in detail.

2. ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TRADITIONAL BARBAROS HOUSES

Barbaros settlement is located in Barbaros plain, in Urla; together with Uzunkuyu, Zeytinler, and Birgi 
settlements (Figs 1 and 2). According to Yaka, the history of Barbaros settlement is about 300-350 years old 
[7]. While the settlement was in the statue of the village until 2012, in that year with the law numbered 6360, 
it became a neighborhood administratively. 
The oldest version of traditional house units in Barbaros has a square or rectangular plan with mostly just one 
space for the necessities of living: cooking, eating, resting, sleeping, and ablution (Fig. 3). All nine houses 
examined within the scope of this study are this kind with just one space for living. Traditional architectural 
elements of living spaces are yunak (bathing cabinets), cupboards, jug niches (testilik), shelfs, and fireplaces 
(Figs 3-5). House units can be one storey (Figs 12-16, 18,19) with an adjacent or separate barn or two storeys 
with a barn at the ground level and living space on top (Figs 6, 9-11, 16,17,20). The living spaces on top of 
barns are reached with exterior stone masonry stairs (Figs 6 and 20). The walls are stone masonry binded with 
mud mortar and plastered with mud plaster. Roofs were timber beam system covered with earth. In time, space 
numbers of house units increased. Mud gave its place to lime both for mortar and for plaster. Earthen flat roofs 
are changed with tiled pitched roofs (Figs 6-7).

1 Kırcalı’s research covers fifteen settlements of Urla which are Zeytinler, Uzunkuyu, Zentineli, Yağcılar, Ovacık, Bademler, Özbek, 
Balıklıova, Gülbahçe, Demircili, Kadıovacık, Barbaros, Birgi, Nohutalan, and Kuşçular. According to this study, among these fifteen 
villages, it was possible to observe earthen flat roofs only in four. These are Bademler, Özbek, Kadıovacık, and Barbaros. According 
to Kırcalı, there is one flat roof example each in, Bademler, Özbek, and Kadıovacık whereas Barbaros has many.While Kırcalı did not 
observe earthen flat roof in Nohutalan, a stoneroller that was used to use to compress earth roofs was observed.
2 One of the old builders of Barbaros stated that most people changed their roofs from earthen flat to tile covered pitched ones with 
earnings from tobacco farming[5]. Tobacco farming started in Barbaros in the 1920s as an alternative to viticulture [6].
3 Taşkın was born in Barbaros in 1936. Ahmet Koşfur was born in 1935 in Kadıovacık. 
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3. REMAINING EARTHEN FLAT ROOFS OF BARBAROS AND THEIR CONDITION

Fourteen houses with remaining earthen flat roofs are determined in the parcel numbers: 1330, 1359 1360, 
1426 1438, 1441, 1468, 1469, 1494(1), 1494(2), 1495, 1496, 1497(1) and 1497(2)   (Fig. 8). Among these, 
nine houses’ interior spaces were accessible and roof structures were observable from inside. The remaining 
five houses, which are 1330, 1438, 1494(1), 1494(2), and 1495, could not be reached, as a result, could not be 
examined. 
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Accessible nine houses were not in use. They were all in damaged condition due to abandonment and being 
exposed to weathering conditions Among the nine, four houses are two-storey (Figs 6,10,11,20) and the other 
five are one storey (Figs 13-15,18,19). Examined six houses accept 1469, 1496, and 1497(1) have the main 
beam and secondary beams system to carry the roof (Figs 21-28, 31,32). 1469, and 1497(1) does not keep their 
beams.1496 have a one-way beam system (Fig. 30). In 1360, 1468, and 1497, there are posts in the middle 
of the space, supporting the main beam together with the walls (Figs 22,27,31). In 1426, there is a post just 
next to the wall at one end of the main beam (Fig. 24). In 1360 1426 and 1497, bolsters between the main 
beam, and post and/or walls exist. 1426 have bolsters at sides between the walls and the main beam (Figs 
24,25). In 1360 and 1497 bolster is between the post and main beam (Figs 22 and 31). 1468 have Y shape post 
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embracing the main beam (Fig. 27). All nine houses have slate stone eaves. While others do not have a well-
preserved form as a chimney cap, 1426 have the ceramic pot on top of the masonry chimney (Fig. 11).  A 
waterspout was observed only in 1468 (Fig. 29). The short parapet wall of the roof above the eave level has a 
void with a slate stone on top and a mission tile exists at the bottom to flow water on it. Covering layers of the 
roof were observable in 1360, 1468, and 1497. 1360 have sawn timber as a covering layer on top of beams. 
Moss and earth were observed above that layer (Figs 22, 23). 1468 have sandalwood branches on top of beams, 
bushes, mosses, and lastly earth (Figs 27,28). In 1497, after timber covering, there are moss and earth layers 
(Fig. 32).
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The deconstructed barn is located in parcel no 1487. The earthen flat roof of two adjacent barns (Fig. 33) was 
replaced with tile covered pitched roof by Koşfur with the wishes of the owners. Barns have andesite stone 
masonry walls. One is larger than the other and the larger one has a post in the middle and has a main and 
secondary beam system (Fig. 35). In addition to the original post in the middle, there are many posts added to 
support the bended roof. The smaller barn has a one-way beam system (Fig. 36). As the owner of the house 
indicated that, the roof did not maintained for 50 years, despite it is necessary to remove the earth and renew 
periodically to avoid excessive load [8].Layers on top of beams were the same in both spaces. On top of beams, 
there are sandalwood, bushes, moss, and then earth (Figs. 35-38). Mission tile as waterspout existed above the 
eave (Fig. 34). 

In 2020 site survey, it is observed that 1359, 1441, 1468, and 1496 have had changes. 1359 had tile covered 
pitched roof (Fig. 7). Main beam of its flat roof kept in its original position. 1441 has been collapsed. A new 
building has been constructed in its place. While 1468 keeps its walls until eave level, it does not have any of 
the elements of its roof structure. 1496 had a tile covered pitched roof.
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4. CHARACTERISTICS OF EARTHEN FLAT ROOFS 

The information about the traditional earthen flat roofs of Barbaros gained from visual examination of remaining 
examples, interviews with old builders and observation of a deconstruction process of a barns’ earthen flat roof. 
The system is composed of beams and covering layers. If the main and secondary beam system exists, there 
is a timber post (dikme) with a square or circular section in the middle of the space supporting the main beam 
(düver). There can be a bolster between the direk and/or walls, and main beam. Alternatively, timber post can 
be in Y shape and embrace main beam. Secondary beams (mertek) in rectangular section are put on top of 
main beam. The top surface of the beams covered with sawn timber or branches. Branches collected from the 
forest. Sandalwood used to be used for this layer, which is called seren. On top of seren or sawn timber, bushes 
such as myrtle and moss put to keep the earth from falling into the space. Moss is collected from Gülbahçe 
shore. Then, any kind of earth put and lastly geren which is defined as the earth that prevents the percolation of 
water and earth unable to water absorption [9], is put. Geren is available in the near geography at the location 
of the teacher’s house and around piney graveyard in Barbaros. It was dug and laid on top of roofs for 5-6 cm 
thickness and as almost flat with an inclination just enough for water flow. Geren was compressed with a stone 
roller5 (Fig. 40).

Figure 39. A stone roller in a courtyard in Barbaros. (2017)

Figure 40. Detail sections of Barbaros traditional earthen flat roofs.

5 Koşfur mentioned stone roller as yuvarlak taş in Turkish.
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5. EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION  

As common with the most rural settlements of Urla, Barbaros traditional roofs were flat and covered with 
earth. This character was the first altered one among other architectural characteristics Thus, remaining earthen 
flat roofs are very limited today. Related knowledge is also being lost  due to the death of old builders who used 
to carry the related know-how and transfer it to the next generations.

While traditional rural buildings are altered without respect to their original character or are left to destruction, 
some contemporary projects give reference to traditional earthen flat roofs. Barbaros House, which was built 
in 2014-2015 [10], and Kattze House have flat roofs, which formally give reference to traditional Barbaros 
houses (Figs 41 and 42) [11]. The other project, Kadıovacık Biohouse is located in Kadıovacık that is the 
neighbor village of Barbaros, and was built in 2016-2017 [12]. The structure both has a pitched roof and a flat 
roof (Fig. 43). As different from Barbaros House, Kadıovacık Biohouse used the earth as covering material at 
the flat parts of its roof. 

Documenting the earthen flat roof construction system as a part of the rural heritage of Barbaros, which is 
about to disappear is an important step to conserve this tradition. The information shared by this study is 
hoped to be used in repairs, renovation, and alteration projects in Barbaros and its neighbor settlements. Newly 
existence of flat roofs in the geography with modern constructions may serve as a model and can support the 
conservation of the earthen flat roof tradition. Instead of implementing inharmonious modern roof systems 
at traditional buildings, the environment-friendly original roof system can be applied and architectural rural 
heritage can be sustained. 
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ABSTRACT 

One of the most widespread construction techniques in traditional Anatolian housing architecture is the timber 
framework (carcass) system. In this system, also known as crossed timber, framework system or hımış, wooden 
elements such as pillar / post, base, belt and buttresses are used. This system, where building loads are transferred 
to the floor with wooden posts and beams on the wall, has a widespread use in Anatolian traditional housing 
culture in terms of lightness of the establishment, being able to produce multi-storey buildings and providing 
convenient architectural solution. Gaps in the wooden framework (carcass) system are filled with different filler 
materials such as brick, stone, adobe and wood, depending on the material available in the region. Structures 
with stone, brick, wood or adobe-filled wooden framework (hımış) system are made on partition joints called 
Bagdadi, which are nailed to the face of the wooden framework wall at certain intervals and plastered. These 
partition joints are placed on the wooden framework (hımış) surface frequently or intermittently, depending on 
the regions. The most widespread use of Bagdadi in Anatolia is the Bursa-type Bagdadi, known as the Bursa 
type Bagdadi, which is comprised of wooden frameworks that are placed at frequent intervals.

The aim of this article is to introduce examples of Antalya type Bagdadi, which is the surface created in the 
plastering of the wooden framework system (hımış) used in traditional Antalya houses.

Keywords: Traditional Antalya houses, structural system, Bagdadi, Antalya Bagdadi.

1. INTRODUCTION

Traditional housing culture, which bears all the physical and social characteristics of a particular region and 
culture throughout history, has developed in different lands and cultures. Traditional residential architecture 
includes regional features, such as terrain, topography, climate, vegetation and materials, as well as social 
factors. While environmental factors play a major role in shaping traditional houses, physical / environmental 
factors are the main factors in the location, orientation, material selection, plan scheme, building elements and 
facade design.

There are natural habitats with different building traditions in every region of Anatolia that were formed as a 
result of different geographical, climatic, material and socio-cultural characteristics. An architectural identity 
particular to each region is formed as a result of these local features.

One of the most widely used building materials in Anatolian traditional residential architecture is wood. 
Even with all the building materials in a region, wood material which has been used in Anatolian residential 
architecture since the early stages of the Neolithic Age, is preferred for advantages such as easy processing,

The Construction System of Traditional Antalya Houses; The  
Antalya-type Bagdadi
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lightness, and detailed craftsmanship. In this period, it is seen that wooden beams, which are utilized horizontally 
in adobe or stone walls, are used in order to strengthen the wall, to make the structure durable to horizontal 
loads (earthquakes) and to prevent the walls from cracking in a vertical direction.

Various wood construction techniques are encountered in today’s Anatolian traditional housing architecture. 
Built with the wood species specific to each region, these houses create regional identities by incorporating 
the construction systems of those regions. The aim of this article is to introduce examples of Baghdadi, which 
constitutes the surface formed in the plastering of the wood frame system (hımış), which is one of the most 
common construction systems used in traditional Anatolian residential architecture, and encountered only in 
the traditional houses of the Antalya region and therefore referred to as Antalya Bagdadisi.

2. TRADITIONAL ANTALYA HOUSES

Antalya was founded as one of the most important cities of Pamphylia by the ruler of Pergamon, Attalos II 
Philadelphus (159-138 BC) in 158 BC. Named after its founder and called Attaleai, Atalia and Adalia during 
antiquity, the city was subsequently referred to as Satalia in Western Medieval sources, as well as Antaliyye 
and Adalya in Arabic and Turkish sources [1].

As an important city of the Mediterranean region, Antalya is one of the places that garners interest for its 
traditional residential architecture. In particular, Kaleiçi constitutes the city core of Antalya whereby the 
wooden mansions here are impressive. Kaleiçi is comprised of narrow streets and cul-de-sacs.

Its streets where the houses open out into are just wide enough for a car to pass through. In these narrow streets 
suitable for the climate, only one of the door wings is opened whenever a car cannot pass (Fig 1). These doors 
are kept high because of the horse carts. There were different iron rings for men and women on each of the 
door wings. If the visitor to the house was male, he would knock with the big ring, whereas the womenfolk 
would knock with the small ring. The household folk hearing the door knock would look from the window 
upstairs and open the door accordingly. Whenever there was nobody at home, the door was not locked; instead, 
a colorfully woven thread was tied between these rings, meaning nobody was at home [2]. 

Figure 1. The streets of Kaleiçi (Author)

Positioned in the north-south direction, a traditional Antalya house is entered through a large double-wing 
garden gate that opens into a garden, courtyard or taşlık (Fig 2). Most of the house Gates are arched and made 
of cut stone. The taşlık is an indispensable element of Antalya Houses. Decorated with vegetal and geometric
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mosaics created by laying small pebbles over sweet lime mortar, the taşlık is one of the shade and cool spots of 
the house. Taşlıks were paved with pebble mosaics (taşlık) in black and white geometric or figurative patterns 
called “Rhodes works,” Taşlık are most certainly washed in the morning, at noon and in the evening to give 
the house extra coolness as well as cleaning. The wetness remaining amongst the pebbles provides coolness to 
the house throughout the day. Situated on the ground floor and constituting a transit zone between the house-
garden-street, the taşlık is a semi-open place where the household conducts the daily chores [3]. The taşlık is 
an open space where crowded gatherings, such as weddings and dinner parties are organized. Together with 
the garden, the taşlık offers shading opportunities in different step-by-step sizes [4]. A major portion of the hot 
summer days are spent here. The doors of the ground floor rooms such as the storage room, pantry, woodshed, 
which have a connection outside and which have constant foot traffic, open out into the taşlık. Winter foods 
prepared in the taşlık, wood  that is chopped in the garden or brought from outside are easily carried from here 
to the storage room, pantry and woodshed [5]. 

Figure 2. Right: The courtyard and the taşlık of the house used as the Suna-Inan Kıraç Research Institute for 
Mediterranean Civilizations (AKMED) (URL 1). Left: The taşlık of another house (URL 2)

These houses have a single floor above ground or floor layout consisting of ground, mezzanine and upper 
floors. and usually rise over a high ground floor. The ground floor is the service floor where spaces such as 
the storage room, pantry, barn and laundryroom are found. Indoor spaces such as storage, pantry, woodshed, 
kitchen, laundry room, barn, grain cupboards, carriage garage, hayloft, maid’s rooms are generally arranged 
on the ground floor in relation to the garden. The kitchen, bathroom and toilet are in the garden as the climate 
permits. The kitchens are quite large. There is also a guestroom on this floor [6]. Used as a cooler into which 
food is hung with a basket, the gardens of all the houses also feature a well with a stone bracelet in the form of 
a cistern. The water needs of the houses is provided by these wells on the edge of the taşlık, which fill up with 
rain water and are used like cisterns. Water is also supplied from the pools in the gardens via canals providing 
water flow between these pools. Water taken from main channels called arik by the local folk on the streets is 
diverted to the house garden, to fill the garden pool and circulate through the canals. While bringing coolness 
and vitality to the environs, this water is used in daily chores such as garden irrigation, laundry and house 
cleaning [7]. The high-walled gardens of the Antalya houses opening into the narrow streets usually have 
orange trees growing in them. The water conveyed by channels running along the streets parallel to the house 
walls is used only for garden irrigation. The corner walls of houses on the street corners are bevelled [8]. To 
the east of the Antalya houses is a single-storey shop comprised of three sections with a pentroof. The shop 
adjacent to the house is also connected to the storage room on the ground floor via a passageway.

A house is found in a corner of the taşlık. One goes upstairs via the indoor staircase linking the first floor to 
the ground floor. The main floor of the houses is the first floor. The main floor, the upper floor, which is the 
living floor, was detached from the natural ground and raised over columns and stone walls. staircase opens 
to a balcony on the upper floor called the hayat or sofa. This is the common area and circulation space. Most 
of the domestic production activities occur here. The hayat is sometimes open with wooden pillars or pillars. 
Sometimes it is closed off with windows. The sofa facing south gets hot in the winter due to solar exposure, 
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and gets cool in the summer with breezes blowing in from the sea. As it receives sunlight from the garden side, 
the sofa takes on the appearance of a large balcony onto which the room doors open out. Daily life usually 
transpires on the hayat and taşlık, the façade of which overlooks the garden (courtyard). The rooms open onto 
the hayat. In fact, even guests are sometimes entertained here. As the rooms are of the quality of independent 
houses in a manner of accommodating large families, they are known in the region as the ev [9]. The largest, 
most spectacularly decorative of the rooms is the baş oda or bey odası, which belongs to the patriarch of the 
house. Situated in the western section of the house, the multi-windowed baş oda faces the street from the 
southern and western directions. The walls of this room are decorated with murals generally depicting city 
panoramas, curtain motifs, cypress trees, fruit and flower motifs. The stairs linking the taşlık to the upper floor 
ensure the opportunity to access the middle floor. There is a small space used as storage on the intermediate 
floor, which is entered from the stairway. With their low ceilings, mezzanine floors can be used as a storage, 
pantry, as well as a winter room. Featuring a ceiling that is lower than the others, this floor can also be used as 
a bedroom whenever necessary and has a kitchen, a room, and sometimes a toilet. The windows on this floor 
are smaller and its walls are thicker. The rooms of this floor face the street but never protrude onto the street. 
Winter provisions are stored, millet is dried and cocooning is conducted at the same time on these intermediate 
floors.  

While hayats overlook the garden or taşlık, rooms protrude over the street in the form of bay 
windows (Fig 1). Thus, ventilation, light and view were benefitted from as much as possible, while 
obtaining different perspectives towards the street [10]. Thanks to these bay windows, the streets are 
not monotonous, achieving a sense of movement and wealth instead. While these protrusions have 
windows from all directions, they also always have side windows. Bay windows are supported by 
wooden buttresses (eli böğründe). Streets are shaped by grand entrance gates, bay windows and eaves. 
House facades are enlivened by these protrusions and window arrangements. Wooden ledges on the 
facades are highlighted both functionally and aesthetically. Entrance gates are carefully designed with 
emphasis, vertical and horizontal ledges, and generally have bay windows [11]. Facades of the houses 
feature stucco and pencrafted ornaments comprised of curved branches, flowers, crescent & star, leaf 
and rosette motifs as well as inscriptions such as ‘Allah’ and ‘Maşallah.’ The houses feature wide eaves 
and are covered with hipped roofs with Turkish-style tiles.

The rooms have rectangular double hung windows. The windows are large enough to take in plenty 
of light, whereas square skylight windows are also used. As for interior room furnishings, important 
elements that play a part in the identity of the space include; a hearth with an overhead wooden hood, 
decorated cupboards on either side of the hearth where bed quilts to be laid out at night are kept, 
niches, high shelves on the walls, cupboards with names such as testilik, peşkirlik, lambalık, fincanlık 
and kavukluk, as well as slatted ceilings enriched with carved hubs. Moreover, each room has sofas 
placed in front of the windows and along the length of the walls. As part of the Baroque and Rococo 
style influences extending from Istanbul into Anatolia during the 18th/19th centuries, walls of rich 
mansions are decorated with panels and landscapes comprised of fruit and flower groups [12]. In 
particular, in connection with the economic resources of the house owner, scenes of Istanbul in the 
form of bands positioned on the room ceiling edges, imaginary illustrations drawn in a painted frame 
in the form of a curtain or window, as if the viewer was looking outside, are among the endearing 
examples we can see in only a few old houses in Kaleiçi. Room ceilings are wooden and are; cassette 
ceilings, flat ceilings, and hub flat ceilings with star motifs in the slatwork technique. The rooms feature 
rectangular double-hung windows.

One of the Turkish House plan schemes, the outer sofa type was utilized in the houses. The open 
sofa seems to be a conscious choice in a region where hot climate prevails. While there is a heavy 
concentration in the region of subtypes of this type, referred to as ‘I,’ ‘L’ and ‘U’ sofas (Figs 3, 4), the ‘I’ 
and ‘L’ plan types are mostly used [13]. There are also the plan layout ‘twin L sofa’ types with an outer 
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sofa with an L sofa, comprised of two combined houses (Fig 4). Houses may be irregularly planned due to the 
fact the ground floor must conform to the parcel contours of the street. There may be up to five rooms on the 
upper floor. There can also be a toilet-bathroom on this floor. There may be iwans between the rooms in all 
outer sofa plan types.

Figure 3. Right: Example of an ‘I Sofa’, Abdullah Baykara House (Bektaş 1980). Left: Example of an ‘L 
Sofa’, Tekelioğlu House (Bektaş 1980)

Figure 4. Right: Example of an ‘U Sofa’, Hacı Ömer Agha House (Bektaş 1980). Left: Example of a ‘Twin L 
Sofa,’ Hüseyin Faraş House  (Bektaş 1980)

3. CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM AND MATERIALS

Two types of construction systems were used in the houses of the region. With the first of these, the ground 
floor of the house was constructed using a masonry system with mortar-mortarless rubble supported by beams, 
while the upper floor walls were built in the wooden bagdadi technique. Widely used in the region, this system 
is the ‘wooden bagdadi wall’ technique that emerged in the traditional Turkish house from the second half of 
the 18th century and incorporated more frequently in the 19th century [14]. In this system, wooden slats are 
nailed at intervals on a timber frame construction and plastered with lime mortar from both inside and outside. 
In the classic Bagdadi construction 10 x12 cm. slats 1.5-2 cm thick and 2.5-3.5 cm. wide are nailed from the 
inside and outside at 1.5-2 cm. vertical intervals over pillars with 10 x12 cm cutaways. When the bagdadi 
system prepared in this way is plastered from the inside and outside with lime mortar, the mortar enters through 
the slats and holds the plaster like a kind of nail [15]. In this plastered wall system called the Baghdadi Wall 
(Lathwork Wall), a decent ground is formed from the standpoint of preserving the building from external 
conditions. In the Baghdadi system, the structural resistance of the cage formed by the slats during earthquakes 
is also important. The nailing of each bagdadi slat to the pillars creates flexible joints to counter earthquake 
forces, and in larger temblors, the nails absorb the earthquake energy [16]. The bagdadi system generally 
prepared in this way throughout Anatolia varies according to the region. One of these regions is Antalya, where 
a local bagdadi technique is used.
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The plank-like slats in bagdadi walls applied in Antalya are 4-7 cm wide and nailed at intervals of at least 
these dimensions (Fig 5). Contrary to the closely spaced bagdadi slats observed in other regions, this widely 
spaced bagdadi system seen in the Antalya region is known as the Antalya-type bagdadi [17]. Baghdadi planks 
(slats) are filled with various sizes of vertically positioned reed stalks, tree branches, wooden slats and small 
rubble (Fig 5). The top of this surface has been plastered, then painted either internally and externally or just 
externally. The thickness of the Baghdadi walls varies between 14-15 cm.

The first plaster layer is made from a mixture of locally quarried ak toprak (white soil) and straw. A second 
plaster made with kıtık is applied over this mixture, which is allowed to settle for at least a day. Kıtık is flax 
or hemp fibers added to the mortar to hold the plaster in place. Kıtık is chopped into the mortar and mixed 
thoroughly, which is then applied to the wooden surface. Kıtık helps the connection by penetrating between the 
slats, reinforcing the plaster, and hindering it from cracking. Thus, it was ensured the plaster stuck firmly to the 
wooden slat surface. After obtained from the regional kıtık tannery, it was chopped very finely with a cleaver 
and mixed with lime after adding some sand [18]. This mixture was applied after letting it sit for at least 24 
hours. The longer the mixture settles, the firmer it becomes. The thickness of the kıtık plaster is around 2 mm 
at most. A light-tone paint, mainly white, is usually applied over the plaster. The room partition walls of the 
house were likewise covered with slats and plastered as a bagdadi. Thus, heat insulation would be provided 
separately for each room. Two types of wood, the bushy juniper and pine, are used in the region. While pine 
is used mostly in interior sections of houses, the juniper is used in the walls and roofs [19]. This construction 
system is used not only in Kaleiçi houses but also in villages of the Antalya region (Fig. 5). However, one can 
occasionally find a combination of the Bursa and Antalya bagdadi types together in one structure.

Figure 5. Right: Example of an Antalya Bagdadi. Çakırlar Village. Left: Example of an Antalya Bagdadi. 
Kaleiçi (Author)

The second construction system used in regional residences is a combined system. This system was applied in 
two manners. In the first one, one wall of the rooms of a house built in the bagdadi system was wooden, while 
the other walls were erected using stone masonry. With the second application, the house is built in masonry 
system, and only the bay windows were fashioned in wooden bagdadi technique (Fig. 6). The Antalya-type 
bagdadi was used with frequent spacing beneath the bay windows. In this system, the masonry system is used 
to construct both the ground and upper floors of the house. The construction material used in the buildings is 
the locally quarried travertine stone, which is used either in the form of rubble or in the manner of manually 
cut smooth stone. Occasionally, brick is used together with stone. With the masonry system, travertine stone 
in the manner of hand-cut smooth stone is used in the building corners, whereas porous stone is used as the 
cornerstone (binding stone) [20]. Travertine rubble fill was used in other areas of the wall (Fig 6). Wooden 
beams are positioned on the stone walls at 50-, 80- and 100-cm intervals on both the ground and upper floors 
(Fig 10). Stone walls with wooden beams are generally 75-110 cm. thick. Comprised of beam-supported 
masonry, brick material is also used in addition to travertine stone in this technique (Fig 6).
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Figure 6. Right: Stone used as a cornerstone (pillow stone) in the corners of the wall (Author). Left: 
Construction system of the houses’ ground and upper floors (Author)

In another application of the combined system, the Antalya-type bagdadi was incorporated on the upper floor 
of the street façade of a house built using the masonry construction system (Fig. 7). In this version, bagdadi is 
not a construction system, but rather it constitutes a substructure for the plaster and paint. Creating a 20 cm. 
eaves over the building’s front facade, this bagdadi latticework also constitutes a protrusion effect on the front 
facade of the structure.

Figure 7. An Antalya-type bagdadi surface application on the upper floor of the front facade of a house built 
using the masonry construction system. Murat Pasha (Author).

4. CONCLUSION

In addition to common features in every region of Anatolia, a residential culture exists that has regional 
differences in the construction materials and systems. In terms of featuring original examples of the ‘outer 
sofa’ layout type, Antalya houses have an important place in traditional Turkish house layout schemes. These 
houses are also significant in that they include subtypes of the ‘open outer sofa’ layout type.
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Antalya houses hold a unique place amongst traditional Turkish Houses for their different construction systems. 
The nailed bagdadi slats used in Anatolia and the material used to fill the gaps between them differ in the Antalya 
region. Researching and documenting the original features of traditional housing examples that comprise a 
significant cultural heritage from the past and must be conveyed to the future, is of great importance from the 
standpoint of ensuring our cultural heritage does not disappear. Providing a local identity that is suitable for 
the environment, the devotion to traditional building types, traditional design and building craftsmanship that 
is passed down anonymously, having distinctive features in terms of the effective application of traditional 
construction systems and guilds all deem Antalya residences an important part of our architectural heritage.

In presenting originality from the standpoint of both the bagdadi construction technique and the filling material 
used, these days many Antalya houses are now being converted into and operated as hotels, hostels, restaurants, 
cafes and bars. In addition to their cultural heritage status, the value of these houses, most of which are in 
decent condition due to the restoration work rendered on them, is rising commercially.
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ABSTRACT 

In Turkey adobe buildings are used for housing and animal shelters in rural areas. Construction of adobe 
buildings in Turkey are carried out entirely on the basis of very limited experiences gained locally. Since adobe 
buildings are constructed used by the low-income population, almost no technical documentation is used and no 
supervision of a technical person is demanded. As a consequence of these, heavy earthquake damages resulting 
from some erroneous applications led to a wide spread unjustified generalization that adobe structures are not 
earthquake resistant. This unfair conclusion is reflected to the last version of the Turkish Seismic Code for 
Buildings issued in 2018, where the chapter related to the adobe buildings has been completely removed. Since 
Turkish Seismic Code for Buildings (2018) is a legal document to be applied in every corner of the country, 
construction of adobe building is not allowable anymore. In this study, characteristics of adobe buildings in 
Turkey and damages in building after earthquakes in past are discussed. In the last part of the study, a short 
proposal is made for inclusion of the adobe buildings to the Turkish Seismic Code for Buildings with some 
limitations, such as, restrictions on number of stories of the buildings and on geometrical dimensions of the 
walls.

Keywords: Adobe buildings, Turkish building seismic code, earthquake damage, masonry.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Use of adobe mud blocks dates back 8000 B.C. Adobe is low-cost, readily available construction material. 
Meanwhile it has excellent thermal and acoustic properties [1]. According to documents of 1994, around 30% 
of the world’s population lives in earth-made constructions. This percentage reaches to level of 50% in rural 
areas in developing countries [2]. The number of adobe buildings in Turkey is not known. But according to the 
studies, ratio of the adobe buildings in the rural areas in Turkey reaches to %50 approximately [3, 4]. It is most 
likely that almost all of these structures were built by traditional methods and were not built in accordance with 
any standard or code. The main disadvantage of adobe buildings is that they are not resistant to natural disasters 
such as earthquakes and floods compared to the other construction types, such as, concrete structures. Adobe 
buildings are constructed by people, because the construction is environmentally friendly and economical. 
In Iranian Bam earthquake (2003), more than 40,000 people were buried under heavy masonry and adobe 
ruins [5]. Another example in Turkey is Acipayam earthquake which is in total 572 masonry houses lacking 
engineering service, more than 50 years old built of adobe and rubble stone with mud mortar in the rural areas 
collapsed or heavily damaged [6]. These and similar events brought forward the conclusion that the adobe 
buildings do not have earthquake resistance and should be eliminated. This unfair conclusion is reflected to the
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last version of the Turkish Seismic Code for Buildings issued in 2018, where the chapter related to the adobe 
buildings has been completely removed, whereas detailed requirements can be found related to reinforced 
concrete, steel and masonry constructions.

As it is known, in construction of reinforced concrete, steel and masonry structures the rules given in the 
seismic code must be followed to attain an acceptable seismic safety in terms of seismic engineering. Any 
earthquake damage in the buildings that do not comply with these requirements will not lead to the conclusion 
that such structures are not earthquake resistant. It states the necessity of the uncompromising application of 
the rules in the construction of reinforced concrete, steel and masonry buildings. Similar situation is valid 
for adobe structures. The important thing here is to establish limitation, restriction and requirements to take 
into account the mechanical properties of the adobe material and the damages in the adobe structures in past 
earthquakes and in environmental conditions. These rules will be in terms of a) adobe material, a) structural 
elements and joins, and c) overall characteristics of the building.

In this article, the authors make an attempt in this direction by highlighting the existing knowledge in Turkish 
Seismic Code for Buildings (TSCB) 1998 and TSCB 2007 and their own experiences.

2. ADOBE BRICKS AND WALLS

Basically, adobe mud is produced by mixing clay soil of suitable qualities with hay or other vegetable fibers 
mixing and kneading water. Later, adobe mud is shaped by pouring into molds. The bricks are dried in 
atmospheric condition and the dried bricks are used as units in adobe walls. It is surprisingly easy to obtain this 
construction material by pouring mortar into wooden molds and to let it dry it under the sun. Same mixture 
used for producing bricks can be used for mortar between the walls. This type of adobe bricks has been used 
since long time Anatolia [7].

When it is inspected in detail, a deep pit is dug for adobe mud. All ingredients of the process are mixed with a 
shovel in the dug. The mixed mud is taken to the wooden molds with the help of a wheelbarrow. It is important 
that this period must be short so that the mud should be dried and should be easily poured into the mods. Before 
the mud is poured into the mold, the mold surfaces are wetted, so that the brick can be easily removed to ensure 
the repeated use of the mold. The surface of the brick in the mold is smoothed to obtain prismatic shape. Dried 
bricks are removed from the mold one day later. Both sides are dried and kept in the shade on a flat surface for 
five days.

Same mud mixture can be used in construction of the adobe walls as mortal between the adobe bricks and to 
smooth surface of the wall. Before the mortar is applied to the surface of the wall or to the interface between 
the adobe bricks to unite them, the wall is wetted to provide the mortar to adhere to the wall easily.

Adobe construction time is between May and September. After this period, with the onset of rainy weather, 
adobe may swell by taking moisture. Until the next usage, bricks are piled up in the shape of a tent and covered 
to protect from rain. In addition, a ditch is dug around the storage area to prevent groundwater from damaging 
the bricks [8].

3. ADOBE BUILDINGS

The main ingredient of the adobe is soil, which can be found easily almost in every region. Production of adobe 
bricks is easy and does not require a detailed technical knowledge. Construction and labor cost is low and the 
adobe walls provide appropriate thermal insulation for winter and summer months. Furthermore, it is assumed 
to be fire-resistant. Since the adobe walls are thick and massive, they provide sound insulation as well. Besides 
homes, adobe buildings for various purposes such as barns, very seldom, fortresses, city walls, and towers.
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4. DECAY OF ADOBE WALLS

Besides all these positive features of the adobe buildings, they require constant maintenance and repair. Their 
construction can be accomplished in dry conditions. In rainy and wet weather conditions they cannot be 
constructed. They are vulnerable against moisture and water. Disintegration and degradation is often come 
into being due to the water and moisture. Water, specifically rain, can cause disintegration of the bricks 
consequently walls. Heavy rain on the surfaces of the adobe walls can cause erosion and piece rupture. Extreme 
high temperature generates cracking during the drying of the bricks wetted due to rain.

Small animals, such as reptiles, rodents and insects and plants and their roots which grow in the soil, can cause 
in in the decaying and degradation of adobe structures, as well.

5. EARTHQUAKE DAMAGES

As is known, the earthquake load depends on the acceleration of the earthquake and the mass of the building 
element. This effect creates tensile and compressive stresses on adobe walls. The fact that the adobe walls are 
heavy and their compression strength and especially the tensile strength are low. These properties of the adobe 
building cause damages. Heavy roofs formed by tree logs and soil layer on them are very vulnerable to seismic 
forces. They do not display the rigid diaphragm property and are one of the main causes of the heavy damages 
which results in loss of life.

6. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ADOBE BRICKS

Quality of brick depends on mud to be used, particularly on its clay content and on the hay (or similar vegetable 
fibers). Mixing and kneading them with water is important especially the water content. Hay fibers are added 
to the mud to increase the tensile strength of the mud. Hay fibers should be mixed in the mud without sticking 
or clustering to each other, it should ensure the transfer the tensile stress within the mud and thus increase the 
overall tensile strength of the mud. Very sparse hay fibers or very short fibers will not be effective as expected. 
Higher water is can be preferred for easy mixing, however it is not suitable, because it will cause difficulties to 
cast the brick into mold. Furthermore, after drying of the brick, higher content of water, may cause significant 
unwanted cracks due to the evaporation of the water. Lack of sufficient mixing water may cause difficulties in 
mixing the hay, as well as in shaping the bricks. Although some approximate mixing ratios can be given, the 
most important measure is to produce bricks with different mixing ratios and examine the manufactured bricks 
and check fissures on the brick (Figure 1). In some cases, addition of small proportion of coarse sand into the 
mixture is recommended.

Figure 1. Different types of effects of internal forces in adobe brick
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Strength of adobe changes in a wide range. However, after completely drying a minimum value of 1.0N/mm2 
for the compressive strength of the adobe and a minimum value of 0.15N/mm2 for the tensile strength are 
expected. Practically, it is expected that adobe bricks should be strong enough to support in bending the weight 
of a person.

7. FOUNDATIONS AND ROOFS

In order to avoid settlements foundation is expected to be on firm compacted subsoil. Soils with high water 
table should be avoided as well. Depending on soil conditions, the width and depth of the foundations can be 
determined. Footing and a specific height of the wall should preferably be built using stone or fired brick. 

Roofs constituting of wooden beams or trusses should connect the wall each other and distribute the load 
uniformly. It is important that roof should form a rigid diaphragm. Reinforced concrete plate slabs can be 
used as well. In Turkey often heavy roof consisting of wooded circular logs are common. Since they are not 
connected to each other, the rigid diaphragm property is not satisfied. In fact, this is one of the major causes of 
earthquake damage in the adobe buildings.

8. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Turkish Seismic Code for Buildings of 1998 states that the gross floor length of the load-bearing walls along 
each of the main vertical directions in the plan, excluding window and door openings, shall not be less than 
0.25m/m2.Consider a one-story building with an area of 100m2, having 6 doors openings (1.00m×2.10m) and 
9 windows openings (0.90m×1.20m), which is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Floor plan of the one-storey adobe building

Total length of the openings will be 6×2.10m+9×1.00m=21.60m.

The minimum wall length will be 0.25m/m2×100m2=25m in one direction, which will be 50m in the two 
directions.

Solid wall area in plane 50m×0.40m=20m2 by assuming the walls have a thickness of 0.40m.

The wall length will be then 50.00m+21.60m=71.60m including the door and window openings.
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By assuming a story height of 2.70m and the specific weight of adobe is 20kN/m3, the total weight of the walls 
by excluding the door and window openings will be;

Wwalls=(71.60m×2.70m-6×1.00m×2.10m-9×0.90m×1.20m)×0.40m×20kN/m3=1368.0kN.

The roof of the building is assumed to be a reinforced concrete slab with a thickness 0.10m and the specific 
weight of concrete is 25kN/m3. And also a clay layer with a thickness 0.15m and the specific weight of clay is 
20kN/m3. And finally an additional load of 1.0kN/m2 is assumed. If all of these are considered, the roof weight 
will be;

Wroof = (0.10m×25kN/m3+0.15m×20kN/m3+1.0kN/m2)×100m2=650kN.

Assuming a spectral value of Sa=g and a seismic load reduction factor of R=1, then the base shear force is equal 
to total vertical weight of the building:

VtE=1368kN+650kN=2018kN.

Shear stress in the base section by taking into account only the walls in the corresponding direction will be;

Vertical stress by taking into account walls in all direction will be;

The plain shear strength of the adobe is assumed 0.15N/mm2. The shear strength can be increased by considering 
the vertical stress:

The above simple analysis may indicate that the demand and the capacity of the shear stresses are equal each 
other and the structural seismic safety is satisfied within the limit. However, it should be kept in mind that the 
following positive situations, which increases the structural seismic safety, are not taken into consideration.
a. It is assumed that only walls in the seismic direction taken into consideration only. It is well known 
that at the corners the parts of the walls perpendicular to the seismic force will be effective as well.
b. No earthquake load reduction coefficient has been taken into account.
c. The tensile strength, which considered to be equal to the shear strength, is assumed to be 0.15N/mm2, 
whereas the tensile strength of the adobe shows variations between 0.15N/mm2~0.40N/mm2.

9. SEISMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ADOBE BUILDINGS

In this section a draft document adopting from Turkish Seismic Code for Buildings of 1998 specifically 
prepared for the adobe buildings which is compatible with the Turkish Seismic Code for Buildings of 2018 is 
presented to initiate a discussion.

9.1 Scope
Requirements given in this section are for design and construction of adobe buildings under vertical and 
earthquake loads. These requirements can be used for evaluation and strengthening of the existing adobe 
buildings as well.

9.2 General Rules
Adobe buildings can be constructed, when Building Usage Class (BKS) is 1 and Building Importance Factor 
(I) is 1 (Table 3.1 in TSCB 2018) [9]. Adobe building can be built as one story. An additional basement can be
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built provided that all walls are made of stone. Partial basement is not allowed. The height of basement cannot 
be more than 2.40m and that of the normal story not more than 2.70m. Adobe buildings will be rectangular 
shape in plan and load-bearing walls will be arranged as symmetrically as possible with respect to the main 
axes. Cantilever floor parts are not allowed.

9.3 Adobe Bricks
Adobe bricks be used in the load-bearing adobe walls will be produced in accordance with and TS 2514 and 
TS2515 and the rested adobe mortar will be used in the construction of the walls [10, 11]. Normal adobe 
dimensions are shown in Table 1. The outer load-bearing adobe walls will be at least 1.5 and the inner load-
bearing walls shall be at least 1 adobe brick.

Table 1. Dimensions of adobe bricks

9.4 Adobe Bricks and Walls

The thickness of the rubble stone walls in the basements is at least 0.50m. The ratio of the total length of the 
load-bearing walls extending along each of the main perpendicular directions in the plan, excluding window 
and door openings, to the gross floor area shall not be less than 0.25m/m2. The unsupported length of any 
load-bearing wall between the bearing wall axes perpendicular to it in the plan, cannot be more than 4.50m.

Figure 3. Suggested the opening length parameters in adobe building

The plan length of the solid wall part to be left between the window and door openings closest to the building 
corner will not be less than 0.80m. Similarly, the plan length of solid wall parts between window and door 
openings, except for building corners, shall not be less than 0.80m. Wooden vertical struts of minimum cross 
section of 0.10m×0.10m cross-section will be placed on both sides of window or door openings, and they are 
connected to the wooden struts placed in upper and lower window openings.

Except for the corners of the building, the length in the plan of the solid wall part to be left between the window 
and door openings closest to the intersection of the walls perpendicular to each other and the intersection of the 
walls will not be less than 0.50m.

Door openings will not be more than 1.00m horizontally and 2.10m vertically. There will be no more 
than one door gap between the axes of the load-bearing walls perpendicular to the wall. Window 
openings will not be more than 0.90m horizontally and 1.20m vertically.
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9.5 Lintels and Tie Beams

Lintel of two pieces of wooden struts of section 0.10m×0.10m on top of the door openings and above and 
below the window openings. Supports length of each wooden struts on the walls will not be less than 0.20m.

Figure 4. Shape of integration between adobe brick and tie beam

Reinforced concrete or wooden tie beams described below will be made on foundation walls or basement walls 
in buildings with basements (Figure 4); a) Reinforced concrete beams will be at the width of the wall and at 
least 0.20m in height, minimum quality of concrete C16, stirrup of 8mm/250mm and longitudinal reinforcement 
6Φ10 longitudinal reinforcements, b) Tarred timber beams will be of section 0.10m×0.10m and placed so that 
their outer and the inner faces are connected to each other.

Figure 5. Shape of application in wooden roof

Reinforced concrete and wooden tie beams satisfying the minimum requirements will be placed to support of 
roof (Figure 5). When the roof is made of plate of reinforced concrete height of minimum 0.10m, a tie beam 
is required with a 0.20m height.

9.6 Foundations

Foundations will be constructed as rubble stone walls with a thickness of at least 0.50m in buildings without 
basement and at least 0.60m in buildings with basement. The depth of the foundation will be at least 0.80m, 
below the frost depth. Foundation walls will be constructed at least 0.50m above the outer floor surface (Figure 
3). In the foundation and in the walls of the basement story cement reinforced mortar will be used. 
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9.7 Roofs

Roofs of the adobe buildings will be wooden of reinforced concrete. A soil layer of maximum thickness of 0.15m 
can be spread to provide thermal isolation on the roof provided that the structure of the roof and the connection 
of the roof to the adobe wall is adequate. The roof should be as light as possible, with eaves exceeding the 
outer walls of maximum 0.50m. Roofs of adobe buildings can also be a wooden truss or reinforced concrete 
slab terrace (Figure 3).

10. CONCLUSIONS

Adobe buildings are used for housing and animal shelters in rural areas in Turkey. Since adobe buildings are 
constructed without insufficient technical documentation and supervision, heavy earthquake damages come 
into being which leads to an unjustified generalization that adobe structures are not earthquake resistant. This 
unfair conclusion is reflected to the last two versions of the Turkish Seismic Code for Buildings, where the 
chapter related to the adobe buildings has been completely removed. The authors make an attempt in this 
paper to initiate a discussion to remove this unfair conclusion and to include a brief section related to the adobe 
structures in the Code, as it is purposed in the last chapter of the paper.
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ABSTRACT 

Turkish seismic design code is revised in 2018. The title of the most recent version of the seismic design 
code is set as Turkish Building Earthquake Code (TBEC-2018). This version of the code includes significant 
changes and new issues with respect to its predecessor. In this paper, rather than presenting an original research 
study, the changes and new content in the “Masonry Buildings” part of the code are outlined together with an 
introduction on the new key concepts in seismic analysis and design of buildings. The aim is to open a ground 
for introduction of these changes and new content to other disciplines such as architecture. A major change in 
the “Masonry Buildings” section of this version of the seismic design code is inclusion of new masonry types, 
which have not been accounted for in previous versions. These are reinforced masonry, confined masonry 
and reinforced panel buildings. The design and construction rules are given in detail in TBEC-2018 for these 
masonry building types, which are new to Turkey. Another significant change in seismic design of masonry 
buildings is the adoption of ultimate strength theory and use of load factors and partial material safety factors 
also considering the seismic load reduction factor as a function of ductility together with overstrength factor. 
The previous seismic design code published in 2007 has restricted the construction of adobe buildings in 
seismic regions with one story only (except basement). TBEC-2018 further restricts use of kerpiç (adobe) and 
some other materials generally for the construction of the seismic structural members because of their non-
standard quality and poor performance observed during past seismic events. This points out to necessity of 
research for improvement of seismic characteristics of kerpiç buildings.

Keywords: Seismic design, masonry, adobe, codes, design regulations.

1 INTRODUCTION 

After several major earthquakes, many countries improved their codes by including new key concepts in 
seismic analysis and design of masonry buildings. A major change in the seismic design codes of masonry 
buildings is inclusion of new masonry types. Recently, several studies have been done on reinforced masonry 
[1-4] confined masonry [5-8] and reinforced autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) panel buildings [9-11] to 
show their performances and failure modes. Past and recent seismic activities have evidently shown that 
unreinforced masonry (URM) structures may show poor seismic performance. Their high vulnerability is a 
result of numerous weakness sources, distinctive of unreinforced masonry structures not designed to resist 
seismic forces. Confined masonry, on the other hand, is among the most popular structural schemes for low 
and mid-rise buildings in many parts of the world including Latin America, Europe and Asia. As the structural 
response of masonry structures under the earthquake loading is affected by many factors [12], a very precise 
numerical modeling encompasses complex tools [13] that are normally difficult to adopt by field engineers in 
their current practice. Therefore, latest research [14] was done with the purpose of identifying major factors
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affecting the response of the confined masonry and to propose simplified models. With an aim of enhancing 
capacity and/or ductility, masonry walls are reinforced. Reinforced masonry is, therefore, widely adopted 
where the seismic lateral loading dominates the design of buildings. While the improved out-of-plane load 
resistance of the reinforced masonry walls over the unreinforced counterparts are well understood, there exists 
significant disparity between the design of the reinforced masonry walls and the unreinforced masonry walls 
for the out-of-plane loading. Several national masonry design standards provide equations for the prediction of 
the out-of-plane flexural capacity of the reinforced masonry walls without due regard to whether or not they act 
in one-way or two-way bending; these design expressions are based on a strip of singly reinforced section under 
one-way (usually vertical) bending with the assumption of the tension steel at full yield [15]. Ductile slender 
reinforced masonry shear walls are often used as the seismic-force-resisting system for masonry buildings in 
regions of high seismic hazard. Several experimental studies related to the seismic response of ductile slender 
reinforced masonry shear walls have been performed in the last 40 years [16-21] and the failure modes have 
been well documented [22]. Another structural system, that can also be considered as a member of masonry 
structures family, is the reinforced AAC panel buildings. This type of structures has the advantages of AAC 
materials such as fabricated production, low self-weight, energy efficiency, fire resistance, and good insulation 
that comes with acceptable mechanical characteristics. In recent decades numerous AAC panel buildings had 
been constructed for housing (particularly for post-earthquake disaster houses) or public service (such as 
schools) purposes. Some of these buildings have experienced major earthquakes (i.e. Kocaeli 1999 and Van 
2011 earthquakes) with very good performance [23 and 24]. With the growth of knowledge gained through 
scientific studies and field observations, it became evident that, the Turkish Seismic Design Code 2007 [25] 
chapter for masonry buildings required a considerable improvement. As a part of the initiative launched by the 
Turkish Disaster and Emergency Management Presidency (in Turkish abbreviated as AFAD) for revision of 
the Turkish Seismic Design Code [25], the members of the sub-committee for masonry buildings decided to 
improve the code  by considering the European codes (Eurocode 6 [26] and Eurocode 8 [27]). In this paper, the 
revised and new content in the “Masonry Buildings” part of the Turkish Building Earthquake Code (TBEC-
2018, [28])  are outlined together with an introduction on the new key concepts in seismic analysis and design 
of masonry buildings. A major change in the “Masonry Buildings” section of this most recent version of the 
seismic design code is the inclusion of new masonry types, which have not been accounted for in previous 
versions, which included requirements only for the unreinforced masonry buildings. The new masonry types 
included in TBEC-2018 [28] are reinforced masonry, confined masonry and reinforced panel buildings. The 
design and construction rules are given in detail in TBEC-2018 [28] for these masonry building types, which 
are new to Turkey.

Although TBEC-2018 introduces new design approaches and masonry structural systems, it restricts the use 
of kerpiç (adobe) and some other materials for the construction of seismic structural members due to their 
non-standard quality and poor performance observed during past seismic events. Unfortunately, the highly 
sustainable earthen materials are not comprehensively represented in building codes and standards [29]. 
Earthen building materials and methods are still considered nonconventional and their standardization is in 
its earliest stages. Thus, design, construction, testing protocols and technical terminology is fragmented and 
requires further developments [30]. It is clear that further research activities are required for bridging the gap 
between these traditional materials and modern materials & design documents [31], so that an engineered 
version of adobe with specific design rules can be implemented with significant seismic safety. The need for 
research on improvement of seismic behavior of adobe is also solid for existing adobe houses, which are still 
being used by millions of people in several countries, including Turkey. 

2. DEFINITIONS RELATED TO MASONRY BUILDINGS

TBEC-2018 [28] covers the rules on earthquake resistant design and construction of unreinforced, confined 
and reinforced masonry buildings and also buildings with reinforced AAC panel systems to be constructed in 
earthquake zones. Masonry building types are defined as;

(a) Unreinforced masonry buildings are constructed without using reinforcement in load bearing walls, only 
masonry units and mortar are used, these buildings have limited level of ductility,
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(b) Reinforced masonry buildings with high ductility level obtained by placing reinforcement to the load-
bearing walls in accordance with the rules given in the code TBEC-2018 [28], the walls are formed by using 
reinforcement, masonry units and mortar,
c) Confined masonry buildings with limited ductility level, which are connected to each other and to the floor 
as reinforced concrete, formed by forming the horizontal and vertical beams prepared after the construction of 
the load-bearing walls and using them as formwork in accordance with the rules given in the code TBEC-2018 
[28],
(d) Reinforced AAC panel system buildings, where the reinforcements in the grooves between the pre-
manufactured reinforced AAC panels are connected to the foundation and the reinforced concrete beams at 
the floor levels and brought side by side to form the load-bearing walls, and the reinforced AAC panels are 
connected to the reinforced concrete beams to form the slabs.

Maximum height permitted for masonry building types are given in Table 4.1 of TBEC-2018. Accordingly, 
in highly seismic areas, the height of the reinforced masonry and reinforced AAC panel buildings is limited 
to 10.5 m, and 7.0 m for unreinforced masonry and confined masonry buildings (excluding the basement). In 
lower seismicity conditions, these heights are limited to 17.5 m and 10.5 m, respectively. The roof floor area 
to be built in addition to these floors cannot be more than 25% of the gross area of the building. In addition, a 
single basement floor can be built up. The effective thickness (tef) of single-layer, double-layer and sandwich 
walls will be determined according to the TS EN 1996-1-1 standard [26], section 5.5.1.3. Plaster thickness 
should not be taken into account when determining the wall thickness (t). The effective height of the wall (hef) 
will be determined in accordance with the TS EN 1996-1-1 standard [26], section 5.5.1.2.

3 MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR MASONRY CONSTRUCTION

According to the new code [28], both horizontal and vertical joints of the load-bearing masonry walls should 
be filled with binding mortar. In buildings with reinforced panel system, reinforcement extending in the long 
direction of the panel will be placed in the grooves between the panels and the grooves will be filled with 
mortar. Masonry load-bearing walls can be constructed by using brick masonry units, dense or light aggregate 
concrete masonry units, AAC masonry units, natural stone units or artificial stone units. Masonry units are 
divided into two groups according to the type of material used and α void ratio (Table 1). In any case, masonry 
units produced for infill walls (such as high void ratio bricks) or units made by lightweight concrete, earth, 
rubble stone or pumice stone; should not be used for construction of load bearing walls.

Table 1. Grouping of Masonry Units

Minimum compressive strengths of masonry units, that are to be determined according to TS EN 772-1 [32], 
should be fb,min = 5.0 MPa and fbh,min = 2.0 MPa, in the perpendicular and parallel directions to horizontal 
joints, respectively. The design and production of AAC panels to be used in buildings with reinforced panel 
system will be made in accordance with TS EN 12602 [33]. AAC quality lower than Class 5 shall not be used 
in wall and floor panels. The reinforcements to be placed in the grooves between adjacent panels will be in 
S420, B420C or B500C class and the reinforcement diameter will not be less than 12 mm. The groove diameter 
will not be less than five times the diameter of the reinforcement. The compressive strength of the mortar to be 
used will be determined in accordance with TS EN 1015-11 [34] for unreinforced and confined masonry and 
should not be less than fm,min = 5.0 MPa, for reinforced masonry will not be less than fm,min = 10.0 MPa. 
For the reinforced AAC panel system, the compressive strength of the cement grout to be filled in the grooves 
between the panels will not be lower than 10.0 MPa. The characteristic compressive strength, fk, of masonry 
bearing walls can be determined in two ways:
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i) by means of tests to be carried out in accordance with TS EN 1052-1 [35] on the wall samples,
ii) by using the compressive strengths obtained from separate tests on the masonry unit and mortar according 
to TS EN 772-1 [32] and TS EN 1015-11 [34] standards, respectively (see Table 11.2 of the TBEC-2018).

The wall characteristic shear strength fvk is determined from the tests to be carried out on wall samples or to 
be obtained with Eq. (1)

The characteristic initial shear strength fvko, will be determined by tests to be carried out according to TS EN 
1052-3 [36] or TS EN 1052-4 [37] standards or according to Table 11.3 of the TBEC-2018 [28]. In Eq. (1) σd 
is the normal compressive stress acting on the wall and fb is the masonry unit compressive strength. While 
determining the design strength of the walls, strength reduction γm for masonry and γs for reinforcement will 
be used. The γs coefficient will be considered as 1.15, if the masonry material is aerated concrete material γm 
will be 1.75 and for other materials it will be 2.0.

4. EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT DESIGN

Determination of earthquake loads will be performed according to Chapter 4 of TBEC-2018 [28]. The load 
bearing system of the masonry building should be modeled and structural analysis should be performed under 
the combined effects of vertical and horizontal loads. Structural analysis can be done using either finite element 
or equivalent frame element methods. For the finite element analysis, detailed micro modeling, simplified micro 
modeling or macro modeling approaches can be followed. In the analysis using the equivalent frame method, 
the stiffness of the masonry wall will be calculated by considering the shear and bending deformations. Wall 
free height, H, is taken as the length from the upper level of the slab to the lower level of the slab (if any). The 
wall length is taken as the length of the wall part between the window or door openings. For a rectangular wall 
piece, the elastic stiffness kwall will be calculated by Eq. (2), assuming that both ends are recessed.

Here, A is the horizontal cross-sectional area and I is the moment of inertia of the solid wall piece. Ewall and 
Gwall are the modulus of elasticity and shear modulus for masonry wall, respectively. For all masonry building 
types, the effective stiffness of the load-bearing wall will be determined by reducing the gross stiffness by 50%. 
It will be ensured that the story drift ratios calculated by using the effective stiffness (as multiplied by the R/I 
coefficient where R is the structural system behavior factor and I is the building importance factor) is below 
0.007. In Table 4.1 of TBEC-2018 [28], R  structural system behavior factor is indicated as R=4 for reinforced 
masonry and reinforced AAC panel structural systems, R=3 for confined masonry structures and R=2.5 for 
unreinforced masonry structural systems). Redistribution of shear force on each load-bearing wall will be 
allowed on the condition that the shear force on the wall is not decreased by more than 25% and not increased 
by more than 33%. At least 100 mm thick reinforced concrete slab will be made to provide the rigid diaphragm 
effect in all types of masonry buildings (except AAC panel buildings). This slab will be supported by horizontal 
beams with at least 300 mm section height and 6Φ12 longitudinal, Φ8/150 mm transverse reinforcement. The 
width of horizontal bond beams will be at least equal to the wall thickness. The vertical spacing of horizontal 
bond beams shall not exceed 4 m. In the buildings consisting of reinforced AAC panels, arrangements will 
be made to ensure that the floors are formed with reinforced panels, and that the panels operate as rigid 
diaphragms in both directions. In confined masonry buildings, vertical and horizontal RC members will not 
be taken into account for structural modeling. In all masonry types, walls with a wall section length less than 
twice the wall thickness will not be considered as load-bearing member.
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5. LOAD AND RESISTANCE FACTOR DESIGN OF MASONRY BUILDINGS

The design axial force, NEd, acting on the masonry wall vertically, will not be greater than NRd, which 
is the wall vertical load design strength. The vertical load design strength of the unit length of the single 
layer masonry bearing wall is given in Eq. (3). The masonry wall design compressive strength fd shall be 
determined by Eq. (4). The λ capacity reduction coefficient depending on the slenderness will be taken as 1.0 
if the slenderness ratio (hef /tef) is less than 6, 0.8 if it is between 6 and 10, and 0.7 if it is between 10 and 15. 
The slenderness ratio will not be allowed to be greater than 15. Strength reduction coefficient γm for masonry 
wall will be determined according to the TBEC-2018 section 11.2.11. In unreinforced masonry walls, the 
load-bearing masonry wall design shear strength VRd will be greater than the design shear force acting on the 
wall. Wall shear strength VEd shall be taken as the smaller of the values calculated by Eq. (5.a and 5.b). In this 
equation, the fb value will not be greater than 25 MPa. The coefficient b is the ratio of the height of the wall 
to the length of the wall and shall not be taken less than 1.0 and not greater than 1.5. In Eq. (5), fvd is the wall 
design shear strength (Eq. (1) divided by γm), t is the wall thickness, l is the wall plan length, lc is the length 
of the compressed part of the wall and  fvdo is the design initial shear strength of masonry. Tensile strength of 
masonry and AAC material will be neglected during the design of reinforced masonry walls and panels subject 
to in-plane bending and vertical loads. The MRd design moment capacity will be calculated by considering the 
strain and stress distribution as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Strain and stress distribution in cross section of the reinforced masonry wall

The moment capacity of the wall formed by AAC panels shall be taken as the sum of the bending moment 
capacities of the panels individually by considering the axial load acting on each panel and the groove 
reinforcement under tension and the contribution of the groove reinforcements which are not placed between 
the two adjacent panels will be ignored. Masonry wall design moment capacity MRd has to be greater than the 
design moment MEd acting on the wall. For sections that are not completely under the effect of compression 
stress, the maximum compression deformation shall not be taken greater than εmu = 0.0035 in case the masonry 
unit is Group I. For other cases, it shall not be greater than εmu = 0.002. In the calculation of reinforced masonry 
walls exposed to in-plane shear effect, the load-bearing masonry wall design shear force capacity (VRd) will 
not be less than the design shear force acting on the wall (VEd). Calculation of the shear force capacity (VRd1) 
of reinforced masonry walls containing vertical reinforcement but no shear force reinforcement, will be done as 
given in Eq. (5). Eq. (6) shall be provided for reinforced masonry walls that include vertical reinforcement and 
where the contribution of shear force reinforcement is considered. The contribution of the shear reinforcement
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reinforcement (VRd2) will be calculated with Eq. (7). Eq. (8) shall be provided in cases where the contribution 
of the shear force reinforcement is considered. The wall shear strength in buildings formed with reinforced 
AAC panels will be considered as the lowest values obtained from Eqs. (9-11).

For unreinforced masonry buildings Eq. (5), for reinforced masonry buildings Eqs. (6 and 7) , for buildings 
formed with reinforced AAC panels, Eqs. (9-11) shall be used to calculate the shear force capacities and the 
adequacy of the obtained capacities will be checked by taking into account the D overstrength factors (D=2 
for reinforced and confined masonry structural systems and buildings with reinforced AAC panels, D=1.5 for 
unreinforced masonry) given in TBEC-2018. Design of confined masonry walls for combined effects of axial 
load and in-plane bending moment  will be performed according to the design principles given for reinforced 
masonry walls. The vertical reinforcements in the vertical confining RC members remaining in the tension 
zone of the wall will be considered as tension reinforcement. The shear strength of confined masonry walls 
will be obtained by summing the shear strength of the wall and vertical confining RC members. The calculation 
of masonry shear strength will be performed by taking the given approach for unreinforced masonry. When 
calculating the shear strength of the vertical confining RC members, only the concrete contribution will be 
considered, and the axial force on the members will be neglected.

6. OTHER DESIGN CRITERIA

The walls to be considered as load bearing elements will meet the conditions given in TBEC-2018. Walls that 
do not meet these conditions will not be considered as non-bearing elements. In unreinforced and confined 
masonry buildings, the maximum unsupported lengths of bearing walls and the distances between vertical 
RC tie beams shall comply with the conditions given in TBEC-2018. The verification of walls, that do not 
comply with these geometric conditions, for out-of-plane bending effects will be done by considering the 
conditions given in TS EN 1996-1-1 [26]. Horizontal and vertical RC confining members in confined masonry 
buildings will be cast after masonry walls are built and the walls will be used as formwork. In confined 
masonry buildings, the cross-section height of vertical beams shall not be less than 300 mm, longitudinal 
reinforcement 6φ12 and transverse reinforcement φ8/150 mm in these beams. Cross-section width of vertical 
bond beams will be at least as much as the wall thickness. Overlapped joints shall not be shorter than 60φ in 
vertical bond beam reinforcements. In reinforced masonry buildings, horizontal reinforcements will be placed 
in horizontal joints or appropriate notches. Vertical spacing of these bars will not exceed 600 mm. The ratio 
of horizontal reinforcement on the wall will not be less than 0.05% over the wall gross cross-sectional area. 
Vertical reinforcements will be placed in pockets or holes in masonry units. The ratio of these vertical bars 
will not be less than 0.08% over the wall gross cross-sectional area. The vertical reinforcement spacing will 
be at most 600 mm. At least 2φ12 additional reinforcements will be placed along each edge of the door and 
window openings. Horizontal reinforcements in the form of open stirrups with a diameter of not less than 4 
mm shall be used around the reinforcements used in the extreme parts of the wall sections. In buildings formed 
with reinforced AAC panels, connection details of reinforced concrete beams and foundation will meet the 
conditions given in TBEC-2018.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the section provided in TBEC-2018 [28] for masonry buildings with unreinforced, reinforced 
and confined masonry structural systems and buildings to be constructed with reinforced AAC panels is 
summarized. The material characteristics, construction techniques, analysis approaches, design criteria and 
construction rules are described. The enhancement brought to the Code with the addition of new structural 
systems and the ultimate strength design approach are introduced. It is thought that these enhancements in the 
seismic design code shall be encouraging for widening the use of masonry structures as a strong alternative to 
other structural systems.

It should be noted that the use of kerpic (adobe) construction system is currently restricted in the TBEC-2018 
[28] due to the lack of standardization in materials, design and construction. It is apparent that orchestrated 
research and development activities are vital in overcoming the standardization problems and combination 
of tradition with novel techniques and materials. So that, this highly sustainable traditional construction 
methodology can become an alternative to other construction systems.  
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ABSTRACT 

Healthy buildings meet their users’ biological, psychological and sociological needs by presenting a healthy 
living environment. As being a very important environmental problem, noise negatively affects user health 
by causing a wide variety of health problems, even leading to mortality. In order to prevent noise induced 
health problems, buildings should be designed to have the quality of reducing environmental noise levels to 
acceptable levels. Therefore, material selection of building elements is one of the most important issues to be 
considered during design.

Unfired clay materials such as adobe (mudbricks/blocks), rammed earth, alker (gypsum adobe) are ecologically 
friendly building products. Moreover, they are very healthy because of their excellent characteristics such 
as relative humidity and temperature stabilization of indoor environment, condensation inhibition, odor 
absorption, fire resistance as well as electromagnetic shielding. In this study, acoustic performance of unfired 
clay materials has been researched within the scope of noise reduction. In this context, the transmission of air-
borne sound from unfired clay products and the absorption behavior of those products against noise increase 
due to reflection has been examined. Therefore, sound transmission loss of wall sections obtained from unfired 
clay products has been compared with basic building materials such as fired clay -solid, hollowed-, concrete, 
stone, glass, gypsum. Consequently, the positive performance of the unfired clay material against noise in terms 
of sound transmission loss has been revealed and various suggestions have been made for sound absorption 
behavior. Increasing the use of unfired clay products will contribute to preventing the negative effects of noise 
on human health.

Keywords: Healthy buildings, unfired clay material, acoustic performance, sound transmission, sound 
absorption.

1.INTRODUCTION 

The principal function of buildings is to present a healthy living environment by providing desired conditions 
to meet their users’ biological, psychological and sociological needs. Healthy buildings fulfil these needs 
by their quality indicators related to physical/social outdoor and indoor environmental characteristics. The 
physical indoor characteristics can be classified as dimensional-formal, visual, tactile, atmospheric and auditory 
characteristics [1]. Being a component of auditory characteristics, sound -particularly annoying and unwanted 
sound- directly affects not only the performance and comfort of the users, but also their health, which is 
defined by World Health Organization as “…a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not 
merely the absence of disease or infirmity” [2]. Studies have revealed that noise causes a wide variety of health 
problems that may even result in death [3,4]. In order to prevent noise induced health problems, buildings
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should be designed to have the quality indicator of reducing environmental noise levels to acceptable levels.
Therefore, material selection of building elements is one of the most important issues to be considered during 
design.

Unfired clay materials such as adobe (mudbricks/blocks), rammed earth, alker (gypsum adobe) are ecologically 
friendly building products as they require low energy input and have high potential recyclability. Moreover, 
they are very healthy -unless obtained from an area containing radon or asbestos [5]- because of their excellent 
characteristics such as relative humidity and temperature stabilization of indoor environment, condensation 
inhibition, odor absorption, fire resistance as well as electromagnetic shielding. The aim of this study is to 
reveal the acoustic performance of unfired clay materials within the scope of noise reduction. In this context, 
the transmission of air-borne sound from unfired clay products and the absorption behavior of those products 
against noise increase due to reflection has been examined. Therefore, sound transmission loss of wall sections 
obtained from unfired clay products has been compared with basic building materials such as fired clay -solid, 
hollowed-, concrete, stone, glass, gypsum. The comparison has been limited with unplastered single leaf wall 
to be able to compare the properties of basic wall materials.

2.EFFECTS OF NOISE ON USER HEALTH

Noise, which is physically aperiodic, physiologically disturbing and unwanted sound, may born and propagate 
either outdoor or indoor environment of buildings. Noise level is measured in decibels (dB) in the range of 0 
dB (threshold of hearing) to 140 dB (threshold of pain) where 30 dB for whisper, 55 dB for conversation, 80 
dB for road traffic, 97 dB for air traffic, 110 dB for shout into the ear in average [6]. Noise can negatively affect 
human in biological, psychological and sociological aspects. Adverse biological effects of noise on human 
health are hearing loss and sleep disturbance. As a result of noise disturbance and distress, psychological effects 
may arise as well. The social influences that occur in connection with the psychological effects of noise, on 
the other hand, create negativity in user’s relationships with others. Due to all those biological, psychological 
and sociological problems, noise causes stress formation in human body. Long-term exposure to noise leads 
to stress-induced psychophysiological health problems, which may occur in most systems of the body (Figure 
1). However, the affection of circulatory system can lead to serious impacts that may even result in mortality 
[4]. Table 1 shows the noise levels that may lead to health problems. Precautions should be taken against this 
important environmental health issue by reducing its levels to the values that do not cause health problems.

Table 1. Examples of noise levels that may cause health problems [adapted from 6].
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Figure 1. Adverse effects of noise on human health.

3. ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE OF UNFIRED CLAY

There are two basic categories in architectural acoustics: namely, room acoustics and building acoustics. Building 
acoustics deals mainly with noise control where sound is controlled at the propagation path. Meanwhile, noise 
levels should be reduced to acceptable levels through building elements. Thus, the insulation behavior of 
material is of great importance during the transmission of sound from elements. After the transmission through 
an external or internal wall, increase in sound levels may occur in space due to the reflection from surfaces. 
At this point, sound absorption properties of building products become crucial against noise increase due to 
reflection. In this context, while evaluating the acoustic performance of unfired clay, its sound transmission and 
absorption properties should be considered.

3.1 Sound Transmission of Unfired Clay 
The most effective way for the transmission of either outdoor or indoor airborne sound to an interior space is 
mass vibration. 95% of the sound energy is transmitted by this way. The remaining energy can be transmitted 
from openings, by conduction or flanking transmission. In mass vibration, sound waves vibrate building 
elements, then the elements act like sound sources and emit sound by creating vibrations on the air of the 
receiver room. Building elements resist vibration of sound waves by their masses. Therefore, the heavier the 
mass, the harder it is to vibrate; thus, the transmitted noise will be less. This is called Mass Law (Berger’s Law) 
[7].

Sound transmission loss, which is the decrease in the transmitted sound from one space to another through 
a partition, determines the sound insulation property of building elements. The sound transmission loss of 
an element increases with mass increase, because the heavier the partition, the less sound it transmits to 
the adjacent space. To reach an acceptable sound level in a space, the increase in mass can be achieved by 
increasing the element thickness of the selected building product as well as selecting another building product 
with a high density. 
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The mass per unit area of building elements can be calculated by the following equation: 

m(material) = γ x t

where m is mass per unit area, γ is mass per unit volume, and t is the thickness of the material, which are 
expressed in kilograms per square meter (kg/m2), kilogram per cubic meter (kg/m3) and meter (m) respectively. 
In Table 2, calculated examples to the masses of external and internal walls produced from several materials 
can be seen. It can be stated that the masses of unfired clay materials (traditional adobe incorporated with straw, 
rammed earth, alker) are heavier -except stone- when compared with other materials (fired bricks, concrete, 
gypsum, etc.) since they are not hollowed, have high density and are used with thick sections due to their load-
bearing feature.

Table 2. The masses of unfired clay materials in comparison with basic building materials.

Sound transmission loss (R/TL) is a logarithmic quantity and expressed in decibels. Average sound transmission 
loss, i.e. sound insulation behavior of a rigidly connected single-leaf building element obtained from materials 
such as earth, concrete, gypsum, etc. can be calculated using the following equation where m is the mass per 
unit area:

R(TL)= 15,4 log m + 10 

As it is stated earlier and can be approved from the equation, the sound insulation rating of a single-leaf 
element depends mainly on its mass. Mass law indicates that when the mass -or the thickness of a building 
element- is doubled, the sound insulation will increase by 6 dB in theory [13]. 
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For 50 cm adobe brick wall, mass per unit area, m, is 900 kg/m2 from Table 2. Using the above equation, the 
average sound transmission loss of adobe wall can be calculated as:

R(TL)adobe = 15,4 log m adobe + 10 
  = 15,4 log 900 + 10
                                                  R(TL)adobe = 55 dB

Using the same equation, average sound transmission losses of the external and internal wall elements obtained 
from the building materials examined in Table 2 can be calculated and Tables 3 and 4 may be constructed, 
respectively. Additionally, data can be visualized as in Figure 2.

Table 3. Sound transmission loss of some external wall elements at various thicknesses.

Table 4. Sound transmission loss of some internal wall elements at various thicknesses.
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Figure 2. Sound transmission loss of some external and internal wall elements

As seen from Figure 2, sound transmission loss of unfired clay products is close to fired solid brick’s, and 
higher than the other basic building materials -except stone- and it can be stated that they are very good sound 
insulators. 

The resistance of building elements against the transmission of sound is also related to the frequency of the 
sound. The frequency is the number of sound vibrations occurring in a unit of time [14], which refers to whether 
the sound is treble (child voice, short string sound of an instrument, etc.) or bass (man voice, contrabass sound, 
etc.). Sound transmission loss of a building element varies with frequency. As the frequency of the sound 
increases (high frequency/treble sound), sound transmission loss increases as well. It can be stated that building 
elements have better sound insulation at higher frequencies, and worse at lower frequencies (bass sound). 

Sound transmission loss at different frequencies can be calculated from the following equation:

R(TL)= 20 log m + 12 log f - 27 

where m is mass per unit area of building element, and f is frequency of sound, which are expressed in kilograms 
per square meter (kg/m2), and Hertz (Hz) respectively.

For 50 cm adobe brick wall, where mass per unit area, m, is 900 kg/m2, sound transmission loss values at 
different frequencies can be calculated by using the above equation:

R(TL)f  = 20 log m adobe + 12 log f - 27

R(TL)125 Hz = 20 log 900 + 12 log 125 - 27  R(TL)250 Hz = 20 log 900 + 12 log 250 - 27
R(TL)125 Hz = 57 dB                                         R(TL)250 Hz = 61 dB
R(TL)500 Hz = 20 log 900 + 12 log 500 - 27  R(TL)1000 Hz = 20 log 900 + 12 log 1000 - 27
R(TL)500 Hz = 64 dB                                         R(TL)1000 Hz = 68 dB
R(TL)2000 Hz = 20 log 900 + 12 log 2000 - 27              R(TL)4000 Hz = 20 log 900 + 12 log 4000 - 27
R(TL)2000 Hz = 72 dB                                         R(TL)4000 Hz = 75 dB

When the same calculation is applied to the other external and internal building elements, Tables 5 and 6 can 
be constructed, and the data can be visualized as in Figure 3.
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Table 5. Sound transmission loss of some external wall elements at various frequencies.

Table 6. Sound transmission loss of some internal wall elements at various frequencies.

Figure 3. Sound transmission loss of external and internal wall elements at various frequencies.
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From Figure 3, it can be seen that between 125 - 4000 Hz, sound transmission losses of stone and unfired clay 
products are very close to each other and they can be stated to be very good sound insulators. The values of 
solid fired brick and concrete blocks are close to this group. Hollow bricks provide low sound insulation, but 
still better than aerated concrete and gypsum. In addition, the difference in sound insulation of each building 
element at low-mid-high frequencies is easily readable from the figures. It should also be noted that the linear 
graphic outcomes from calculations may not be obtained from measurement. Because at certain frequencies, 
lower sound transmission loss than calculated can occur. The main reason for this is the decrease in the section’s 
resistance to sound energy because of resonance and coincidence frequency. As a precaution, a section with an 
extra 5 dB higher sound transmission loss value can be designed [7].

3.2 Sound Absorption of Unfired Clay 
After transmission, sound is reflected by surfaces to a greater or lesser extent in an indoor environment. This 
situation depends mainly on the absorption properties of building products. The materials which have a high 
sound absorption coefficient (ratio of energy absorbed by a material to the energy incident upon its surface), 
absorb almost all energy and reflect back the rest. Hence, noise increase due to reflection do not occur. The 
absorption of sound is related to the porosity of the material. Light materials with fibrous or open surfaces are 
good absorbers. They reduce ambient noise levels and reverberation times. Whereas, smooth hard surfaces 
are highly reflective to sound. Sound absorption coefficients of brickwork, concrete, and plastered solid walls 
in 125 Hz, 500 Hz, and 2000 Hz are 0.05, 0.02, 0.05; 0.02, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.03, 0.02, 0.04 respectively [15].

As mentioned in the previous sub-section, traditional unfired clay materials are generally heavy in mass. Since 
they are dense and rather solid materials, their sound absorption is fairly low, and further decreased by the 
application of lime plaster rather than clay. Therefore, additional precautions for sound-absorptive treatment 
should be taken for the reduction of reverberant noise levels. In this regard, density of the wall can be decreased 
by adding low-dense materials such as basaltic pumice into the clay mixture [16]. Besides, by considering the 
loads, acoustic resonators (clay pots, specially formed bricks with slot on the exposed face) can be placed 
within suitable locations or bricks can be laid with gaps, where load-bearing feature is not required. Thus, 
incident sound will be dissipated rather than reflected, significantly reducing reverberation effects. However, 
it should not be forgotten that direct intervention to the wall will negatively affect the sound transmission loss, 
briefly insulation properties. 

Apart from mentioned above, precautions against reverberant noise can also be taken on the wall surface 
by application of porous materials, panel absorbers, or both. Porous materials, which have capillary tubes, 
holes or very fine gaps within and are therefore very light, offer good sound-absorption properties due to 
their open-cell structure. Panel absorbers are non-rigid and non-porous materials placed over an airspace that 
vibrates in a flexural mode in response to sound pressure exerted by adjacent air molecules [7]. As porous 
materials (felt, fabric, glass wool, acoustic plaster, etc.) are efficient in the absorption of higher frequencies and 
panel absorbers in low frequencies, using both together -thin and light perforated independent panels with less 
mass backed by porous sound absorbers- will provide more successful results which offer sound absorption 
coefficients up to 0.95 [15].

4. CONCLUSION

Noise, which can cause a wide variety of human health problems, should be prevented by selecting appropriate 
materials for the building elements. Compared to basic building materials, sound transmission losses of unfired 
clay materials such as adobe, rammed earth, alker are better (except stone). Insulating values of unfired clay 
materials are closely followed by solid brick and concrete block, but much better than hollow brick, aerated 
concrete brick and gypsum products. With their average sound transmission losses of 54-56 dB for load-
bearing external walls and 51-53 dB for load-bearing internal walls, unfired clay products are very good sound 
insulators. With those R(TL) values, they can reduce highway noise of 80-90 dB to the lowest acceptable noise 
levels in a building ensuring sleep conditions which is 35 dB during night for rural areas, and 40 dB for cities 
[17]. However, sound absorption features of unfired clay should be improved. It is more appropriate to take 
precautions on the wall surface rather than its physical structure because the latter will reduce the density and 
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negatively affect the sound transmission loss properties.

In addition to its many excellent characteristics regarding environment and health, unfired clay is a high-
performance material in terms of noise reduction. The use of this material in contemporary architecture should 
be supported and increased. Thus, by contributing to prevent noise-induced health problems before they occur, 
the basic requirement of users to lead a healthy life in a healthy building is fulfilled. 
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ABSTRACT 

Historical buildings are the most valuable architectural works of our cultural heritage. Historical places; were 
built of stone, brick, mudbrick and wooden etc. building materials. If traditional architectural structures are 
not protected properly, they are subjected to alterations in various dimensions. Damages caused by water 
and moisture are the most common causes of damage to adobe structures for various reasons. Water and 
moisture create damages in various sizes by penetrating the building by user errors, roof, splashing or capillary 
moisture on the floor. Higher plants, herbaceous plants and microbiological alterations were noticed in adobe 
structures. It is emphasized that physical, chemical and biological reasons that cause degradation in adobe 
structures lead to irreversible damages with problems such as climate changes and acid rain caused by changes 
in the ecosystem. Growth of living organisms on monuments causes alterations and physicochemical damages 
known as biodegradation and causes macro damages in the structure of the building. 

In this study, structural problems caused by macrobiological and microbiological alterations seen especially 
in adobe masonry structures, their effects on human health and their effects on building comfort are presented.

Keywords: Adobe structures, biological alterations, structural damages, microbiological deterioration.

1. INTRODUCTION 

The difference of historical buildings from modern buildings is that they are closer to the ground. Built with 
more porous materials, they collect water from the ground, carry it along their structure and evacuate by 
evaporation, creating side effects such as oxidation and crumbling. Walls and floors are the point of change for 
these reactions. Increased soil moisture and a variable climate can lead to greater circulation of dissolved salts 
and hence damage to crystallization on decorated surfaces and also greater soil imbalance [1].

It is known that in the past, many buildings were built using natural energy resources due to resource scarcity. 
For example, in ‘’Harran Houses’’, which have existed since the 6th century BC, buildings were built with 
bricks obtained from mud brick, and the exterior was formed by plastering with mud, and the dome tops were 
left open, allowing both daylight and natural ventilation [2].

Humans; built their houses and monuments using soil in order to survive in the early days of civilization 
when natural building materials such as stone and timber were not available [3]. Sumerians, Assyrians, 
Egyptians and Hittites have used adobe materials in house construction and monumental structures 
such as stables, palaces, castles, walls and towers since prehistoric times [4,5]. Adobe is a flexible and 
have soft properties building material. Adobe material has a very good sound and heat insulation feature.
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Since it is a hot material, it stores the heating energy within itself and balances the temperature by releasing 
the heat to the environment [6].

The history of the mudbrick building dates back to about 9000 years ago [7]. Adobe is widely used as a 
building material in many developing countries because of its low cost. Its use is more common, especially 
in towns with poor people [8]. Mud brick is a building material obtained by mixing the appropriate clay soil 
with straw, other vegetable fibers (reed plants, weeds, hemp fibers (wool, salt, lime, etc.) waste straw collected 
from barn feed, pine needles, tree branches, sawdust, etc.) or some additives, kneading the mixture with water, 
shaping it into molds and drying it under atmospheric weather conditions [9].

Historic houses and monuments made of earth are very difficult to protect [4]. Mud brick structures are among 
the rare structures that are adversely affected by weather conditions such as rain, snow and wind. In time, 
degradation occurs in adobe structures due to three main reasons: physical, chemical and biological. The most 
important source of the degradation of the adobe structure is water and moisture.

2.TYPES OF DEGRADATION IN ADOBE STRUCTURES

The degradation of the surface layers also occurs due to the combined effect of rain, wind, sunlight, biological 
materials and atmospheric pollutants [10].

2.1 Physical Degradation
The adobe structure is damaged by pulling up the rain and snow water accumulated on the floors by capillary 
means. Soluble salts found in high amounts in the soil used in the production of adobe materials cause the 
adobe structure to crumble and deteriorate with the effect of water and moisture [11, 12, 13, 14, 15].

2.2 Chemical Degradation
Rain water entering the wall with the effect of wind and spreading with capillarity also starts to dissolve 
different amounts of salts in the artificial or natural materials on the wall. Dissolved salts create erosion on 
the surface, destroying the surface protection and also causing appearance defects. Waste gases, industrial 
wastes, various cleaning chemicals in the air in the city atmosphere cause difficult and costly damages on the 
building shell. In general, smoke, sand, dust, sulfur dioxide, sulfur monoxide are the most destructive factors 
in the atmosphere. Various gases carried by the polluted atmosphere, solid particles such as dust and sand 
accumulate on the building surfaces with the help of wind and form a dirty layer that is difficult to clean. The 
smoke particles stick because of their adhesive ability. They damage the outer shell of the building due to their 
large water holding capacity [16].

2.3 Biological Degradation
The straw and other plants used to make adobe are a food source for ants and other creatures. Reptiles, rodents, 
insects, bacteria, fungi and plant species living in the soil environment play an active role in the deterioration 
of adobe structures. For example, life forms fed by the roots of mudbrick plants open channels to reach the 
roots of these plants, causing the adobe to weaken, fragment and corrosio [17,18]. Flowering can also be seen 
when seeds that come naturally between the fine capillary cracks formed over time in the adobe structure. 
Biodegradation depends on environmental factors such as colonization of bacteria, lichens, moss, fungi and 
algae, humidity, light intensity, air pollution, climatic conditions, porosity and mineral components, and 
biological receptivity of the substrate [19, 20].

Adobe; It is a type of mortar that is prepared as a mixture of mud / mud with straw and dense clay, shaped by 
hand or poured into molds and dried in the sun and used for building walls. In the early periods of Anatolia, 
mudbrick buildings were generally built without foundation, with stone foundations or stone floors. Neolithic 
period houses of Çatalhöyük and Hacılar, Chalcolithic period walls of Can Hasan and Alisar were built directly 
using mud without using any stone [21].
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3. EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON BUILDINGS

Climate change is the most realistic threat to historical heritage in the world. Most of the current research on 
the effects of climate change focuses primarily on agriculture, biodiversity, health and water resources. The 
consequences of climate factors on the built cultural heritage are multifaceted and difficult to assess for a 
number of reasons, such as the complexity of behavioral patterns of building materials in historic buildings and 
the difficulty of measuring the mechanisms of interaction with the current climate.

Climate change can affect cultural heritage mainly through seasonality differences and the behavior of climate 
and extreme weather conditions. Hence it can increase the risk of damage to cultural heritage. Temperature 
differences and the effect of irregular rainfall on adobe buildings is direct. Rainwater and exhaust fumes from 
vehicles or as a result of the interaction of fumes from factories, chemical formations occur and cause damage 
to the surface or internal structure of the material.

Most adobe buildings are more exposed to moisture, especially in the Southwestern region of America, and 
become a serious threat due to climate change. Since adobe bricks are air-dried and hardened, they do not 
harden permanently and therefore remain vulnerable to moisture.

4. WATER-MOISTURE DESTRUCTIONS OF THE ADOBE STRUCTURE

Water brings dirt and pollutant particles trapped or adhered to the facade material, parapets or protrusions 
[26]. Flowering, abrasion, part rupture and detail loss occur on building materials due to the effect of water 
and moisture. The water rising from the ground causes the outer surface plaster to fall off, the physical and 
chemical structure of the walls to deteriorate as a result of the evaporation of the salts it carries on the facade 
surface [27].

Since building surfaces are in a one-to-one relationship with people it is also important that the surfaces to 
be sustainable. Wood, adobe blocks and soil are examples of traditional natural materials. They consume less 
energy and are preferred in terms of use in buildings as they do not contain toxic and venemous materials. 
Water-moisture sourced in adobe and similar structures; damages of various sizes often occur due to user 
errors, by jumping from the roof or by capillary penetration of the moisture on the floor.

In general, adobe buildings deteriorate mainly due to excessive moisture in the form of rainwater, melting snow 
or groundwater. Due to many indirect mechanisms such as moisture, freezing, thawing and salt crystallization, 
mudbrick can damage a structure and adobe degradation cannot be attributed to a single degradation mechanism. 
Most decay processes occur simultaneously and at different scales, but moisture is often involved (Şekil 1) 
[28].

Wear is observed in the structure due to temperature difference and freeze-thaw. Water entering into the cracks 
expands when it freezes, therefore it causes part ruptures [29]. Rainwater falling on the facades with the effect 
of the wind causes moisture on the interior facades by entering through the cracks or gaps on the building 
materials. Water coming to the wall surface causes the facades to get wet. This shortens the life of the building 
over time. Moisture damages material of the building, property and the people. It causes metal materials to rust 
and corrode. It causes the wood material to crack, rot and swell. It causes exfoliation in capir materials due 
to freezing and blooming in plasters. Since humid air is conductive, heat and sound transmission increases. It 
causes rheumatism and joint pain in humans.
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Figure 1. Degradation of the mudbrick, image of the US Department of the Interior National Park   Service 
[28]

5. BIOLOGICAL DEGRADATION IN ADOBE STRUCTURE

Not only moss or lichens, but also fungi, lichen, bacteria and higher plants develop in adobe structures with the 
increase of moisture. It is seen that germination is common in rainy regions. In more arid climates, a few leaves 
of xerophylls on the surface can be supplemented with large roots several feet tall, causing massive cracks in 
the walls in search of water. Once rotted, they leave holes for water infiltration primarily. Animal life can also 
cause damage to these structures. For example, birds build their nests on adobe walls. In the Andean/Venezuela 
regions, for example, one species of wasp digs smaller but more holes for their nests [22].

Historic earthen buildings in central west Argentina have provided a valuable resource for recent material 
culture studies. Without adequate maintenance and repair, it has become inevitable for such buildings to suffer 
damage caused by physical or biological processes. The agent bee that caused biological damage to the soil 
walls of Capayán ruins in La Rioja, Argentina, has been identified as Centrismuralis Burmeister. The adobe wall 
and the degraded area are continuously observed, measured, photographed and graphically shown in Figure 2. 
The weight of the material lost from the wall due to biological degradation was estimated to be 729 kg of soil 
and the destruction in the parts exposed to the invasion reduced the thickness of the mudbrick wall by about 
7 cm compared to the parts without bee nests (Figure 3). It has been observed that the nest cells are generally 
vertical or slightly inclined and towards the wall up to 12 cm from the wall (Figure 4). This study emphasized 
that adobe walls are not only damaged by weather conditions also exposed to biological degradation [23].
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Figure 2. a) General view of an adobe wall from Capayán ruins showing the damage caused by biological 
degradation. b) Detail of the surface biodegraded area. Due to the high density of voids, rough looking 

patches are easily distinguished. c) Gray is a graphic representation of the biodegradable area and the adobe 
wall [23].

Figure 3. Mud brick wall profile. Arrows indicate biodegradable (upper arrow) and non- biodegradable 
(lower arrow) regions [23].
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Figure 4. The layout of cells and spaces in the wall [23].

In a study conducted in Brazil; Representing the first stage of the production sites of Brazilian coffee beans 
(1820-1880), the presence of fungal communities in biofilms growing on the earth walls (compacted soil, twigs 
and adobe) of rural and semi-urban historic buildings in the upper basin of the Paraiba do Sul river have been 
described. Significantly high fungal biodiversity has been found in compacted soil. Granulometric analysis 
showed that the compacted soil contained a higher percentage of coarse soil fraction likely to support water 
and organic matter accumulation. Cellulolytic activity and acidification test that tested positive for the majority 
of fungi, showed that fungi exhibit high acidification capacity suggesting that biodegradation may occur by 
acid metabolites. Fungal biological degradation is one of the most important degradation mechanisms that are 
effective in increasing loss of aesthetic and functional properties of building materials on both organic and 
inorganic substrates. Sixteen fungal isolates were identified as a result of the study (Figure 5) [24].

Figure 5. Photographs of the five regions where fungi (left) were sampled and biofilms (right) [25].

Mushrooms produce carbonic, nitric, sulfuric acid and other organic acids such as oxalic, gluconic, glucuronic, 
lactic, fumaric. They can also form organic compounds (chelate complexes) typically with metal cations, 
especially silicate minerals, minerals containing iron and magnesium, biotite, olivine and different phosphates 
[24].
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6. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

As a result of the researches, the first studies of biological degradation in adobe structures made an important 
contribution to the broader understanding of such a phenomenon in the context of cultural heritage. The fungal 
colonization detected exhibits both acidifying and cellulolytic activity, albeit to a different extent, leading to 
a potential risk of damage, compromises the mechanical stability of soil structures by growing inside soil 
structures, feeding on organic binders and fibers, and releasing aggressive metabolic by products. Although 
some fungi detected (L. corymbifera, Aspergilluscarbonarius, Neurosporasitophila, Bipolarissorokiniana) 
have not been previously reported for buildings, their presence suggests that some specialize in growing in the 
soil and getting nutrients from it, while others prefer to grow on vegetative material and participate in organic 
matter decomposition, therefore, it shows that they can be found easily in the soil [25].

For the walls of Capayán ruins to become the preferred nesting habitat for Centrismuralis, there are likely 
two main factors, the availability of food close to the nests and the large homogeneous surface area where 
the structure creates a habitat as attractive as nesting. Inside the nests, abundant pollen was found from L. 
cuneifolia and L. divaricata, indicating that these plants provide the main source of wildflowers that bees 
can feed on [30]. The corrosive effect of C. muralis is thought to be bidirectional: (1) Insects actively extract 
material from the mudbrick structure while digging deep hollows to build nests, and (2) voids weaken the 
mudbrick structure, and some parts have collapsed as a result of the outflow. Biodegradation of the mudbrick 
wall with muralis is not abrupt. Its harmful effect is a long process seen in high density spaces. Due to the 
abandoned state of these ruins, the structure and strength of the buildings have deteriorated [23].

As a traditional material, adobe is an economical material that is very suitable for ecological housing production 
in terms of its features. For this reason, adobe is one of the natural building materials that needs to be increased 
by improving its weaknesses due to its existing material stock in the world, being an environmentally friendly, 
natural and healthy material, easy supply and convenient application possibilities. It provides the most suitable 
living conditions for the user inside the building in all seasons.

It will be more possible to prevent this biological degradation process with minimum maintenance by blocking 
the holes created by the bees in the adobe structure and using natural or artificial repellents and deterrents. 
However, when the presence of a significant number of cells threatens the stability of the entire wall, removing 
the nests and clearing the affected area will work better to perform consolidation tasks [31].

Nowadays, since the positive effects of the soil in terms of building physics and human health began to come 
to the agenda, researches on mudbrick houses and adobe construction systems have increased. Houses built 
by improving the negative properties of adobe material made from soil, using different production methods or 
changing construction systems have started to come into our lives again [32].

Water-moisture insulation should be made to avoid the effects of water and moisture on the outer surface of 
the building. If the insulation is done properly, there will be no problems with the strength of the building. 
Especially the splashing of water flowing from the roof or the effect of rainfall on the outer surfaces due to the 
effect of wind is seen as the biggest problem.

In Europe and North America, research into the effects of climate change on historical heritage, how to mitigate 
more frequent extreme weather events, and how to implement efficient sustainable adaptation planning are 
now the main focal points of historical heritage literature. Without a significant intervention, it is inevitable 
that some of the most important cultural structures in the world will disappear as a result of direct and indirect 
effects of climate change in the coming years.
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ABSTRACT 

This research aims to investigate hygrothermal performances of traditional houses’ façades constructed with 
adobe infill in order to analyze humidity-based problems. Regarding social, cultural and geographical factors; 
construction types, methods and materials of traditional houses are varied in Turkey. Hımış, as one of the 
significant hybrid construction examples in Turkey: timber-framed with infill is designed by rectangular studs 
of wood, and infill material such as adobe, stone, brick on masonry walls in ground floor. Based on the literature 
review, as mostly common examples of hımış; timber-framed with adobe infill, 4 different types are modified 
as 135 cm long wall for the case study. The layers are determined according to data of commonly constructed 
examples in Turkey. The walls are simulated by Delphin 6.0.20 for hygrothermal performance analysis during a 
year, starting from January till December. Due to the selected types are mainly housed in Karabük, the weather 
data of Karabük is imported for simulation processes. The interior condition is arranged as indoor temperature 
is 20⁰C and relative humidity is 50% for the simulations according to DIN EN 13788. The simulation findings 
and results provide data about heat flow and relative humidity for hygrothermal performance assessments. 
According to the simulation results, it is observed that even if the impacts are varied depending on materials 
and construction details; humidity-based problems for the selected examples may have been occurred. 
 
Keywords: Hygrothermal performance, adobe infill, timber-framed houses, Turkey.

1. INTRODUCTION 

As wood widely used building materials in all around the world, it is also one of the basic materials 
of traditional houses in Turkey. There are numbers of timber-framed houses in Turkey as significant 
examples representing its cultural, historical, architectural and social contexts. The building is laid on 
masonry wall and timber-framed construction is erected on it. This type of timber-framed construction 
is called “hımış” in Turkish. In the history, timber-framed constructions with infill materials have 
varied as a construction tradition existed in some parts of the world, from ancient Rome till today 
[1]. This construction is named in Britain as “half-timbered;” in Germany it is “fachwerk;” in France, 
“colombage;” in India, “dhajji-dewari;” and in Central and South America, one variant is “bahareque” [2].
 
Since the establishment of the Turkish Republic in 1923, materials and methods of construction have been 
transformed into a new approach under the urbanization effects in Turkey. Throughout this process, concrete 
has been most preferred building material that easily constructed in a very short time. Over the years, especially 
the urban areas and city centers have been dominated by apartment buildings constructed with concrete in a 
similar and simple way of design. The most important reason to adopt this approach commonly is its provided 
opportunities for time and cost efficiencies. Consequently, traditional timber-framed houses have started to
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change their meaning in architectural manner. They have become parts of architectural heritage with their 
cultural, historical and social features. 

However, globally discussed issue of sustainability has made energy efficiency, low carbon footprint and natural 
material usage crucial for all areas of the life also for architecture as one of the negatives of industrialization 
on the world. In this case, timber-framed houses have started to be taken into consideration for a solution of 
sustainability in all around the world in terms of their benefits in environment protection. Wooden houses have 
opportunities of less carbon dioxide emission during lifecycle of building [3]. Additively, Turkey has one more 
reason to reconsider timber-framed houses. After the earthquakes in 1999, materials and methods of construction 
have been started to discuss regarding the durability and stability of buildings under seismic loads as the 
damages of earthquake on concrete frame buildings. Hence, the seismically well performed of timber-framed 
houses have been important for new constructions and conservation of traditional timber-framed buildings in 
Turkey. After these discussions, conservation and reutilization of traditional timber-framed houses, which are 
registered as cultural heritage of Turkey, have been deliberated [4]. Considering these developments about 
timber-framed houses in Turkey, in addition to seismic performance, timber-framed houses performances have 
started to examine generally within different perspectives. Thermal performances of them have been one of 
the most searched topics about traditional timber-framed houses in Turkey in order to investigate their energy 
efficiency. Even if it has major impacts on energy efficiency of buildings, hygrothermal performance plays 
critical roles for energy efficiency too [5]. 

Considering all these issues mentioned above, hygrothermal performance has been mainly crucial for durability 
and environmental sustainability of traditional houses. Therefore, it is one of the prior research topics for 
traditional timber-framed houses in terms of their cultural heritage values.

The aim of this research is to analyze hygrothermal performances of traditional timber-framed houses’ façades 
constructed with adobe infill by comparing 4 different wall examples indicating comprehensive agenda of 
Turkey by hygrothermal simulation model, Delphin. Here, adobe infill material has a crucial role depending 
on its environmentally friendly and natural based feature. Regarding hygrothermal performance criteria, earth-
based materials regulate temperature and relative humidity inside of the buildings which is indicated as “cool in 
summer and warm in winter” in history [6]. The most significant contribution of these analysis is to investigate 
humidity-based problems for these selected examples. Furthermore, the results may make great contribution to 
conservation and restoration projects of the traditional timber-framed houses.   

2. HYGOTHERMAL SIMULATION MODEL 

2.1 Wall Structure
The case study of this research is conducted on 4 different wall types of timber-framed with adobe infill. 
Timber-framed with adobe infill walls are most common types determined with a literature review. ‘Figure 1’ 
representing a hımış example composed of timber-framed with adobe infill. 

Figure 1. An example of hımış (Source: https://teknoloji-tasarim.com)   

‘Figure 2’ presents the selected walls modified depending on literature review. For hygrothermal performance 
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analysis, 135 cm of the wall is investigated as it is shown in a rectangle in ‘Fig. 2’. The dimensions of the 
studs are 100 mm x 100 mm and 50 mm x 100 mm. The layers of the walls are varied according to the data of 
commonly constructed examples in Turkey. Within the purpose of this research, the examples are examined 
without and with different covering types indicating hygrothermal performances as simulation results. The first 
wall model, numbered as 1, is a hımış construction composed of 100 mm timber-framed with adobe infill and 
30 mm plaster for interior finish. The second wall model, numbered as 2, is a hımış construction composed of 
100 mm timber-framed with adobe infill, 30 mm plaster interior finish and 30 mm plaster for exterior finish. 
The third wall model, numbered as 3, is a hımış construction composed of 100 mm timber-framed with adobe 
infill, 10 mm lathing and 10 mm lime plaster for interior finish. The fourth wall model, numbered as 4, is a 
hımış construction composed of 100 mm timber-framed with adobe infill, 10 mm lathing and 10 mm plaster 
for interior finish and 30 mm plaster for exterior finish. In ‘Figure 2’, the elevation of selected wall types is 
demonstrated on the left and the layers of the wall models are indicated as cross section / plan view on the right. 

Figure 2. Wall models drawings for hygrothermal performance analysis; 
the elevation (left), plan views / cross sections (right)

2.2 Description of Modelling 
Hygrothermal simulation tools have been critical issue for hygrothermal performance analysis process in terms 
of its advantages comparing the other methods. Even if the credibility of these tools is questioned in many 
aspects, they have benefits of time efficiency and easily applied practice. On the other hand, there are several 
studies that proved the credibility of hygrothermal simulation tools. WUFI, UMIDUS, EMPTIED, GLASTA, 
MATCH, Delphin, are one of the most applied hygrothermal simulation tools for hygrothermal performance 
analysis. Among them, WUFI and Delphin are mainly preferred ones by the researchers. For hygrothermal 
performance analysis, Delphin is capable to design 1D or 2D models for investigation heat and moisture 
flows through building materials and components. It is a simulation tool for heat and moisture flows analysis 
considering climate impacts, radiation, wind-driven rain, structure conditions and materials characteristics [7].  

Within the scope of this research, Delphin 6.0.20 [8] is applied for the analysis of hygrothermal performance. 
The simulation findings and results provide data about heat flow and relative humidity for hygrothermal 
performance assessments as explaining in the followings. 

2.3 Evaluation of Hygrothermal Performance 
The hygrothermal performances of walls are examined regarding their different covering types. Here, the 
main goal is to observe the effects of wall layers on hygrothermal performances of the walls. The walls are 
simulated by Delphin 6.0.20 for the analysis of hygrothermal performance. The materials and weather data 
are defined for each example one by one. Due to the selected walls are mainly housed in Karabük, the weather 
data of Karabük is imported for the simulation processes. The weather data is imported as TMY format from 
the source “climate.onebuilding.org”. The interior condition is arranged as indoor temperature is 20⁰C and
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relative humidity is 50% for the simulations according to DIN EN 13788. For each selected example, simulation 
process is covered from January till December, a whole year evaluation.

Considering building as a physical environment for inhabitants, mould growth in buildings is a critical risk 
factor for both physiological and visual deterioration of building systems. Mould growth has negative impacts 
on materials and components of buildings as well as user’s health by changing air quality of buildings [9]. One 
of the negative impacts of mould growth has been counted as a cause for the development of asthma [10]. In 
Europe, approximately 86 million people are affected by mould impacts on their dwellings [11]. Temperature 
and relative humidity are two main criteria for mould growth risk. Moisture control effectiveness is critically 
based on temperature and humidity values within buildings. Whether the mould growth risk is varied depending 
on the materials, it is indicated that mould growth risk is occurred 80% relative humidity [12]. The effects of 
mould growth directly have impacts on building service life depending on structural deformation as results of 
bio-deterioration [13]. 

The temperature profile is directly impacted on moisture behavior through the wall system components. Due 
to temperature dominating relative humidity, moisture accumulation in components of wall system occurs 
depending on widely varied temperature profile. ‘Fig. 3’ represents the relative humidity and temperature 
relationships of the selected wall models. The black lines show temperature values and the red ones show 
relative humidity over the year. The four graphics indicate minor difference of temperature and relative 
humidity relationships. As it is seen in the graphics, when the temperature is getting lower, relative humidity 
is getting higher. During the winter season, the values differences between temperature and relative humidity 
are observed directly. Four of them mainly introduce that lower temperature results in high relative humidity 
during the winter season. In that period, relative humidity values over 80% and get close to 90% which may 
cause critical mould growth problems within the wall systems.

Figure 3. Temperature and relative humidity relationships of wall models

Even if these four graphics mainly demonstrate the similar relationships between temperature and relative 
humidity for the four wall models, relative humidity differ through the walls’ components during the year. In 
‘Fig. 4’, relative humidity values are shown as cross section / plan view for the wall models. 
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Figure 4. Relative humidity through wall models; the graphics show the 
cross section /plan view of the wall models     

The graphics are taken directly from the simulation tool, Delphin. In order to show the differences of relative 
humidity between wall models through the wall systems during the year, the graphics are automatically 
stretched by X axis. X axis indicates the length of the wall models and Y axis shows the depth of the wall 
models.  

In Wall Model 1, relative humidity is higher than 65% through adobe infill part. Also, within 30 mm plaster 
interior finish layer, relative humidity changed extensively from 65% to over 75%. Due to the relative humidity 
value became closer to 80% deterioration in this plaster interior finish layer may be occurred. 

The similar results are investigated in Wall Model 3. Relative humidity is higher than 65% through adobe infill 
part. On the other hand, relative humidity is higher than 70% within 10 mm lime plaster interior finish layer 
and relative humidity values are seen over 65% through 10 mm lathing layer. These relative humidity values 
for interior finish layers may create negative situation for humidity-based problems. The lime plaster interior 
finish layer may have deterioration and then this humidity-based deterioration directly affects lathing part due 
to it is made of wooden elements. 
It is observed that lime plaster exterior finishes for Wall Model 2 and Wall Model 4 play significant roles to 
decrease relative humidity under 60% through adobe infill parts. In these walls, it is seen that relative humidity 
is higher than 60% for lime plaster exterior finishes. However, the finishes create kind of barriers for adobe 
infill for relative humidity increasements. Both two walls may have humidity-based problems in 30 mm plaster 
exterior finish layers depending on extension of relative humidity over 60%. In addition to that, Wall Model 
2 relative humidity is over 60% within 30 mm plaster interior finish layer and it may cause deterioration for 
the plaster due to it gets closer to 80%. Moreover, this circumstance may create humidity-based problems for 
adobe infill part especially on the intersection points of plaster and adobe infill. The similar circumstance may 
be observed for Wall Model 4. The humidity-based deterioration problems of 300 mm plaster interior finish 
layer may affect directly the lathing layers. There may be seen humidity-based problems through the lathing 
layer due to its wooden structure.
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Figure 5. Total mass density of liquid water, water vapor and ice through wall models; the graphics show the 
cross section /plan view of the wall models     

‘Fig. 5’, demonstrates total mass density of liquid water, water vapor and ice with graphics for four walls 
separately. The graphics are taken directly from the simulation tool, Delphin. In order to show the differences 
of total mass density of liquid water, water vapor and ice between wall models through the wall systems during 
the year, the graphics are automatically stretched by X axis. X axis indicates the length of the wall models and 
Y axis shows the depth of the wall models.

As it is investigated in the graphics of four walls, total mass density of liquid water, water vapor and ice in 
wooden parts of the walls systems, wooden studs and lathing layers, is over 60 kg/m3. Additively, total mass 
density of liquid water, water vapor and ice in the adobe infill parts of Wall Model 3 and Wall Model 4 is 
extended 60 kg/m3. For these parts of the wall, humidity-based problems are crucial to consider. 

3. CONCLUSIONS

While the increasements of energy demands have negative effects globally, energy efficiency has been discussed 
in many aspects. Thus, traditional houses have been one of the critical issues considering both their energy 
performances and cultural heritage values. Beside thermal performance, hygrothermal performance is a key 
subject for energy efficiency of buildings. In addition to that, traditional timber-framed houses play important 
roles in terms of their natural based construction material usage. Wood and adobe infill are one of the oldest 
building construction materials used mostly all around the world. Turkey has a significant agenda of traditional 
timber-framed houses with adobe infill. Within the scope of this study, a unique type of timber-framed house 
“hımış” is selected for the case study in order to investigate hygrothermal performance. For the hygrothermal 
performance analysis, 4 different types of hımış construction with adobe infill examples are modified as 135 
cm long wall and the layers are determined according to data of the commonly constructed examples in Turkey 
depending on the literature review. The selected walls are simulated by Delphin 6.0.20 throughout a whole year. 
According to hygrothermal performance analysis, it is investigated that even if the wall layers are varied; there 
may be humidity-based problems in four selected examples. For this reason, intersection points of different 
materials and their relationships should be reconsidered. Furthermore, this issue is substantial for durability of 
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wall systems and the materials. Especially, the adobe infill parts of these walls are critical to regard. Consequently, 
these results remark that the hygrothermal performance of these examples are considered in terms of their 
impacts on energy efficiency and their historical, social and architectural values as parts of cultural heritage.  

The expected outcome of this research is to create an awareness about the importance of hygrothermal 
performance of traditional timber-framed houses in terms of conserving them as part of cultural heritage. Also, 
it is hoped that this continued research may contribute to conservation and restoration projects. 
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ABSTRACT 

Fly ash is an industrial by-product produced enormously due to burning of coal in thermal power stations. The 
day by day, increase in the production of fly ash is posing a big challenge globally for its disposal in an eco-
friendly manner. The environmentally acceptable disposal of this material has become an increasing concern. 
Efforts have always been made by the researchers for the effective utilization of fly ash in civil engineering 
construction works. One of the most promising approaches in this area are use of fly ash as a replacement to the 
conventional weak soil and fiber as reinforcement will solve two major problems such as elimination of solid 
waste problem and provision of a needed construction material in the field of civil engineering. Also, this will 
help in achieving sustainable development of natural resources. However, the comprehensive work is required 
to comprehend the influence of discrete Geo-fibers inclusion on engineering behaviour of soil-fly ash mixture. 
In the present paper all the basic geotechnical tests are carried out as per IS-2720 to know the index and 
compaction properties. The California Bearing Ratio (CBR) tests are conducted as per IS 2720 PART-16-1987 
both in soaked and un-soaked conditions for various percentages of randomly distributed Geo fibers with fly 
ash combinations and modulus of subgrade reaction is determined for various combinations. The experimental 
result shows that there is an increase in CBR strength and modulus of subgrade reaction of the Geo-fiber with 
fly ash reinforced soil as compared with unreinforced soil. 

Keywords: California bearing ratio, geo-fibers, fly ash, modulus of subgrade reaction.

1. INTRODUCTION 

India is presently going through tremendous framework changes to fulfill the current demands in the society and 
mainly with number of highways and related constructions. In many road constructions it has been observed 
that the requirement for good CBR soils is increasing as most of the available soils near the construction sites 
fails to satisfy the CBR requirement although they are good with respect to other conditions. There has been 
commendable research works carried out throughout the world to improve such soils using various types of 
additives. Use of fly ash in improving low CBR soils will solve two major problems such as elimination of 
solid waste problem and provision of a needed construction material in the field of civil engineering. This 
study discusses the improvements in the strength properties of a soil with the combination of fly ash and 
polypropylene in varying percentages. The goeotechnical related Laboratory tests such Consistency limits, 
specific gravity, standard Proctor compaction and CBR tests were conducted on soil samples mixed with fly 
ash and polypropylene fibers in various proportions and results are reported.
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Soil reinforcement is nothing but the introduction of any foreign material along with the soil such that the soil 
resists tensile stresses developed within it through friction and adhesion and consequently increases its load 
carrying capacity. Reinforced soil technique is one of the physical methods of ground improvement technique. 
Reinforced soil technique is considered for the present experimental work. The composite material so formed 
due to the inclusion of fibers along with the soil is also called as Ply soil. The reinforcement can be provided 
either by layer by layer arrangement or in random fashion. In the present experimental work random inclusion 
of fibers has been adopted.

1.1 The Resilient Modulus (MR)
The Resilient Modulus is a indicative measure of subgrade material stiffness. A material’s resilient modulus 
is actually an estimate of its modulus of elasticity (E). The modulus of elasticity is stress divided by strain 
within an elastic limit for a slowly applied load. While, resilient modulus is stress divided by strain within an 
elastic limit for suddenly applied loads. which is the reality case of load experienced by pavements. Resilient 
modulus is determined using the triaxial test. The test applies a repeated axial cyclic stress of fixed magnitude, 
load duration and cycle duration to a cylindrical test specimen. While the specimen is subjected to this 
dynamic cyclic stress, it is also subjected to a static confining stress provided by a triaxial pressure chamber. 
It is essentially a cyclic version of a triaxial compression test; the cyclic load application is thought to more 
accurately simulate actual traffic loading. According to IRC 37-2012, the Resilient Modulus can be calculated 
with the help of CBR value is given by the equations:

MR = 10(CBR) for CBR <= 5%) [8]
MR = 17.6(CBR) 0.64 for CBR >5%
Where, MR :Resilient Modulus of the soil in MPa

1.2 The Modulus of Subgrade Reaction (k)
The modulus of Subgrade reaction is used as a primary data for the design of rigid pavements. It estimates the 
support of the layers below a rigid pavement surface course (the PCC slab). The k -value can be determined by 
field tests or by correlation with other tests.The relation between Resilient Modulus of the soil and Modulus of 
subgrade reaction is given by
k = 2.028 MR [4]
Where k: Modulus of subgrade reaction in MPa/m
MR: Resilient Modulus of the soil in MPa.

2. MATERIALS USED

In the present work the industrial by-product fly ash is used as an additive to improve the properties of soil. The 
polypropylene fibers is used as an reinforcing element with the combination of fly ash and soil.

2.1 Fly ash 
Fly ash is a fine powder that is a byproduct of burning pulverized coal in electric generation power plants. Fly 
ash is a pozzolan, a substance containing aluminous and siliceous material that forms cement in the presence 
of water. When mixed with lime and water, fly ash forms a compound similar to Portland cement. ‘Figure 
1’shows the fly ash used in the current work which is brought from Begur Karnataka, India.

2.2 Polypropylene Fibres
Polypropylene fiber used in the present investigation is manufactured from high-density polypropylene and 
polyethylene. It is totally resistant to sea water, acids, alkalies, and chemicals. It has high breaking strength 
and abrasion resistance as it is less prone to wear and tear. The polypropylene fibers used in the study has a 
diameter of 0.3mm. It was cut into required length ranging from 1.5 cm to 2.5 cm by maintaining an aspect 
ratio ranging from 50 to 80 [2]. The contents were varied from 0.25% to 0.75% by weight with 0.25% interval. 
‘Fig. 2’ shows the  polypropylene fibers used under this experimental work.
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Figure 1. and Figure 2.  Fly ash and Polypropylene fibres used in the current work.

2.3 Soil Sample
The Locally available soil in Tathaguni, Bengaluru, Karnataka was used in the present work. The soil sample is 
collected by an open excavation from a depth of 2.0 m from the natural ground level. All the basic geotechnical 
tests are conducted on the soil in accordance with IS-2720. Table-1 represents the index properties of the soil 
determined.

Table 1. Index properties of the soil

3. METHODOLOGY

All the basic geotechnical tests are executed as per IS-2720 to know the index properties of the soil. To know 
the maximum dry density and optimum moisture content of the both reinforced and unreinforced soil, standard 
proctor compaction tests are executed as per IS-2720-PART-7-1980 [6].
In order to determine the CBR strength of the both reinforced and unreinforced soil along with fly ash a series 
of CBR tests are executed for as per IS-2720-PART-16-1987 both in soaked and un soaked conditions [7]. 

CBR test is an empirical test used to determine the material properties for pavement design. The pressure up 
to a penetration of 12.5 mm and it’s ratio to the bearing value of a standard crushed rock is termed as the CBR. 
The ratio at 2.5 mm penetration is used as the CBR. In some case, the ratio at 5 mm may be greater than that 
at 2.5 mm. If this occurs, the ratio at 5 mm should be used.
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The CBR is a measure of resistance of a material to penetration of standard plunger under controlled density 
and moisture conditions. The CBR test may be conducted in re-moulded or undisturbed specimen in the 
laboratory. In the present work CBR test is conducted on re-mouled soil specimens. Figure 5. shows the testing 
arrangement for CBR test.

Figure 5. Experimental setup for CBR Test

The laboratory CBR apparatus consists of a mould 150 mm diameter with a base plate and a collar, a loading 
frame and dial gauges for measuring the penetration values. Load is applied on the sample by a standard 
plunger with diameter of 50 mm at the rate of 1.25 mm/min. A load penetration curve is drawn. The load 
values on standard crushed stones are 1370 kg and 2055 kg at 2.5 mm and 5.0 mm penetrations respectively. 
CBR value is expressed as a percentage of the actual load causing the penetrations of 2.5 mm or 5.0 mm to the 
standard loads mentioned above. Therefore,
               CBR = (x/y) X100 
               Where: x= Load carried by Specimen
                y= Load Carried by Standard Specimen.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The standard proctor test is conducted for unreinforced soil and reinforced soil for various combinations of 
fly ash and polypropylene fibers to determine the proctor parameters. The california Bearing Ratio test is 
conducted both in soaked conditions and unsoaked conditions for

Figure 4. Soaking condition of the 
CBR sample

Figure 3. Preparation of soil sample 
for CBR test
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the set of samples prepared with respect to the proctor parameters. The results found for various combinations 
is discussed under this section.

4.1 Compaction test
The optimum moisture content and maximum dry density as determined from standard compaction tests were 
used to prepare the specimen in the subsequent experiments. ‘Figure-6’ shows the variation of maximum 
dry density and optimum moisture content of soil for 0.25,0.50 and 0.75% polypropylene fibers along with 
10,15,20% fly ash respectively. Analysis of test results showed that both optimum moisture content and 
maximum dry density for all the combinations of soils, decreased with an increase in fiber content. These may 
be due to the fact that the fibers are considerably lighter than fly ash so with increase in fiber content along with 
fly ash, the dry unit weight of fly ash fiber mix reduces [5]. Therefore decrease in optimum moisture content 
and maximum dry density is not very significant. Table-2 represents the standard proctor compaction results 
for various combinations.

Table 2. Standard proctor compaction results for various combination of soil with Geo fibers and Fly ash

Figure 6. Comparison of MDD and OMC for various combination of soil with 
Polypropylene fibers and Fly ash

4.2 Correlation between California Bearing Ratio, Modulus of Resilient and Modulus of Subgrade 
Reaction
The CBR test results obtained for soil with various combinations of fly ash and polypropylene fibers are 
represented in Table 3 and Table 4 for unsoaked and soaked conditions respectively. The variation of load 
v/s penetration of soil for various combinations in unsoaked and soaked conditions is represented graphically 
which is shown in Fig 7. and Fig 8. Using the correlation the Modulus of Resilient of soil and Modulus of 
subgrade reaction is determined. The results shows an increase in strength due to the addition of polypropylene 
fibers and fly ash. The optimum combination is determined for soil both in unsoaked and soaked conditions.
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Figure 7. and Figure 8. Variation of Load v/s Settlement for various combination of soil with polypropylene 
fibers and fly ash for unsoaked and soaked conditions respectively.

From the Experimental results it is evident to say that the CBR value goes on increasing with increase in fly ash 
and fiber content and it is found to be maximum of 10.956% for unsoaked conditions for soil with 0.75% fiber 
content and 20% fly ash. For Soaked conditions it is 5.334% for soil with 0.5% fiber content and 15% fly ash.

5. CONCLUSION

From this experimental study, the following conclusions can be made:
i. Various studies have indicated that the mixing of polypropylene fiber and fly ash can increase the strength of 
soils to make them suitable for subbase construction. 
ii. The CBR value observed in unsoaked conditions was found to be greater than soaked conditions. The 
maximum CBR value obtained for unsoaked conditions is 10.956% and that in saoked conditions is 5.334%
iii. The optimum dosage of polypropylene fibers and fly ash with soil was found to be 0.5% and 15% in soaked 
conditions and 0.75% and 20% in unsoaked conditions respectively. 
iv. Using the correlation of CBR and resilient modulus, the value of Resilient modulus of soil (MR) is 
determined for both unsoaked and soaked conditions and found to be 81.26 MPa and 51.38 MPa respectively 
for the optimum combination.
v. Using the correlation of Resilient modulus(MR ) and Modulus of subgrade reaction(k), the value of k is 
determined for both unsoaked and soaked conditions and found to be 164.80 MPa/m and 104.20 MPa/m 
respectively for the optimum combination.
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ABSTRACT 

Mud brick (a mud brick made from baked mud) constructions are very popular in different parts of the world, 
including our country, Iran. Proper compatibility, being economic, and ease and speed in procurement are 
among the positive features of this type of material, which due to economic issues, mud brick is still the 
dominant construction in many parts of the country.

In this article, with a brief review of the seismic performance in mud brick buildings, we have tried to identify 
the mud brick architecture, its limitations, facilities, status, dignity, and finally, by adopting appropriate 
solutions for the future, to improve the quality of its constructions. The results of various studies, case studies, 
and the heavy damage that the earthquake has caused to mud brick buildings show the necessity that at least 
there should be an evolution in the mud brick preparation methods. In this article, the optimization and 
strengthening of mud brick by arming it in different ways are discussed. This is a matter of thought that the 
need for careful processing and logical implementation can largely guarantee the consistency and stability of 
mud brick buildings. Our goal is to provide a definition for the restoration of mud brick buildings by arming it 
in various ways, including arming it with the horizontal and vertical armatures, additives, strong design, and 
so on that by observing them, its weaknesses can be greatly reduced and its resistance to earthquakes can be 
increased, and the theoretical expansion of this idea is considered. Finally, with the conclusion of the article, 
it is raised that the protection and restoration of mud brick buildings can be the first step to correctly introduce 
the potentials hidden in these buildings, and in fact, mud brick buildings are not doomed to destruction, but 
mud brick can be used with a slight change in today life, so that be resistant to the earthquake and other natural 
factors and still stay steady.

Key words: Reinforcement, mud brick buildings, earthquake, optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Today, more than one-third of the world’s population lives in buildings made of soil materials. More than 
twenty million rural residents in Iran live in rural houses made of masonry materials. The vast majority of such 
houses are built by the residents themselves without any provision to withstand the side force. The behavior 
of these structures is quite brittle and their failure due to lateral loads of the earthquake is instantaneous and 
deprives the residents of the opportunity to react during the earthquake [1]. For instance, most of the casualties 
of recent earthquakes such as Bam with more than forty thousand and Zarand with about six hundred and fifty 
casualties have been due to this issue [2].

The construction of mud brick buildings reduces construction costs and environmental pollution (without the 
use of industrial materials), compared to other masonry materials, and its main weakness is low resistance to
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earthquake lateral forces. In most of the remaining samples of the Iranian past architecture, which are on the 
scale of public buildings, this weakness has been eliminated by converting the tensile forces into pressure forces. 
The presence of huge curves and arches testifies to this effort. But in a small-scale and modular residential 
architecture, which is suitable for housing families, it is not possible to build huge curves and arches. Despite 
its many capabilities, the use of mud brick has been eliminated by removing the issue description in Iran 
because of laws and regulations. Although it is not economically feasible for many people to build a steel 
or concrete structure; and today, developed countries have restricted the use of industrial materials due to 
environmental pollution, the standards in Iran encourage it [3].

2. THE RESEARCH NECESSITY 

It is clear that soil buildings are not as resistant to weather conditions as the buildings made of stone or baked 
molded mud brick mud bricks, but there are many lessons from traditional soil buildings that can inspire the 
new soil architecture. Many buildings related to the pre-Islamic and early Islamic periods were built with mud 
brick, such as the Choghaznabil ziggurat in Khuzestan, which dates back to about 1250 BC [4].  Of course, it 
should be noted that the life of soil buildings does not only depend on the materials and method of construction 
but also the quality of manpower’s work and proper design in accordance with the design plan has a great 
impact on the life of the building. Traditional methods of soil buildings can be updated with modern structures. 
Buildings in which natural materials such as soil, straw, wood, and stone are used in their construction have a 
stable quality that can be used in new constructions. In particular, the perishability of soil materials makes it 
possible to reuse materials safely and without pollution and with minimal energy consumption. 

Due to the fact that in soil buildings there is no possibility of large and numerous openings and the construction of 
several floors in traditional buildings, there are some restrictions for designers who want to create an open plan and 
facade. Therefore, soil and mud have lost their popularity as masonry materials in these approaches. In traditional 
methods, although the strength of materials has played an important role the shape and form of their placement has 
not been ineffective [5]. The most important weaknesses of mud brick are categorized in low resistance against 
rain and increasing humidity; wind, storm, and biological factors [6]. Despite the extent of building constructions, 
the design program for such constructions does not be considered and only is satisfied with implementing vertical 
and horizontal coils to reduce the risk of earthquakes, and design and calculation methods referred this group of 
buildings to other valid bylaws [7]. Regarding the architectural structure, the reinforcement against earthquake 
bylaw has considered specific types of buildings, but the criteria in this regulation are not sufficient for rural 
buildings and existing species.[8] Only in the design regulation for earthquake-resistant buildings (in Section 2-2 
bylaw 2800) construction of traditional buildings made of mud and mud brick is restricted due to the weakness 
of the material and its limited resistance to earthquakes, and exceptionally the construction of such buildings is 
allowed only in far-off areas and in accordance with special technical instructions. 

Also, section 10-14, entitled “Execution of structural walls, bylaw 2800, design of buildings against 
earthquake” states: “In buildings with masonry materials, the use of mud mortar or lime mud is not allowed.” 
Also “codification and promotion of special technical regulations and instructions using concrete resistant 
elements” bylaw have been pointed out that there is not any special bylaw in this regard and the importance 
and necessity of its compilation have been emphasized. “In the eighth article of the national bylaws, as the 
rules and regulations related to building construction in Iran, the construction of mud brick buildings without 
coils is prohibited, and in the case of other molded mud brick buildings, which have the necessary unity and 
relative resistance against vertical forces, in the face of mild and moderate earthquakes, their performance is 
considered unimpeded “[9] . Comparing the 2800 standard criteria with the empirical criteria of the bylaws of 
other countries (Table 1), it can be seen that the 2800 standard criteria in some cases lack safety conditions. 
Also, the emphasis of the 2800 bylaw is on the construction of new buildings. The suggestions of this bylaw in 
strengthening the unarmed molded mud brick and mud brick buildings in the old textures of cities are almost 
not applicable or will be very costly and administratively difficult and inefficient [10]. Despite the many points 
in 2800 standard third chapter, there are several shortcomings [11] that should be considered and we can refer 
to the limitation of the number of floors and the limitation of the ratio of height or length to the thickness 
between the supports.
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Table 1. The existing standard for the construction of mud brick buildings in some countries

3. PURPOSE, QUESTIONS, AND HYPOTHESIS OF THE RESEARCH

The research seeks to find the latent potentials of new materials extracted from the soil and also to investigate 
the effect of using it in the natural environment. The ultimate goal was to achieve the characteristics that, by 
providing a rough example, in today’s architecture, paving the way for the problems of reducing the risk of 
earthquakes, housing costs, job creation, and reducing energy consumption. In fact, expanding the use of raw 
mud as the main masonry material has been the result of the research.
The questions are as follows:

•  Are the existing rules and regulations appropriate for the architecture?
•  Can the strength of molded mud brick be increased to the level of other materials? Should molded mud 
brick be replaced or combined with other materials?
•  What is the seismic behavior of mud brick buildings against the earthquakes? And how can it be upgraded?

The research hypothesis is based on the durability of mud brick buildings for several millennia. It seems that 
with the finding of new solutions for stabilization, molded mud brick can still be considered as a sustainable 
masonry material. Iran’s seismicity requires the formulation of laws and principles to ensure the molded mud 
brick building’s resistance to earthquakes and other forces.

Reinforcement of molded mud brick structures with wall system blocks with compacted mud brick 
blocks
Strengthening of molded mud brick structures is possible in three areas: structural modification, structure 
construction, and increasing molded mud brick resistance. Structural modification is created by increasing 
the quality of materials, increasing the connection strength of walls in corners, lightening the building, 
strengthening the abutment on the ground, and strengthening the structure.

In mud brick buildings, the wall plays a major role in the structural behavior of the structure [13]. In the 
reinforcement of the building structure, concentrated loads on the walls or part of it should be minimized (for 
example, by using the soles of the upper doors of the shutters or by using the bottom plates to distribute the load). 
Walling should be simple with few breaks [14]. To increase the molded mud brick resistance mechanically, by 
increasing the pressure and density and without the use of stabilizers, the soil of the molded mud brick should 
be compacted to create a medium density and suitable capillary block. In the physical method, by increasing 
the appropriate neutral stabilizer, and by creating a limiting network, the movement of the molded mud brick 
is strengthened [6] According to the strategies for strengthening molded mud brick buildings and existing 
standards in Iran, such as Bylaw 2800, the eighth issue of construction criteria, and also studies in the field 
of determining the optimal molded mud brick in the restoration of Bam citadel, Choghaznabil ziggurats, the 
existing international standards focusing on the construction of stabilized molded mud brick block, Including 
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J. AT. Z Standards in Germany, Auroville Research Institute in India, Crater Research Institute in France, 
Standard Building Unit in the United States, a compacted molded mud brick block design with the following 
specifications is proposed [3] (Table 2).

In order to increase the tensile strength of the system with compacted molded mud brick blocks, linear structures 
are also required. Therefore, holes are installed inside the mud brick blocks to pass the rebar. These rebars will 
be fixed in place within the cavities with the help of a limited amount of cement. Stretches between the blocks 
gaps will prevent the vertical rebars from shifting in the face of the earthquake force. The dimensions of the 
central core of this tie are two cubes with a base of 5 × 20 cm. The horizontal tie of the mud brick, reinforced 
with rebar and cement, will protect the wall like a horizontal coil. The horizontal cross-section tie of the 
mud brick is U-shaped and its middle surface is reinforced with concrete and rebar. In order to facilitate the 
construction and molding of mud brick blocks, the horizontal tie section is in the form of two back-to-back 
mud brick blocks that are connected to each other with cement sand mortar.

Table 2. Soil Characteristics of proposed compact soil block based on Auroville institute indexes [3]

4. RESEARCH METHOD

In order to evaluate the strength of the proposed molded mud brick block with other conventional methods of 
earthquake resistance, computer simulation of nine wall systems with molded mud brick systems, masonry 
material with soft coiled steel, and optimized molded mud brick with concrete coil was conducted by Abaqus 
software, and the amount of displacement and compressive stress on each of them were calculated. The study 
of the behavior of mud brick or structural constructions is very complex due to the special conditions of 
discontinuities, their heterogeneous, inhomogeneous, and nonlinear behaviors, so such a study requires the 
use of comprehensive numerical analysis programs with high capabilities. Then, using the Abaqus computer 
program, the writing of six, using finite element methods, was proposed for the analysis and design of 
engineering systems. This program has special advantages over similar programs as follows:

• Types of static and dynamic analysis
• In addition to linear analysis, this program has a high ability to perform nonlinear analysis so that both 
materials and structural geometry can be modeled linearly or nonlinearly.
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• Existence of different elements in this program including one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-
dimensional elements with different degrees of freedom is from other capabilities of the program. - The use 
of infrastructure, random vibrations, acoustics, and optimization of structures are also among the special 
advantages of this software. (Figures 1)

According to the validation tests of numerical results carried out at the University of Minho by Daniel Vittorino 
Oliveira under the supervision of Professor Lorenzo and Professor Reka, the results of this modeling are also 
quite accurate. In modeling, according to the molded mud brick materials and their soil base behavior, as well 
as the conditions of the available software and laboratory information, the Drucker-Prager behavior model 
has been used. Since for introducing the strain stress curve, the software is not able to model the descending 
behavior, so the end of the curve should be introduced horizontally. Based on laboratory information and 
software capability in a simpler state and due to the limitation of nonlinear behavior in molded mud brick in 
modeling, a simple elastic model has been also used [3]. To analyze the finite elements of the model and assign 
it to the wall, a 6-sided cube-shaped element with 8 nodes in the corners was used. The element has 3 degrees 
of freedom along the main axes 1, 2, and 3, which has the ability to accept a variety of transient and rotational 
mass loads, as well as surface and linear loads with different intensities.

Figure 1. Force diagram - displacement of numerical and laboratory model

5. COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM WITH OTHER EXISTING SYSTEMS

The wall, as the most important part of a mud brick building, must have the necessary earthquake resistance. 
The proposed modeling of the proposed mud brick wall structure should be at an acceptable level in terms of 
strength and cost reduction against conventional mud brick walls and walls with masonry materials (Table 3).

The modeling results showed that the mud brick wall has a rupture in the form of diagonal crack and has been 
damaged in the pivotal section, so the use of a mud brick wall definitely needs to be improved. In the usual 
improvement methods, the results showed that the best method is to use the vertical and horizontal F. R. P 
plates, which causes the execution cost increase, while it is still not competitive with a mud brick wall with a 
steel coil. In a relatively similar way, this has been confirmed by other researchers who have tested samples 
made in the laboratory [15] (Figure 2).

As expected, in such a building wall, due to the presence of steel coil, the systemic behavior under lateral 
load has been greatly improved and the wall displacement rate is higher and the lateral strength is higher than 
the mud brick wall (Figures 3). Although, this wall has fine behavior regarding the amount of resistance and 
the displacement, but due to the huge difference in the stiffness of the wall and the steel coil, the two system 
parts, namely the steel part and the construction part, behave completely differently, and there is no possibility 
of simultaneous action of these two parts and the wall plays the role of a filler between the coils and this 
causes designers to not take into account the wall stiffness in the calculations, and this issue creates several 
weaknesses in the design and behavior of the building wall against lateral loads (Figures 4 and 5).
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Table 3. Compared Models Characteristics

Figure 3. Force diagram - displacement and finite element model of masonry wall with steel coil after 
analysis

Figure 4. Force diagram - Optimal mud brick wall displacement and finite element model of the wall after 
analysis
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Figure 5. Optimal compressive stress distribution on the mud brick wall

6. CONCLUSION

In most of the remaining samples of Iran’s past architecture, which are on the scale of public buildings, this 
weakness has been eliminated by converting tensile forces into pressure. If the molded mud brick is reinforced 
to increase tensile strength, the general use of it can be done according to the seismic characteristics of the 
area. Reinforcement and injection of stabilizer in the places where it is most exposed to tensile force increase 
its resistance to earthquake forces. Therefore, the accompaniment of molded mud brick, cement, and rebar is 
recommended using the stabilized mud brick wall system.

Therefore, according to the soil characteristics, different sections of the wall have been designed at different 
levels and to confirm the idea and test the efficiency of the sample wall system with the compacted fixed mud 
brick block have been compared with similar systems of the simple molded mud brick and mud brick with 
vertical and horizontal coils and have been modeled in computer. Although this system gained fewer points 
than the construction wall in terms of resistance and the amount of relocation, it is in accordance with the 
existing bylaws. The proposed system allows designers to consider the average molded mud brick for the 
wall and coil assembly, which results in a more accurate design and not requiring the use of high-reliability 
coefficients, and also reduces the overall cost of the structure. Also, this system will be out of the traditional 
system and allows the design of multi-story buildings.
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ABSTRACT 

Traditional construction techniques, elements and materials used for centuries have been forgotten due to 
industrial revolution and new techniques and materials discovered accordingly. Therefore, traditional techniques 
and materials used in many parts of the world have been replaced by modern methods and materials as a result 
of the industrial revolution. Whereas, modern methods did not opt to proceed by developing existing techniques 
and elements by adding up on their existing solutions. Modern methods were applied almost everywhere in 
same manner without taking  environmental, physical and psychological aspect of the places into account. 
Accordingly, many methods and elements that do not have any connection with the environmental entities 
(human, zoo, vegetation, community) were being  used insensibly.

In contrast, Egyptian Architect Hassan Fathy used traditional solutions and methods, which have been developed 
in the centuries, and whose compatibility with people has been tried countless times, instead of using modern 
methods and solutions that are indifferent to traditional methods, have no relationship with the region, and 
work independently and individually. Hassan Fathy chose to examine the architectural elements and aspect of 
a region that was developed over centuries and then use those element and its aspects in desinging the region. 
The biggest element he used to do this was kerpic (adobe) material. He also included  sustainable traditional 
architectural elements that were studied for centuries in structures he built based on the kerpic.

In this study, we show ideas on how to use the  traditional Egyptian architectural elements such as  malkaf, 
mashrabiye, dorka, and selsebil that were used in Hassan Fathy’s kerpic structures to meet the needs of today’s 
kerpic structures through Fathy’s architectural designs. Instead of leaving all the traditional techniques aside, it 
develops them with modern materials and knowledge and looks for ways to find sustainable, well-established 
solutions through the elements Fathy include in his designs.

Keywords: Adobe, Kerpic, Hassan Fathy, Sustainable.

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the existence of the industrial revolution and the introduction of machinery into all areas of life, architecture 
felt the need to evolve and transform itself in this direction as in many other areas. Following, many ideas and 
art movements began to emerge in Europe in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. As a state that is aware of 
all this transformation, Egypt followed the developments and made progress towards it. In a very short time, 
an Egyptian architecture emerged where traditional methods were almost completely abandoned and replaced 
quickly with modern techniques. 

These architectural and artistic movements that rose in Europe at the beginning of Hassan Fathy’s architectural
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life influenced many architects around the world. Despite this strong trend, Fathy clearly revealed its own 
line in the following period and inspired architecture. He emphasized that modern architectural movements 
that had been influencing the world are not the only and better option for achitecture in different region. On 
the contrary, he showed that the architecture of each geography, each region developing in its own historical 
continuity is the main architectural reference for the people living in that region. In this sense, he revived the 
adobe architecture, which Egypt had been implementing for hundreds of years, and the architectural elements 
that emerge together [17].

2. ANALYSIS OF THE  TRADITIONAL DESIGN ELEMENTS USED BY HASSAN FATHY IN 
KERPIC (ADOBE) STRUCTURES

Traditional design elements that Hassan Fathy frequently preferred in his adobe designs and which are the 
basic building blocks of his designs will be discussed in this section. Many elements such as majaz, dorkaa, 
kaa, courtyard, mashrabiye and iwan applied in traditional Arabic architecture occupied an important place 
in Fathy’s designs. In this study, we aimed to provide a better understanding of Fathy’s architecture with the 
examination of elements used in his designs.

2.1 Majaz
The majaz forms the entrance area of the Arab house. Although Arab houses usually have two entrances, the 
main entrance of the house is the majaz [3]. As seen in Fig. 1, direct passage is provided from Majaz to the kaa 
or courtyard, which is the central place of the house.

Therefore, the majaz can be considered as the pre-acceptance area of the house. It can also be considered as 
the first space that helps the household or guests to get into the house gradually. For this reason, Majaz is a 
welcoming place that leads both to the entrance and to other venues.

Figure 1. Gathering of the majaz, kaa and courtyard in Kasaroni House, Cairo, 1981  [19]

2.2 Kaa and Dorkaa
The kaa, which is the center of the traditional Arabic house, can be considered as a place where daily life is 
maintained or especially male guests are hosted, although it varies according to the size of the house [14]. Kaa 
can be thought of as a courtyard with four sides and top. Dorca forms the center of kaa. Fig. 2 displays dorkaa 
that is generally designed as the highest place in the building [7]. Dorkaa can be shaped like a circle, octagon or 
decagon. There are iwans on both sides of the Kaa. The iwans are mostly places where activities such as sitting 
and resting are performed, and it is possible to watch outside from the iwans [3]. Kaa, which is an important 
element throughout the history of Egyptian architecture, has undergone many transformations over time and 
has become the closest to the fiction used by Fathy during the Mamluk period.
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Figure 2. Kaa and Dorkaa spaces that Hassan Fathy used in his designs, Shahira Mehrez Apartment, 1967 [19]

2.3 Malkaf
Many measures have been taken for the air conditioning of the buildings in the hot desert climate. One of 
them, and perhaps the most effective, the malkaf plays a major role in the air conditioning of the Arab house. 
The malkaf, which has been used since ancient Egypt until today, is not only an element used in Egypt, but 
also used in many geographies with similar climates such as Iraq, Iran, Pakistan, and Arab emirates [6]. Fig. 
3 shows and example of Malkafs  which are generally wind towers with a top surface inclined at 30 and 45 
degrees, which are located right next to the dorcaa [2]. As it can be understood from the sections in the images, 
mulls have a long shaft. This shaft starts with a wide mouth and progresses to the dorca by narrowing. In 
this way, the wind pressure is increased and the air flow entering the peak is accelerated [5]. The Malkafs are 
positioned to face the cool wind of the regions where it is located. For example, since northern winds for Egypt 
are cool and strong winds, malchwans are usually located in northern iwans [6]. After the cool wind intake 
circulates inside, there is another mortise or drainage hole (window, mashrabiye etc.) positioned to the south to 
evacuate the wind. In this way, the cool air is constantly circulated in the space [7].

Figure 3. Examples of malkafs used by Hassan Fathy in his design, new baris village, 1967 [19]

In the desert climate, materials such as dust or soil in the winds are more intense in winds close to the ground, 
and this density decreases as they rise. Since they are located at a high point of the building, the wind that is 
taken inside enters it quite free of these materials [6]. In addition to all these functionalities, a type of fountain 
called selsebil is placed on the malkaf shaft. The wind entering the mandrel is taken into the room by hitting 
the water in the flood and thus the humidity of the air taken inside is increased. This method, which is preferred 
in dry and hot regions, is a very effective solution in the air conditioning of the space [6].

2.4 Selsebil and Fountain
Water has an important place for people living in a hot desert climate. Its psychological and physical effects 
on the people of the region make it important. For this reason, the element of water has been considered very 
important in Arabic architecture and it has been tried to be used as much as possible [7].
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Figure 4. A section showing the relationship between malkaf and selsebil [6]

Selsebil, which mediates the connection of water with architecture and shows the relationship of Arab 
architecture with water, is the first thing that comes to mind. Selsebil is a surface element in which stone wall 
surfaces are usually decorated in low relief in various ways. Moving in the niches formed on the surfaces, 
the water moves quietly downward. During this movement, moisture is created in the space for hot and dry 
climates, while on the other hand, it creates a sound decoration in the space with the small sounds that the water 
creates during hitting the stone. Selsebil is often preferred in areas where high pressure water is not available. 
However, in areas where the amount of water is more intense, a fountain can be preferred in an ornamental pool 
in the courtyard [6]. While Selsebil is located on the walls of spaces such as courtyards or iwans, they can also 
be located on malkaf shafts as mentioned above. As depicted in Fig. 4, the selsebil located in the mulch shaft 
is arranged to make the humidity and coolness in the interior comfortable. At the same time, the water flowing 
over the fountain was collected through a channel and directed towards the ornamental pool. In this way, the 
water was circulated in more places and the psychological and physical benefit obtained from the water was 
increased [12].

2.5 Courtyard
Another important building block in Arabic architecture is the courtyard. As it meets the social and religious 
needs of Muslims, the courtyard is seen in almost every geography where Muslims live. This open-top space 
surrounded by walls also functions as a regulating element of warmth in Arabic architecture. In this way, both 
privacy and thermal comfort are provided [3]. Courtyard; Surrounded by walls, porticoes and iwans, it remains 
cool until late in the day, as it does not absorb direct sunlight despite being exposed to the sun during the day. 
The walls, which accumulate the energy they take from the sun during the day, release the accumulated heat 
when night comes and offer a comfortable place suitable for cold desert nights [13]. The courtyard played an 
crucial role for cultures where people household did not prefer to go out frequently. The intervention from 
outside to the surrounded courtyard has been minimized. This special place provides privacy and protects 
from ,sounds or dust on the street. It is used as a multi-functional space  as it provides both indoor and outdoor 
features that provide thermal comfort [1].

In Egyptian architectural terminology, the spaces known as tahtabos which are surrounded by three sides 
attached to the courtyards constitute an important place in the courtyard. There are usually cedars on the 
tahtabos and they are organized to welcome the incoming guests. At the same time, daily activities can be spent 
here. With the articulation of elements such as malkaf, ornamental pool, tree and flower, wooden empty spaces 
are turned into quite cool and comfortable spaces [6].

Thanks to these advantages, courtyards and tahtabos have been preferred in hot climates from the past to the 
present and continue to be preferred.
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2.6 Mashrabiye
Mashrabiye shown in Fig. 6 is another important element that develops with the influence of the socio-cultural 
structures of Arabs [16]. It is generally a cage-shaped building element in which thin wooden laths or rods 
come together. It is located in front of the openings in the building. The bowl has some basic functions such 
as helping the light to enter the building in a controlled manner. In this way, both sunlight is benefited and the 
building is not exposed to light intensely. To avoid darkness inside the place, the openings used for the glass 
doors are kept larger than the window openings, which leads to a brigher interior and also such holes helps in 
air circulation [7].

Figure 6. Mashrabiya that Hassan Fathy used in his designs, Akil Sami House, 1978  [19]

It also ensures that the wind entering the glass is taken in in a controlled manner. The wooden material forming 
the bowl reacts according to the moisture in the air thanks to its living structure. Wood absorbs some of the 
moisture in very humid weather and releases this moisture when the air gets cold at night and the amount of 
humidity decreases. In this way, it protects the humidity in the environment.

Another important feature is that it provides users’ privacy. While the Maşrabiye offers the opportunity to 
observe outside, it is a curtain for those looking from outside [6]. For example, it is also very important in terms 
of being an architectural element that responds to the socio-cultural structure of the region where women can 
watch outside, observe when a stranger comes to the door, and participate in life on the street [8].

2.7 Claustra
Claustra, another important element of Arabian architecture, functions the same as the masrabiye in many 
ways. For Claustra it is possible to say “kerpic mashrabiye” [9]. Not only adobe, but also materials such as 
stone and brick are sometimes preferred. Clausses are knitted in various textures in openings in the structure. 
Fig. 7 shows  one of the claustra textures applied in Hassan Fathy’s designs.

Figure 7. Claustras used by Hassan Fathy in his designs, Sadat Resthouse, 1981 [19]

Similar to the mashrabiye, the claustra is an element that provides privacy and security, as well as allowing 
light and wind to be taken into the space in a controlled manner [6]. In addition to the above-mentioned 
functional features, clausters are also a characteristic element in urban fabric aesthetically [11].
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3. CONCLUSION

Fathy preferred adobe architecture and traditional architectural elements developed alongside over new modern 
techniques and materials. He highlighted to the functionality of these  traditional elements, their ease of use 
and the importance of their economic and cultural dimension with his works.

Over the centuries, many elements in the buildings have become symbols in addition to their functions 
and have turned into cultural elements over time. Therefore, Fathy drew attention to the importance of the 
meanings expressed by the figures or forms in the context of their environment and designed his works in this 
context. Fathy believed that architecture is a discipline that should be approached in the context of human 
and environment, that each environment’s own special conditions should be taken into account. Architecture 
should be built according to these conditions (such as climate, material, cultural accumulation, psychological 
and physical development) [15].

In his book on Natural Energy and Vernacular Architecture, Fathy talked about the vernacular architecture in 
the Arabian geography and surrounding geography as follows: “Vernacular architecture in the Arab world and 
neighboring regions did not only solve climatic problems. In doing so, it ensured the unity of beauty, physical 
and social function.” [9].
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ABSTRACT 

In addition to improving the physical material properties of adobe, the ability to use it with today’s design 
approach also plays an important role in this material consider as a contemporary building material. The 
development of computer-aided design technology not only changes the architectural design concept but 
also improves the usage possibilities of traditional building materials. The parametric structures created with 
computational design, allow the use of traditional materials in different ways, leading to the emergence of 
innovative construction methods. With its easily accessible, economical, and sustainable features, adobe is 
a preferred material for contemporary designs, as well as meeting today’s building production needs. It is a 
necessity of our age to investigate the adobe material, which increases the indoor air quality and creates healthy 
spaces, as a building material of today, as well as a material of the future.

In this study, it is aimed to consider how the usage possibilities and production methods of adobe material can be 
improved by examining the innovations brought by computational design to adobe material via parametrically 
designed adobe building projects and structural elements. It is also important to do a benchmark in this study 
by examining the usage of other building materials used in computational design projects and to establish a 
relationship between these techniques and adobe.

Keywords: Computational design and material relationship, digital adobe architecture, parametric adobe 
architecture, contemporary adobe architecture, adobe and technology, digital materiality.

1. INTRODUCTION: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN AND ADOBE

In today’s world, where the acceleration of technology development is increasing rapidly, population growth and 
the accompanying lack of resources and an increase in land use push people to search for different settlements 
and even planets. Raw earth, which is the easiest to obtain and use under harsh conditions, is compatible with 
today’s architectural understanding. Soil is easily available, local, and recyclable; Energy and natural resources 
spent in the production of adobe building elements are quite low compared to other building types (such as 
reinforced concrete, brick, steel). Other physical and environmental comfort features of the adobe cause a low 
carbon footprint of adobe structures. For sustainable construction and urbanization, adobe should be a material 
that should be preferred in contemporary architecture.

To adapt this traditional material to today’s design understanding, it is an important requirement to expand 
our perspective and improve the possibilities of adobe material. While trying to understand the material, 
computation is a good tool to change our perspective about the production potential of that material and to gain 
a different understanding of thinking. Computation allows material responses and materialization processes to
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be used as guiding exploration tools in design.[1] By including these processes, computational design thinking 
can enrich material systems previously considered formless and irregular with new possibilities. For this reason, 
parametric design can offer different possibilities than associating the material with a regular structural form. 

The computational design allows the use of digital manufacturing technologies such as CNC and robotics, 
allowing the production process to be realized in a controlled manner and the development of self-production 
technology. Digital manufacturing offers opportunities to design real-scale construction solutions by 
introducing new and contemporary technology.[2] It also became technically and economically feasible to 
construct complex structural forms with advanced digital fabrication methods.[3]

All these computational designs and digital fabrication tools continue to develop all adobe construction 
techniques, including the oldest traditional soil construction methods, by combining them with advanced 
machine and software technologies. In some examples, an adobe building element obtained by traditional 
methods is used directly, while in others we will see building elements or structures produced with a brand-
new production technique using digital fabrication possibilities. With this study, we will investigate how 
the utilization possibilities of soil material can develop with computational design and how this sustainable 
material can emerge in designs in the future.

2. USE OF TRADITIONAL ADOBE CONSTRUCTION METHODS WITH COMPUTATIONAL 
DESIGN

The use of traditional methods in computational designs is seen in many traditional materials such as wood, 
brick, adobe, and stone. The use of traditional adobe and its construction techniques with computational 
design can be examined in two areas. The first is the production of adobe elements that require molds, with 
computational design and new fabrication technologies, and the use of traditional adobe methods (such as 
rammed earth and mudbrick); The second is the use of a traditional adobe element (such as compressed earth 
brick, adobe brick) and construction technique in the construction of the computational design. Production 
methods used for many years are used in both examples, but in one case, the production technique of the 
mold to be used in the production of adobe building material is provided by digital fabrication technologies; 
In the other case, the entire building is designed with parametric design software and the building is built with 
traditional adobe building elements in consideration of the extracted model.

2.1 Production of the Entire Earthen Structure
The most used form of traditional earth building material with the parametric design is funicular structures 
like vaults. In funicular buildings, the form cannot develop independently from the structure, the two are 
interconnected. For this reason, it is important for the designer to understand the relationship between form 
and structure, to benefit from this structural system, and to adapt it to different architectural applications.[4]

In the compressed earth brick vault example of the Norman Foster Foundation’s Droneport project, the 
structure module designed with digital tools is thought to be environmentally friendly and simple to build with 
traditional methods. The material and construction technique to be used have a great impact on the early design 
process of this end-to-end vault module. (Figure 1.) The Foundation said: “Our ambition is to continuously 
advance this project in the hopes of providing every small town in Africa alongside other emerging economies 
with their own Droneport by 2030”. [5] This project proposes to make an organization of drone ports to 
convey clinical supplies close by other crucial assets to territories of Africa. Because of the absence of streets 
and significant foundation, these locales are hard to get to and therefore, the way toward furnishing occupants 
with these fundamental conveniences gets testing. With this project, we see how an 800-year-old material and 
technique are included in a contemporary project with computer-aided design and how sufficient it is to meet 
today’s needs.
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Figure 1. Droneport Project, Construction Diagram, Norman Foster Foundation, 2016 [5]

To integrate this traditional vault technique into digital design tools, researchers at ETH Zurich university 
have developed a software called RhinoVAULT based on Thrust Network Analysis (TNA) for the design of 
funicular structures. It allows the discovery of statically very uncertain systems, giving the designer clear, 
bi-directional control over internal force distribution and overall geometry. [3] Through this software, the 
construction of more complex digital forms (Fig. 2) has become possible with lower labor costs and more 
economical and sustainable materials such as earth brick.

Figure 2. Built prototype of a freeform, unreinforced timbrel vault designed with RhinoVAULT at ETH 
Zurich, Switzerland, 2011 [3]

Integration of such traditional construction methods into contemporary designs with digital technologies can 
increase the use of traditional materials such as adobe, as well as shape the potential designs that it can create 
in the future.

2.2 Production of a Single Earth Building Element
In this part of the study, we will examine the innovative formworks made to increase the performance and 
function of an adobe building element with computational design. O. Rabie, in his research aiming to increase 
the potential of compressed earth blocks (Fig. 3), worked to understand the nature of earthen material in-depth 
and took an active role in its production. Rabie obtained different earthen products by using both digital design 
methods and craftsmanship to create wall designs with different performances and integrated production with 
the early design phase.[6] As in this research, it is important to integrate the design process with production 
to improve the possibilities of building material. To produce a building element effectively, it is necessary to 
understand and use the properties and structural behavior of materials in the design process.
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Figure 3. Omar Rabie, One Curve Four Walls, Revealing the Potential of Compressed Earth Blocks [6]
 
In the examples of adobe building part designed with computational design, the construction method is mostly 
chosen according to the scale of the produced part. Exemplarily in “Engineered Earth” research, examines two 
methodologies of producing modular components for a façade. The poured earth method is used in the upper 
larger-scale facade element (Fig. 4, above), while the rammed earth method is used in the lower small-scale 
brick (Fig. 4, below). In the large-scale example, it was aimed to reduce the R-value in order to increase the 
performance of the building element, while in the other brick sample, it was aimed to build an exterior wall 
with self-shading feature. [7]

Figure 4. Example of two different scale digitally designed adobe building element. Engineered Earth 
Project, Rammed and Cast Earth Façade Modular Systems [7]

With these researches developed using the possibilities of traditional construction methods, it has been seen 
that even a solid and regular material such as adobe can be used in different designs, and it has been understood 
that digital design can be effective in improving the possibilities of the material.

3. NEW FABRICATION TECHNOLOGIES IN ADOBE WITH COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN

Earthen construction methods are also changing rapidly with the introduction of computer-aided production 
technologies. Although the concept of parametric design has been used in architecture for half a century, the use 
of these robotic manufacturing technologies in architecture has become popular in the last two decade. Robotic 
technology has enabled real-scale production and made digital design successful where it sometimes fails.
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With robotics, it is now possible to enrich the nature of architecture, to include material processes, and to 
combine manufacturability with modern computational design. [8] Unmanned technology will continue to be 
a tool used in research projects, with its ability to build itself and quickly, which has started today and will 
become more needed in the future.

Figure 5. Structural Oscillations, Venice, 2007-2008[9] (Parametrically designed wall surface built with 
robotic arm with traditional bricks)

Robots developed by designers and engineers in the last decade can lay up bricks (Fig. 5), print walls in 3D and 
transform materials into structures using different techniques with 3d scan or drones. In this section, we will 
examine how the usage possibilities of this advanced technology soil building material have changed.

3.1 3D Printing (Contour Crafting)
3d printing with a material like adobe called contour crafting in building production. The contour crafting 
principle is based on the layers of a computer-aided design model saved in g-code format, to be solidified layer 
by layer. Since the invention of this system, many different universities have developed different technological 
robots and different mixtures till now.[10] 3D Printing methods and materials used in construction are currently 
under constant study, with substantial findings reported at research and test level. [11]  

Figure 6. A 3D printed adobe brick example, Terra Performa, IAAC[12]

The main goal of most of these researches is to develop efficient construction techniques and material uses. 
The most preferred reason for adobe as a main material in this system is that this material, which is local, 
sustainable, recyclable and easily obtainable, complies with the concept of fast production in contour crafting 
technology, is a comfortable and healthy alternative to meet the emergency shelter needs in extraordinary 
situations. 
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Figure 7. Digital Adobe, IAAC [13] (In this example contour crafting method is used as the construction 
technique of the entire building)

“Digital Adobe” project is a great example of a big scale contour crafting research which use parametric 
modeling and performance evaluation methods through the design development. It is a self-contained structure 
in which the thickness of the wall and the geometry of its six layers are built to fulfill the structural requirements. 
The wall is built according to the local climate, taking account the occurrence of sunshine, annual temperatures, 
and humidity. This project also focused on using recycled printed materials from previous research projects. 
[13]

The development of 3d print and material technology makes digital adobe designs economical and technically 
more constructible every day. The use of parametric design and robotic manufacturing allows the structural 
and thermal capacity of the adobe wall to be easily arranged according to the needs of every climate.

3.2 Robotic Spray Systems (Bioshotcrete)
The other technology that can be used with digital adobe designs is robotic spraying (bioshotcrete) systems. 
This technology has emerged from the research of innovative fabrication methods to be used in the construction 
of monolithic shells. A project called “Mudshell Prototype” from IaaC, Institute for Advanced Architecture 
of Catalonia, includes researches about robotic fabrication on adobe shells combining an ancient earth 
construction technique with cutting edge robotic technology. (Figure 8) An elastic membrane used with main 
timber formwork arches to create the mold surfaces to be sprayed with adobe. [14] 

Figure 8. Mudshell Prototype, IAAC [15]
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Within the scope of the project, they conducted optimum material spraying experiments by using two 
different spray technologies applied to the robot arm, as well as many software programs including 3d scan. 
It is conceivable that this versatile work in this early phase may create more advanced designs with different 
software and advanced design software in the future.

The adobe shells produced with the robotic spray system can be made with robot arms from the land but can also 
be made by drone robots from the air. (Figure 9.) This bioshotcrete technique focuses on integrating alternative 
bio-materials, innovative digital production methods and autonomous drone conflicts in the building industry 
in the near future.[16]

Figure 9. Drone spraying example, MuDD Architects [16]

Although this robotic spraying system is a very new research, it has an innovative understanding open to 
development like other technologies. In the later stages of this technology, it will be possible to increase the 
building performance and control many parameters.

4. CONCLUSION

To examine all this innovative construction concepts, it has been seen that even a very old building material 
such as adobe can adapt to today’s conditions with very different techniques. It is seen that computational 
design and digital production techniques developed afterwards are quite successful in creating innovative 
ideas, inspired by the natural structure of adobe and traditional production techniques. The most important 
factor in increasing the possibilities of the material is that the rapidly increasing and developing technological 
fabrication methods establish a direct relationship with the early stages of design thanks to computer-aided 
design programs.
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ABSTRACT 

Since the first ages of mankind nearly passed to a settled life, in many locations in Turkey and in the world, 
constructions with timber frame and adobe buildings met basic life needs of people like safekeeping and 
sheltering. Along the next periods, by using stone materials some heightened and cutted their direct connection 
with the floor those buildings still have been used and continued to be built nowadays.

By mixing and drying the straw and mud, i.e. completely with the usage of natural stones produced of adobe 
fitness ability with the timber frame as a construction element is enormous. It enables to create the living 
quarters which not involved chemical products and built with the materials proper to the human health. 
Through its permeability, by discharging the over damp it does not cause to dampness. It provides heat and 
sound insulation. Also by damping energy it enables us to build more durable buildings. Understanding the 
benefits of the wood and soil people began to use those buildings centuries long for various purposes begin 
with living in it, protecting their agricultural products, etc.  

Usage of adobe as a fill material in timber frame system named as HALF-TIMBERED in the literature.  In this 
study, the advantages of half-timbered to human life will be explained.      

Keywords: Timber frame, half-timbered, traditional architecture.

1. ADOBE MADE

As a construction element adobe is prepared by drying the mud in wooden moulds for use of put up a wall. 
Makeup of adobe and its scales in various locations show too few difference. The amounts of mixed straw 
also locally change. Overuse of straw causes to porous and rough occurrence in the adobe. In the soil which 
will be used in adobe made desired not to be found stones bigger than 2.0 cm. and vegetable soil. Though 
adobe soil includes in proportion 19%-65% clay, the optimum proportion is 29%-45%. The soil is crushed by 
mixing it with water and straw. After waiting it one day the composed mixture again by mixing it with water is 
moulded by casting it into the before prepared wooden moulds which have desired rectangular scales. About 
its application, the casting process should be made on a flat surface, and the mud should be well compressed 
so much so that it has not contain gaps within it. While the remaining over mud cleaned on the top then the 
material is put to dry. About ten days long it is dried in open air under the sun. After the completion of the 
drying process the moulds are raveled out, and so the adobe is gained in regular forms. [1]   
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Figure 1. Adobe Made workshop (Anonym)

2. MADE OF TIMBER FRAME BUILDINGS

Its roots coming from an Italian word “carcassa”, frame means “body” in its lexical meaning. In the construction 
language as for, it is used to express the frame of a carrier system. Buildings which its carrier system constructed 
by timber materials with various scales are said made of timber frame buildings. In practice by timber beams 
horizontally and timber sewing vertically, with various methods binding the building frame is formed. [2]

Figure 2. Timber Frame Construction Section (Dr. Erdal COŞKUN)

Between the timber elements joined horizontally or vertically, mostly occur gaps in square form. Between the 
vertical sewing and beams which will constitute the walls of the construction existing those gaps are called as 
niche. These niches are filled with wood, stone, brick or adobe. Walls made by this method are called niche 
filling wall.      

During formation of the timber frame, the secondary sewing are arranged according to the kind of filling 
material. In the construction with adobe fill, if the filling will be thick than the frame, secondary sewing are less 
frequently, they are placed by 10-50 or 80 cm. intervals. The adobe blocks are ranged like a half brick wall, tey 
are placed one block on top of another. If the adobe filling will not be  thick than the frame; then the intervals 
of sewing can change between 22-37 cm. Formed gaps are divided from one point at the normal story height 
level, as for at the higher parts from two points with horizontal connections. Adobes are placed diagonally in 
the gaps. When the process is finished, the surface is plastered with mud mortar. Coming up to the fronts of the 
timber frame, in which places while the plaster fall off in a short span of time, on the frame system will not be 
made mud plaster. Timber structures mostly remain as visible. [3]    
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When the filling with adobe block implemented by inclined blocks, between them occurred frictional forces 
provide absorption of earthquake energy, consequently are avoided from an energy cumulation that earthquake 
forces created in the building. Through these frictional forces between the adobe blacks the building can 
move more powerful against the horizontal cutting forces of earthquake. Although the adobe filling brings an 
additional weight to the building, because of it is a rigid material it brings the environment in which it’s found 
rigidity feature too. When it’s applied as filling into the formed gaps in the timber frame surface, conditionally 
its well attachment on to the timber by moving together with the frame, especially by constituting a diaphragm 
under the earthquake influences it increases the durability of the system.     

3. COMPARED WITH THE OTHER FILLINGS WHY IS ADOBE FILL MORE ADVANTAGEOUS?  

Adobe filling fits to timber frame system better than timber, stone and brick if compared, and by reasons of 
naturality, permeability, isolation and flexibility it helps to compose conditions which will support human 
health and increase their security. Due to some its features like it’s an economic and ecologic material, it causes 
not to moisture, provides heat and sound isolation, and helps to absorb earthquake energy which should be 
preferred as a building material. Now, it will be approached  to a detailed analysis on what this material that 
provides .In historical Safranbolu houses, mud, the raw material of which is soil, was used as a binder. By 
shaping mud, as a filling material in timber buildings, mud brick was built as masonry in the construction of 
the hearth, which is an indispensable architectural element of the chamber culture of Turkish houses. In most 
of the timber buildings in Safranbolu, mudbrick was used as both filling material and plaster. Most of the mud 
of Turkish style tiles used in houses was taken from Bostanbükü villages and Çamlıca locality. The tiles are 
placed in a mold, shaped by hand, dried in the sun and then baked. In some applications, flaxseed oil was added 
to the mixture to provide impermeability against water (Pehlivan 2019,Gezer, 2013).

Figure 3. A Sample of Half-Timbered: One Safranbolu House (Abdurrahman PEHLİVAN)

4. AS A ECNOMIC BUILDING MATERIAL THE ADOBE 

Construction process of made of timber frame, of adobe filling half-timbered can be implemented with lower 
costs. Raw materials of half-timbered are soil, water, straw, wood, lime and nails. Can be gained even from 
the nature these materials provide big advantageous in economic terms during production. Even without a 
high technical knowledge need and experience it enables to be built. There’s no need to use construction 
instruments with high technology. Especially in the towns like Safranbolu or villages of Anatolia people can 
made their own dwellings, storehouses, schools and other public spaces on their own. Produced very simple 
and quick half-timbered also causes not to over energy consumption. When these, its features considered that 
it is pretty economic.       
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5. USAGE OF ECOLOGIC NATURAL MATERIAL

Both timber and adobe are reewable materials. During their production, an appearance of materials which give 
damage to the environment is far less when compared with the other production methods. During processing 
raw material, energy consumption exists less. Accordingly it averts consumption of some energy sources like 
oil and electric. During construction, chemicals which known harmful to human health are not used. [3] Due to 
used lime in the construction also can be struggled against insects with natural methods.     The most used wall 
type in Safranbolu is adobe filling and then the blend brick filling straw construction technique. Stone masonry 
is generally used in the ground floor of Safranbolu houses.Adobe masonry is also seen on the ground floors, 
but is a minority.It is mostly used as filling material in the carcass system.Based on the information obtained 
from the Safranbolu houses examined, the wall types are listed in the table below. As a result of this study; As 
a construction technique, four materials are predominant: wood, stone, mudbrick and threshing brick. It has 
been observed that two types of construction systems are used, namely, rubble and masonry.

Figure 4. Traditional Structural Systems and Problems (Dr. Erdal COŞKUN)

6. RESISTANCE TO MOISTURE

In timber frame, made of adobe fill half-timbered a moisture accumulation is prevented by virtue of adobe’s 
ability to moisture transmission. Becasue of occurred moisture within the building easily passed from the 
walls, on the outer walls and ceilings. A condensation is not seen. By preventing the timber frame and other 
construction elements from the damages of moisture its life time is extended. Also caused to many illnesses 
on the persons removing of moisture from the building is provided. Even in Anatolia, in many locations like 
Safranbolu  it’s seen that “Within adobe houses rheumatism may not be seen.”   

7. HEAT AND SOUND ISOLATION

Under favour of that adobe has a natural fine-mesh structure, also within it found straw, no one can deny that 
it provides heat and sound isolation. For durability, big heat differences in the space and on the construction 
materials should non-being. As being the best energy seving material after water, soil stores the heat energy 
within it. Besides adobe providing respiration of the building, also it helps to reduction of negative agents 
which sourced from environmental factors. 

For the wellness of materials’ heat insulation features, its thermal conductivity amount should be less than 
other materials. How close is that amount to 0 (zero), depending its level the material has such a heat insulation 
feature extent of Thermal Insulation Rules in Buildings (TS.825) given calculation values for the walls. In 
accordance with it made analyses, it’s appeared that adobe walls provide desired condition of building physics 
and required a comfort. 

This condition also causes reduction of energy consumption especially in the winter months.      
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Figure 5. A Mansion Constructed Wooden Frame with Adobe Filling(BURKUT, K. 1996)

8. RESISTANT TO EARTHQUAKES

In the half-timbered- with timber frame and adobe fill, while some features of timber frame like its ductility 
and a well energy distribution combined with the energy absorption feature of the adobe blocks which used as 
filling the resistance rate to earthquakes increase. Especially during the 1999 earthquakes (occurred in Turkey) 
it’s been seen that those constructions remained standing.(6) 

Timber is a slight construction material. Therefore it’s affected less from the earthquake forces. It’s known 
that on timber frame buildings with accurate construction whether any or too few damages observed after the 
earthquakes occurred until now. Timber materials both are resistent to endurance and pressures. Because of 
the material slightness the building loads anyway decrease. By virtue of it can attribute elastic against the over 
loads which may sourcing from environmental factors (snow, raining, etc.) and forces (like earthquake, wind, 
etc.), while the temporary influences disappeared, it can come its past form again. Specific to them of timber 
elements ductility also decreases the impacts of earthquakes on the building. Placed between the timber sewing 
distent adobe blocks as for provide the building attribute more powerful against the horizontal forces which 
formed with earthquakes by virtue of frictional forces between each other. While an earthquake occurred the 
frame can oscillate so not fracturing, in this way provided that influencing forces do not make damages or make 
few damage. With the implementation of timber framed buildings more of an square, rectangle like forms, and 
with symmetric plan solutions, enabling the buildings can resist to twisting which an earthquake will create.

9. CONCLUSION

Half-timbered- made of timber frame and adobe fill, when evaluated in terms of human health and security, 
these type of building system provide many avantages compored to other building systems. Seeing its first 
examples since seventeenth century, this traditional building system’s protection aim is important to provide 
its continuity of existence.(7) Considering some conditions, such as when the ground conditions make multiple 
dense housing impossible in earthquake regions, as safely as possible preferring the half-timbered is useful for 
the protection of human life. A willingness to continuity of constructing these buildings, also will help us to 
provide recovery of identity in our cities, towns and villages substantially they losing.  
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Figure 6. General view of SAFRANBOLU (Dr.Fatma SEDES, Abdurrahman PEHLİVAN)

Figure 7.A row in safranbolu two sides existing restored half timbered houses 
(Dr. Fatma SEDES ,Abdurrahman PEHLİVAN)
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ABSTRACT 

Adobe as a building material has been used in Anatolia and different other parts of the world since the  prehistoric 
times. Mud brick, which has a significant number of values, is obtained by mixing the composition of clay soils 
and according to the region fiber materials by adding  water and bringing it to the mortar consistency. Having 
binding function it is used as a building material which is made by pouring  mud called loam  into the molds 
and drying on the sun. Started 40-45 years ago and conducted in many countries of the world the investigations 
about adobe were organized by Kassel University-Germany, Faculty of Architecture and represent the main 
subject of this report. These adobe researches and experimental studies were conducted by Gernot Minke who 
established the laboratory. Known since the prehistoric times the mud brick was found in Turkey and different 
towns and villages of the World. İt was studied from different aspects by Gernot Minke and was represented 
as building material  in different countries. İn his books and different articles Minke represented:  how the 
clay earth occurs in the nature; how clay binds all particles which was checked by different tests; how to 
acchieve the intensive speed of mixing wtih additive materials; he also introduced the machine which makes 
the production of the mud brick easier and more rapid.  The article will present the ideas of obtaining and 
producing adobe as an environmentally friendly building material, based on the ideas of Gernot Minke. This 
report aims to introduce the innovative identity of adobe from multiple perspectives. The methods used in the 
article consist not only of scanning the existing information, but also of its matrix analysis and interpretation 
in the modern aspect.

Key words: Mud brick, content, features, examples, Gernot Minke.

1. INTRODUCTION – THE CONCEPT OF ADOBE 

The earliest use of adobe is dating back to the prehistoric times and was found in the Konya region ( Anatolia) 
in the village of Catal Huyuk . Listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2012, Catal Huyuk consists of two 
separate hills  Eastern neolithic mound  dates from 7400 BC. The Western mound of the Chalcolithic era, dates 
back to 6000 [1]. Huyuk houses were built with mud brick, tree stumps and reed. İn order to protect themselves 
against the wild life they entered the house  by using a wooden ladder. Wooden columns  placed between the 
walls carried the beams, and the beams provided the construction of the flat roof. The inhabitants of Catal 
Huyuk, who buried their deads under the floor of their houses, used the floor level inside the house as a table 
and bed surface. There was also mud-brick fireplace in the house. Moreover, the walls were plastered inside 
and out, and in some houses the walls were used to depict daily life or hunting and were painted in white. It’s 
also known that in Anatolia, between Urfa and Akçakale  there were the adobe houses built  with the dome roof 
that date back to the 6th centure BC. However, unlike these houses  the roofs of the well known Harran houses 
were made with fired brick. Adobe,as a building material was known and used from the  prehistoric times, In 
Xth BC. in Anatolia, Mesopotamia, Around 8500 BC, in Cayonu settlements in Diyarbakır.
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The city walls of Hattusa 1236-1230 BC listed in 1986 as UNESCO world heritage were also made with mud 
bricks that proves how old the material is. In other parts of the world like Mexico, Guatemala, Paraguay, Central 
and South America mud brick as a building material is also used from the old times. The regions where mud 
bricks were used are marked on the map. In ancient times, people living in every region of the world preferred 
local materials for building houses, rather than materials brought from far away. İn many regions of the world 
the most mined material was the earth, it was also easier processed. Clay earth with straw, plant stalks mixed 
with water, then poured into the wooden molds and dried on the sun, this is how the mud brick was produced. 
The porous structure of mud brick keeps the humidity of the indoor air in balance by  retaining the humidity of 
the air into the pores, and with its heat retaining feature, it keeps the temperature of the place for a long time. 
It is economical due to its compatibility with the building material of the region. Its production is manual and 
does not require any high-precision tools. Due to its low compressive strength, it requires annual maintenance. 

Mud brick structures dating back to ancient times were built in almost every region of Anatolia, even Cyprus 
[2]. For example, Çadırardıç Village, which belongs to Yozgat province in Central Anatolia, was built in timber 
construction technique with the usage  of adobe filling material. the adobe houses in Hisardere village ( İznik 
district) [3], one or two-storey traditional adobe houses in the town of Gonyeli united with Nicosia ( Cyprus)  
with inner and outer halls, in the villages of Bogazkalle [4],  3.5 km southwest Yazır village houses and the 
reconstruction of the prehistoric Hatussa [5] constitute the important information for modern assessment. 
In a study conducted on the topic “Recipes of clay brick and mortar in Ashykly-Khoyuk”, in the context of 
study of the remains and objects of material culture, “the presence of plant remains, shells, fecal spherulite 
“(polycrystalline) structures [6], micro-archaeological researches have revealed the existence of the prehistoric 
adobe. A study by Uzdurum and  Mentzer[7], as well as a micromorphological  analysis of the mud brick  
focused on how differences in the environment and the use of different resources affect the content of mud 
brick:

“The results of analysis  show that the mud bricks in Asikli are of volcanic origin (geogenic origin), such as 
gypsum, basalt, feldspar, quartz, tuff, volcanic glass;  hackberry, coal, ash, feces, bark, large plants, some other 
organic materials and small plants were used as additives or binders (of anthropogenic origin), in the terms of 
content and composition represent a wide diversity. The researches and determination of mudbrick houses  in 
Bilecik Province, Golpazari District, Tongurlar Village, as well as drawing their plans and cross-sectioning, 
the traditional use of adobe material is the main aim of the project and exhibition of developing current needs 
and  rural sustainability [8].

According to simple tests described in the study by Seeher [9], Minke 2001, Yazir mud brick can be determined 
as follows:  from the bite test, it contains a high percentage of finest sand (Schluff) and a small amount of 
fine sand. It has enough clay content (sticks to the tongue) and contains various amounts % 2-4 of lime 
(hydrochloric alcohol foams when mixed with 1 hydrochloric acid). The ammount of  clay  and  lime are also 
less than that in Yazir mudbrick.

Mudbrick is obtained with a concise earth type. The concise earth is a kind of clay earth that does not fall to 
parts when immersed in water and has minimal shrinkage after drying. Komurcuoglu [10],  said, “Loam is 
nothing but contaminated clay. It differs according to the degree of the sandy substances in the loam. Therefore 
it’s not possible to make a definite distinction between clay and loam’’, he thinks. Adobe  are extracted 
from mountains, hills, slopes, stream deposits, mineral and limestone deposits, etc.  “Sphere test in order to 
understand whether a mud is oily, medium oily or oily, resistance test for durability, tensile test in which a 
shrinkage of 2 mm is seen as normal, test of dispersion by water effect, test of rain hitting the side” [11] It is 
understood that laboratory tests such as, are important in selecting a more accurate adobe mud. İt’s used a wide 
variety of additives in preparation of adobe paste. “In 1980, the study  carried out as TÜBİTAK MAG 505 by 
the Faculty of Architecture of the ITU investigated the properties of plastered adobe (alker) and there was built 
a trial house. The trial house is still located in the ITU Ayazağa campus.

Alker is a type of adobe in which 10-20% of plaster is added to the  adobe earth. Its physical and mechanical 
properties are superior to normal adobe ”[12].    
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“Adobe is the oldest building material known in the history of humanity, which has a history of 9,000 years. 
It starts in the Anatolian area from Catalhuyuk, Van Castle, Safranbolu to Cyprus, is a material that with its 
mechanical and physical properties protects human  and environmental health. İt’s considered that around 
30%of World’s population still lives in the adobe houses. Started In 1980, under the leadership of Professor 
Bilge Işık, adobe construction researches and 40 years of continuous  projects have lead to the following             
results. The three most important results:

1.The climatic comfort and energy savings were measured
2. Seismic tests were carried out.
3. Thanks to the use of concrete construction technologies and techniques, the speed and standards of 
construction were improved ”[13].

1.1 Methodology
The mud brick as an important building material of mankind is known since the prehistoric times and  
widespread throughout the world,  Adobe has been extensively researched and versatile by Gernot Minke, an 
expert in this- field, and its benefits have been identified.

The methods used in this report as in other reports start with the literature review due to the need for research 
in general. The academic identity of Gernot Minke and his researches of adobe represents the basis of the 
litterature review.  Gathering all these studies in a matrix is not for  criticizing of the researcher, but  in order 
to reveal the integrity of his studies. For this reason, defining adobe studies in the matrix is to evaluate this 
integrity in a process. Although the author does not feel entitled to comment on this issue, he ensures that the 
information that has been collected in the process and the details is treated as a whole.

2. ADOBE STUDIES OF GERNOT MINKE 

Gernot Minke, who is the Professor of the Department of Architecture at the University of Kassel, Germany, 
founded the “Laboratory for Building Research” at the university, and since 1974 has conducted more than 30 
researches and completed projects. In his field, he has designed and implemented many residences, private and 
public office buildings, which he designed as ecological structures, low-cost buildings, adobe structures, The 
buildings he implements are located not only in Europe, but also in Central and South America, India. Gernot 
Minke has many articles and  he is always invited as a speaker to international conferences. He conducted 
long-term researches in the countries with traditional adobe buildings such as Mexico, Guatemala, Paraguay 
and Venezuela and carried out experimental studies in the development of adobe houses in the country where 
he stayed. İn this article the studies of Minke are discussed in details.

2.1 Personality of Gernot Minke
He was born in Rostock, Germany in 1937 and completed his architectural education in Berlin and Hannover. 
Later he worked at the Institute for Lightweight Structures (Institut für leichte Flächentragwerke) at the 
University of Stuttgart as an assistant of the lead architect-engineer Frei Otto. In 1955, at the Bundesgartenschau 
(Garden Exhibition) that is hold every two years in Kassel, the success of Frey Otto had a significant impact 
on Minke’s personality. The exhibition was more like an architectural show  than an exhibition of plants. 
“Landscapes were not designed in the exhibition halls, the plants were presented in steel tubular frames.” 
[14]. Minke experienced an extremely effective teaching atmosphere at the Ulm School, which was between 
1967 and 69 a very important node in European design culture, and in 1971-72 he became the director of the 
“Environmental Planning Institute” at the same school”[15]. He has about 40-45 books, numerous  conference 
attendences and articles, individual and cooperative exhibitions. One of the first studies by Genot Minke, who 
founded the Laboratory for Experimental Building Research (Forschungslabor für Experchoule) in 1974 was: 

“Waterless concrete’’  is also known as “Sulphur concrete”. As a result of the experiment he made a domed 
structure, it is more economical to replace cement with sulfur under certain conditions: the process of producing 
sulfur concrete is easier than that one of cement concrete. The electrical energy required to melt sulfur and 
keep it warm – despite its poor thermal insulation - consists only 9% of the energy required to produce the 
corresponding amount of cement concrete ”[16].
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2.2 Minke’s Adobe Researches  
The fact that earth building techniques were known 9,000 years ago, that earth material is cool in summer and 
warm in winter, and many other benefits  made it necessary to investigate mud brick, İt required improvements 
in additives and production speed. He was the first who researched the concept of low-cost housing. These 
dwellings are not more economical than traditionally built ones. He noticed a similar situation in all the 
countries where he conducted the studies, he finds out that people living in slum areas cannot live in these 
newly built dwellings and want to return to their squatters houses. İn developing countries, the public and 
social structures  should be taken into account. In this context, Minke thinks:

“Buildings must take into account the traditional system, forms and methods of construction based on labor 
and must be built using technological process. You should stop using imported building materials; We should 
consider the usage of the waste materials as far as it is rational. The construction product must be adaptable 
enough to be extended and transformed by the residents’ own resources and skills.” [17].

As a natural building material, loam is available in many developing countries and is suitable for simple DIY 
construction methods, especially for low-cost buildings. The loam is a cohesive earth and it is sticky. Cohesive 
earth (clay / loam) are suitable as binders for sulfur, lime, cement, bituminous materials and (waste gelatin).

2.2.1 Minke’s Earth Researches in the Aspect of Adobe
Sticky earths are earths that contain clay as a binding material. They can be plastically deformed when wet, 
and when dry they acquire enough sufficent strength to be used as a building material for one to two-storey 
wall constructions.  İn this condition the maximum compressive strenght is 200 N/2(20 kg/2cm2). Only the 
earths that contain a small ammount of hummus ( organic material and with high water retension can be used 
as building material. In this context, it is also appropriate to say that burnt clay, mud, laterite formed as a result 
of strong chemical dissolution; aluminum,  volcanic ash rich in aluminum and magnesium, tuff and lava can 
be also suitable.  Cohesive sticky earth known as mud consists of the mixture of silt, sand and clay. The clay 
contains the silt ( it is smaller than sand) which  acts as a binder for the grains of sand. The engeeniring  science 
defines the soil particles by diametrs  as following: the smallest particle is called clay 0.002 mm, 0,06 is called 
silt, between 0,06-2 mm is called sand, a bigger diametr particle  is stone or gravel. [18].

“Oily loam can absorb more water and show a higher degree of swelling and shrinkage. The lean loam has 
1-2.5% linear shrinkage, 2-3.5% medium loam and 3.5-5.5% oily loam. Dried loam walls usually contain 2.5-
4.5% water. The thermal conductivity index is 0.93 W / mK (0.8 kcal / m · h ° C) for solid loam, for straw loam 
it hesitates from 0.7 39 to 0.5 39 for light loam. The compressive strength of loam mixes greatly hesitates. It 
depends on the moisture content, the type of loam, the mixing ratio of loam components and the refinement 
with additional  particles such as plant stems or plant fibers. India’s Central Construction Research Institute  
Roorkee has demonstrated a compressive strength of 350 N / cm2 (35 kg / cm2) for air-dried bricks composed 
of 33% sand, 46% silt and 24% clay…In 1944,  According to ‘Earth Structure Regulations’ (Lehmbauordnung) 
by the German Ministry of Labor Regulation (Verordnung des Reichsarbeitsministeriums) the permissible 
compressive  strength for dry rammed earth walls made of medium oil loam is only 6 kg / cm 2 and weak loam 
3 kg / cm 2 39. The acceptable height of mud brick walls is limited to not more than 4 m from the cavity ”[19].  

Mud as a building material has two major disadvantages: it has low resistance to precipitation and large 
shrinkage cracks when dried due to its high-water absorption capacity. On the other hand, to reduce the water 
content,to make mechanical compression, it is necessary to reduce the content of clay, straw, hay, heather, 
needles, bushes, twigs, etc. 

2.3 Gernot Minke’s Experimental Studies of  Adobe Structure
After his studies of the earth, Minke repeatedly carried out experimental studies of the loam content. In the 
research laboratory of the experimental building, he noticed that loam surfaces, smoothly regenerated with  
usage of  50% clay in an untreated state, showed no visible signs of erosion even after 2 years, provided 
the surface that was smooth and free from cracks. İt’s known that straw hay, etc. in addition of gypsum, 
paraffin and seaweed also cement are considered to be suitable as stabilizing additives  for the fragile  clay. 
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The durability of earth walls can be greatly improved by plastering. Plastering is usually required on aerial 
facades. 

“Flat loam samples of the same size, with a surface area of 0.3 x 0.6 m and a thickness of 0.06 m, were placed 
on a flat roof surface approximately 3 m above the building. Initially, the samples were left in relatively hot 
dry air at about 20 ° C for 4 days. After qualitative and quantitative registration of shrinkage cracks, the 
samples undergo the natural weathering. As a result of 20 aging tests, the research has shown that the degree 
of shrinkage crack is proportional to the water and clay content. With a loam mixture of 50 percent of clay and 
silt and 50 percent of sand, the result is a linear contraction is 11.39%. With a clay and silt content of 25% 39, 
linear contraction  reduced to 3 39%. If we add straw or hay to this mixture, there will be no visible cracks in 
the samples” [20]. 

Minke has done his adobe researches and studies beyond the prismatic and certain dimensions and produced 
different patterns. The building element obtained by molding of pressed clay represents T-shape. İn his study it 
was found that in the office with adobe walls the indoor climate is better regulated than with other walls. The 
formwork is 0.80 m large, 0.40 m high and made of steel sheet 0.14 m or 0.30 m thick; It consists of a shaped 
mold box. The loam mixture is poured into the mold box in layers of 10 cm high when it’s wet , and with 
simple ramming boards gets  compressed approximately 60 to 39% of the original volume. The inner surface 
of the folding mold is lubricated and cleaned with used old oil. While the mixture is being poured, bamboo 
sticks 2 3 cm thick or sticks from another material are strengthened to achieve smoothness of the layers. To 
prevent an earthquake, the estimated break points of the walls are determined,  the vertical joints 2 cm wide 
between the panel elements that serve as the base are filled with a mud mixture and plastered. This molded 
product consists of the mixture of a relatively oily loam with 15% of clay. Thus, the resistance of the T-shaped 
wall structure is increased, and shrinkage cracks are reduced. Production of “T” molded shapes, 2cm joint 
wall allows independent movement of single wall elements during an earthquake; stable against bending. The 
vertical planks are fixed to the ground. A bamboo or wood ring is attached at the top of  the beam. Experimental 
work with the T-shape was used in a research project with a house built in 1978 near San Lucas Tolimán in 
Guatemala. Even before the single elements were connected to the upper ring beam, the compacted earth walls 
built in Guatemala experienced strong earthquakes that lasted for about 60 seconds. Although the earthquake 
caused the collapse of a church located about 30 km away, it caused a lateral displacement of the edges of the 
upper elements of the test building by more than 10 cm, but the wall of the test building were not damaged. The 
clay surface of the wall is recommended to plaster twice against erosion caused by rain with an air-permeable 
lime slurry with 1 bag of lime, 2 kg of table salt, 1 kg of alum, kg of clay and about 40 liters of water to ensure 
stability. 

Minke’s experimental studies about the development of compressed adobe construction methods, He wasn’t 
content with a better overall property depending on how clayey and dry the loam mixture was. He was speeding 
up and improving experiments with a new device. In this context, he  used the wheels to move the loam 
mixture in a circular motion. The wheels are made of truck tires, the  concrete is poured into them to provide 
the required weight. The pair of wheels, two of which go in opposite directions, are connected to a horizontal 
beam, and move around the central vertical axis of this beam. The distance  between each pair of  rubber 
wheels was determined to mix the loam back and forth in strips. Rotation is carried out by people and animals 
or with the help of a small tractor, if available. A quick and relatively wet loam mixture is ready.

Figure 1. ‘T’ shaped wall example,  Figure 2. loam mixting by the wheels [21]
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Minke displays a number of principles for clay work, which he performed in Kassel and Guatemala: mixing 
should be done with a minimum amount of water; the earth may be a little wet. Gernot Minke, among many 
other experimental methods on creating simple rammed clay walls, he used a special method of mass casting, 
which involves a formwork consisting of two steel plates 19 mm thick, 1.80 m long and 0.40 m high, with a 
wall thickness of 16-20 cm.

He also invented a screw-driven, worm-gear clay-making machine used by potters or sculptors, and attempted 
to build walls in layers, such as  oil-free loam extrusion method. However, the project did not proceed as it 
required high performance devices.

3. THE INTEGRITY OF GERNOT MINKE STUDIES

Minke studies: It  had handled from 1975 until 2006, when he book number 18 was published. The researcher 
has many architectural works after these dates. However, the paper dealt with the issue of mud brick  and the 
studies that were conducted on this subject  created innovations with very simple and simple tools.

Table 1a. The adobe and mud samples represented by Minke
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Table 1b. The adobe and mud samples represented by Minke in many parts of the world and taking into 
account earthquakes are discussed and introduced in a holistic manner with the necessary information. 

Comments are in the result section

Minke studies: It  had handled from 1975 until 2006, when he book number 18 was published. The researcher 
has many architectural works after these dates. However, the paper dealt with the issue of mud brick  and the 
studies that were conducted on this subject  created innovations with very simple and simple tools.

4. CONCLUSION

Anatolia is a country whose name has been known since ancient times for the construction of mud brick 
houses. More importantly, many of adobe buildings  have been included in the ÜNESKO World Heritage List.

Many of these structures  have survived to our days and  determine the importance of the raw material.

The history of Gernot Minke’s researches of the mud brick and clay began 45 years ago. These studies 
concerned not only the mud brick itself, its origin and structure. But thanks to his creativity, Minke has made 
unique developments in a modern sense, considering the cheapness of building material and the prehistoric 
identity of adobe. He developed in his own Experimental Construction Laboratory and achieved a number of 
positive results for loam by methods and numerous tests:

- The use of sulfur in concrete mixtures instead of cement was one of the first achievements when he 
discovered its excellent binding property. 
- Dozens of times he has tried to investigate loam in adobe, checked its properties in accordance with 
German DIN standards and got perfect results.
-  According to the information that he obtained after working with  a T-shape it became profitable to 
produce building materials by pressing clay. With this formwork, he built  buildings-examples beyond 
Germany, in Central American countries
- He has obtained  the structures with ‘Rammed loam’ wall molds, as in the rammed earth foundations 
found in Assyria dating back to 5000 BC, which are molded with “loam raw material”
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- In order to accelerate his researches and studies he used a very simple machine. It was the machine for 
mixting the loam. It consists of two tires that were made heavy by pouring some concrete into them. There 
was no risk of breakage.
-  Another innovation was  a cotton cloth hose and a light mineral loam was the right way to  create flexible 
and sculptural looking structures.

Minke’s researches, experimental studies, and exemplary structures represent a big interest in different parts of 
the World. İt reveals both the development of architectural ideas  of the past and the contemporary values of 
the present, economical and earthquake resistant mud brick and clay material.
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ABSTRACT 

In this century with the rapid urbanization, the amount of green areas in the horizontal is gradually decreasing 
and with this decrease rate, environmental problems such as heat island effect and air pollution have started 
to increase. Recently, one of the various studies carried out to increase the amount of green texture is the 
applications of green facade system, whose demand has increased abroad. The use of these applications in our 
country is increasing day by day. 

Green facades are a type of vegetated façade systems created by placing the plants on the outer walls of the 
buildings with a proper technique and regular maintenance. With its positive features such as dust retention 
of plants, its effect on the thermal mass, its evaporation ability and its cooling load, its insulation effect, the 
reduction of the urban heat island effect, the effect of air and noise pollution that can be reduced by planting 
suitable plants, it provides a habitat for creatures that make up urban wildlife such as birds and insects.

Green facades indirectly affect the indoor air quality of the building it is integrated into, and the heating and 
cooling load of the building. Behaves close to the benefits provided by the adobe structure. Green facade 
applications can be recommended for kerpic buildings that require protection and attention due to changing 
climatic conditions with the effect of global warming, deteriorating precipitation regime, and increasing solar 
radiation. Building facades should not only be designed with aesthetic concerns also they should act as a 
protective shield for the building against external influences in the climatic conditions of the region where 
the building is located. When the soil building material is designed and formed with the exterior planting, it 
displays a bumpy appearance on the earth, while the building has not been built there, it creates a feeling as if 
it has formed a pile of soil elevation.

Green facade applications can be made in adobe buildings, which are an ecological type of building. 
Classification methods determined according to the place where the plants will root, application technique, 
and construction method should be used. Green facade design and application decisions can be made by 
selecting the plant type, construction method, and application technique suitable for the building and the 
climatic conditions of the region where the building is located.

Keywords: Kerpic buildings, green facade, planting, climate change.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The facade is a protective outer building layer that has the task of protecting the buildings from the corrosive 
effects of the external environment and variable weather conditions. With the advancement of facade technology, 
green facades are exaggerated around the world to draw attention to and encourage global climate change. 
[1] While the building facades offer a comfortable environment to the user with their changing features in 
accordance with the external environment conditions, they also provide a positive effect in creating an energy 
efficient environment inside the building. [2]

The existence of many plant species that can survive even in difficult surface conditions such as cliff ridges 
and rock surfaces without the need for soil gave designers an idea to create green areas in the building shell. 
One of the turning points in this field was the development of scientific design and application method by the 
French botanist Patrick Blanc.

The importance of the use of plants in the façade has just begun to be understood today. Considering the 
history, it can be seen that this ecological infrastructure approach is not new, it is a system that can be used to 
improve the existing urban design, based on the Hanging Gardens of Babylon. [3], [4]

In studies on the benefits of planted building facades, it has been observed that plants provide insulation 
support for building facades. Turf Houses in Iceland can be considered as an example applied for this purpose. 
In these houses, the walls and roofs of the buildings are generally made of wood and their facades are planted. 
The walls and roofs of these houses, which are generally built on the slopes, have a 40-45 cm thick vegetation 
layer. This vegetation layer works as a protective insulating layer for structures from the cold. Thus, facades 
that are planted in a cold climate like Iceland carry the comfort inside the building to a certain level.[5]

Figure 1. Turf Houses

2. GREEN FACADES

Planted facades are classified in the literature according to their purposes and characteristics with different 
names such as vertical garden / vertical landscape, green facade / green wall / green curtain, living wall / living 
wall, bio-wall. The basis of the facade system is to create a plant layer on a facade element using soil / soilless 
cultivation technologies and to install this facade element on the facade or to cover the facade by rooting the 
plant from the ground.

Green walls can be classified as green facades or living walls depending on their purpose and characteristics. 
Living walls are built with different layers and varying planting styles depending on geographical location, 
function and weather conditions. [6]
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Figure 2. A green facade example

Vertical gardens are a facade element mounted on the facade of the building and a layer of plants or grass 
grown on it. Planting in vertical gardens is done in metal or polymer-based modular panels that contain their 
own growing environment (soil, felt, perlite, etc.). [7]

Vertical gardens are classified as ground-based systems or wall-based systems, often referred to as green 
facades and green walls. They add that the green facades consist of vegetation (usually vines) that grow 
vertically along the wall of a building, erected at the bottom of an external wall and either adhering directly 
to the surface or climbing along a physical support. In green walls vegetation is planted in a substrate that is 
mounted vertically on a building’s facade. [8] 

Good facade cladding should not only emphasize aesthetics, but also act as a shield from extreme weather 
conditions, especially in different climatic conditions. This protective layer, while functional, should allow the 
building to breathe while defining its importance and character. This should also lead to more robust, energy 
efficient, innovative and adaptable facade systems in all climatic conditions of the coating material and system. 
[9]

In recent years, the applications of modern green curtains, especially ‘Modular Grid Panel’ and ‘Cable and 
Wire-Rope Net’ systems, which carry wrapping, climbing and hanging plants and also keep these plants away 
from walls and other building surfaces, is common.

There is a gap between the vertical walls and the building walls; This gap is beneficial in terms of breaking 
possible thermal bridges, insulating buildings against noise and extreme temperatures, and protecting walls 
from absorbing root damage. [10]
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2.1 Classification of Green Facades 

When applying vertical garden systems; The material to be used should adapt to the environment where it 
is located, and should be selected according to the structural and vegetative characteristics of the system. In 
addition, care should be taken to protect nature while applying the selected system.

Green wall technology can be divided into two main classes as “Green Curtain” and “Live Wall”. Their mixed 
type is called ‘Hybrid Wall’. Both wall types have distinctive engineering features, planting limitations, 
maintenance requirements, and different effects on settlements.[10]

Table 1. Classification systems [3]

2.1.1 Classification According to Application Techniques
Since the panel systems can be moved at any time, it is easy to maintain in terms of insects and diseases. As the 
weight of the garden is reduced by removing the soil in the hydroponic method, the effect of the load created 
by the elements carrying the system on the building is also reduced. [11]

Table 2. Classification systems
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2.1.2 Classification According to Plant Types
The conditions that should be considered in vegetation work on building surfaces are:
Before the building surface planting work, the wall is carefully examined and the application is carried out in 
this direction,

The growth strength of the plants, the direction of development and the longevity feature are compatible with 
the structural system and material properties of the building to which it will be applied,

It can be evaluated as preventing the user from damaging the building surfaces with herbal application by 
informing the user about the issues such as maintenance and usage. [12]

The choice of resistant type of plant that requires the least irrigation and is suitable for the climate in which it is 
applied directly affects the system to be used as a vertical garden in the long term. In vertical planting systems; 
plant selection, soil or soilless system that feeds the plant, irrigation technique and its connection to application 
surface substructure are solved by various methods.[11]

3. KERPIC

Among the important advantages of adobe material; It is economical and healthy, it can be produced easily by 
using local facilities and simple tools, no energy is used for its construction and no harmful gas emission such 
as CO2 into the atmosphere. Adobe can be easily produced in the region where it is located without the need for 
any specialist and facility. Waste does not occur during the production of adobe. The wastes generated when 
the adobe structure has completed its service life are environmentally friendly. [13]

The two most prominent disadvantages of the soil material are its low compressive strength and high sensitivity 
to moisture. [14]

Among the sustainable and natural building materials is adobe. It also has sound and heat insulation properties. 
It is therefore used as a traditional building material in Turkey’s rural areas. The high cost of the studies 
carried out in order to eliminate these disadvantages and to improve the properties of adobe soil until today, 
the problem of adaptation to local conditions and the need for advanced technology, the success level has been 
low.. [13]

“Vertical gardens can be affected from heavy rain and strong wind. They can clean the water along planters 
filled with plants. Furthermore, they reduce waste water as rain water collected in the hydroponic system is 
used for plant irrigation.” [15]

4. CONCLUSION

Green facade systems can solve the weak water resistance of the adobe structure. When there is a plant layer 
that protects the outer door, the plant layer holds the rainwater and allows it to flow without touching the 
structure. On the other hand, the plant layer prevents strong winds from eroding the structure, it wraps and is 
protected.

Considering the example of Turf Houses in Iceland, the wooden structure covered with grass is intended to 
protect from cold and wind, as well as structures that appear as a whole with the topography.

In this direction, the adobe structure can appear as a part of the land, when the facade is covered with plants 
suitable for its climate and a system suitable for its purpose.
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ABSTRACT 

Sustainable architecture are activities that natural resources within context are used for human needs, is 
nature sensitive, natural recourses in the vicinity direct the designs in an effective way, are formed by the 
geographic qualities of residing place, material and building are interpreted wisely, structure and building 
relations are formed holistically, harm environment the least by production and consumption. Sustainable 
architectural products should be evaluated as products which are in harmony with the natural conditions, 
topographical qualities, climate and vegetation cover in which they are built, use appropriate technique and 
styles that provide the material in the vicinity, create healthy and comfortable living spaces thanks to the 
natural insulation qualities of building materials used in them. Soil based adobe which is one of traditional 
building materials is a sustainabe building material that is produced easily, recyclable and reusable, afforable, 
providing energy retention, requiring low energy in production, acquiring high thermal qualities having no 
harmful effect on humans. Along with all these gains, the use of adobe in new generation architectural products 
is rather important in that providing the maintanance of the tradition, retaining the relation between the past 
and the future through the transfer of architectural culture to next generations. This study is based on the use 
of adobe in modern architectural product designs complying with sustainability principles. In this respect, as 
an example of modern architectural product that is built using traditional building material Hüyük Agriculture 
and Youth Camp which is planed by Youth and Sports Ministry in Konya, Hüyük State, Çavuş district in 2020. 

Keywords: Traditional building materials, adobe, sustainability, new architecture.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sustainability is a concept that emerged in the 20th century. It literally means: ‘the ability to sustain steadily 
without depleting natural resources or without deep ecological damage’ [1]. 

The concept of sustainability started to gain importance after being brought to the agenda in 1987 under the title 
of ‘Our Common Future’ in the report of the United Nations World Environment and Development Commission. 
Sustainability is ‘development that meets today’s needs without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs’ [2]. ‘The balance in which the activities of the human population coexist in a wide 
harmony with their natural, social and cultural environment’ is expressed as sustainability [3]. In addition to 
this definition, Sustainability is ‘a set of approaches that aim to prevent economic, social and environmental 
negativities arising from the effects of human activities on environmental resources and emerging in the long 
term’ [4]. As can be understood from these definitions, the concept of sustainability is not only an environmental 
or ecological concept. This is an important approach used in many fields and aims to ensure the continuity of 
people and resources together with the protection of the artificial and natural environment [5].
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Sustainable design concepts have also been developed in the field of architecture in order to create a healthier 
and higher quality of life and to transfer this between generations. According to the American Institute of 
Architects, sustainability is expressed in the broadest sense: ‘It is the ability of a society to function in an 
uncertain future without being forced to decline through the depletion or overload of the ecosystem and its 
resources’ [6]. The Building Services Research and Information Association (BSRIA) defines the concept of 
sustainability as ‘building a healthy environment that is resource efficient and based on ecological principles’ 
[6]. When sustainable architecture is defined in the light of the fact that it is related to the natural environment, 
Sustainability can be defined as an architectural approach which is sensitive towards the nature, environment, 
adapting to climatic conditions, society and culture, providing historical continuity, consuming minimum 
energy in its production and use, using locally obtained and recyclable materials, and suggesting a cycle 
within the ecosystem [7, 8]. The main purpose of sustainable architecture is to create structures that use energy 
resources at the minimum level, are compatible with nature and do not harm human health.

Sustainable architectural products are architectural products that adapt to the natural conditions, topographic 
features, climate and vegetation of the place where they are made, use the appropriate techniques and forms 
with the building materials they resource from their environment, and create healthy and comfortable living 
environments thanks to the natural insulation properties of the building materials used. In this context, 
traditional building materials will also meet the sustainability requirement we need in the future, as they ensure 
the continuation of traditional architectural culture and are healthy by nature [9].

Traditional building materials are grouped as stone, soil (adobe) and wood with their influence on regional and 
climatic data. These materials are considered as important components of sustainability in architecture as they 
are produced with less energy and ensure that the structures they are applied to do not harm the environment, 
that natural resources can be used, are easy to manufacture, recyclable, suitable for user comfort, and create 
healthier habitats.

With this point of view In this study, Çavuş District of Konya Province, Hüyük District has been handled, 
where adobe material is used, which requires less energy in its construction and use, does not harm nature and 
the environment, is recyclable, provides natural ventilation due to its structural characteristics, and provides the 
healthiest living environment for its users. And in this neighborhood, the Hüyük Agriculture and Youth Camp, 
which is planned by the Ministry of Youth and Sports in 2020, has been discussed. It is aimed to evaluate the 
architectural approaches in the design process and project preparation of Hüyük Agriculture and Youth Camp, 
which aims to accommodate approximately 200 students and provide social activities.

2. THE USE OF TRADITIONAL BUILDING MATERIALS IN NEW ARCHITECTURE IN THE 
CONTEXT OF SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability in architecture is a notion that questions the economic use of resources, reuse activities, and 
the relationship between environments that are built and humans [10]. The five basic principles of achieving 
sustainability, according to The Royal Australian Institute of Architects, are: Sustaining; and restoring 
biodiversity where it degrades; minimising the consumption of resources, especially non-renewable resources; 
minimising soil, air and water pollution; to maximize the health, safety and comfort of the building [6]. The 
purpose of sustainable architecture was stated in the general assembly of the World Architecture Association 
in 1993 as follows: Considering the more efficient use of resources and energy in sustainable building design 
and production, production of healthy, functional and durable structures and building materials, using the land 
in accordance with ecological and social criteria and inspiring aesthetic sensitivity [11].

When sustainable architecture is defined in the light of being related to natural environment; It is expressed 
as an architectural approach that adapts to the surrounding nature, climatic conditions, society and culture, 
provides historical continuity, consumes minimum energy in its production and use, uses locally obtained and 
recyclable materials after use, and suggests a cycle within the ecosystem [7]. In this context, traditional building 
materials are defined as materials that use natural resources, are easy to manufacture, provide thermal comfort, 
have high insulation values, ease of maintenance and repair, short construction time, and easy workmanship.
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In addition, traditional building materials are considered as sustainable materials for reasons such as having 
minimum energy consumption, being recyclable, renewable and biodegradable natural materials.

Traditional building materials are stone, wood, straw, rammed earth and adobe. Stone material, which has been 
used as the main building material since the first civilizations, is considered as a sustainable building material 
because it is durable, does not harm the environment during production and use, and is recyclable and formable 
[12]. Wood, one of the most widely used materials in traditional architecture, is a sustainable building material 
and can be obtained from renewable resources and recycled [12].

Thatch / straw is the residual part of wheat or rye that remains after processing. Straw has the advantages of 
being a low-cost natural material that shows a good performance in terms of insulation against factors such as 
rain and snow, and is biodegradable [13]. The traditional building materials obtained from the soil and used in 
the construction area are rammed earth and adobe. Rammed earth is a natural, harmless and healthy material 
that can provide thermal mass to a building. Adobe, a material with such minimal manufacturing effects, made 
with soil and water and dried in the sun, a process that utilizes many natural materials, uses manual labor and 
solar heat rather than burning fossil fuels, resulting in almost no pollution or waste [14].

Adobe, a traditional material, is an environmentally friendly, ecological, cost-effective material that requires 
the least energy from the production stage to the usage and consumption stage and does not require the 
establishment of a facility. In addition, adobe is an economical building material with high thermal insulation 
value, providing the most suitable living conditions for the inhabitants during all seasons and does not require 
a separate thermal insulation material. Adobe acts as a moisture regulator by keeping the humidity indoors at 
proportions suitable for human health (from 40% to 60%), has low formation energy, low carbon emission 
and low environmental impact [13]. It is an economical building element whose binder is clay soil which is 
obtained from nature and can be used both as a carrier and as a plastering material. Adobe is a building material 
used since ancient times, indispensable especially for rural areas, low cost, not requiring establishment of 
production facility, has high thermal insulation value [15], protects interior living spaces from harsh sun and 
external heat [16]. Buildings in which adobe building materials are used aim to protect the environmental 
systems at the highest level and offer the most suitable living environment for their users within the building 
[17]; they allow energy saving, maximum benefit from daylight and natural ventilation. They are not hazardous 
to the environment in during production and after the material has completed its life. Its destruction does not 
require much energy and it is a recyclable material. Thanks to these features, it is a sustainable material [9].

      Figure 1. Ricola Herb Centre  [18]    Figure 2. Banasura Resorts,      Figure 3. La Luz, New Mexico [20]                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                  Wayanad [19]                                

With all these achievements, it is very important to use adobe in newly produced architectural products in order 
to ensure the continuity of the tradition and to establish the bond between the past and the future by transferring 
architectural culture to future generations. Ricola Herb Center ‘Fig. 1’ built in Switzerland in 2013, Banasura 
‘Fig. 2’ built in America in 1969, La Luz ‘Fig. 3’ built in India in 2010, These structures can be shown as 
examples from around the world for the use of adobe in new architectural products.

One of the examples of the use of Adobe in Turkey is the Sonsuz Şükran (Endless Gratitude) Village, which is 
located in Çavuş district of Hüyük district of Konya province, and consists of single and two-story mud-brick 
houses that began to be built in 2010 ‘Figures 4-6’. 
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3. FIELD STUDY HÜYÜK AGRICULTURE AND YOUTH CAMP

Within the scope of the study, the Hüyük Agriculture and Youth Camp project, which is an example of the use 
of adobe in recent architectural products that are located in Çavuş District of Hüyük district of Konya province, 
was discussed. The project area is located in the east of the village of Sonsuz Şükran (Endless Gratitude), which 
is among the few examples in Turkey. There is a small pond between them. One of the important reasons for 
choosing adobe material in the Agriculture and Youth camp project is the Endless Gratitude Village. Satellite 
image of the project area and Endless Gratitude Village ‘Fig. 7’.

Figure 7. The Village of Endless Gratitude (Sonsuz Şükran) and Project Area Satellite Image [22]

Sinem Tuğçe Şahin is the architect of the project built by the Hüyük Municipality under the leadership of the 
Ministry of Youth and Sports in Konya province, Hüyük district, Çavuş neighborhood. Within the scope of the 
project, 6 adobe houses have been built and 21 adobe houses and 1 social facility building will be built for the 
accommodation of approximately 200 students. In the project that is located on a sloping land, it is envisaged 
to use different plans in order to have a natural appearance of the project area and in this context, the project 
plans have been prepared in four different plan types. Symmetry and repetition are avoided in the layout of 
the plan types. It was placed in a way to create a view of the pond by taking advantage of the elevations in the 
field. The site plan of the project can be seen in ‘Fig. 8’ and the function diagrams of plan types are as shown 
in ‘Fig. 9’.

Accommodation areas will be built with the help of adobe and it is planned to make reinforced concrete due 
to the structural problems in the design phase of the social facility area. The most commonly used method 
when constructing an adobe structure is to use adobe and stone together. In this method, the foundation of the 
building and the part up to the basement level are made of stone wall, and the next parts are made of adobe 
walls. The stones used in the project are natural stones in the surrounding area. İlmen stone, which is more 
resistant to water, was preferred in the parts under the ground. Selki stone, which is easy to process and shape, 
was preferred above the soil level. It is planned to build an adobe wall after the plinth level. ‘In Figure 10’, a

Figure 4. Aerial view of  The 
Village of Endless Gratitude [21]

Figure 5. The Village of Endless 
Gratitude 22.12.19 [21]

Figure 6. The Village of Endless 
Gratitude 29.09.19 [21]
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                    Figure 8. Site Plan [23]                                              Figure 9. Plan Types [23]

building with a stone wall built up to the subbasement elevation has been passed to the adobe wall stage. The 
adobe, which is the main material of the buildings, is prepared in a region close to the project area and with the 
work of the local people. The mud prepared by mixing soil, water and straw in certain proportions is poured 
into special wooden molds, then dried in the sun and dried adobe  are used while building the wall. The adobe 
size used in the project is 12 * 30 * 40 (main) and 12 * 19 * 40 (lamb). ‘Figure 11’ shows adobe blocks. The 
mud used in the production of Adobe is also used as a binding material while building the wall.

Roof cover of the buildings is flat earth roof. The carrier system of the roof was created with wooden carcasses.

Dried poplar wood was preferred during selection. Poplar tree posts and beams that are used were minimum 
of 35 cm and a minimum of 20 cm poplar wood is used in the roof wood grid system. Straws were laid on the 
carcass structure created with poplar wood. The top cover of the straw cane, on the other hand, was laid and the 
production was completed by compacting with a stone cylinder called yuvak (Roll). Roof cover and wooden 
grid system can be seen in “Figs 12 and 13”. Wooden lintels were also used in windows and doors. The size of 
the lintels is 10x15 cm and can be seen in ‘Figs 14 and 15.

Figure 10. Building with completed 
stone wall construction [21]

Figure11. Adobe blocks in the project 
area [21]

Figure 12. Roof cover 
and wooden frame 
system [21]

Figure 13. Ceiling 
wood carrier detail 
[21]

Figure 14. Wooden 
lintel detail on the 
door [21]

Figure 15. Wood   
detail in the window 
[21]
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7 of the 27 accommodation buildings in the project are Type 1 gross 120 m2, 10 of them are Type 2 gross 115 
m2, 6 are Type 3 gross 110 m2, 4 are Type 4 gross 120 m2. They are envisaged to accommodate 8 people in 
each house. All plan types consist of two bedrooms, a sofa and an outside veranda with a wet area. ‘In Figures 
16 and 17, plan, section and view drawings of 4 different plan types are shown.

                     Figure 16. Type 1-2 drawings [23]                       Figure 17. Type 3-4 drawings [23]

The project construction process is still ongoing, and currently six accommodation structures have been 
completed. ‘Current photographs of the project are shown in ‘Figs 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23’.

4. RESULT

Natural resources and the environment have been seriously damaged during the recent years and people have 
grown attracted to the artificial environment and nature, bringing new perspectives to architectural designs. 
The negative effects of the created artificial environment encourage the architects towards approaches that care 
about how the environment and buildings will be designed and produced. In this context, the importance given 
to a livable and sustainable design with the harmonious combination of natural and artificial environment 
throughout the life of the buildings in architectural designs is increasing. In line with this perspective Traditional 
building materials are considered an important component in order to meet the sustainability requirements we

Figure 18. View from the 
pond side [21]

Figure 19. Type 4 house 
view [21]

Figure 20. View from road 
elevation [21]

Figure 21. Type 2 house 
view [21]

Figure 22.  Type 2 house 
view [21]

Figure 23. Type 1 home view 
[21]
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will need in the future. In the name of sustainability in Turkey and in the world, many building/ building groups 
called modern vernacular architecture have started to be built. Hüyük Agriculture and Youth camp project has 
been added as a new example to the use of traditional materials in recent architecture in Turkey. The project 
examined within the scope of the study is a new example of the use of traditional materials in the context of 
sustainability. In the project, adobe material, which is one of the traditional materials that requires very little 
energy in its production and provides comfort with the least energy during its use, was utilised. It is considered 
as an important work carried out in the name of environmental and cultural sustainability.
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ABSTRACT 

Adobe is a building material that has been used in different parts of the world for centuries. It is possible to find 
earth structures in different regions of the world due to its easy access and workability. The thermal stability 
of the earthen material positively affects indoor thermal comfort. The thermal comfort of the buildings varies 
depending on the climate and environmental conditions of the land, orientation of the building, spacing, form, 
and the properties of the material components. Climate has an important role in determining the architectural 
features of buildings.

According to the Köppen Geiger climate classification, earth structure examples in four different climate 
zones were investigated: equatorial climate (A), arid climate (B), temperate climate (C), cold climate (D). The 
structures to be examined were determined based on the projects implemented. Within the scope of the study, 
Ambepussa Public Library in Sri Lanka in the equatorial climate zone, The Great Wall of WA accommodation 
units in Australia in the arid climate zone, Hakka Houses in Fujian, China in the mild climate, and The Rauch 
House located in the climate zone in Austria, has been examined on the criteria of building positioning and 
environmental context, building form, facade openings and properties of building wall and roof components. 
The investigations made show that earth structures can be applied in different climates in different regions of 
the world and presented to users when necessary structural measures are taken.

Keywords: Earthen architecture, climate-responsive design, design with climate, climatic region, thermal 
comfort.

1. INTRODUCTION

Climate affects many factors, from the clothes of people to their lifestyle, from cities to the qualities of the 
buildings they live in. Structural measures are taken and materials used may differ according to the sun, wind, 
and precipitation in climate-responsive design. Structural parameters such as positioning of the building, form, 
building envelope design are important. In addition to physical design parameters, material selection is also 
important in ensuring climatic comfort. The optical and thermophysical properties of the materials used in the 
building envelope affect the indoor climatic comfort.

The earth, which is sustainable, economical, and accessible, can be used as a building material in many regions 
except polar regions where there is permanent snow cover. Earthen materials due to its thermal stability 
properties and thermal resistance of the porous texture help to maintain the humidity balance of the bioclimatic 
comfort range are maintained. In addition to these positive aspects, there are also negative aspects such as low 
compressive strength, high sensitivity to water, and the need for regular maintenance [1]. Gypsum, lime or 
cement additives are applied to strengthen and improve the negative aspects, and the building can be protected
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against the water with various structural measures. In this way, earth structures have been implemented and put 
into use in most of the climate zones.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF CLIMATE AND CLIMATE ZONES ON EARTH
Climate is defined as the average weather conditions over a long time in large regions [2]. Climate factors 
are meteorological events such as temperature, precipitation, humidity and wind. Although there are various 
classification methods related to climate, the most widely used and detailed climate classification on a global 
scale belongs to Wladimir Köppen. In this classification, which is compatible with vegetation, climate types 
are presented with a 3 letter system. The first letter refers to the main climate type of the region, the second 
letter to the precipitation and the third to the temperature. As stated in Table 1, 5 basic climate types are 
defined as A (equatorial), B (arid), C (temperate), D (cold), E (polar climate). Using this classification based 
on Köppen, Markus Kottek created the world map in Figure 1 by using global temperature and precipitation 
sets in 2006 [2], [3].

Table 1. Desciription of Köppen Geiger Main Climate Types

Figure 1. World Map of Köppen – Geiger Climate Classification Map

3. THE EFFECT OF CLIMATE IN BUILDING DESIGN

In many studies in the literature, it has been mentioned that for climate-responsive design, it is necessary to 
prevent heat losses in the building in the winter season which is the least warm according to the characteristics 
of the climatic regions and to increase the natural ventilation and cooling possibilities in the summer season 
which is the hottest period [4]–[7].
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3.1 Orientation of the Building and Building Environment Context
The effect of solar radiation and wind, which are the main climatic elements, varies according to the directions, 
so the intensity of solar radiation and the cooling effect of the wind on the building envelope vary according 
to the directions [6], [7]. For the northern hemisphere, the intensity of solar radiation is highest in the south, 
and for the southern hemisphere, it is north. Depending on the building form, the characteristics of the climate 
should be taken into consideration while directing it. If the desired heating period is longer, the building should 
benefit from the sun and protect from the wind; if the desired period of cooling is longer, a design should be 
focused on sun protection and benefit from the wind. Since it will not be possible to make a design for the only 
summer or only for winter in the temperate climate where different seasons are experienced, various measures 
should be taken on the building envelope.

The angle of incidence of sun rays to the earth varies according to the seasons. Since the sun altitude angle is 
close to the right angle in the summer months, it is easier to provide solar control on the front in summer. In 
winter, the sun rays come with an oblique angle, which positively affects the amount of direct radiation taken 
into the interior of the building. The altitude angle of the sun in the east and west direction is low, and thus 
the control of the sun rays becomes difficult. For this reason, the long sides of the rectangular structures are 
preferred to be in the east-west direction in order to provide solar control and to increase the rate of benefiting 
from the sun in winter.

It is possible to consider the relationship of the building with the environment as its relationship with the natural 
and artificial environment. The structures and vegetative elements around the building and its distance affect 
the level and duration of sunbathing. While it is preferred to keep the building facade and its surroundings in 
the shade in hot climate regions, it is desirable to have more sunbathing time in cold and temperate regions 
when heating is desired. The narrow streets in residential areas in hot climatic regions allow the buildings to 
create shaded areas for each other. In cold climate regions, it is preferred to position the buildings in such a way 
that the sunshine duration is at the maximum level.

3.2 Determination of the Building Form
Building form can be defined with the help of geometric variables such as form factor (ratio of building length 
to depth in plan plane), building height, type of roof (flat, gable, hipped roof), roof slope and facade slope [8]. 
Since the exterior surface areas of buildings with different forms with the same floor areas will also differ, the 
total heat loss of these structures and accordingly their heating energy needs will also be different. In buildings 
with different facade surface areas in the same volume, the heating energy load of the building with more 
facade surface area will also be higher [7].

The effect of building form on heating and cooling load is significant, heat gains and losses vary depending on 
the ratio between the total closed volume of the building and its surface area. The form of the building should 
be determined according to the conditions of the climate. In cold climates, compact forms should be preferred 
to reduce heat losses, if the land is close to a mountain slope, its front (north in the Northern Hemisphere, 
South in the Southern Hemisphere) may be buried towards the slope. In hot climates, courtyard forms facing 
the direction where solar radiation is not active, and in humid climates, rectangular forms with wide fronts in 
the dominant wind direction should be preferred [6]. One of the important factors affecting the building form is 
the roof slope. Annual precipitation amount and type, duration of snow stay on the ground, annual temperature 
difference and wind are effective in determining the roof slope [9].
3.3 Determination of Openings in the Building Envelope 

Transparent surfaces created in the building envelope are elements that enable the building to contact between 
interior and exterior spaces. Daylight and natural ventilation is taken into the building can be provided through 
openings in the facade or roof. In addition to meeting the physical needs of the users, it is important to provide 
sufficient daylight and natural ventilation in the building from a psychological point of view. The heat gain 
and loss of the building varies depending on the transparency rate in the building envelope and the direction of 
the facade where the openings are applied. Considering the climatic conditions of the building, designs should 
be made to reduce energy losses for heating and cooling while meeting the daylight requirement. The energy
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load of the building varies according to the form, dimensions, facade direction and the nature of the materials 
used [10].

3.4 Use of Solar Control Elements
The intensity of solar radiation and its effect on the building vary according to the region of the building and 
the season. In order to benefit from direct sunlight in the desired period of heating, it is preferred to take sun 
rays from the transparent surfaces to the interior, and to control the sunlight in the desired period of cooling [6]. 
Depending on the function of the building, direct sunlight may need to be controlled in every period. While a 
well-designed shading element ensures maximum heat gain in cold weather conditions, it should control the 
heat gain caused by radiation in hot weather conditions, and provide the visual and acoustic comfort conditions 
of the interior [10].

Sun control can be provided on the inside of the window, on the window itself and on the outside of the 
window. Solar control can be achieved with interior applications such as curtain blinds on the inside of the 
window, systems such as venetian blinds between double glazing in the window itself, and with the use of 
blinds, sunshades and eaves outside the window. Since it prevents sunlight from coming with a transparent 
surface, the most effective method in solar control is the measures taken outside the window [11].

3.5 Selection of Wall and Roofing Material
There is heat exchange between the interior and exterior of the building. The amount of heat gained and lost 
from the building envelope affects the energy load and user comfort of the building. The building envelope 
consists of transparent and opaque components that provide user comfort within the volume by controlling the 
climate elements. It is effective in providing climatic, acoustic and visual comfort [12]. The opaque components 
of the building envelope are wall, floor and roof. The opaque building components most exposed to sunlight are 
walls and roofs. The optical and thermophysical properties of the building envelope determine the heat transfer 
behavior of the building envelope and affect the heat conservation of the building [6]. The optical properties 
of opaque components are determined by their reflectivity and absorption values. Absorption and reflectivity 
varies according to the color, texture and structure of the material. The reflection rates of plant products such as 
grass, leaves, reed and inorganic materials such as earth and clay are lower than materials such as stone, brick, 
concrete, metal and plastic. Depending on the color of the material, when moving from light to dark color, the 
absorption capability increases and the reflection rate decreases. The thermal conductivity calculation value 
λ, one of the thermophysical properties of the material, expresses how much the material transmits heat. The 
lower the thermal conductivity value, the less it conducts heat. Since earthen material’s thermal conductivity 
calculation value is low, it provides good thermal insulation. In Table 2, thermal conductivity calculation 
values are given according to the unit volume masses of some materials. [11], [13].

Table 2. Thermal conductivity calculation values of some building materials according to unit volume 
masses
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4. EXAMINATION OF EARTH STRUCTURES IN DIFFERENT CLIMATE ZONES

From past to present, earth has been preferred as a building material in different climatic conditions in different 
parts of the world. In the traditional construction technique, organic materials such as straw were added to the 
mixture of soil and water and poured into molds, the resulting building material was called adobe. With modern 
technology and developments, earthen material has been mixed with different materials such as gypsum, lime 
and cement, and on-site manufacturing has been made by spraying or compacting methods.

Climate elements such as precipitation rate and vegetation also determine the type and diversity of building 
materials in the environment. Due to the low variety of building materials, the earth is mostly preferred in 
arid regions with low vegetation density and low precipitation rate, but with new construction techniques 
and climate-appropriate structural measures, exemplary structures have been implemented in many climate 
regions. Since the earthen material has low thermal resistance, it positively affects the indoor thermal comfort 
in different climatic conditions. The thermal resistance of the earthen material varies according to the thickness 
applied in the range of 0.35-0.7 m2K / W (Thermal resistance of modern lightly insulated boards 1.51 m2K / 
W) [14].

The determined structures will be examined under the headings of building orientation and environmental 
context, buildings form, facade openings, solar control elements, wall and roofing material selection in the 
third chapter. The locations of the structures to be examined on the world map showing the areas where earthen 
building are located are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Toprak yapıların dağılımını gösteren Dünya Haritası üzerinde incelenen yapıların gösterimi / The 
locations of the structures examined on the World Map showing the distribution of earthen structures 

[15]–[19]

4.1 Af: Tropical Rain Forest Climate : Ambepussa Community Library, Sri Lanka
Colombo Ambepussa Public Library which located in a rural settlement 50 km east of the capital city of Sri 
Lanka, designed by Dr. Milinda Pathiraja and Ganga Ratnayake. ‘Af’ is in the tropical rainforest climate zone, 
where the average temperature of the coldest month is above 18 ° C and it is a rainy region for 10-12 months.

The orientation of the building and its environmental context
The library structure, located in the equatorial region in the northern hemisphere, is located on a sloping 
wooded area with some rocky areas. Since the building masses spread over the area within the existing plant 
tissue, the formation of shaded areas on the facade during the day and the penetration of air with balanced 
humidity was supported. The long mass of the building, which is used as the study area, is positioned in the 
east-west direction, it is seen that the other masses are positioned according to the landform, wooded area and 
rocks. Because of the high precipitation rate, the building was applied on the stone foundation and in some 
parts the rocky areas in the land served as the base.
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                 Figure 3. Site plan solar diagram [15]          Figure 4. A photo from the building facade [20]

Determination of the building form
The building is designed as 3 separate building blocks consisting of fragmented blocks in accordance with the 
climatic conditions. The choice of thin and long forms made it easier for the building to benefit from daylight 
and natural ventilation. Parts such as the wet area and the conference hall, which are thought to affect the 
general circulation of the building, are excluded from the general form by making oval projections (Figure 3). 
The roofs of these single-story buildings are designed with slopes and wide eaves due to heavy precipitation.

Determination of openings in the building envelope
Wide openings were created in the facade in accordance with the library function of the building. The transparent 
surfaces created are supported by ribbon windows to control natural lighting, ribbon windows are also used 
for natural ventilation (Figure 4).

Use of solar control elements
Reinforced concrete protrusions created around the wide openings strengthened the facade design and positively 
affected the solar control. Wide canopies also contribute to solar control (Figure 4-5).

Figure 5. A photograph showing the facade of the building and its context of the environment [15]

Selection of wall and roofing material
A roof cover that comes with a steel carrier is applied on the rammed earth walls. The roof is covered with corrugated 
metal sheets in accordance with heavy precipitation. Inside the building and inside the eaves are covered with wood.

4.2 BWh: Hot Desert Climate : The Great Wall of WA, Pilbara – North Western Australia
Consisting of twelve residences and a chapel, the structures were designed by Luigi Rosselli. Located in 
the Pilbara region of northwest Australia, these structures are located in the BWh hot desert climate zone. 
The annual average temperature is at least 18°C. The average temperature of the coldest month is over 0°C. 
Annual precipitation is low and a large proportion is in the winter, evaporation is greater than the amount of 
precipitation.
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The orientation of the building and its environmental context
These structures which are in the southern hemisphere are buried in the topography; 8 residences are located in 
the southwest and southeast, and 4 residences in the south and west direction (Figure 6). Due to its location in 
a hot dry climate, it is thought that the construction of the buildings buried in the ground positively affects user 
comfort. Due to climatic conditions, bush plants are seen around the building instead of large trees (Figure 7).

                   Figure 6. Site plan solar diagram [16]          Figure 7. Structure context of the environment [21]

Determination of the building form
With the effect of the function of this structure which is applied as a single floor and shaped according to the 
land, a private garden and veranda were designed for each building. A special green area was created for each 
house by designing a building form that will increase the facade surface area at the same distance. (Figure 7).

Determination of openings in the building envelope
It is seen that each house has a wide opening from the floor to the eaves and small windows on other facades. 
The wide facade openings are located on the southwest facade of 8 residences and on the west facade of 4 
residences (Figure 6-8). Thanks to the openings created on the facades in different directions, it contributes to 
the air movement in the interior.

Figure 8. A photograph showing the use of facades, openings and eaves of the buildings [21]

Use of solar control elements
The entrances of the buildings are provided from the shaded areas under the eaves. Although eaves are used on 
the southwest and west sides, that it is not sufficient to protect from the sun rays coming at an inclined angle 
and solar control is supported by the use of curtains in the interior (Figure 8).
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Selection of wall and roofing material
Earthen mortar was obtained by combining iron-rich copper-colored earth with gravel from the nearby river 
and water from the well water in the field. 45 cm thick rammed earth application was made on the front and 
side facades of the building.
The other walls and ceiling of the building made of reinforced concrete are covered with the soil, a natural 
thermal insulation material, after the necessary water and heat insulation layers. In this way, the building’s top 
cover is protected against sudden temperature changes.
4.3 Cfa: Humid Subtropical Climate: Hakka Houses of Fujian, Fujian - China

Fujian region Cfa moderately warm, humid and hot summer climate type. It is a climate zone with warm 
winter, very hot summer and rainy all seasons, with an annual average temperature of at least 22° C. Fujian 
Tulou, 15-20. It consists of 46 houses located in a rural mountain region 120 km southeast of the city of Fujian, 
built between the 19th century. These structures, one of the important examples of vernacular architecture in 
China, were declared a Unesco World Heritage Site in 2008, together with the region where they are located.

The orientation of the building and its environmental context
While Hakka houses were settled on the top of the mountains for safety reasons, they were moved to the plains 
with reduced risk [22]. There are agricultural lands and wooded areas around the buildings. A river with a 
facade of some buildings runs through the region. A street outside of the buildings is mostly a matter of closed 
lifestyle to fit into these buildings rather than the use of streets. In order to ensure security, which is the main 
reason for this situation, the connection between the building and the external environment is provided with a 
single entrance.

Determination of the building form
Most of these structures, which are built with inner courtyards for purposes of security and defense, are circular 
and some are square. These structures, which are a common living space for many families, are usually 3-4 
floors high, while the lower floors are used for livestock and cooking, the second floors are reserved as storage 
and the other floors are reserved for living space.

Thanks to the preference of a building form with a courtyard, the provision of natural lighting was supported 
while protecting it from direct sunlight in hot summer months. In accordance with the precipitation rate, the 
upper cover of the building is a saddle roof and its eaves are long in order to protect the building walls from 
water (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Hakka Houses in 
different forms [17] 

Figure 10. An example from the 
courtyard of the building [23]
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Determination of openings in the building envelope
It is observed that there is no opening outside the entrance, depending on the function and security requirement 
on the first two floors of the outer wall of the building. On the exterior of the building, small openings were 
applied in the living space floors, depending on the usage techniques and limits of the material in that period. 
The facades facing the courtyard have balconies, wooden cantilever, and most of the openings are towards the 
courtyard (Figure 10). Natural ventilation is supported by the openings in the outer perimeter and courtyard 
perimeter.

Use of solar control elements
It is seen that solar control is greatly supported due to the form of the building. In addition, the long eaves and 
the cantilever on each floor create a positive effect on the solar control for the openings on the inner wall of 
the building (Figure 10).
  
Selection of wall and roofing material
The walls applied with rammed earth and bricks were strengthened with stone on the ground floor. This 
reinforcement, which is positive for security and defense, is also very important to protect earthen material 
against precipitation and to extend the life of the structure. The walls are about 1 meter thick. The structure, 
which has a wooden carrier, is covered with dark tiles.

4.4 Dfb: Warm- Summer Humid Continental Climate: House Rauch, Schlins - Austria
House Rauch, applied in 2008 in the Schlins region of Austria with the rammed earth technique, was designed 
by Roger Boltshause and Martin Rauch. Dfb climate type, which is the climate of the region where it is located, 
is severe in winter, rainy in all seasons and cool in summer. Maximum of 4 months’ temperature is over 10°C. 
The highest temperature throughout the year is below 22°C.

The orientation of the building and its environmental context
This structure in the northern hemisphere is located on the southern slope of the land in order to benefit from 
the sun and to use the earth as a natural thermal insulation element (Figure 11). The basement and ground 
floor of this three-story building is completely buried in the north, while the east and west facades are partially 
buried. Since the building is located on the south slope, control of the north winds is also provided. The 
entrance to the building is provided by creating a niche on the east facade (Figure 11).

Determination of the building form
The narrow facade surface area of this house, which was designed in a compact form in accordance with the 
cold climate zone, was taken care of. Thanks to the terrace created on the south and west sides at the 1st-floor 
level, an area was created on the south facade for the kitchen area. The upper cover of the building was applied 
as a flat roof without eaves (Figure 12).

Figure 11. Ground floor, solar 
diagram [24]         

Figure 12. The southwestern facade of the building 
[18]      
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Determination of openings in the building envelope
The entrance of the building is from the east facade. The widest and most dense opening of the building is on 
the south facade, as it is the facade that provides the most intense solar radiation throughout the year. Figure 
13 shows the sun rays taken into the interior from the south facade. Depending on the space organization and 
facade layout, it is seen that there is no opening on the south facade of the building on the 2nd floor. There is 
less opening on the east and west facades of the building compared to the south facade. There are openings 
on the north facade facing the space created between the land and the building. Anesthetic solution has been 
produced for the skylight on the roof in order to provide natural lighting in the stairways (Figure 14).

Figure 13-14-15. Interior from a sunny day, staircase and skylight, folding blinds in the window [18], [25]

Use of solar control elements
Since the annual average temperature is low, no solar control element is used on the facade. Folding internal 
blinds designed indoors for cold winter nights contribute to thermal insulation in winter and support solar 
control in summer (Figure 15).

Selection of wall and roofing material
45 cm rammed earth walls were obtained with a mixture of white clay and sand stone. Apart from the walls 
buried in the ground, thermal insulation is supported with 10cm glass foam, and waterproofing is provided 
with bituminous membranes. On walls with open fronts, the reed was applied on rammed earth for interior 
insulation and a 3 cm white clay-sand mixed plaster was applied on it.

20 cm of reed filling was used for thermal insulation on the wooden ceiling on the roof. There are 3 layers of 
bitumen application for waterproofing, lava gravel was applied and mudbrick plaster was applied on it.

5. CONLUSION

The architectural design requires a holistic approach that takes into account the region where the building 
will be applied, the climate it is located in and the user comfort. It is possible to design buildings where the 
relationship of the building with its surroundings is ensured and the possibilities of the region where it is 
located. In this study, four earthen structures in four different climatic zones are structures correlated with their 
surroundings and are designed according to the region and climate. The orientation and positioning of all four 
structures according to their climatic characteristics and their hemispheres seem positive. The Great Wall of 
WA structure, which is in the hot climate zone in the southern hemisphere, is directed to the south to protect 
it from solar radiation, while the House Rauch structure in the northern hemisphere and cold climate zone is 
positioned on the south slope and the northern facade of the building is buried in the ground in order to get the 
maximum benefit from the sun.

Each of the examined buildings in four different climatic zones has been applied in different forms and details 
to adapt to the climatic conditions of the region. Square, rectangular, circular and oval forms are seen in these 
examples. This also shows the flexibility of the earthen material and the ease of application in different forms. 
In the A, B and C type climates, there is no use of thermal insulation material on the rammed earth walls,
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, while the earth insulation in the D type cold climate is supported by the use of a straw. Wall thicknesses of the 
buildings applied with modern techniques in A, B and D type climates are almost the same; however, Hakka 
Houses, which are in C type climate, have a wall thickness of approximately one meter to protect them from 
the security problems of the period when they were applied with traditional technique.

Earth is a material with high thermal stability. For this reason, its use as a building material in both cold and 
hot climates positively affects the internal climate conditions of the building. However, earth material has less 
resistance to water. For this reason, in climates with high precipitation rate, earthen structures were raised from 
the ground and the eaves were made wide to protect their facades against water. Likewise, in hot climates, 
these canopies also contributed to solar control in front openings. 

Designers aiming at climate-responsive building design should have a good command of climate zones and their 
characteristics, climate-balanced building design parameters and strategies developed for them. Examining 
and interpreting traditional and modern examples are important steps in understanding and applying these 
strategies.
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ABSTRACT 

Being the first capital of the Ottoman Empire Bursa is one of the valuable historic cities that could reach 
our times without losing its importance. The traditional Bursa houses are civil architectural examples, which 
reflect the identity of the city as much as the monuments such as the mosques and the Sultan complexes. 
The traditional building materials of these houses are wood, stone, brick and earth. Today, it is known that 
these materials are ecological and using them is very important to achieve sustainability. Implementation of 
traditional building techniques based on usage of these materials especially in restoration studies is of great 
importance in order to archieve sustainability not only in ecologic, but also in economic and cultural terms. 
In this context, earthen building materials comprising of natural raw materials and formed by human, are 
seemed as ecologic and renewable building materials. In different regions of the World, many civilizations 
used earthen building materials with different usage techniques in the past. Furthermore, this material has 
not lose its importance till today. In this study, earthen building materials used in traditional Bursa houses 
are examined to indicate their role for sustainable architecture. For this aim, a case study was conducted on 
traditional Bursa houses in Hisar, Tuzpazarı and Reyhan regions. The representative earthen building materials 
were taken for experimental studies. The samples were taken from 22 traditional houses and listed with their 
qualifications. The characterization tests were conducted on the samples taken from these houses. The outcomes 
of the experiments are used to develop some proposals for successful implementations of restorations that will 
help to achieve sustainable heritage conservation studies in Bursa. 

Keywords: Earthen building material, ecological material, traditional house, sustainable architecture.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Bursa is the first capital city of the Ottoman Empire and its urban layout together with its development logic 
gave birth to the Ottoman Urbanization Model. Traditional housing areas of the city that created the surrounding 
neighborhoods of Sultan complexes played an important role during the course of the process of being accepted 
as UNESCO World Heritage Site for Bursa.  This fact let the authors to undertake a scientific research project, 
which was funded by Scientific Research Projects Commision of Bursa Uludag University. The title of the 
Project is ‘The Physical and Spatial Analysis of the Traditional Civic Architecture Forming the Unique Identity 
of Bursa’ and it was carried out between 2013- 2015 November [1]. Traditional houses in Bursa’s historic 
neighborhoods were determined as the case of this Project. This paper presents the experimental studies that 
were undertaken in the scope of this scientific Project and offers some proposals for sustaining the unique 
heritage value of traditional Bursa houses.
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The traditional houses in the districts of Hisar, Tuzpazarı and Reyhan have different logistic attributes in 
accordance with the environmental circumstances such as climate and topography, current utilization 
characteristics, planning scheme, road-parcel-yard relationship and stylistic attributes. The historic regions of 
Hisar and Reyhan-Tuzpazarı, are two housing areas, which project the city image of Bursa, including valuable 
cultural, historic and architectural elements of cultural heritage (Figure 1). The constructions, which have 
survived until today, are known to belong to the 19th century. However because of wrong applications such 
as changes applied on schemes of plans, exterior surfaces and materials due to the functional changes carried 
out according to the changing economic and socio-cultural needs, have led to the loss of authenticity regarding 
most of the buildings. Consequently, problems such as urban living quality and urban identity have emerged, 
especially around the city center. Regarding the concepts of architectural heritage and city identity, the essence 
of traditional housing and its attributes play a definitive role.

Figure 1. Location of Reyhan –Tuzpazarı Region and Hisar Region in the city 
(adapted from Google Earth)

The traditional houses in Bursa were built with the system of bricks or adobe filled wooden frames. These 
materials vary according to the material used for the bearing system. The ground floors were mostly built 
in rubble stones or sometimes face stones and upper stories were built in wooden frames. In the structure of 
the overhangs, a combination of wood, stone, adobe and other various materials were used. The plastering 
of the façades of the houses was executed with lime added or soil mixtures. Light indigo blue, white, light 
pink, yellow and green were the colors chosen for the façades of the houses. The interiors and exteriors of 
the buildings were painted in pastel colours using pastel oil paints (Figure 2). The floor plans and the general 
composition of the structure affected the form of the roofs.  Climate conditions and covering materials were the 
most important factor that defined the form and the inclination of the roof. In the case study areas, based on the 
location of the structure on the parcel, the roof was built as a hipped one and covered with Turkish style tiles. 
In general, the inclination of the roof is 1:3. The volumetric and superficial proportions on the building façades 
exhibits a great harmony that reflects the identity of the traditional neighborhoods. Thus, these traditional 
Bursa houses are valuable components of architectural heritage of Bursa [2].
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Figure 2. Some Examples from frontal façades of the sample houses (Beceren Öztürk’s archive)

For this reason, after determining the original houses in Hisar, Tuzpazarı and Reyhan regions, the representative 
building materials were taken for the experimental studies. The samples were taken from 22 traditional houses 
and listed with their qualifications. The characterization tests were conducted on the samples taken from these 
regions with the aim of giving proposals about the building materials and techniques for sustainable heritage 
conservation in Bursa. In order to achieve the sustainability of traditional and local materials, first of all 
characteristics of the materials were determined and then appropriate materials were tested according to the 
related standards, [3,4]. In these buildings various types of plasters were detected like; lime based, gypsum 
based or earth based plasters and mortars and also some types of stones, bricks were determined. All of them 
were seen as traditional and sustainable materials but apart from these cement based plasters were detected in 
the repairs.

In rural areas generally, usage of the earthen materials are seen commonly for various purposes in the buildings; 
as a brick (adobe), mortar or plaster in the walls or in the roofs claddings. Like the stone and wood, earthen 
materials depend on the natural resources and less labor required in order to produce. Using bio-based materials: 
plant fiber, waste such as soy, jute, kenaf, wheat, flax, corn, sunflowers, hemp, bamboo, wood and paper waste. 
By their very nature, these rapidly renewable materials generate low embodied energy products, [4,5]. 

For the sustainable environments, the importance of using sustainable materials must be taken attention. In 
order to define as a sustainable material some properties must be evaluated like: having recyclable or waste 
ingredients, being reusable, less embodies energy, not release emissions and particles detrimental to human 
health from cradle to grave, [6,7,8].

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

In order to determine the properties of the local traditional materials in the case study areas, an experimental 
work was planned. Firstly, some representative samples were taken from the chosen buildings. These samples 
were coded and documented by photographs then put into plastic bags for the laboratory studies. As the 
traditional and local materials, plaster, stone and bricks were taken. For the mortar and plaster samples, 
spot tests were conducted firstly, in order to determine the ratios and type of binder/aggregates or any other 
additives like fibers. Then the physical tests were conducted on all type of building materials for determination 
of physical performance and also characteristics, [9,10]. The experimental works mainly consisted of 2 steps, 
shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. A flow diagram showing the experimental programme

2.1 The Results of Visual Analysis and Spot Tests
The visual analysis was conducted on plaster/mortar and stone samples before and after spot tests. By this 
analysis, general structure of the samples were determined by using stereo microscope. Spot tests; As the 
acid loss analysis, the binding medium of the samples was reacted with hydrochloric acid (HCl %10) and the 
siliceous aggregated and other insoluble materials were seperated. For the earthen plasters and mortars, both 
the acid solution and water interaction tests were conducted in order to disintegrate the binding medium and 
aggregate phases. For the ignition loss test, finely ground samples were each placed in a porcelain crucible 
and weighed. The samples were heated in an oven at 105 oC, 550 oC and 1050oC for 2, 1 and 0,5 hours 
respectively. After each heating the samples were cooled in a dessicator and weighed. From the weight 
differences, percentage moisture absorption, ignition loss at 550 oC and calcium carbonate (CaCO3) content 
of the samples were calculated.  

The results are shown in the table 1 and table 2

Table 1. The results of visual analysis and spot tests of samples taken from Reyhan region
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Table 2. The results of visual analysis and spot tests of samples taken from Tuzpazarı regions

Table 3. The results of visual analysis and spot tests of samples taken from Hisar regions

As seen in the Tables 1-3, the mortars were detected as earthen based materials in other hand, the plasters 
consited of various binders like, lime, gypsum, cement and clay in Reyhanlı, Tuzpazarı and Hisar regions. 
This result has shown that repairs have been made to the structures. When we focus the diferences between the 
earthen plasters and mortars, it was understood that the additive and the sizes of the aggregates and ratios were 
different. These differences were seen by the physical property tests as shown in the following sections too.
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2.2 The Results of Sieve Analysis of Plaster/Mortar Samples
The size grading of the aggregates was evaluated by sieve analysis. The sieve analysis were conducted on 
the lime, cement and clay based mortar and plaster samples comparatively. The types, shapes, colours and 
inclusions, including the approximate ratios of the different types of the aggregates, were identified by means of 
a stereo-optical microscope after the sieve analysis. The acid insoluble residue, being the siliceous aggregates, 
was sieved through mesh sizes of 125, 250, 500 and 1000 microns and 2, 4 and 8 mm. The results are shown 
in the figures 4-6.

Figure 4. The granulometry graphics of aggregates used in samples taken form Reyhan Region

Figure 5. The granulometry graphics of aggregates used in samples taken form Tuzpazarı Region
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Figure 6. The granulometry graphics of aggregates used in samples taken form Hisar Region

As a result of the sieve analysis of the earthen plaster and mortar samples, the dimensions of aggregates of the 
earthen mortar samples were bigger than the plasters. The earthen mortar samples consisted of gravels (coarse 
aggregates) and sand but earthen plaster samples mostly consisted of fine aggregates.

2.3 The Results of Physical Property Tests
The physical property tests were conducted on plaster/mortar, brick and stone samples respectively. These tests 
were conducted according to TSE 699 (related ASTM standards). The results are shown in figures 7-10. 

(*) WA-W: Water absorption by weight (%), WA-V: Water absorption by volume (%), D: Density (g/cm3)
Figure 7. The results of physical property tests of the samples form Reyhan Region
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(*) WA-W: Water absorption by weight (%), WA-V: Water absorption by volume (%), D: Density (g/cm3)
Figure 8. The results of physical property tests of the samples form Tuzpazarı Region

Figure 9. The results of physical property tests of the mortar samples form Hisar Region

According to the results of phyical property tests shown in the Figures 7-9, the earthen plaster samples were 
more durable to water interaction tests than the earthen mortar samples. This result suggested that the soil was 
advanced due to the presence of lime in the plasters.

(*) TA: Stone, TU: Brick
(**) WA-W: Water absorption by weight (%), WA-V: Water absorption by volume (%), D: Density (g/cm3), SG: Specific Gravity (g/cm3 ), P: Porosity, %

Figure 10. The results of physical property tests of the stone and brick samples form Hisar Region
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As a general result, it was determined that there were similar traditional building materials used in all regions. 
The plaster samples are varied like khorasan, gypsum and earthen. These are called traditional plasters/mortars 
used in that times. But, in some buildings, lime added cement plasters were seen (not original). In general, 
original binders are lime, clayey earth and gypsum in these mortars and plasters. And as aggregates, the sand, 
crushed bricks, gravels and were determined.  In traditional plasters, general mixture ratios (binder/aggregate) 
are found 1/2 and 1/1,5 in the lime based mixtures. In some plasters especially earthen plasters, fiber additives 
were found at excessive amount. The original mortars were similar and mostly clay based earthen mixtures. 
Furthermore, in all regions, two types of natural stones were determined locally. These are granite and limestone 
type of natural stones. The soil had the same characteristics of Reyhanlı, Tuzpazarı and Hisar regions. Clay 
types of the soil was found as montmorillonit type. The mixtures of the earthen materials were detected less 
different. These differences are understood from the performance against to atmospheric affects.

2.4 The Preliminary Studies for Production of Earthen Materials 
In order to produce the most similar earthen materials to the originals, some earth samples were taken from 
three different places. These are southern part of Hisar which is very near to the skirts of mount Uludağ, Misi, 
which is a traditional rural settlement and Goynuklu which is another traditional rural settlement. So, the 
local building materials must have been taken each of these regions. Before producing of the earthen samples, 
some prior analyses were conducted on each of the soils like; clay type and ratio, plasticity behaviors and 
sieve analysis etc.  After the results were seen satisfying, the production of earthen samples were planned in 
laboratory conditions.

Each of the earthen samples was mixed with water to produce new earthen mortar/plaster samples.  By three 
types of earth, 3 samples in dimension of 40x40x160 mm were prepared by the steel moulds. These samples 
were kept in 30oC oven for 2 weeks for drying purpose (instead of solar effect). After drying, in order to 
determine the mechanical properties, the tests were conducted in compliance with the TS EN, ASTM standards.  
The average results are shown in table 3 in comparison with the originals.

Table 3. The mechanical properties of new earthen mortar samples produced by 
three different samples of earth
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As the result of the mechanical tests, the samples produced from the soil samples taken from Misi and Goynuklu, 
which are nearby villages of Bursa, were found as the most appropriate ones to use in restorations. Mortar, 
plaster, adobe and bricks can be produced by these successfully with these soils with low energy consumption. 
For durability against to the atmospheric affects, natural based additives are suggested to use also.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The experimental studies undertaken in the scope of the scientific research project mentioned showed us that 
some insufficient materials were used in the maintenance and restoration of traditional Bursa houses. However, 
it is a well known fact that in the restorations of traditional buildings, the materials which are the most similar 
to the originals must be used in order to conserve the uniqueness of these valuable heritage assets.  Especially 
for the mortars and plasters, traditional binder and aggregates must be used, but as the result of the conducted 
experiments unfortunately, cement based mortars and plasters are seen in the restorations of some buildings. 
These cement based mortars and plasters cause rapid deteriorations on the original materials. Futhermore, 
these contemporary materials decrease the historical value of the traditional buildings. For these reasons, 
via experimental studies, the original materials must be determined for each historical building in order to 
produce the most appropriate repair materials by using local resources. Using local materials is also essential 
for sustainable heritage conservation. But in some necessary cases, some additives can be added into mixtures 
for increasing the durability against atmospheric affects. For example, lime or pozzolanas can be used instead 
of cement for improving the properties. In literature, many studies prepared by the valuable researchers exist 
related to improvement of the earthen materials by production techniques and using the appropriate additives 
without losing the ecologic value.
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ABSTRACT 

Earth is one of the oldest traditional building material which has been widely used in the world. From the 
past till now earthen materials offer a wide range of usage possibilities in regions where the climate is 
favorable. However due to the lack of protective measures and not be repaired, material tends to deteriorate. 
Earthen structure usage rate decreases in today. In order to increase the rate of usage and make the building 
sustainability, it is necessary to first understand the deterioration caused by water and moisture which is the 
most important type. To make the earthen buildings water resistant and durable, strengthening techniques and 
protective methods should be applied. Thus, the material becomes open to development and the construction of 
earthen structures becomes widespread, this provides material sustainability and a healthy indoor environment 
in contemporary architecture.

The method of this study reviews main causes of water-related deteriorations in earthen structures and 
measures to take in protecting the structures against water. Measures and treatments that can be applied in the 
construction process, supported by examples of contemporary earthen architecture in the world and Turkey. 
Protective measures and improvement techniques, increases the lifespan of the earthen material, provides a 
healthy indoor condition and make earthen structures widespread.

Keywords: Water and humidity, adobe deterioration, protective measures, improvement techniques, 
contemporary earthen architecture.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Earth is widely used material with its easy accessibility has been used as a construction material in various 
forms for human habitation needs since antiquity. Adobe, which is used as a building material, has wide usage 
possibilities in architecture with its natural content, being easy to manufacture, leaving less waste and being 
recyclable.

Adobe, which is generally used in rural areas in our country, is not only a traditional building material, but also 
a contemporary material that is open to development and meets today’s architectural requirements. Today, it 
is known that earthen structures have a contemporary building feature with the improvement of the material 
properties. While those living in adobe buildings constitute approximately 30% of the world population, in 
Turkey, 28% of the structures in rural areas and many of our traditional cultural structures are made of adobe 
material [1]. However, the use of adobe materials in today’s construction industry is in decline. According 
to the building permit statistics of TUIK, in the last 10 years in our country, adobe material was used in 
approximately 3.7% of the buildings that received building permits [2]. The reason for this, traditional adobe
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structures are inadequate for our actual requirements. Earthen materials have low compressive strength and 
weak water resistance. In order to prefer the use of earthen materials in buildings, it is necessary to improve 
the material properties of adobe and to take protective measures. When these conditions are provided, it can 
be mentioned that low energy consuming, economical, environmentally friendly, healthy earthen structures 
are sustainable and widely used in contemporary architecture. The main purpose of this study is to reveal the 
negative effects of water and moisture problems and to evaluate the protective measures and improvement 
techniques in contemporary earthen architecture to make the earth material sustainable and to be an example 
for to new design processes

2. ADOBE MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND DETERIORATION

Adobe is a sustainable building material made from natural materials that can be recycled when its life cycle 
is complete, and remaining waste can adapt without harming the environment. Adobe is an environmentally 
friendly material that requires less energy in its production. Moreover, no carbon footprint production process 
and use of adobe material do not require mechanical energy, this causes the production cost of the material 
is low [3][4]. One of the other advantages of adobe is that, being effective in providing interior comfort 
conditions. The material has heat and sound insulation properties. It ensures that the temperature remains in 
balance by giving the heating energy that it can store in its structure for a long time to the indoor environment. 
It also acts as a moisture stabilizer. It keeps the moisture in the building at the rate of 40%. Thanks to its porous 
structure, it breathes, allows the moisture and steam in the building to pass through the wall and does not form 
condensation, so it is also effective in maintaining the indoor moisture balance [5]  [6]. 

However, adobe has some disadvantages. These are mainly; low compressive strength, lack of resistance to 
water, high unit weight and regular maintenance [3][7]. It is important to take precautions against disadvantages. 
Otherwise, the adobe structure may deteriorate structurally.

Deterioration Factors of Adobe Structure
Earthen material tends to deteriorate due to the lack of protective measures and not be repaired. In order to 
make adobe buildings sustainable and create healthy interiors, first, it is necessary to understand the types 
of deterioration and factors causing of the deterioration encountered. The deterioration that occurs in adobe 
structures is directly related to construction techniques, the structure of materials used in adobe production 
and environmental conditions [8]. As a result of the deterioration, the walls and roofs of traditional adobe 
buildings are usually affected. The causes of deterioration include structural damage, water-related problems, 
wind, plant, insect, bacteria, fungus, and material incompatibilities. (Figure 1) However, adobe deterioration is 
often the result of more than one of these issues. In this case, there should be investigated all of the reasons to 
prevent destruction completely [9]. 

Causes of structural damages; are improper design and construction process, insufficient foundation, weak 
materials, natural disasters and damages caused by weather conditions such as wind, rain, snow etc. Damages 
are usually cracks in walls, foundations and roofs. It can be repaired with solutions such as foundation repair, 
buttressing and realignment of walls, repair or replacement of the roof, installation of new windows, door 
lintels and repair or replacement of the roof.

The most important causes of deterioration are generally the water and the moisture. Adobe structures 
deteriorate due to excessive rainwater accumulated on the ground, groundwater exposures, water washing 
down the surface, rain splash, freeze-thaw cycles and moisture.(Figure 2) The erosive action of water and 
moisture can cause damage such as coving, disintegration, bulge and cracks. Proper drainage is an important 
protection method to remove water from the building.

Wind erosions can be difficult to distinguish as they are similar to water-related deteriorations. However, the 
erosive effect of the wind is often observed at the upper part of the walls and at the corners by furrowing while 
groundwater and rain splash effects occur at the lower of the wall by coving. Problem can be repaired with 
maintenance such as surface coating.
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Plant species, bacteria, fungi, insects, rodents and reptiles play an active role in the decays of adobe structures. 
Structural weakening, disintegration and erosion are observed in adobe with the movement of plant roots and 
harmful effects of animals. 

Material incompatibilities can cause deterioration when the adobe material is damaged over time and repaired 
with a new material resulting mismatch between materials. The combination of materials with different 
strengths causes cracking and fragmentation due to different expansion [10] [9] [11].

       Figure 1.  Water, Wind, Animal, Insect, and        Figure 2. Water related deterioration of adobe 
                     Vegetation Damage. [9]                                                       wall [4] 
                                                       

3. WATER RELATED DETERIORATION AND FACTORS IN ADOBE STRUCTURES
 
Adobe structures can be deterioration for various reasons, and the main driven factors are water and moisture. 
In most cases, the deterioration that damages adobe structures is caused directly or indirectly by excessive 
moisture. There are several ways for moisture to enter the adobe structure, the most common of which are 
groundwater rising through capillary, precipitation with the effect of the wind, condensation (dew) and daily 
use of structure [12]. Deteriorations caused by water and moisture in adobe structures and their causes are 
listed below.

3.1  Deterioration Due to Atmospheric Precipitation
Facades of adobe buildings are affected by external weather conditions. Atmospheric precipitation can damage 
the façade with the effect of wind. Especially the effect of wind pressure and strong kinetic energy of raindrops, 
cause water to be absorbed from the adobe wall surface. The water that penetrates through the gaps and cracks 
is trapped and causes humidification [13]. In the end, adobe exposed to rain water, begins to break down with 
rainwater. Disintegration and degradation causes plaster cracks, plaster damage and adobe erosion [8] (Figure 
3). Traditional adobe walls  that are constantly exposed to rain water  cause large cracks and superficial (Figure 
4) or volumetric losses due to washing, starting from the upper parts [11].
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    Figure 3. The effect of the deterioration of rainwater             Figure 4. Superficial  erosion due to 
   on the facade exposed to and not exposed to wind [14]                               washing [11]
                    
3.2 Deterioration Caused by Capillary Rise of Water from the Ground
Groundwater is one of the biggest moisture factors in buildings. As a result of not taking insulation measures 
on the foundation, groundwater rises along the wall with capillary movements and damages the foundation 
and the wall [15] . In addition, ground moisture and  water splash cause damage to the adobe wall base. As the 
water rises from the ground along the wall, the bond between the clay particles in the adobe, breaks and the 
soil swells as a result of separation [12].

Structural moisture damaging the earthen wall contains highly soluble salt and mineral content. Dissolved 
salt and minerals rise to the surface of the wall by evaporation and accumulate there, causing efflorescence. 
Salts deposited in dry conditions crystallize within the pores of the material and expand the soil particles. If 
the deposits become denser, the structure of the adobe deteriorates, cracks appear as it dries, the connection 
between the wall and its upper layer is broken, the plaster swells out, cracks and this resulting detachment of 
the surface material. [9][16][17] (Figure 5-6)

Figure 5. Continuous horizontal crack between the          Figure 6. Wall and plaster damage caused by 
ground and the wall, result of capillary water rise [16]                     capillary rise of water [14]    

3.3 Deterioration Caused by Freezing-Thawing Effects
Moisture inside the structure may evaporate, be exposed to freeze-thaw cycles, and accumulate soluble salts by 
condensation, depending on the temperature and humidity conditions of the atmosphere. In these cases, internal 
cracks occur and soil particles lose their cohesive strength. Due to the lack of a protective coating, water under 
the effect of freeze-thaw penetrates into cracks and can freeze and thaw cyclically. With the freezing of water, 
the volume increases, the cracks expand and as a result, the material loses its connection with the surface and 
separates, disintegration are observed. (Figure 7-8) [13] [16]
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                     Figure 7.  Disintegration of adobe and     Figure 8. Exterior clay plaster coating damage 
                                    Protective layer [16]                        causing adobe surface deterioration [18]

3.4 Structural Damage Due to Water and Moisture
Parts of the structure, which become saturated with water due to high humidity, such as wall foundations that 
take high loads, may tend to collapse. It reduces the tensile and compressive strength of the soil wall. Water, 
which is the most important cause of damage, should be removed from the building before it penetrates into 
the structure of the adobe structure. Otherwise, the roof, eaves and gutters are most affected by the water 
coming from the rain, due to insufficient maintenance and not solving the correct details(Figure 9) causing the 
surface coatings to deteriorate and the deformation of the roof beams and even the collapse of traditional adobe 
structures.  (Figure 10) [9] [4] [16]

                    Figure 9. Rainwater fissures on the upper    Figure 10. Structural collapse of traditional                                 
                     part due to the lack of maintenance. [12]             adobe structure due to water. [14]             

4. PROTECTION AND IMPROVEMENT METHODS OF THE EARTHEN STRUCTURE AGAINST 
WATER AND MOISTURE DETERIORATION 

It is necessary to take some preventive precautions besides, improvement techniques applied to protect against 
water-moisture damage in adobe buildings.

4.1 Foundation Protection Techniques Against Groundwater and Moisture
The main causes of moisture coming from the ground through capillarity, are ground moisture and rainwater 
splashes. Groundwater, which is the most important cause of ground moisture, causes damage to the wall by 
rising and affects the foundation. It is necessary to protect the structures against the damage caused by the 
water rising from the ground to the wall and the moisture affecting the foundation. The measures to be taken for 
are, as follows; The building should be elevated using approximately 30-50 cm stones from the ground (Figure 
12) or  reinforced concrete foundation(Figure 11) [15].
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Other methods that can be applied to remove water from the building are the use of traditional field drainage 
methods or waterproofing the foundation (Figure 13). Raising the earthen structure on the stone foundation 
is sufficient to prevent moisture rise when drainage is sufficient. However, earth accumulation on or near the 
stone foundation may cause water and moisture to be absorbed into the wall. Water rising from the foundation 
that has no water insulation through capillarity, damage the adobe/soil wall on the foundation. To prevent this 
negative situation, a waterproofing layer apply between the foundation and the earth wall (Figure 13) .

Figure 13. Improved drainage solutions, application of waterproof layer between the foundation and earth wall [21]

4.2 Protection of the Earthen Facade
Several precautions should take to protect earthen facades from the impact of water coming from the roof or 
with atmospheric precipitation. If the building elements badly deteriorated, inserting new windows and door 
frames or lintel, repairing, or replacing the roof structure can be a solution. In the case of facade protection, 
the application of plaster, paint, and whitewash to the walls, insulation, coating, detailing solutions of building 
elements and corners, the application of wide eaves and porches should consider. 

4.2.1 Wide Roof Overhang and Porch Application
Detailing the roofs, eaves and porches should be designed correctly. Wide eaves and porches should be used 
to protect the facade from the effect of water. (Figure 14) With the development of modern technology, widths 
of eaves may be increased depending on the structural system. In addition to the long eaves using in earthen 
structures to protect the facade, the use of protective insulation materials as a wall finishing also positively 
affects the life span of the building. Roof types should differ depending on the precipitation type and the 
precipitation rate. While sloping and long eaves roofs can be used in regions with high precipitation rates 
(Figure 14), flat roofs can be used in arid and low rainfall regions.

Figure 11.  a) An example of raising rammed earth 
structure from the ground with reinforced concrete 
foundation,  Observation Tower Negenoord [19] 
b) Protection of rammed earth structure against 

rainwater and groundwater by raising the structure

Figure 12. An example of 
raising   the earth structure with 
stone, The cave in Pilares [20]
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Figure 14. Rammed-earth walls protected with wide eaves, (left) Amankora, Bhutan [22] (right) Sherbrooke 
House, Yarra Ranges [23]

Exposure of the facade to water can be managed with the help of eaves and rain gutters. Wide eaves provide 
to reduce the amount of water on facade. It is possible to decide the width of the eaves depending on some 
variables such as the load-bearing system of the building and the exposure of the building to the sun and wind. 
The snow and rain water on the roof can be removed from the building in a controlled manner through the 
grooves. Therefore the number of gutters and details are important. If the number of gutters is not sufficient, 
water overflows may be seen from the roof or if the gutter connections are not insulated well, water leaks may 
be observed. In both cases, the building facade can be exposed to water and the walls may be damaged. If the 
rainwater is not collected through grooves from the eaves, the removal of water from the structure should be 
accelerated by using droppers at the ends of the eaves (Figure 15). 

Figure 15. a) Detail of eaves applied over the rammed earth wall b)  Proper design of earth structure 
foundation and wide eaves application [21]                                               

4.2.2  Framing of Windows and Doors and Detailing of the Corners
When designing the frame detail for the stability of the structure, lintels should use above and below the 
window openings and above the doorways. These lintels can construct with different materials such as wood, 
steel, or reinforced concrete (Figure 16) [24]. The correct detail solutions of the window and door frames 
ensure the durability of the structure, prevent the destructive effect of water on the building and have a positive 
effect on indoor comfort conditions.
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Figure 16.  Detailing on the lintels and corners of the earthen structure [25]

Against the corrosive effect of water, strengthening techniques can apply to the corner joint details by using 
a material harder than adobe or by strengthening the soil itself. [26] Stone or wood can be used as a binding 
material in the corners against damage (Figure 16)  or the corners of adobe structures can be rounded (Figure 
17) . As seen in Figure 16, detailing the interlocking of the concrete material used at the end of the corner and 
the earthen material prevents the separation of earth and concrete. The rounding of the vertical corners of the 
adobe structures provides resistance to the sensitive corners that are likely to be damaged against external 
weather conditions (Figure 17).

Figure 17. Strengthening of corner details ,Window details and rounding earthen corners [27]

4.2.3  Protective Layer Application on Walls for Surface Treatments
Water resistance of the façade is an important issue in order not to deteriorate earthen structures. In order to 
protect and strengthen the adobe material with traditional methods, generally necessary to stabilize by adding 
adobe additives or with paint and whitewash applications as well as water-resistant gypsum plaster applications 
[7]. In exterior plaster applications, additives such as lime and gypsum adding to the adobe soil while lime and 
plaster application adding in interior applications [24][3]. In addition, the use of nanotechnology in surface 
treatments is widespread in recent studies with developing technology. Nanocoatings use to improve earth 
material properties such as water resistance and durability. However, earthen walls that are hydrophilic, can be 
water repellent with nanocoatings.

Nanocoatings are that coating the material with a thin and invisible layer. Thus the process does not interfere 
with the adobe appearance. Adding various functions to the surface thanks to the nano particles it contains 
contributes to the sustainability of the facade. Besides durability and water repellency on the surface of the 
material, coatings provide functions such as easy to clean, antibacterial structure, abrasion resistance, corrosion 
resistance. Nano coatings can be applied by methods such as  dipping, plasma, spraying  and chemical vapor 
deposition. These methods are applied without changing the appearance of the original adobe material such as 
solutions or as nanopowders unlike traditional methods. Mostly used nanoparticles are nano-silica, nano clays, 
nano titanium oxide (TiO2), nano alumina (Al2O3) [28]. Each one affects surfaces differently, like the water 
repellency of nano-silica and the self-cleaning ability of TiO2.
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In order to prevent water penetration and increase the durability of earthen structures, two nanotechnology 
innovations are used today, which are post-construction surface treatments and inner admixtures. Silicone-
based water-repellents can subsequently use by coating the material) surface to increase water resistance 
(Figure 18 ).Silicone sealers are composed of nanoparticles, such as silane/siloxane that protect the rammed 
earth surface for a long time period [29]. Besides the increased durability feature, according to the studies, 
water repellents do not prevent vapor permeability of the earthen structure that acts as a moisture stabilizer. 
 
Another example of developing technological nanoparticles is nano clays that can protect against moisture 
and chemicals by reducing permeability. The use of nano clays as additives has been experimented in studies 
and these have mostly been tested on concrete, but some examples have been tested on clay-based materials.

Figure 18.  Hydrophobicity of the silane/siloxane enhanced earthen surface [29]  

4.3 Improving Material Properties of Earthen Structures
The product obtained by improving the negative properties of adobe material such as weakness in water 
resistance, low compressive strength and high unit weight, is called “Improved Adobe.” Adobe can be 
improved by adding lime, gypsum, cement, asphalt, fly ash, blast furnace slag and similar materials to the soil 
[6].In studies carried out by many researchers to improve the properties of the earth material, reasons such as 
technological requirements, excess cost and adaptation problem to local conditions caused the success of the 
studies is low. But these are still ongoing. Adding a binder material to provide water resistance is the most 
common stabilization method. Although expensive industrial materials such as cement, lime, gypsum, asphalt 
are generally used, the most used binding agent is lime.[7] There are three ways that can be applied to improve 
the properties of earthen material.

4.3.1 Mechanical Improvement
There are 3 mechanical ways that improving the earth structure. Improving the granulometry is an effective 
method to change the porosity and strength of adobe. Dimensional differences in the structure of the soil and a 
decrease in the void ratio increase the compressive strength. One of the other techniques is to rest the soil, that 
provides improvement within the soil itself [30]. Strengthening by compression is the most common method 
using in modern buildings (Figure 19). This, increases the compressive strength of the soil and its resistance to 
water. Application in practice, the moist soil mixture containing concrete, gravel, sand clay that is poured into 
the plywood formwork is compacted with  pneumatic backfill tamper or compactor. Then the same process is 
repeated by adding a new layer. After the mold is filled and the drying process is completed, the formwork is 
removed to reveal the layered rammed earth (Figure 19).
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Figure 19.  Rammed earth wall production stages [21] [31]  

The application of pressure during production makes the earth material more compact and also becomes 
water-resistant by adding different materials to the earth. In recent years, rammed earth technology has been 
developed by the production of pre-cast compacted panels (Figure 20.a) and innovative rammed earth masonry 
units (Figure 20.b).Rammed earth precast panels are much thinner compared to in-situ rammed walls, therefore 
they are quite suitable for non-structural applications. The process works like, transportation of precast panels 
after factory production to the project area and install on the site. Rammed earth blocks shown in the Figure 
20.b can be produced as structural masonry. The content of the blocks varies according to the use of cement 
and recyclable materials. In addition to low-cement applications, it is aimed at zero cement usage. The blocks 
are currently developing by using geopolymer technology, the material that can replace concrete without using 
cement [31].    

Figure 20.  a) left. Pre-cast rammed earth panels in factory before transported right. Functional use of panel 
compatible with decoration in a residential unit. b) left. Developing product without any cement content by 

innovative geopolymer technology  right. Low cement content rammed earth blocks [31]    

4.3.2 Physical Improvement
Stabilization of earth with organic additives has been used effectively since ancient times now on by adding 
Mainly fibrous plants such as straw, wood fibre, sawdust, plant stems, and also animal hair [32]. Additives 
reduce the risk of shrinkage and cracking through a balanced drying process, absorb moisture, and also increase 
weather resistance.

Today in the construction sector, numerous improved materials open to development with hybrid construction 
techniques. These innovative products such as prefabricated rammed earth (Figure 21.a), clay panels or boards, 
can produce with the addition of organic plant fibers to contribute to the sustainability of natural materials. 
For instance, straw-soil mixed blocks can be produced using the organic plant wastes in nature. In addition, 
different structural system combinations can use such as timber frame construction with straw-clay filling 
(Figure 21.b) as a hybrid construction technic.
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   Figure 21. a)Prefabricated rammed earth blocks[33]        b) Shaping straw-clay on formwork panel 
                                                                                                            during application [32]
4.3.3 Chemical Improvement
With various chemical additives can add to the soil such as cement, lime, bitumen emulsifier, various industrial 
waste additives, gypsum, gypsum and lime (ALKER) etc, water permeability decreases and strength increases 
resulting the chemical improvement.[30] Lime and cement are the most commonly used binders in adobe 
buildings. This has been a matter of discussion whether the mudbrick material, which contains too many 
chemical additives, is healthy and environmentally. Due to the excessive CO2 emulsion, alternative binders 
have been developed by researchers. 

In recent studies in this context, alkaline activated materials have become an alternative binder called 
geopolymers which is environmentally friendly as it has less emission than cement [34]. Since the geopolymer 
binder has not yet become widespread, rammed earth wall or rammed earth masonry blocks (Figure 22) that 
contain additives against water and moisture often use in kitchen and bathroom designs.

Figure 22. Application of rammed earth wall and rammed earth blocks with low cement content [35] [31].

Besides binders addition to the earth, nanoparticles can also be used as admixture to improve material 
properties. For example, to prevent water erosion, siloxanes may use as a water repellent. Moreover, silicone-
based additives prevent water penetration without affecting vapor permeability [34]. Today, the rammed earth 
products with improved by coating or with adding additives can be designed in places where the water is used 
effectively, instead of staying away from the water. That shows the power of  earthen architecture. In Figure 23. 
a hydrophobic nanoparticle, siloxane, is added to the walls of the swimming pool in addition to lime, cement, 
and sand to provide effective protection against water.
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Figure 23.  Rammed earth wall contain siloxane as a water repeller in the swimming pool [36]

5. CONCLUSION

Earthen material has the potential to be used in contemporary architecture with its ecological, easy to 
manufacture without requiring additional energy sources and economical construction system. In order to 
create healthy spaces that provide indoor comfort conditions, the construction of earthen structures should be 
widespread. Therefore, the material disadvantages should be turned into an advantage in order to transfer the 
earthen building culture to the future and to allow the construction of sustainable and durable earthen structures. 
If proper protective measures take against water and moisture and the material properties improve, that the 
building material which has been used for many years will contribute to the environment and economically [3].

In the study, the damaging effects of water and moisture, which mostly affect the earthen structure were 
examined. It has been specified that there are precipitation-related deteriorations , capillary effects, freeze-
thaw effects, and moisture-induced deterioration in adobe structures and the weaknesses of the material were 
evaluated according to the types of deterioration.

According to the negative effects, the protective measures and improvement techniques were evaulated. 
These techniques and improvements include solutions in the design process, contributions to the construction 
process and additives to the material. In construction design solutions, to protect the foundation raising the 
structure from the ground, insulation, and drainage solutions were determined, also in the protection of the 
façade wide eaves, gutter details, framing solutions, and protective layer applications were evaluated. Among 
these techniques, nano coating applications are innovative nanotechnology products. Coatings with protective 
properties consisting of nanoparticles such as nano-silica, nano clay and TiO2 deserve to be among the current 
trend with its transparent layer and not changing the appearance of the earthen material. The last technique is 
up-to-date technologies developed by improving material properties. As promising studies, the development of 
waste-earth mixture rammed earth products, rammed earth walls, panels, and rammed earth cementless blocks 
are environmentally friendly efforts as they reduce carbon emissions.

Different building materials and construction types, different additives or coatings used together in earthen 
structures increase sustainability by responding to contemporary requirements. The protective measures and 
improvement techniques applied in contemporary earthen designs provide an innovative model for today and 
the future.
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ABSTRACT 

Due to the international maritime trade and transportation that developed in the Ottoman Empire in the 18th 
and 19th centuries, the risk and possibility of disease transmission increased. The Ottoman government took 
precaution against infectious diseases by building tabhirhouses and carrying out significant studies on diseases 
such as cholera and plague. In addition to the cholera epidemic in 1835, the plague danger and epidemic were 
on the agenda. Vessels were quarantined for 20-25 days in these laboratories (lazarettos) in order to control 
epidemic diseases. Uskudar disinfection building (Üsküdar Tebhirhanesi) has 531 m2 parcel area. Its main 
building is 138 m2, side buildings are 143 m2. It is a single-storey masonry building. Main building is masonry 
load-bearing walls. It was built with a roof carried by wooden trusses. In revitalisation project its main hall 
is intended to be used as an exhibition, souvenir sales hall and handicraft workshop. Revitalisation project 
has been prepared (by DFArch.). Although the Üsküdar disinfection building was in need of restoration, the 
drying machine (a vehicle that disinfects with steam) and all its venues have reached today. The architectural 
plans of the (Tabhirhouse) Tebhirhane Buildings have two main venues. The dirty section is the area where the 
disease-bearing items are brought and put into the oven, and the clean part is the area where the items from the 
oven are made ready to be delivered to the owner. There is no connection with each other except for the drying 
machine located in the middle of these two areas (Ihsan, 1894). In this study, the restoration and revitalisation 
of “tebhirhane” building in Uskudar (Skutari) is examined.

Keywords: Tebhirhane, revitalization, lazaretto, plague.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Tabhirhouses; disinfect the clothes and belongings of people who suffer from infectious diseases such as 
cholera, smallpox, chicken pox, plague, etc., The architectural plans of the Tebhirhane buildings are two main 
venues. The dirty section is the area where the disease-bearing items are brought and put into the oven, and the 
clean part is the area where the items from the oven are made ready to be delivered to the owner. There is no 
connection with each other except for the drying machine located in the middle of these two areas. The three 
disinfection buildings were built similarly to each other in Istanbul. Only Üsküdar Tabhirhane has reached 
today (Z. Gül ÜNAL, Sümeyye GİDER) (1). In this project, it is aimed to preserve the “tabhir” machines 
already and give a new function to the restored historic masonry building (Tabhirhouse) which is the only 
example that still exists in Istanbul.

The drying machines which are used in the cleaning houses and disinfection houses were based on disinfection 
with 110 degree pressurized water vapor. These stoves were manufactured as mobile and fixed in Europe and 
had many models (Yunus Emre Tansü).
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Üsküdar during the Ottoman period is the place where Surre-i Humayun (formed by the pilgrims who will go 
to Mecca and Medina every year), is sent off from here with ceremonies.

Figure 1. Üsküdar Tebhirhane Situation Plan

Historically, pandemia has threatened humanity in three large waves. The first major plague epidemic, also 
known as Black death in 541, was seen in Constantinople. Plague known as this epidemic had its effect until 
the middle of the 8th century. Named as Black Death which reappeared in the 14th century.

Gedikpaşa Tabhirhane was put into service on December 18, 1893. The construction of Tophane (Bitpazarı) 
and Üsküdar (Açıktürbe) Tabhirhouses were also completed in January 1894.

Tophane Tabhirhouse was closed before 1980 and its building was destroyed by a fire. It was planned to be 
repaired and reorganized by the Metropolitan Municipality in 1991 and used as a Cultural District Mansion.
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Figure 2. Üsküdar Tebhirhane 1. Floor Plan (DFArch.)

The Gedikpaşa Tabhirhane was closed in the same years, coppersmiths housed in its building for a while, 
and it was demolished during 1984-1989, it was given to a contractor in return for the land and the office was 
built. Facing Doğancılar Street and Tebhirhane Street, Üsküdar Tabhirhouse, has reached today with its stove, 
drying machine and all its venues (2). It was used for disinfection on the Anatolian side in accordance with its 
establishment purpose. There was a motorized spraying service, applied to homes and schools. As for ‘’tabhir’’; 
means boiling the liquid to a misting, smoking. Arabic word “tabhir”, means “to vaporize, to smoke”.

Especially; this epidemic that spread to the Ottoman Empire through merchants, pilgrims and armies diseases, 
political and economic troubles in the Ottoman Empire, wars, migration and poverty after lands lost caused 
an increase. The fatalistic approach of the people against these epidemics is against the practice of quarantine. 
It caused them to go out and even to revolt. Public health policies in the Ottoman Empire; commissions 
generated, published instructions, increased importance given to municipal services, hospitalization process 
and the hospital that will serve not only in the military field but also in the civil field. It manifested itself in 
the construction of its structures. Especially during the reign of Abdulhamid these policies, which have gained 
momentum, are important for healthcare services in terms of preventing epidemics.
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Figure 3. Üsküdar Tebhirhane 2. Floor Plan. (DFArch.)

The main entrance door of Üsküdar Tebhirhane Building is located on Doğancılar Street and there is a second 
entrance door facing Tebhirhane Street (4). A courtyard is accessed through the main entrance door, and there 
is a porch on the left side of the entrance. This porch part receives light from the façade of the Tabhirhane 
facing Doğancılar Street and on the clean part façade opening to this place. The 9% inclined ramp located 
under the porch is 105-120 cm high at the level of the clean section door. This ramp provides the transition to 
the light between the neighbouring building and the service courtyard level at the rear is reached (3).

Courtyard; It is located between the main building and the service building. There is also a staircase to the 
service courtyard and the dishwasher section at the rear.

Figure 4. Üsküdar Tebhirhane (view from Tebhirhane Street) (DFArch.)
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Figure 5. Üsküdar Tebhirhane A-A & B-B Section (DFArch)

The single-storey building, which is located on the right side of the courtyard entrance and was called the 
Service Building which was used as the Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality Veterinary Affairs Directorate, 
Üsküdar Animal Treatment Center. According to the entrance, there was a chief physician’s room, 2 operating 
rooms and a waiting room. In the single-storey service building on the outer face of the service courtyard at the 
rear, in order according to the service entrance; masjid, warehouse, toilets, kitchen, study room were placed. 
The roof cover on the service building and the service courtyard was combined with the porch in front of the 
main building’s washing part. 

The entrance hall is now separated from the main courtyard entrance with a transparent door system and there 
is a welcoming information desk in this section. Granite (60/60) has been used in the foyer and exhibition 
areas and in the stairs. Direct connections are provided from the upper foyer level to the exhibition hall and 
the rear foyer through the corridor space, which is also covered with the main roof. The place where the oven 
and stove is located is planned to be preserved and used as an exhibition hall. In this space, the existing tile 
coating preserved completed, the wall plaster renewed; roof cover, carrier purlins and under-ceiling coverings 
are made compatible with the original. In the light of the restitution decisions, the chimney on the main roof is 
removed and four roof lanterns are built.

The main courtyard at the entrance of Doğancılar Street of the cultural center provides distribution to all 
places. On the left is the entrance hall and the foyer display space at two different levels; on the right is the 
building / sales unit are preserved and the library and administration buildings are built (6).
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Figure 6. Üsküdar Tebhirhane section C-C and D-D (DFArch.)

Figure 7. View from roof (DFArch)

It is seen that the windows and the door on the facade facing the illumination were closed and the perforated 
part of the bricks was used to provide air exchange by skipping a row on this facade.

The main building is divided into two main sections, a dishwasher and a clean, by a wall, and inside this wall 
there is a drying oven whose doors are opened on both sides.

The stove and the drying oven in the clean section have survived without much damage.
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The roof of the dishwasher had also been destroyed in places. In this section, there is a large chimney with a 
wide lower part, narrowing towards the top and a cover at the bottom, where the stove in the clean section is 
connected.

On the side facades of the main building, there are side service areas such as kitchen, personnel locker and 
shower room, warehouses, sulfur room / drying room.

The elevation difference between the entrance courtyard and the service courtyard has been resolved with steps 
in the corridor facing the courtyard facade of the main building.

The covered service courtyard is currently used as a warehouse / garage where excess items are placed. The 
double-winged wooden door that is used to enter the rear service courtyard and opens to the Tebhirhane Street 
is quite damaged.

The roof of the main building with two sloping tiles is quite neglected and in ruins today. Wooden trusses were 
used as the carrier on the roof of the porch between the front facade and the main building.

Figure 8. Üsküdar Tebhirhane (view from Tebhirhane Street and Doğancılar Street) (DFArch)

In accordance with the function of the determined Cultural Center, it is aimed to protect the main space of the 
Tabhirhouse as an exhibition hall with the elements inside, and to support it with attached foyer and additional 
spaces for exhibition.

According to the restitution decisions, there is a single-storey book sales unit facing the courtyard at the 
main entrance, a library and a reading room, and a 2-storey administration building. Surrounding the back 
courtyard; A 2-storey workshop / courses building suitable for the cultural function and a single-storey 
rear foyer display space and multi-purpose hall spaces are planned. At the main entrance, there is a single-
storey book sales unit facing the courtyard, a library and a reading room, and a 2-storey administration 
building. Surrounding the back courtyard; A 2-storey workshop / courses building suitable for the 
cultural function and a single-storey rear foyer display space and multi-purpose hall spaces are planned.
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The porch, which leans on the façade of Doğancılar Caddesi, will be protected with a wooden truss roof cover 
and a thick outer wall, and this high-roofed place is evaluated at two different levels as a foyer / exhibition 
space. The sales unit opposite this section is also among the buildings to be protected from collapse.

In order to protect the structure, the interiors to be protected from collapse will generally be renewed, general 
cleaning and maintenance works and renewals (wooden elements, corroded metal parts, and deformation 
corrections) will be made.

Renovations to be made in terms of roof covers within the scope of the main space, porch and single-storey sales 
unit have been transferred to the project. 4 roof lanterns on the main roof of the Tabhirhane are reconstructed 
in accordance with the restitution project, and the broken, deteriorated or partially missing wooden motifs on 
the roof ends are completed.

At the points where the old roofs sit on the thick building walls, a frame will be prepared with reinforced beam 
elements in wall thickness and approximately 30 cm height and the rigidity of these points are provided (8).

Under-roof coverings and bearing purlin / rafter systems are renewed using the original sections.

Figure 9. 10. Üsküdar Tebhirhane front façade (Doğancılar Street) (DFArch)
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ABSTRACT 

Turkey, under the influence of civilization and home to its strategic position, has a rich cultural and architectural 
heritage. In this sense, it is seen that our country has a very long history in the context of rural architectural 
heritage.

It is possible to find traces of authentic rural architectural heritage in almost every region of Anatolia in our 
country. Earthen structures have an important place in this heritage, which consists of structures designed 
for the needs and use of local materials. The use of earthen material together with other natural materials in 
building production is encountered in many rural areas in Anatolia; especially in some regions, earthen stands 
out as the main building material and is used extensively in this sense. One of these regions is Malatya.

Today, in the Malatya region, where many of the earthen buildings have been lost in the urban area, these 
building examples are still encountered in the rural area. However, many developments in recent years have 
caused the adobe building examples in these rural areas to enter a process of change and disappearance. 
Especially in rural areas located close to the region defined as the city center, change and transformation 
are faster; it was observed that the city gradually included rural areas. In this context, it is very important to 
document and conserve the rural earthen architectural identity of the region. However, when the literature 
and application studies on the conservation of rural earthen architecture in Malatya region are examined, it is 
striking that the number of studies conducted in this sense is quite low. Based on this, the aim of the study is to 
contribute to the documentation and conservation of Anatolian rural earthen architecture through determining 
the conservation problems of rural adobe architecture of Malatya region. Within the scope of the study, 
evaluations were made in the context of conservation by referring to the general characteristics of Anatolian 
rural earthen architecture; in this sense, Kuşdoğan settlement in Malatya region, which stands out with its close 
location to the city center and has a dense stock of earthen buildings, was documented and examined in terms 
of conservation problems. The relevant literature was examined as a working method and on-site observations 
were made in the light of the obtained information. The investigations and observations made were effective in 
determining the conservation problems of the settlement. It is thought that the data obtained as a result of the 
study and the determinations made will contribute to the conservation of the original earthen architecture in the 
Anatolian countryside, especially for the Malatya region, and to transfer it to future generations. 

Keywords: Anatolia, earthen architecture, conservation problems, Malatya, Kuşdoğan.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The act of building has developed and evolved primarily by meeting the need for shelter to be protected from 
harmful external influences and to be safe, and by providing space for functions such as production, worship, 
gathering and trade. However, regardless of the function of the building, it has been observed that building 
production is usually carried out with the closest materials and the easiest methods. The advancing technology 
in the process has also affected the building production and almost every material has become available to the 
farthest point desired. Accordingly, reflecting the traditional building production performed with the closest 
materials and easiest techniques; Many buildings with different functions and settlement textures consisting 
of these structures are about to disappear. This negative situation has brought the concept of conservation into 
the agenda in architecture.

Many cities in our country, especially in Anatolia, are surrounded by rural settlements that contain traditional 
structures unique to the region they are located in. A limited part of these tissues, which have many qualities worth 
conserving, have been documented and passed on to future generations with various conservation practices. 
However, most of them have not been documented yet; some have begun to lose their original qualities. In this 
sense, this situation is also observed in Malatya region, which is one of the leading areas in Anatolia, especially 
with its adobe architectural identity. In the Malatya region, where rural areas worth conserving with their 
original adobe buildings are located, it has been observed that there is almost no information and documents 
regarding these settlements. In this context, at the point where conservation understanding in architecture has 
reached today, it has been decided to examine the rural area conservation approach, whose importance has 
been understood recently, but there is not enough work in our country yet, and to address the Malatya region, 
which is an important example in this regard. 

The study reveals the Anatolian rural adobe architectural heritage, which has rapidly transformed due to 
different reasons and is in danger of extinction, through the Malatya region in general; It aims to contribute 
to the conservation of this heritage. In this sense, it is aimed to determine the problems by determining the 
effects of changing conditions on rural architecture with the data obtained as a result of the investigations 
and to develop suggestions for the conservation, sustainability and transfer of the said architecture to future 
generations.

Within the scope of the study, Kuşdoğan settlement, where the adobe material, which stands out in the rural 
architectural identity of Malatya, was used extensively in terms of reflecting the original rural architectural 
values of the region was examined as an exemplary area. The adobe dwellings, buildings for agriculture and 
animal husbandry and other units, which are important representatives of the original architecture in the 
settlement area in question, have been documented through examinations and evaluated in the context of both 
their past and their current use. As the working method, the relevant literature was examined and the data 
obtained were detailed with on-site observations.

2 ANATOLIAN RURAL ADOBE ARCHITECTURE

The soil, which constitutes the main component of the adobe material, has been the basic material of the 
buildings that people built especially for shelter, since ancient times, almost everywhere in the world. From 
Africa to Mesopotamia; The adobe material, which is used extensively in many parts of the world from Europe 
to America, still maintains its importance in the context of architecture. Despite all the developments in the 
field of construction today, most of the people in many areas of the world in the 21st century still live in soil 
structures. On the one hand, these structures provide shelter for low-income people; on the other hand, with 
the increasing use of concepts such as environmental conservation, energy saving, and sustainability, it has 
become preferred by people with high income levels. [1].

As in many parts of the world, there are various buildings in our country where adobe material is used. However, 
both economic activities are intertwined with nature and therefore functional qualities are directly affected by 
natural data; both traditional factors should be given more importance; it can be stated that the use of adobe in 
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rural areas is more intense than in urban areas due to the fact that technological data are less effective. In this 
context, adobe construction is frequently encountered in our country, especially in rural areas in Anatolia. 

When the rural areas in Anatolia where adobe are concentrated are examined, two different construction 
systems stand out. These systems are:

-  Massive adobe construction system (with adobe blocks, forged adobe or masonry adobe)
-  Light adobe construction system (with adobe block filling or cast adobe filling). [2].

Among the systems mentioned above, it can be stated that the most widely used in building production is 
the massive adobe building system with adobe blocks. Other massive adobe construction systems are more 
prominent in the construction of elements such as garden walls or in the production of temporary structures. 
[2]. In the massive adobe system prepared with adobe blocks, main blocks of 30x30x15 dimensions and lamb 
blocks of 30x15x15 dimensions, although they vary according to the region and formed with molds, are the 
basic materials of the system. Building elements are produced by arranging these blocks on top of each other 
and side by side. 

Although adobe material is less emphasized than the use of many modern materials today, it still contributes 
significantly to the welfare of almost every society. First of all, it reflects the concrete and intangible values 
of societies due to the intensity of their cultural qualities; in addition to this, it contributes positively to social, 
economic and environmental issues in natural and cultural contexts by serving the common goals of sustainable 
development globally and locally. [3]. In this sense, it is possible to state that the use of adobe materials in rural 
areas in Anatolia is an important data in terms of examining the concrete and intangible original qualities of 
traditional rural architecture.

3 ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES OF MALATYA KUŞDOĞAN SETTLEMENT

Malatya, historical, geographical characteristics, such as socio-cultural features and architecture as well as 
many values in Eastern Anatolia in Turkey is one of the settlements, with original data. While some of these 
data are seen in the urban areas of the settlement, a significant portion of them are located in rural areas. 
Considering the architectural qualities of the settlement in this sense, it is seen that there are many original 
values in both urban and rural areas.

Although Malatya has unique architectural features, studies on the architectural heritage of the region are very 
limited. Especially, studies on Malatya rural architectural heritage are quite few considering the rapidly lost 
values.

Considering the architectural characteristics of rural settlements in Malatya, it can be stated that adobe material 
is used extensively and in this context, adobe has an important place in the architectural identity of Malatya 
countryside. For this reason, techniques specific to adobe materials are frequently used as construction 
techniques. However, in rural settlements, functions such as housing, worship structure, education structure, 
islim roof (One-chamber structure used to dry apricots with sulfur), warehouse, barn are frequently encountered. 
It is seen that many of these structures were built with adobe. However, in settlements that are undergoing 
transformation and rapidly losing their original texture, it is also common to build these structures as reinforced 
concrete.

Within the scope of the study, Kuşdoğan rural settlement in Yeşilyurt, one of the central districts of Malatya, 
was examined. In the selection of this location; 

- It is located in Malatya residential area close to the areas considered as center,
- The intensive use of local adobe materials and construction techniques and the use of original architectural 
character to a large extent, 
- Local social and cultural values are not completely lost,
- Having different sources of income, 
- Various parameters such as undocumented were considered.
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Yeşilyurt, one of the 13 districts of Malatya, is located in the south of the settlement. It is a settlement that 
includes many neighborhoods of the central district before the city was taken to the metropolitan status in 
2014. In this sense, many areas that can be described as the center points of the city today are located within 
the borders of Yeşilyurt district.

Today, there are 83 neighborhoods in Yeşilyurt district [4]. As a result of on-site observations, 17 of them were 
rural settlements. As a result of the oral interviews, it was determined that 3 rural settlements have lost their 
rural characteristics and entered the urban area since 2014. Kuşdoğan, a rural settlement studied in Yeşilyurt 
district in line with the determined parameters, is located in the north of the settlement (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Locations of Malatya province, Yeşilyurt district and Kuşdoğan settlement

Kuşdoğan is located on a hilly terrain. The settlement covers an area of approximately 11.17 km2 with 
agricultural lands [5]. It is located approximately 32 km from the city center.

When the sources about the history of Kuşdoğan are examined, the documents regarding the census made 
in 1842-1843 are the oldest data that can be accessed and shed light on the history of the settlement. 26 
people with various nicknames were counted in the village, which was mentioned as Kuşdoğan district in 
the population register of Harput state, Malatya sanjak, Cubas sub-district, and Izoli district, dated 1258 Hijri 
and the population code was 2640, and 8 people were farmers and 3 people were farmers; it is stated that 
the average age of the farmers is 50 and the farmers are 47. [6]. However, a photogrammetric map covering 
Kuşdoğan and determined to be prepared in 1970 was reached. When the map is examined, it is seen that there 
were less buildings in the settlement at that time compared to the number of buildings today [7].

Population change of the settlement; it was seen as 350 in 2013, 380 in 2014, 390 in 2015, 405 in 2016, 421 in 
2017, 431 in 2018 and 424 in 2019. In the light of these data, Kuşdoğan received immigration between 2013-
2018; it is possible to state that they immigrated in 2019. In 2019, 215 of the population was male (50.7%) and 
209 were female (49.3%). [8].

As a result of the oral interviews made with the users in Kuşdoğan, it was learned that the young population 
received high education. This population of higher education works and lives in various provinces, especially 
Malatya; it was stated that they only visited Kuşdoğan during the summer months. In addition, the information 
was received that the settlement received immigration from the villages of Adıyaman. Individuals arriving as 
a result of migration spend the entire year in rural areas. It has been determined that the number of individuals 
who spend the whole year in rural areas, excluding individuals who migrated, is quite low compared to the 
whole population. 

Kuşdoğan’s main livelihood is agriculture and animal husbandry. It has been determined that the main 
agricultural products are apricots, grapes and tobacco in recent years. In the context of animal husbandry, 
families who spend the whole year in rural areas do their livestock with a large number of cattle; the rest of the 
population was found to be interested only in agriculture. Therefore, in general, it can be stated that agricultural 
activities are more intense than livestock activities.
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When the general texture characteristics of the rural Kuşdoğan settlement are examined, a rugged area stands 
out. However, there is a collective settlement area, not scattered. In addition, there is a main axis that shapes 
the settlement in the north-south direction and secondary axes connected to this main axis. Public buildings 
that constitute the social infrastructure of the settlement are located in the north. (Figure 2, 3).

It is seen that the buildings in the rural settlement of Kuşdoğan were mostly built with adobe materials 
and masonry technique. However, it can be stated that many of the buildings in question partially lost their 
originality. In addition, it is observed that some of these structures are used continuously throughout the year; 
some are used only in spring and summer. The reason for this is that in the oral interviews with the users of the 
settlement, many users come to the settlement in spring and summer for agricultural production; other times of 
the year are expressed as spending in the city center or in different places. (Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

Figure 2. General characteristics 
of the textures and transportation in 

Kuşdoğan                                                

Figure 3. A street view in 
Kuşdoğan                                                          

Figure 3. Building material and 
building system analysis             

Figure 4. A traditional earthen 
house in Kuşdoğan

 Figure 5. Originality 
analysis    

Figure 6. Use case 
analysis        

Figure 7. A building that has                                                                                                      
partially lost its originality
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It has been determined that one and two storey buildings are common in the settlement. In addition, when the 
functions of the buildings are examined, the intensity of the residential function is striking. While the upper 
floors of two-storey buildings are used as residences; in some of these buildings, it was observed that the upper 
floors were also used as roof spaces / warehouses. Due to the slope, some buildings have semi-basement floors 
and these floors are also used as cellars or storage. In addition, there are a Cem House, a school, 13 warehouse 
structures, 4 agricultural buildings, 3 woodsheds and 17 barns in the settlement. (Figure 8, 9). The Cem House 
is used with the repair of an abandoned and dilapidated residential building. The school structure is not used 
actively. Agricultural buildings are single-room units built into the surrounding agricultural areas and used 
only during the harvest season.

Figure 8. Floor analysis

Figure 9. Functional analysis of basement, ground floor and upper floors

When the transportation situation in Kuşdoğan was examined, it was seen that all roads located both within 
the built environment and near the built environment were both pedestrian and vehicles and were used both 
ways. However, it has been determined that land use is common on both sides of asphalt and asphalt in street 
pavements. However, it was observed that the roads separating the agricultural areas consisted of only soil 
material. (Figure 10, 11, 12).

Figure 10. Transportation 
situation analysis     

Figure 11. Street floor 
analysis        

Figure 12.  A Street with                   
asphalt+soil materials
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There are 102 residential buildings in Kuşdoğan, which have an original plan scheme. While some of these 
structures can be observed on site, some of them could not be accessed. 9 of these residential buildings consist 
of ground and semi-basement floors. The entrances of the semi-basement floors are not inside the building; It 
is arranged independently from the outside of the building and these floors are used as storage or cellar. 34 of 
the residences consist of ground and 1st floors. 18 of the 1st floors are used as warehouses; 16 of them are used 
for residential functions. Access to the 1st floor, which is used as a warehouse, is not from inside the building; 
It is provided from outside and with unstable stairs. In addition, residential users informed that some of the first 
floors in question were not found in the original of the buildings, but were added later.

Common house plan sketches in Kuşdoğan, which can be determined by on-site examinations, are shown in 
Figure 13. When the figure is examined, it is seen that basically 3 different plan schemes are determined in 
the settlement. These schemes differ according to the number of layers. Scheme 1 is the plan sketch of the 
buildings with 2 floors and both floors used as residences. In this scheme, there is a hall on the ground floor, 
a room with entrance from the hall and functioned as a kitchen, and a pantry and bathroom / WC units with 
access from this kitchen. On the 1st floor, there is a wide landing, rooms accessed from the landing, and another 
room or rooms with an entrance from one of these rooms. The dimensions of these spaces can vary in different 
structures.

Scheme 2 is the plan sketch of the ground floor and single-storey buildings of 2-storey buildings used as semi-
basement or 1st floor storage. In this scheme, the entrance to the building and access to other spaces in the 
residence is provided through the hall. Some of the rooms reached from the hall were used as kitchens; some 
of them are used with bath / wc function. In the oral interviews, it was stated that the kitchen and bathroom 
/ wc spaces on the right and left of the hall are not found in the original buildings; it was learned that it was 
arranged later and that such spaces are usually located outside the building. Although the toilet units of some 
buildings are outside the building today, it has been observed that toilets are also arranged in the interior spaces 
of these buildings. 

In all schemes, the hall space, where the main entrance of the building is provided, is also used for functions 
such as sitting, sleeping, entertaining guests, and eating. (Figure 13, 14).

4. CONSERVATION PROBLEMS OF MALATYA KUŞDOĞAN SETTLEMENT

Rural architecture, unlike cities that are becoming more uniform and similar to each other; it exists with its 
unique values. However, these values are rapidly transformed or lost completely by inappropriate approaches 
today. In this context, the rural architectural heritage can be partially conserved or not conserved due to various 
problems. Malatya Kuşdoğan settlement is one of the original rural areas that have entered a transformation 
process due to various conservation problems. In this sense, the conservation problems of the settlement have 
been determined from those that are generally effective in the whole field to the building specific as follows:

Figure 13. Common 
housing plan schemes in 

Kuşdoğan

Figure 14. A house’s hall/saloon and kitchen places in 
Kuşdoğan
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• Problems Related to Lack of Conservation Awareness:
Verbal interviews with the users of the settlement and various institutions in Kuşdoğan showed that both the 
institutions that have the authority to decide about the settlement and the users think that traditional adobe 
houses and other traditional adobe buildings are not worth conserving. In addition, rural areas, which cannot 
be evaluated by the authorized institutions especially with tourism activities, are not deemed worth conserving.

• Problems Regarding the Relationship of the Settlement with the City:
When the Malatya region is examined in general, it can be stated that the transformation and urbanization in 
the rural areas close to the city center is much faster than the others. The main reason for this situation is the 
rapid growth of the city and its inclusion in the rural areas in its vicinity. In this sense, it has been observed that 
Kuşdoğan is under the threat of rapid transformation and urbanization due to its proximity to the city center.

• Economic Issues
Agricultural activities, which constitute the main source of income in Kuşdoğan, are gradually decreasing 
due to various problems such as lack of sufficient financial resources and product utilization. This situation 
triggered the high rate of education among the young population and the fact that this educated population 
make a living in cities with different professions, triggering them to leave the settlement rapidly; caused a 
change in livelihoods in the settlement.

With the increase of migration from rural to urban, apricot-based production and animal husbandry, which 
are the main sources of income, have been gradually abandoned. In this case, the original flat roofs used 
for drying apricots were also dysfunctional and cradle or hipped roofs were started to be preferred instead. 
During the erection of these roofs, the adobe structures were physically damaged. However, the decline in 
animal husbandry caused the barn structures to be abandoned and destroyed or to lose their character by using 
them with non-original functions such as warehouse and woodshed. In general, the change in livelihoods 
due to economic reasons and the decrease in agricultural production caused the agricultural areas around the 
settlement to be abandoned rapidly and not be conserved by being neglected.

• Problems Developing Under the Effect of Change in Social Structure:
In Kuşdoğan, due to the replacement of crowded families by the elderly population, social change has directly 
affected the use of buildings. In this sense, the change seen in the social structure also affected the way of life 
and accordingly, contrary to the interventions were made both in the interior spaces of the buildings and in the 
building elements. 

In the original state of the buildings, depending on the change in the way of living, while the toilet and kitchen 
areas are located outside the building and the washing function is performed in one of the rooms or above 
the height called teşt (10x10 cm height used as a bathroom) in the entrance area; Over time, the users used 
some of the rooms in the building as the kitchen; some of them functioned as bathroom / WC, interfering with 
the original plan typology and space layout. Some of the rooms that were converted into kitchens were also 
divided into cellars and in this sense, the space lost its original character. In addition, as the toilet and kitchen 
units located outside the building were moved into the building, these empty units lost their original functions 
by using them with functions such as warehouse and woodshed. However, many structural elements have also 
changed; in the interior of the buildings, unsuitable wooden ceiling coverings, wooden parquet flooring and 
PVC doors and windows, interventions that are not suitable for the original characteristics of the buildings 
were made. 

The changes in the social structure have brought many problems to conserve the street textures. The most 
important of these is that the streets, which stand out as social areas, become mostly serving vehicles at certain 
periods of the year with the decrease of pedestrian users in the settlement and the preference of materials such 
as asphalt and key cobblestone instead of the original street flooring material. In addition, pedestrians prefer 
to use axles made of asphalt and cobblestone instead of earth materials axles; Therefore, the disappearance 
of unused dirt roads and paths over time made it difficult to conserve the original street texture in Kuşdoğan.
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• Problems Related to the Need for Maintenance of Structures:
In Kuşdoğan, especially due to economic problems, the young population migrates to the city and other areas 
with job opportunities, and those who spend the whole year in settlement are mostly elderly people. Since 
this population could not perform the processes required by adobe structures such as periodic wall plastering, 
floor glazing, roof maintenance with loğ stone (Cylindrical stone used to level the earth roof), the walls and 
other surfaces of adobe buildings started to be plastered with concrete material. This situation made it difficult 
to conserve the original character of the buildings and to maintain their natural air conditioning features. 
In addition, the fact that there was too much dust in the interior of the adobe buildings due to the fact that 
the finishing process could not be done, the use of these structures was not preferred. However, as the roof 
maintenance could not be carried out, the original flat roofs were replaced by hipped and gable roofs made of 
materials such as metal and Marseille tiles. However, in the settlement, users have started to prefer to repair 
the worn parts of the buildings with non-original materials instead of repairing them with adobe material, 
or to build reinforced concrete structures instead of completely demolishing them. While all these changes 
negatively affect the conservetion of buildings; It also caused damage to the original street textures
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ABSTRACT 

Adobe is a building material used since the time people settled down, it has been preferred in certain areas in 
Anatolia due to its features of being healthy, economical, easily usable and available material. Çıldıroba village 
on the Syrian border of Elbeyli district of Kilis province is a rural settlement consisting of adobe structures 
which traditional texture is present today. It is learned from the written sources that it was founded by Elbeyli 
Turkmens who settled in the region, but no information was found on exactly when the settlement started in 
the village [1].

In the village, which consists of about 80 traditional adobe houses, different functional and single-storey 
building units constructed with adobe brick blocks are aligned in three directions to surround the courtyard 
called “Havuş”. The original roofs of the houses which inner and outer walls are made of adobe are also flat 
earthen roofs. The soil, which is the basic building material in the village where the users construct their houses 
according to their needs, was provided from the same village.

Today, the architectural authenticity of the adobe buildings in the village is under risk due to the conservation 
problems based on socio-economic, nature and human origin causes. The most important of these is the 
decrease in population due to the increase in migration from the village to the city and unqualified repairs 
made by the current users.

With this study, it is aimed to draw attention to the conservation problems of adobe structures in Çıldıroba 
village and surrounding villages with similar architectural characteristics, the conservation problems of the 
rural architectural heritage in our country in the context of ICOMOS charters. It is hoped to contribute to the 
future preservation studies by considering especially technical, cultural and aesthetic values of these structures 
within the scope of an ongoing master’s thesis prepared in the field of architectural conservation.

Keywords: Traditional houses, adobe brick, Kilis, Çıldıroba, conservation, flat earthen roof.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Çıldıroba village is a rural settlement consisting of adobe brick houses at the southeastern Anatolia Region of 
Turkey (Figure 1). The village is 37 km away from the city center of Kilis, part of Elbeyli district of Kilis at the 
Syrian border. It is recorded that the village was founded by the Elbeyli Turkmens. Since it is a border village, 
Arabs have settled in time.
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Figure 1. Location of Kilis, Elbeyli and Çıldıroba village (Redrawn by the author)

There are approximately 120 houses in Çıldıroba village and approximately 80 of them consist of adobe 
buildings that have preserved their authenticity. The traditional buildings of the village were examined in 
detail in terms of their architectural features and conservation problems within the scope of an ongoing master 
thesis. As to give proposals for repairs and conservation works in the future the studies were carried out in 
the form of interviews with the villagers, documentation with photographs, videos and sound recordings, 
on-site measurements and measured drawings. This article aims to raise awareness on the preservation of the 
architectural and cultural values of the village and its surroundings which reflect similiar features. 

2. ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES of TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS in ÇILDIROBA VILLAGE

Çıldıroba village is a plain village settled in a circular form on a flat area (Figure 2). There are about 120 houses 
in the village. The single-story house complex consist of a courtyard called “havuş” in the local language and 
building units built with traditional methods in the courtyard. The building units are lined up one after another 
in a “U” shape, forming the courtyards. In some cases, a wall of some spaces of houses belonging to different 
users forms the courtyard wall of the neighboring house.

Figure 2. Aerial view of Çıldıroba village (Yandex maps)

The courtyards are completely closed to the outside due to the sense of privacy. The entrances of the building 
units are towards the courtyard and there is not an access from the street facade. Only courtyards have an 
entrance from the street.

The courtyards are the places where the activities of drying vegetables such as eggplants and peppers for the 
winter, and laying out the laundry take place. At the same time, they are gathering areas used for sitting and 
resting both within the family and with neighbors.

Plan
Houses are formed by addition of living spaces and service units contiguously in a “U” shape. (Figure 3). A 
house in Çıldıroba village consists of a room where daily life takes place, bedroom units and also service units 
such as a hearth, woodshed, barn, and warehouse. The units have not a particular function order. Places called 
“ocaklık”, which are traditionally used for cooking and bathing, are usually located at the entrance of the 
courtyard. Generally, woodsheds are located next to “ocaklık” and haystacks are located near barns.

Apart from the room where daily life takes place, other buildings consist of a single unit. The Daily life rooms consist 
of an entrance called a hall, a large room and small room units opening on both sides of the entrance (Figure 4). 
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Construction Techniques and Materials
All of the adobe brick buildings in the village are stone-based and are approximately 50 cm of height. The 
stones used for the foundation are brought from the mountains around the neighboring village of Alahan. In 
some houses, the stones are raised 2-3 more rows after the ground level.

The floors of the interior spaces are originally covered with a layer of mud plaster on the soil. It has been 
learned that the original soil is not rammed. Since earthen floors require periodic cleaning, women wipe the 
floors every morning with water and rags. 

The inner and outer walls of the buildings were built with adobe blocks. The adobe blocks were made with the 
soil removed from the foundations of the buildings or from the surrounding. The size of an adobe brick block 
is 45x22x11 cm. The inner walls were built in a single row of adobe blocks of this size, while the outer walls 
were built in a staggered way of one and a half adobe blocks called locally “kellim buçuk” (Figure 5). 

Figure 5. “Kellim buçuk” : A full and a half adobe block brick wall technique (2019)

A standard room size is 3 meters in depth. Bedroom units are about two rooms in size, 5-6 meters. There is a 
wooden pillar in the middle of these units as to carry the flat earthen roof. There are niches called “wardrobe” 
where beds and quilts are placed on their facades facing the street wall without openings.

The inner and outer walls are plastered with mud mortar called “sıvak”. A concise and strong white soil is used 
for wall plaster.

Figure 3. Traditional house complex plan 
(2020), the demolished blue part is referenced 
from Sıdıka Bebekoğlu drawing (Kilis Kültür 

Envanteri, Sıdıka Bebekoğlu) [2]

Figure 4.Parts of daily life room; “salon”, 
large room and small room. (Kilis Kültür 

Envanteri, Sıdıka Bebekoğlu) [2]
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The buildings have a flat earth roofs that consist of three layers: wooden beams, additional layers and the 
rammed top soil layer (Figure 6). After the walls are built, wooden beams called “direk” are placed in a 20-25 
cm of intervals. Then materials such as brushwood, reed, licorice, mat were used to cover the top. Recently, it 
has been covered with woods called “taps”. Finally, soil was laid on the additional layers materials. The soil 
layer is rammed by hand or with tools such as shovel, scraper, rake. Finally, it is plastered with mud mortar 
made of black soil. The mortar is poured on the soil roof and plastered with a trowel. The mud plaster is 
renewed once a year.

Figure 6. Wooden beams and different interlayer materials of flat earthen roofs. (2019)

3. CONSERVATION PROBLEMS OF TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS in ÇILDIROBA VILLAGE

The village of Çıldıroba has different cultural and architectural values that has survived until today and worth 
preserving integratedly. However, the main conservation problems of adobe buildings are also seen in the 
traditional buildings of Çıldıroba. Majority of the deterioration problems are the decays of the natural causes 
due to the abandonment of the buildings and the unqualified repairs and renewals of the users. The problems 
are classified and explained under 5 subtitles.

Abandonment: Since some of the young population settled in the city, some houses in the village remained 
empty. The empty houses were heavily damaged or completely destroyed due to lack of periodical maintenance 
and the lack of necessary simple repairs (Figure 7, 8, 9).

Neglect of periodical maintenance: Adobe is a material that requires periodical maintenance due to the properties 
of the soil as material. Since the young population in the village settled in the city, it is diffucult for elderly and 
middle-aged people to take care of their houses. The plaster layer of the walls which was not renewed every 
year was poured and the adobe blocks were eroded. The walls were vulnerable to the external climatic causes 
and structural cracks in the walls were seen. The roofs and walls have collapsed (Figure 7, 8, 9).

Figure 7, 8, 9. Decays due to the abandonment and lack of periodical maintanance (2019)

Natural causes: It is observed that during the very rainy winter months, the adobe brick walls and flat earthen 
roofs absorbed a lot of water and due to the lack of periodical maintenance and repairs the mentioned building 
elements partially or completely destroyed. Especially, it is seen that the grass on the earthen roofs which is not 
cleaned every year, absorbs more rainwater and the loaded roofs collapse easily (Figure 10,11). The loads of 
roofs, the ground and foundation problems also cause structural cracks in the walls. The walls of the structures 
whose foundations were slid due to earth movement were also collapsed (Figure12).
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Figure 10,11. Decay of soil layer and collapse of flat earthen roof (2019)

Figure 12. Walls cracks due to the flat earthen roof load, ground and foundation problems (2019)

Innacurate implementation of traditional craftsmanship: Since access to the stone material was difficult in 
the village, the stone foundations remained at ground level in the oldest buildings. This has caused water and 
moisture-induced damage to the floors of the buildings. Therefore the ground level of some units was plastered 
with cement for water and humidity isolation. It is also learned that the use of inaccurate soil while making 
adobe blocks caused cracks in the walls over time (Figure13,14,15).

Figure 13. Walls cracks due to 
foundation problems (2019)

Figure 14. Decays of plaster due 
to the use of innapropriate soil 

(2019)

Figure 15. Plastered wall parts 
with cement against water and 

moisture (2019)
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Unqualified repairs and attachments: The original mud plasters of the exterior walls, which require regular 
maintenance, were removed instead of being renewed with original materials, nails were hammered into 
the walls, wire was stretched, and walls surfaces were plastered with cement (Figure 16). Original earthen 
roofs that require regular maintenance are covered with metal coverings. (Figure 117). In some structures, the 
wooden beams on the ceiling are covered with plywood-like materials to protect the users from insects and 
soil spillage. The damaged adobe walls of the buildings were demolished and new walls were constructed with 
materials such as briquette bricks. The new units that the users need are built as multi-storey with reinforced 
concrete (Figure 18). The original wooden doors of the spaces were replaced with metal doors, and the metal 
doors were added to the entrance of the courtyards that did not have in original concept doors (Figure 19,20). 
The original windows were enlarged in size and the wooden frames were replaced with PVC ones (Figure 21).

Figure 19, 20, 21. Replacement of wooden door and window frames by using metal elements, (2019)

4.  CONCLUSION AND PROPOSALS

Adobe was preferred in certain Anatolian rural settlements because it is an easily accessible, applicable, clean, 
healthy, ecological and economical material. The traditional adobe buildings in Çıldıroba village have different 
values in terms of their construction techniques, desing concept, uses and historical backgrounds. These 
structures that need to be preserved have various conservation problems due to natural causes and behaviours 
of its users. The main ones are lack of periodical maintenance due to abandonment, unqualified repairs and 
additions with inaccurate materials.

The maintenance and repairs required for the sustainability of the buildings should be done regularly, using 
traditional methods and traditional techniques.

For the decays observed on the adobe brick walls the walls, plaster-bound ready-mixed plaster and soil mixed 
repair mortar can be used. In order to protect the walls, which are especially vulnerable to water and humidity 
problems and do not have stone basement, wall surfaces can be covered with mud plaster and whitewash, 
which is mainly composed of lime and water instead of cement coat. [3]

Different experimental studies, show that improving the lime plaster with pozzolan significantly increases the 
strength values and water resistance compared to normal lime plaster [4]. Lime plaster with natural pozzolana 
can also be used as plaster mortar for wall surfaces.

Figure 16. Adobe wall plastered 
with cement (2019)

Figure 17. Original flat earten 
roofs covered with metal coverings 

(2019)

Figure 18. New additions with 
using briquette (2019)
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While rebuilding the adobe walls, which are deteriorated over time and lost their bearing properties, a material 
called “alker” obtained by combining the soil with plaster in certain proportions can be used. Materials produced 
with the mixture of alker can be produced anywhere and in a short time without firing, without any additional 
processing and without energy consumption. It can be prepared in proportions to be determined according to 
the architectural element and purpose of use [5].

Çıldıroba village is a cultural landscape area that has original values in terms of the historical, technical 
and aesthetic features of its traditional texture and worth preserving with its tangible and intangible cultural 
heritage. In order to transfer this heritage to the next generations, the village should be protected with a 
holistic approach, without losing its authentic architectural features. However, the policy for preserving rural 
settlements, strategies and guidelines in our country are lacking [6]. Therefore the conservation proposals 
for the preservation of Çıldıroba village are evaluated in the context of ICOMOS related doctrinal texts such 
as Charter on the Built Vernacular Heritage (1999), Principles fort he Analysis, Conservation and Structural 
Restoration of Architectural Heritage (2003), The Florance Declaration on Heritage and Landscape as Human 
Values (2014), Principles Concerning Rural Landscapes as Heritage (2014), Principles Concerning Rural 
Landscapes as Heritage (2017).

In order to protect and preserve cultural landscapes, a society-oriented conservation approach should be 
adopted together with local people. Accordingly, local people should be informed about the values of their 
settlement, their participation and support should be ensured [7]. Conservation decisions to be taken should be 
in an interdisciplinary integrated approach. In order to preserve the heritage of the cultural landscape areas in 
Turkey, we need special preparation and regulations for conservation-oriented plan. 
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ABSTRACT 

As a traditional building material, mudbrick is a sustainable, environmentally friendly, low cost, easily recyclable 
material that does not need a specific facility for its production. Moreover, mudbrick building material is also 
important for its positive contribution to human health and indoor quality. However, its use from the past to 
the present seems to be gradually decreasing. With the development of technology, the emergence of new 
building materials and methods caused mudbrick to lose its importance. Furthermore, it has been observed 
that the effects of the problems caused by the buildings have increased with air and environmental pollution 
on human health. The concept of Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) has emerged. For this reason, materials used 
in buildings have become more important in terms of human health. The orientation towards older building 
materials has increased and mudbrick has gained importance in this context. The study aims to examine the 
adobe buildings, which used to be very numerous but are now considerably reduced, in Lapseki, which has 
been used as a living area since ancient times, District of Çanakkale province, in Marmara region. The study 
carried out to determine the current status of adobe buildings in this region is based on on-site observation, 
interviews with relevant institutions and organisations and local people living here. Hygrothermal behaviour in 
adobe walls has also been studied. The study is seen as important in determining the status and characteristics 
of adobe buildings in the region, whose numbers have decreased considerably.

Keywords: Adobe buildings, mudbrick material, adobe walls, Lapseki.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Mankind has built shelters that will ensure the continuity of life, protected from external influences from the 
past to the present. The building design, which explains the way of life, is natural as much as it fits with the 
environment and nature under the influence of climate. Climate, technology, and environmental control emerge 
as a challenging factor in developed societies [1].

One of the most widely used traditional folk materials is clay soil. Many studies have been conducted on 
mudbrick buildings that are built more durable and comfortable for the residents using clay soil in various 
forms [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. 

It has been stated that the compacted soil-based material will be a solution in housing production with combating 
climate change and global warming due to its characteristics such as its durability against earthquakes and 
fire, low cost, low requirements of resources and energy, low maintenance requirement, heat, and sound 
insulation as well as providing comfort conditions [10]. ].  Currently, technologies that require minimum 
consumption and minimum industrial processes known as “Green Building technology” are being researched.
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It is aimed to use renewable natural resources and energy, local materials, and various wastes [11].  Unlike 
modern buildings, traditional building materials have proven to be world-conscious and have almost zero 
carbon footprint. Mudbrick was used in almost all ancient cultures as a building material not only for residences 
but also for public buildings [12].  

Modern buildings, which are the most important indicator of civilization, create a comfortable life for their 
users. However, in terms of the life cycle, the materials, which are used in raw material supply, production, 
transportation, construction, maintenance and repair, demolition, and destruction stages, have effects in energy 
and emissions (ecosystem, natural resources, and public health) are different [10].

Mudbrick, whose main component is soil, is considered a healthy and environmentally friendly material. It 
is not toxic and does not pollute the environment. It creates a healthy indoor climate by regulating indoor air 
humidity [13].

The climatic characteristics of the location of the buildings, topography, relations with other buildings in the 
surrounding, spatial organization, construction system, materials, and components that make up the shell of the 
structure are among the factors affecting the indoor thermal comfort [14]. 

People feel relaxed and comfortable depending on the air quality, temperature, relative humidity, airflow, 
and surface temperature of the indoor environment where they are present. Currently, buildings that cannot 
provide indoor comfort weather conditions and affect the health and productivity of their users are referred to 
as “Sick Buildings” [15]. Headache, fatigue, impaired concentration, etc. are the most common symptoms in 
people with Sick Building Syndrome conditions. Along with the air quality of the indoor environment, it also 
becomes important that the water vapour does not condense and the building elements remain dry during the 
heat transmission from the building elements especially in the winter (heating) period. Such problems affect 
both the health of the building and the health of the user due to the deterioration of the performance of the 
building components and materials.  

In this study, we investigated the adobe buildings identified in Çanakkale/Lapseki region. Also, the hygrothermal 
properties of mudbrick exterior walls were studied on the cross-section. The effects of structural physics 
problems caused by condensation of water vapour during the heat and steam conduction on building and user 
health are widely known.  The adobe buildings are also examined in this respect and attention is drawn to their 
contribution to healthy and comfortable indoor conditions.  

2. PROPERTIES OF THE STUDY AREA ‘LAPSEKİ’

In the study, ‘Lapseki’, a district of Çanakkale province, located on the Biga Peninsula in the Southern Marmara 
part of the Marmara region in Turkey, which has been home to many civilizations and nationalities from the 
past to the present, [16] was examined (Fig.1). While only indigenous people lived, between 3500-1200 BC 
in the area, which is thought to have been inhabited since 3500-2500 BC, later with the Trojan Wars, different 
peoples began to come to the area with the Achaeans and Aegean Migrations. In 670 BC, the settlement was 
first established by the Aeolians coming from Phokaia and Kolofon [16], then Lydians, Persians, Athenians, 
Alexander the Great, Pergamon Kingdom, Roman Empire ruled in the area [17].  Turks came to this area in the 
12th century with Turkmen raids. After the Byzantine-Seljuk conflicts, it was concluded that the Principality of 
Karası took over this area in 1306. In 1356, settlement started with the son of Orhan Bey, Şehzade Süleyman 
Pasha [18]. The municipal organization was established in 1886 and it was named Lapseki County during the 
Ottoman period. 
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Figure 1. Settlement of Çanakkale and Lapseki [19]

Lapseki district, which is located at a latitude of 40º 20´ north latitude and 26º 42´ east longitude, even though 
a mountainous and rugged land, and has suitable land for agriculture [18]. Although the Marmara climate 
prevails in the area bordering the Dardanelles Strait and the Sea of Marmara, the humidity is quite high due to 
the winds blowing from the sea and is said to be more than 70% in all months [17]. While the highest average 
temperature is in July, the lowest average temperature is in January, and this situation changes between August 
and February in the parts affected by the sea. Although agriculture and animal husbandry have been the biggest 
livelihoods in the region since the past, the work of tradesman and tourism have been carried out to a lesser 
extent in terms of being a coastal and an old port city. It is thought that the majority of the population was 
formed by the ‘Yörüks’ living in a nomadic way, who were settled by the Ottomans in 1711 for the Turkification 
of the area, and the refugees who came after the 93 War [18].

As a result of interviews with the local people, it was learned that mudbrick structures that were considered 
more economical in the area were in the majority before. However, it has been reported that those whose 
economic conditions have become better with the increase in fruit and vegetable growing have started to build 
or renovate the buildings as wood, and with the emergence of concrete construction material, the buildings 
are now built as reinforced concrete. Since there is a lot of stone material in the villages it is noted that stone 
structures continue to be used and built, although there are some exceptions in the past and now. Although most 
areas in Lapseki could not preserve the old neighborhood value, it can be said that the only part that preserves 
this value to a great extent is Gazi Süleyman Pasha District. The buildings identified as part of the study also 
remain in this neighbourhood. 

3. ADOBE BUILDINGS EXAMINED IN LAPSEKI

A large part of Lapseki’s land is included in the zoning plans as an archaeological site since it contains the 
remains of settlements from ancient times to the present day. Although Lapseki contains 1st and 3rd-degree 
archaeological sites, the majority of today’s settlement remains within 3rd degree of archaeological site. While 
this situation helps us from not losing information about the old settlements, it can also cause difficulties for 
the local people to renovate their buildings and to protect them [20]. According to the information obtained 
from the municipality and decisions of Çanakkale Regional Directorates of Cultural Heritage Conservation 
Board, there are 36 registered buildings (41 parcels) and 8 registered monuments, most of them with stone and 
wood construction materials (Fig.2). The parcels and their locations in the development plans of the buildings 
examined within the scope of this study are shown in Fig.3 and Table 1.
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Figure 2. Archaeological site and locations of the mentioned registered buildings and monuments [16]

Figure 3. Locations of adobe buildings examined in Lapseki [21]
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Table 1. Zoning and current status of the examined buildings in Lapseki [22]
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4. EXAMINATION OF HYGROTHERMAL PROPERTIES OF ADOBE WALLS 

Adobe is often named by different terms. Scientifically, the term Adobe refers to coarse aggregates such as a 
mixture of clay, silt (sand with fine aggregate), sand, and sometimes gravel. To refer to the synthetic unfired 
brick typology, the terms “adobe bricks” or “adobes” are often used. When describing compressed unfired 
bricks, the term’ Earth blocks ‘ is commonly used [12]. Mudbrick is the soil made up of fine-grained sand 
and mineral aggregate mixed with clay. Adobe blocks are usually produced in two types of blocks, which are 
called main type and small type. Adobe, which has a very long history in the historical process, was created in 
different dimensions. Adobe blocks used in varying sizes are generally between 22 × 20 × 8-30 × 30 × 15 in 
main blocks and 11 × 20 × 8- 14 × 30 × 14 in small blocks [1]. 

In the building shell, wall elements have important functions among the building elements that separate the 
interior and exterior environment. These elements, which can be used as load-bearing or filler depending on 
the structural characteristics of the building, should be particularly resistant to loads, atmospheric conditions, 
fire and temperature changes, as well as providing indoor comfort conditions.  

In an experimental study conducted related to the hygrothermal properties of adobe, it was determined that 
the minimum internal temperature of the walls was higher than the external temperature. This has shown that 
adobe walls have heat retention properties. Besides, it was observed that the maximum indoor temperature 
reaches higher values than outdoor temperatures due to the combined effect of air temperature, wind, solar 
radiation, and wall orientation and it was found that the wall maintained this temperature for a long time [23].

In this part of the study, heat and steam transition analysis was performed on the sample adobe block wall 
element commonly used. In winter conditions (considering January temperature and relative humidity values), 
temperature distributions on the adobe block wall element were examined and the thermal resistance, thermal 
permeability, and water vapour transmission of the wall were calculated. For Çanakkale (Lapseki), which is in 
the Second Degree Day Zone in the TS 825 Building Heat Insulation Rules Standard, the outdoor temperature 
2.90C and 84% relative humidity values for January were taken into account. Internal environment (θi), internal 
and external surface conduction resistances (Ri, Re) values are also taken from TS 825 [24]. 

For straw adobe, which has a variable thermal conductivity value depending on its density and composition, 
0.40 W/mK for 1200 kg/m3 density 0.60 W/mK for 1700 kg/m3 density are specified [1]. 

In the calculations in this study, 0.40 W / mK was used for a density of 1200 kg / m3 for a 50 cm adobe wall. 
It is considered that the mudbrick wall section was used with the same adobe material as interior plaster (2 cm) 
and exterior plaster (3 cm) (Fig 4). 

The hygrothermal properties of the elements forming the wall are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Hygrothermal Properties of Adobe
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Figure 4. Adobe wall cross-section 
 
Respectively, parameters for the wall element such as thermal transmittance (U-value), thermal resistance 
(R-value), heat flux, (the density of heat flow rate/q) and cross-section surface temperatures (θ) were calculated 
according to the formulations below. The calculations are given below. 

- Saturated vapour pressure values corresponding to calculated cross-section temperatures [24]
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The total thermal permeability value of the mudbrick wall section was calculated to be 0.60 W/(m2K). This 
value meets the recommended value of U = 0.60 for the wall element in the second-degree day zone in TS 
825. In the calculations here, the wall was taken with a minimum thickness (50 cm). As the wall thickness 
increases (60-70 cm), both U and R values will improve. The heat flux value was also calculated as 10.26 
W/m2. Looking at the cross-section temperature values in the adobe wall element, the inner surface was 
calculated as 17,40C. This value is also suitable for indoor thermal comfort conditions. At the same time, to 
avoid condensation in the wall element, the internal wall temperature should be a maximum of 3 degrees lower 
than the internal environment. Besides, there are no sudden drops in terms of temperature distributions in the 
cross-section. The saturated steam pressure values corresponding to the section temperatures for condensation 
investigation were determined from TS 825 Table F1 [24]. 

Indoor and outdoor relative humidity values and absolute water vapour pressures were calculated. In the last 
stage, the equivalent vapour pressure value of each layer was found by multiplying the water vapour diffusion 
resistances by their thickness. After the calculations, a condensation graph was drawn using the Glazer graph 
method (Fig 5).

Figure 5. Condensation diagram of adobe wall 

As a result of calculations and studies conducted in the cross-section of the mudbrick wall, it is observed that 
water vapour does not condense in the cross-section in any way. This indicates that the wall will remain dry 
and there will be no moisture conditions caused by condensation.

5. RESULTS

It is stated in the studies that the traditional architecture in the rural area is at greater risk every day. With the 
development of transport facilities in which less sustainable buildings are built instead of these buildings, 
the danger of increasing the influence of city construction culture on rural areas and the disappearance of 
traditional architecture is emphasized [25].

In this study, the use of Adobe, which has been used as a traditional building material for centuries, as a wall 
element, especially in the building shell, was examined. The results obtained in the calculations made in 
terms of heat and steam transmissions in the building are considered appropriate in terms of building and user 
comfort. In terms of building and user health, it is the desired state for water vapour to exit the building shell in 
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the gas phase during water vapour transmission. It is seen that the adobe wall section of the sample examined 
provides this condition according to the acceptance conditions. 

Today, especially problems arising from building and building materials affect the health of both the building 
and the building user. Besides, in the interviews conducted with the local people in the region, positive opinions 
were expressed that the people living in adobe buildings do not feel uncomfortable about the conditions such 
as indoor comfort conditions.  

At a time when environmental pollution and energy needs are increasing, it is necessary to increase the use of 
such traditional materials in today’s buildings and to improve their existing properties through technological 
possibilities. For this reason, the construction industry focuses on materials that protect human health and 
require very little energy. It should not be overlooked that traditional construction systems and materials adapt 
to living, nature, and environmental conditions.  
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ABSTRACT 

The continuing increase of illnesses that can be connected to construction techniques and materials used 
in buildings led to a recent growing interest in building materials and their effects on human health. The 
Science of Building Biology and the Institute of Building Biology + Sustainability (IBN), offer a guidance by 
developed standards, providing principles and material evaluations. The IBN material evaluation results show 
that earthen building material is the best building material for human and environmental health. 

Due to past studies, the earthen building material has nowadays gained the statues of a building material with 
a sustainable identity and it is seen as a valueable alternative to commonly used materials. This new popularity 
led to new academic research, which focused on the improvement of the earthen building material’s properties. 
The present study has identified that most of the improvements were achieved by using synthetic stabilising 
materials as additives. However, using synthetics causes the earthen material to lose its valuable properties in 
terms of indoor air quality and sustainability. In ancient times Anatolian people were aware of the local soil 
types and they knew different stabilisation methods by using natural additives for different building elements. 
In order to understand ancient techniques, this study examined the fortification wall residue made of earthen 
material discovered in the ancient city of Daskyleion. The aim was to understand the natural additives and to 
determine the stabilization method of an ancient building element where strenght is an important requirement. 
Within the scope of this study, 13 earthen building material samples were taken from the archaeological site. 
Two of these, were examined as soil samples. Visual analysis, simple chemistry analysis, soluble salt, protein, 
oil and organic matter determinations, physical, mechanical property tests and thin section, XRD and XRF 
analyzes were carried out in the laboratory.

The results of the analysis of samples taken from different ancient periods and structures were compared with the 
results of the fortification sample. The additives, found in the earthen building material of the fortification wall were 
evaluated through IBN material evaluation tables. What became clear is that the knowledge of local and ancient 
recipes of earthen building material and stabilization methods can offer valuable information for the improvement 
of modern earthern building materials and it contributes to the documentation of Turkey’s ancient heritage.

Keywords: Building material, building biology, Daskyleion, ancient earthen material recipes.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Although people are exposed to harmful compounds two to five times more often in indoor environment than 
outdoor environment, they still spend 90% of their time in indoors [1]. People are subject to indoor air polluters 
by ways of breathing, touching and consuming food [2]. According to the data collected by Underwriter 
Laboratories, in 6 out of 10 houses the air in the US is considered to be dangerous and as a result of this, 
asthma has increased among children by 160% during the last 20 years [3]. However, IAQ problems have a 
longer history. In fact, it had started to be the main concern already in the Paleolithic Age after the discovery 
of fire and its transfer indoors. As a result of the technological progress over the years, approximately 17,000 
petrochemical products have been developed, and most of them are still being used today. The problem of air 
quality has turned even into a more complicated format and has to be dealt by the various science fields. On the 
other hand, only 30% of these product’s effects on humans have been researched so far [4, 3]. Concentrations of 
outdoor air pollutants, indoor sources of pollution, characteristics of the building and the habits of the residents 
all influence IAQ [5]. Building materials, among other sources of indoor air polluters, play a large role for 
human comfort and health [6]. An analysis conducted in 2015 by Yıldız and Sezer about the relation between 
building materials and human health evaluated the results of 46 related studies. Their conclusion underlines the 
impact of materials on the residents’ health [6]. Among the illnesses caused by pollutants derived from harmful 
materials they listed the following: chronic lung disease, cancer, blood and bone marrow disorders, respiratory 
system diseases, infections, allergies and psychological problems. According to the American Environmental 
Protection Agency’s data, Sick Building Syndrome is ranked 4th among the top 10 health problems that need 
to be tackled [7]. Although this is the case, still 1,500 new synthetic chemicals are introduced every year into 
the marketplace without any research attempts to study their effects on human and environmental health [3].

Building Biology , which is a sub-branch of Building Science, is mainly concerned with the human health 
matters related to construction. Further, the institute dedicates importance to problems related to IAQ and 
the materials used in artificial concepts such as cities, residential areas, buildings, indoor areas, furniture etc. 
The reason for setting standards based on material evaluation studies done by the IBN   is the rise in illnesses 
caused by building materials as mentioned before [8, 10]. Since 1983 the institute carries out important studies 
for the development of Building Biology Science through developed standards, guiding principles and material 
evaluations [9]. IBN defines 15 assessment criteria for the material evaluation process that leads to a score 
range from 0 to 3, indicating the degree of ecological and health protection as a value in building material. The 
assessment criteria include: natural building materials, thermal properties, moisture behaviour, water vapor 
diffusion, toxins, odor, electrobiology, radioactivity, environmental issues, energy use, fire behaviour, airborne 
sound insulation, impact sound insulation, long-term sustainability, price/performance ratio. The IBN’s 
material evaluation results show that earthen building material is the most compatible building material with 
human and environmental health. Clay products score at 2.6, which is the highest among building materials 
considered in the study. According to IBN’s research, earth constitutes an irreplaceable building material for 
the protection of human and environmental health [9, 12, 22].

2. SOIL IMPROVEMENT AND STABILIZATION METHODS

Different formations of different bedrock can be found in Turkey because of the highly variable climatic and 
topographic structure, which results in various types of soils [13].  Among these, soil types with cohesive 
properties should be preferred as building materials. If it does not exist, the soil available should be treated 
with improvement and stabilization methods and used in the building after it evolves into a building material.
 
Improvement and stabilization are operations performed to give the soil the qualities required for using it in 
structures and to make it stable [14]. In recent years academic studies in Turkey have been carried out in order 
to improve soil properties. Experimental stabilization research studies for strengthening the weak compressive 
strength and water resistance of the earthen construction materials are summarized in Table 1.

1Definition by Kurtul Vacek (2019); ‘Building Biology is a branch of building science that examines the relationship between 
materialized objects and spaces with human and environmental health [12].’
2Institut für Baubiologie + Nachhaltigkeit.
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Table 1. Soil material stabilization experiments [12]

Studies carried out with the aim of improving the properties of soil by stabilizing the earthen construction 
material, as seen in Table 1, have shown that the general use of the synthetic additives causes the soil material 
to lose its valuable properties that are also valued highly by IBN. Considering this results it is surprising 
that ancient techniques are rarely taken into account when it comes to stabilization methods for soil. The 
usage of earthen building material in Anatolia dates back to ancient times. The differences in earthen material 
production and application techniques in different periods and regions in Anatolia are the result of the diversity 
of soil types and local stabilisation methods. Therefore, as this study tries to show, forgotten old recipes can be 
stimulating for modern studies, as people in ancient times were able to recognize soil types and use appropriate 
natural materials as additives for stabilization techniques, which had no harmful impact on the IAQ.

Unfortunately, ancient written sources provide only limited information about the techniques of earthen 
construction. Vitruvius gives the most extensive information on the subject by writing about periodical 
production and application techniques in his ‘The Ten Books On Architecture’. He recommends not to use 
sandy, gravel clay or fine gravel for soil block mixture. If this is done, blocks are heavy and when the building 
element forms a wall, it gets wet with rain, crumbles and shreds, and the straw in it breaks down. White and 
calcareous, even coarse-grained pebble clay is recommended in his book [15, 11].

More detailed information derives from studies on the material culture that emerged through archaeological 
excavations. This information about the production and application of building materials in ancient times is 
being transferred to the present day. Although macro studies on soil
material collected from archaeological excavations could be important in terms of forming a basis for micro 
studies, it is not possible to gather precise information. For this reason, the micro-level examinations that need 
to be done should be continued in the material laboratories.
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Behind this background the author of the present study collected and evaluated the research results of the soil 
materials belonging to 8 ancient settlements, including Aktopraklık, Güvercinkayası, Aşıklıhöyük, Arslantepe 
Mound, Çatalhöyük, Barcın Höyük Ulucak Höyük and Yumuktepe (Kurtul Vacek, 2019). In addition, soil 
structure material samples taken from the ancient settlements of Küllüoba and Daskyleion were examined at 
the micro level and contributed to the table prepared for the documentation and evaluation of the improvement 
and stabilization methods [12]. Among the soil building material samples examined in the 2019 study 
mentioned above, especially the samples taken from the fortification wall in Daskyleion are interesting in 
terms of the mechanical-physical properties. Given its potential to shed light on modern soil material research, 
the Daskyleion soil material will be presented separately in this study.

3. DASKYLEION

Daskyleion, an Iron Age settlement, is located within the borders of Ergili Village of Bandırma District in 
Balıkesir Province and is located near the southeast corner of Manyas Lake [16]. It is known as an important 
Satrap Center , but according to the results obtained in archaeological excavations, it is known that there are 
also Phrygian, Lydian cultures and Hellenistic and Byzantine settlements [17].

Bakır (2011) states that with the Iron Age, the Southern Marmara Region gained in importance due to 
migrations from the Aegean World and the Balkans resulting in a cosmopolitan settlement. Daskyleion is an 
ancient settlement that is understood to reflect well the cultural richness and technological development of the 
Iron Age Period [17].

3.1 Analysis
In order to know the excavation area and study the soil material in detail, the researcher has personally visited 
the excavation site. The selected material was brought to the laboratory environment after the necessary 
permissions were obtained from the Bandırma Museum Directorate. Technical support was received from 
ITU Faculty of Architecture Building Materials Laboratory for visual analysis, simple chemistry analysis and 
physical-mechanical property tests, and from Fatih Sultan Mehmet Foundation University KURAM Laboratory 
for the advanced technical analysis [18].

The sample numbers of the soil building materials taken from the ancient city of Daskyleion and their suggested 
date is shown in Figure 3. The samples were chosen taken in consideration different periods and structural 
uses to identify changes within the same ancient city. The sample-24 is an earthen block with a mortar layer 
attached to it and comes from the fortification wall.

3In 546 B.C. Persians came to Anatolia and established four satraps (Regional Governorship) in separate and strategic positions. One 
of them, Daskyleion, was established when they realized the natural beauty and eco system around Bird Lake (Daskylitis Lake) and 
decided to create a Paradeisos (Garden of Eden) and take care of it. Today this so-called ‘Bird Paradise’ is thought to be the oldest state 
park [17].

Figure 1. Daskyleion archaeological 
excavation area (Kurtul Vacek, 2019) 

[12]

Figure 2. View of Manyas Bird Lake 
from Hisartepe (Kurtul Vacek, 2019) 

[12]
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In order to determine the content and properties of soil material samples taken from archaeological areas 
visual analysis, simple chemistry analysis, soluble salt, protein, oil and organic matter determinations, 
physical, mechanical property tests and thin section, XRD and XRF analyzes were carried out in the laboratory 
environments [12]. Below, some representative thin sections are shown from Daskyleion Soil Material Analysis. 
The images seen on Figure 6 to 8 belong derive all from sample-24.

3.2 Evaluation
Thirteen soil material samples were taken from the Daskyleion archaeological site. Among these examples, 
those named with the codes sample-34 and sample-35 are soil samples. In these soil samples, montmorillonite 
and illite have been identified as clay types. Also, little lime/limestone and coal were seen.

Soil samples coded sample-19, sample-20, sample-25, sample-27 and sample-29 are hardened, solid samples. 
Sample-22, sample-24, sample-25, sample-26 and sample-28 are the samples with plenty of lime lumps, coal 
and shells.

Sample-21 and sample-23 coded samples are plaster samples. Unlike the other samples, these samples containe 
plenty of lime and vegetable fiber, shells and fine sand.

Joint mortar sample-24 is a soil block and shows the same properties as the joint mortar on it.

The brown soil samples found in the region are very similar and have a sandy structure. There are coal particles 
and white masses in the soil. It is a rich soil mixture and is thought to have been used in soil building material 
production. The contents of soil based building materials in this area in general have been determined as 
follows: coal chips, limestone chips, baked clay chips, vegetable fibers. There are also gravel and sand grains 
in the soil. According to simple chemical analysis approximately 20% CaCO₃ was found in building material 
samples, and 8% CaCO₃ was found in the soil sample. Lime was added to soil-based building materials. The 
analysis showed that the coal additive came from the local soil and the soil was chosen deliberately.

Figure 3. Sample numbers and dates of 
the Daskyleion soil building material 

samples [12]

Figure 4. Location chart for 
soil material samples taken 

from Daskyleion [12]

Figure 5. Location of 
Sample no.24 (Kurtul 

Vacek, 2019) [12]

Figure 6. Image of visual sample 
identification [12, 18]

Figure 7. Petrography Analysis - 
Stereo microscope overall tissue 

image [12, 18]

Figure 8. Petrography Analysis - 
Polarizing microscope image [12, 

18]
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In general it can be said that the samples are of medium strength. According to the Küllüoba samples examined 
in Kurtul Vacek 2009, the Daskyleion samples were generally more resistant to water. Densities of soil based 
materials were found between 2.30 g/cm3 and 2.48 g/cm3. The water absorption rate of the samples was 30% 
on average, the porosity ratio was 47%, the unit volume mass value was found to be 1.37 g/cm3 on average.

The results of the advanced analysis performed in the KURAM Laboratories show that the flax tow in the 
samples 21, 24 and 28 from Daskyleion was determined as an additive.

According to the results of the uniaxial compressive strength test conducted in ITU Materials Laboratory, the 
Daskyleion samples had higher values than Küllüoba samples. Samples were selected by considering the mass 
dimensions required for the experiment. According to the experimental results, the additive in the soil block of 
sample-24 from Daskyleion, which was determined as the strongest example, is flax tow. As sample-24 is the 
strongest sample with a compressive strength of 1.7 N/mm2, the suitability of flax tow for the improvement-
stabilization technique seems to be proven and might be the reason why it was applied in blocks used in the 
ancient fortification wall [12].

4. CONCLUSION

In line with the data of the Material Assessment Table prepared by IBN, the soil, which is considered to be 
the most desirable material in terms of human and environmental health, needs improvement and stabilization 
methods in order to gain the quality of a building material. This study showed that the ancient soil recipes 
found in Anatolia may help to replace the synthetic modern additives usually considered in academic studies 
for stabilization of the soil.

One result of the research on the soil material samples of the ancient city of Daskyleion showed  that in ancient 
times fine-grained quartz, feldspar, carbonate aggregate (limestone) and less mica minerals in soil mineralogy 
as well as vegetable fiber was used as additive. Therefore, ancient local people knew the soil and its benefits 
and disadvantages and used improvement-stabilization techniques accordingly. In particular, the use of flax 
fiber as an additive in the blocks prepared for the construction of the fortification walls in Daskyleion, long 
before the contribution of flax fiber as an important composite material component has been discussed in 
academic studies  shows that the old knowledge has the potential to shed light on the sustainability of modern 
soil material research.
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ABSTRACT 

Historical buildings are the most valuable architectural works of our cultural heritage. Historical places; were 
built of stone, brick, mudbrick and wooden etc. building materials. If traditional architectural structures are 
not protected properly, they are subjected to alterations in various dimensions. Damages caused by water 
and moisture are the most common causes of damage to adobe structures for various reasons. Water and 
moisture create damages in various sizes by penetrating the building by user errors, roof, splashing or capillary 
moisture on the floor. Higher plants, herbaceous plants and microbiological alterations were noticed in adobe 
structures. It is emphasized that physical, chemical and biological reasons that cause degradation in adobe 
structures lead to irreversible damages with problems such as climate changes and acid rain caused by changes 
in the ecosystem. Growth of living organisms on monuments causes alterations and physicochemical damages 
known as biodegradation and causes macro damages in the structure of the building. 

In this study, structural problems caused by macrobiological and microbiological alterations seen especially 
in adobe masonry structures, their effects on human health and their effects on building comfort are presented.

Keywords: Adobe structures, biological alterations, structural damages, microbiological deterioration.

1 INTRODUCTION 

Energy demand, in parallel with urbanization and population growth, brought the concept of efficient use of 
energy and resources and sustainability back on the agenda. It is known that cities have a significant share 
of energy consumption and global carbon dioxide emission. In the city, buildings are among the primary 
responsibilities of energy consumption. Therefore, many steps have been taken to improve the energy performance 
of buildings, especially in the last 30 years. In this process, it is necessary to design new buildings with high 
energy performance and improve the energy performance of existing buildings. For this reason, various world 
countries develop building energy codes that are compatible with local conditions by both typologies.

In this context, it is thought that modernizing adobe, one of the traditional building materials that has been 
used since ancient times and has a very low carbon footprint [17, 26] with today’s construction techniques and 
popularizing as a construction material will have positive effects on energy and resource efficiency. 

This research aims to assess on thermal performance and indoor comfort of adobe structures through recent 
studies conducted in the last 20 years. The following sections contain some brief information about construction 
techniques, advantages, and disadvantages of adobe and current legislation. In the context of the study, 
international and national researches are mentioned one by one. At last, examined researches are presented in 
a table according to their year, type, name, and contents.
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1.1 Adobe: Construction Techniques, Advantages, and Disadvantages

The main components of adobe are clay and sand. While clay provides the task of combining the sand, the 
amount of clay in the sand determines the adobe [29]. Adobe is usually produced in two sizes (ana & kuzu). 
Although these dimensions may vary by region, they are defined in the standards [28].

Wooden molds are used in the production of adobe blocks. The mixture prepared with water, clay, and sand is 
poured into molds and then dried in the sun. It can be used in construction within 6-10 days [10].

Adobe buildings are preferred mostly because they are recyclable, have a minimum environmental impact 
throughout their life cycle, are sustainable, local, easily accessible, and do not require skilled labor [3]. 
Besides, adobe constructions work better in climates with temperature differences high day and night due to 
their thermal mass effect. Adobe walls are thick and dense; they absorb the heat energy throughout the day and 
release it at night. In this way, the adobe helps to provide indoor thermal comfort conditions [10]. On the other 
hand, compression and water resistance of adobe is low, requiring periodic maintenance [8,11,15].

1.2 Current Legislation about Adobe Construction

As a consequence of being prevalent in use worldwide, national and international standards related to earthen 
construction have been formed. ASTM E2392/E2392M Standard Guide for Design of Earthen Wall Building 
Systems (America), RL 0803 (2004) Lehmputzmörtel (Germany) and AFNORXP.P13-901 Compressed earth 
blocks for walls and partitions: definitions - Specifications - Test methods - Delivery acceptance conditions 
(France) may be given as an example to the international standards. 

In the study conducted by Koç, national and international standards related to earthen construction are given. 
There is a detailed comparison between Turkish legislation related to adobe construction (especially TS 2514, 
TS 2515, and Earthquake Regulation: chapter 5th). According to the study, standards should be regulated 
within the scope of soil structure design to expand the use of adobe in Turkey [13].

2 METHODOLOGY

The methodological framework of the study is based on a literature review. National and international studies 
on the thermal performance of adobe in the last 20 years have been examined. Scopus Database was used for 
international literature review. Firstly, the studies found by searching the words “adobe” and “thermal comfort” 
in the database were examined. Then, the references for these studies were examined, and other studies were 
reached. The primary information came from academic publications by scientific journals, proceedings, books, 
and book chapters. 

While examining the national literature, the thesis studies in the National Thesis Center were primarily 
examined. Also, it has been utilized from books, book chapters, articles, and conference proceedings.

3. RECENT LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, national and international researches in the last 20 years will be mentioned. In the international 
literature review, Scopus database is used. First of all, the study rates of basic concepts related to adobe in the 
database were examined. In the literature, while concepts such as construction, performance, sustainability, 
energy, vernacular, conservation are studied with adobe more frequently, embodied energy, thermal mass, 
thermal comfort, energy efficiency concepts were studied less (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1. Usage rates of the concepts related to “adobe” in Scopus database

The distribution of studies by years and types matching the keywords “adobe” and “thermal comfort” between 
2000-2020 is given in Fig. 2. It is seen that most of the 29 studies consisted of articles and conference papers. It 
is seen from the diagram that researches constantly rise  after 2015. Besides, primary information comes from 
articles, conference proceedings, and book chapters.

Figure 2. Distribution by years and types of studies on “adobe” and “thermal comfort” searched in Scopus 
database between 2000 and 2020

3.1 International Studies on Thermal Performance of Adobe

In this section, some of the scientific studies examined within the scope of the study are given. All of the 
reviewed studies are listed in the assessment chapter.

In the study conducted by Acosta et al., adobe material in different geographies with the construction 
techniques is summarized from past to present [1]. It is said that adobe is still a widely used material not only 
in underdeveloped countries but also in more developed countries such as Austria. The research examines 
the sustainability feature of adobe material and studies on how it contributes to energy conservation. It is 
also emphasized that it is preferred, especially in regions with high day-night temperature differences due 
to its thermal mass property. Besides, other advantages and disadvantages of the material are mentioned. In 
the context of construction technology, it is mentioned that the mechanical resistance is strengthened, and 
the cracks are minimized by mixing the adobe material with sand and straw. The study emphasized that the 
moisture content is quite effective in the strength of the adobe and stated that support could be obtained from 
the CFD simulation programs in the evaluation of the thermal performance of the adobe [1].
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In the research conducted by Parra-Saldivar and Batty, factors affecting the thermal performance of adobe 
material are investigated [18]. It is stated that especially the moisture factor is very influential in thermal 
conductivity. It has been previously studied that wall thickness, orientation, thermal conductivity, the orientation 
of the building envelope, and heat capacity; however, there is little work on window size and position, interior 
walls, and roof construction type. For this reason, the thermal performance of adobe material for three different 
climatic regions of Mexico is investigated by using thermal analysis software in this study. In the software, a 
three-layer model is created to examine the effect of moisture content on the wall, and different conductivity 
values are assigned to each of these three layers. In the analysis, the study is carried out by considering the 
window size, window direction, thermal conductivity of the outer wall, and climate zone variables. As a result 
of the dynamic simulation, it is determined that the order of importance/priority of the factors is the climate 
zone, the thermal conductivity value of the outer wall, the presence of the interior wall, and the window size. 
Detailed results are interpreted through tables and graphics [18].

In the study conducted by Felix and Elsamahy, the energy consumption of different natural and industrially 
produced exterior wall materials (red brick, cement brick, and stone brick) in building heating and cooling 
processes is measured using a simulation program in three different climatic regions (Egypt, Brazil, and 
Ukraine). It has been investigated which is more effective in terms of thermal comfort [6]. As a result of the 
simulation, the stone material is more efficient in total energy consumption in Egypt and Ukraine. At the same 
time, the red brick wall in Brazil is calculated more efficiently. The authors of the study stated that there is no 
particular material adapted to all climatic zones; the designer should select the suitable exterior wall material 
for energy efficiency by modeling for each climate zone [6].

In the study conducted by Sameh et al., thermal comfort analysis was made by creating a reference model 
in the simulation program to improve the energy performance of existing buildings for Siwa located in a hot 
dry climate zone [23]. First, the traditional bearing wall (Kerchief) and Siwan roof were introduced. Then, 
Kerchief, adobe, brick, and limestone materials were selected to be used in the simulation. The simulation was 
repeated by changing parameters such as thickness, wall-window ratio, roof insulation. Thus, the parameters 
affecting the indoor thermal comfort were determined. It was stated that by constructing traditional buildings 
with modern techniques, user comfort could be improved, and the region can be transformed [23].

In the study conducted in 2019, Rincón et al. examined the improvement of the thermal comfort conditions 
of existing soil structures by using passive techniques in Burkino Faso, one of the poorest countries in the 
world [20]. In the study, the annual thermal performance of the house with earthbag and the traditional adobe 
Burkinabe house was evaluated through simulation. The use of materials with high thermal performance in 
wall and roof materials, the use of sunshade elements, and natural ventilation were analyzed comparatively for 
both structures. As a result of the simulation, it has been shown that the clay bag structures in the hot semi-arid 
climate have a 76% better thermal comfort level than traditional Burkinabe houses [20].

Another quite comprehensive work is Minke’s book named “Building with Earth: Design and Technology of a 
Sustainable Architecture.” [16]. In this book, there is information about the design parameters related to the earth 
material, construction techniques, skeleton systems used with the earth, plasters, structural elements built with 
earth material, and earthquake-resistant earthen building design. There is also a section including worldwide 
examples classified according to building typology, such as residential, cultural, and commercial [16].

In the study conducted by Desogus et al., the indoor thermal performance of a mudbrick residential building 
in the Sardinia region was monitored during the summer period. As a result of the measurements, it has been 
shown that the indoor comfort level of the building constructed with mud brick material is satisfactory without 
any mechanical cooling system. However, it has been noted that it created discomfort due to the roof that could 
not reach the thermal transmittance value stipulated in the Italian legislation [5].

Palme et al., conveyed the simulation (Ecotect) and monitoring studies over the thermal performance of four 
structures built with different construction techniques and materials in a desert climate. For the study, adobe 
blocks, compacted soil, wood, and concrete blocks are chosen as material. As a result of the simulation,
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overheating / cooling levels were measured hourly for a year, it was observed that adobe and tapial house 
performed better in terms of overheating and undercooling. Besides, It has been observed that the monitoring 
results match the simulation [19].

3.2 National Studies on Thermal Performance of Adobe

In this chapter, master’s and doctoral dissertations on “adobe” in the last 20 years are primarily examined 
through the National Thesis Center. Half of the studies (11) are related to the field of Architecture. The topics/
themes of studies are given in Fig. 3. As seen from the graph, it has been mainly studied on the determination 
of plaster in adobe structures. There is only one dissertation on the thermal performance of adobe structures.

Figure 3. Themes of thesis related to “adobe” in the National Thesis Center

This section consists of some of the scientific studies examined within the scope of the study. All of the 
reviewed studies are listed in the assessment chapter.

Helvacı made a comparative analysis of adobe and brick material in terms of building comfort, energy, and 
cost over the Sanliurfa Housing Estate project in the Southeastern Anatolia Region [10]. Türkçü presents 
detailed content on adobe materials and construction techniques in her book “Construction Materials, Methods, 
Solutions, Principles” [29].

In the study conducted by Çavuş et al., the general properties of the adobe are mentioned; advantages and 
disadvantages are stated. Construction techniques of adobe are mentioned, and various examples from 
worldwide are given [3]. Acun et al. listed the advantages and disadvantages of adobe in her study and presented 
the necessary measures to improve/increase the strength of the adobe [2].

4. ASSESSMENT AND CONCLUSION

This research contains the examination of recent studies that have been made in the last 20 years. As seen from 
the national and international literature, the thermal performance of the adobe is quite well in comparison with 
other construction materials. However, performance directly depends on climatic characteristics of the region 
and the thermophysical properties of the building envelope. Future studies should be under consideration 
from this point of view. The list of the studies related to thermal performance of adobe and its effect on indoor 
comfort is given in Table 1:
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Table 1. Content of the studies on thermal performance/comfort related to adobe.
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ABSTRACT 

The Anatolian geography is home to many adobe buildings that were enriched by the societies, cultures and 
civilizations that came to this region thousands of years ago. Although adobe buildings were built during the 
period of these various civilizations, they are still existing today. The adobe architectural heritage, which 
has a great cultural value and will revive the past and the future in the region, should be preserved with 
its cultural and architectural richness. The use of earth as a building material is another important aspect 
regarding adobe building tradition as an intangible cultural heritage. The sustainability and protecting of adobe 
buildings and building tradition require an integration of new techniques with the heritage in new design 
issues. In this regard, this study deals with the use and effects of different stabilizers in compressed earth 
blocks. The aim of the study is to make contribution for protecting the adobe buildings considering of tangible 
and intangible heritage values of earthen buildings to create a sustainable input about adobe construction 
using modern techniques to investigate the possibility of developing new buildings. The results obtained from 
laboratory studies, tests, analysis, and experiments on compressed earth blocks which were produced in the 
study were given. The research also presents some details about characterization of earth samples and on 
soil and construction methods as a building material.  Finally, stages of production, mechanical and physical 
properties of the samples produced using different stabilizers and the results of the tests are discussed in the 
paper.

Key words: Adobe, earth, stabilizer, stabilization, compressed earth block, heritage, soil. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of civilizations, adobe has been used as the main building material in different construction 
works. According to international statistics, approximately three billion people around the world live or work 
in adobe buildings today, most of these buildings are concentrated outside the city and in rural areas (Al Rafei, 
2007; Houben & Houbart, 1994). Since the last century, thanks to hundreds of scientific research carried out in 
specialized centers, modern techniques have been developed for the use of earth materials in adobe buildings.

As an ecological material, adobe is used in developed countries as well as in underdeveloped countries. On 
the contrary, adobe or mudbrick is not given the necessary importance today, even existing adobe buildings 
are demolished and replaced by with modern materials such as reinforced concrete and steel. Since ancient 
times, construction methods have been developed using adobe as a building material, there are approximately 
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18 adobe building techniques used worldwide today. In this paper, compressed earth block which is an 
important technique for earthen buildings is discussed considering from selecting soil, production of blocks 
and test of different stabilizers for providing ideal sustainable material for the usage in repairs and as well 
as in the new buildings. In order to improve the quality of adobe building craft and to revive it as one of 
the construction methods, many researches are carried out on different stabilizers in order to improve their 
physical and mechanical properties.

2. COMPRESSED EARTH BLOCK

The method is based on compressing the soil mixture into steel molds. The compressed blocks which have a 
water content between 8-20% can be used after drying. The mixture consist of  different grain sizes of sand as 
well as stabilizers such as cement, lime or gypsum is compressed in steel molds under high pressure ranging 
from 6-25 MPa (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Sample Production Line of Compressed Earth Blocks (Url: 15)

In this method, there are several stages such as material collection and shredding, sieving and mixing and 
compression and hardening. In the first stage, the material collection and shredding, the soil mass is selected, 
prepared, and broken into dry loose pieces. In this stage the clay blocks is to grind and transformed into 
granules smaller than 4 mm.

The sieving and mixing process is the second stage of compressed earth block production. The soil is sieved 
with standard sieves to ensure the absence of large blocks in dry form and the required homogeneity and 
granules. Soil components are thoroughly mixed with sand and stabilizer (lime, cement, gypsum). After dry 
mixing, calculated amounts of water are added to the mixture to make the material ready for compressing.

In the compression and hardening stage, the wet mixture is compressed into steel molds of different shapes 
and sizes required by hydraulic, mechanical or manual presses. Stacking the production in a well-ventilated 
place is the last step of the production. Blocks are cured with moisture and heat up to three weeks or a month 
to stabilize with cement and lime.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

3.1 Soil Characterization
The characterization of soil is examined with some tests such as XRD, acid loss test, water soluble salt test an 
sieve analysis. According to the XRD results, it has been found that all soil samples contain between 15-30% 
calcite and sand, also clay (Kaolinite, Vermiculite, Clinochlore, Albite, Montmorillonite) minerals have been 
determined from soil samples. It is stated that Maret and Killi soils (used in tests) contain an average of 7% 
Montmorillonite. As for the Maret soil, Kaolinite (18.30%), Vermiculite (42.20%), Montmorillonite (5.20%) 
clay minerals were found (Table 1).

Table 1. XRD results of soil samples

The acid loss test resulted in 33-35% of Maret and Killi soils respectively. No water-soluble salt was found in 
the samples examined. It also appears that there are no organic substances such as fat and protein (Table 2). 

Table 2. Analyzes of acid treatment with water soluble salts and organic matter

Based on the analysis of the sieves and hydrometers, it was determined that the clay content in the sample was 
high and on the contrary the percentage of sand was low. Therefore, the sample was optimized for providing a 
suitable mixture (Table 3).

Table 3: Sieve analysis results
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3.2 Compressed Earth Block Production 
The materials which were characterized in the previous tests were weighed and then mixed manually. 
Afterwards, it is mixed in an automatic mixer for 10 minutes, and then water is added slowly and mixed for 
more 15 minutes. After the mixing, the soil is placed directly into the steel molds until there was no gap in the 
molds. The compressing stage was done in two steps: the first was to compress the cube, the second step is to 
press it again to remove the block from the mold by removing the base (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Mixture before, during and after compression

After the sample was removed from mold, its dimensions were measured, and the block were weighed and 
recorded. The code for the sample was prepared and placed on it immediately after production (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Ready sample, coding and samples curing stage

Hardening is another important stage in the production of compressed adobe blocks for setting. Samples with 
lime stabilizer need heat and moisture because of the role of moisture is to complete the reaction process. The 
temperature was set at 45°C and humidity at 85% during the curing stage. 

In the samples in which cement is used, only moisture is needed. For samples produced without stabilizer and 
with gypsum stabilizer, there is no need for a long continuous curing, only drying is sufficient (Figure 3-4).
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Figure 4. Samples in the curing cabinet and reviews by supervisor and consultant

3.3 Characterization of Stabilized Blocks

3.3.1 Compression Test (Dry)
The samples used in the experiments were produced according to the ASTM C140M-98 (Standard Test 
Methods for Sampling and Testing Concrete Masonry Units and Related Units). Experiments were carried out 
by selecting the loading speed as 345 N/s with a hydraulic press with a capacity of 2000 kN in the KURAM 
laboratory. The sample was placed in the hydraulic press and the compression test was carried out by entering 
the loading parameters. Table 4 presents the results of uniaxial compression tests and Figure 5 shows collapsed 
samples.

Table 4. Results of uniaxial compression test with dry samples
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Figure 5. After compression test of samples with lime stabilizers

3.3.2 Compression Test (Wet)
The uniaxial compressive test of wet samples was performed according to ASTM C140M-98 (Standard Test 
Methods for Sampling and Testing Concrete Masonry Units and Related Units), samples were immersed in 
water for up to 24 - 48 hours and after removal of samples from water the test was carried out (Figure 6). Since 
the soil in samples without stabilizer is greatly affected by water, these samples have not been tested. The 
results of tests obtained are given Table 5.

Figure 6. Wetting process and compression test of samples before and after

Table 5. Uniaxial compression test results (wet samples)
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the uniaxial dry compression test results, samples stabilized with cement and lime have 6.7 MPa, 
while samples stabilized with only lime have 3.6 MPa compression strength. It is observed that adding only 6% 
cement increases the strength of the sample from 2.6 MPa to 8.0 MPa. Furthermore, samples stabilized with 
10 % cement showed the highest strength, whereas samples without the stabilizer had the lowest strength. It 
shows that, cement is more effective than lime considering compression strength. 

The samples stabilized with 6% cement with 1 week and 2 weeks and showed equal strength. This result 
indicates that the samples stabilized with cement are ready after one week of production. However, the 
difference in strength between 6% and 10% cement stabilized samples is not great that it can be achieved by 
improving the granular distribution of the soil. The purpose of reaching the same strength with less cement 
makes the samples more economical for large projects.

It is determined that samples consisting of 10% gypsum and 10% gypsum + 2% lime showed equal compressive 
strength. Therefore, the lime addition had no effect in uniaxial dry compressive strength. However, the role of 
lime in wet compression is very important, so because of lime’s water resistance. Lime always performs well 
in water related tests. However, clay minerals found in this type of soil may not be suitable for lime.
According to the graph of the uniaxial pressure (wet) test, samples stabilized with 5% cement + 5% lime show 
the highest strength, while 10% lime samples show the lowest strength Samples stabilized with 6% cement 
show a strength of 2.5 MPa. The strength of the samples can be increased by adjusting the granular distribution 
of the soil.
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ABSTRACT 

In this study the hydraulic conductivity of two different soils that are used as an earthen roof on traditional 
houses in Kemaliye are examined. Kemaliye and its villages are situated at the intersection of Anatolia’s 
various residential regions; have their architectural design features elements of local culture. The abandoning 
of housing for different reasons like migration over time is likely to cause damages, especially in building walls 
and earthen roofs that needs regular maintenance. The soils having local names as Gavcin and Yaşkuru are taken 
from Kemaliye region to perform laboratory tests. Index properties of soils are obtained by standard laboratory 
tests. The hydraulic conductivity of compacted soils are measured under constant pressure. It is aimed to 
decreasing the hydraulic conductivity of soil for reducing the maintenance of earthen roof. For this reason, 
some additives like natural hydraulic lime, fly ash, granulated blast furnace slag are used to get impermeable 
soils. There are limited studies about mineral additive effects on hydraulic conductivity. As a result; it is aimed 
to prevent infiltration into the earthen roof due to precipitation and decrease maintenance of roof by reducing 
the permeability of two different soils which are used as roof materials in the traditional Kemaliye houses

Keywords: Fly ash, granulated blast furnace slag, hydraulic conductivity, Kemaliye houses, natural hydraulic lime.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Kemaliye is located in the Southwest of Erzincan, 38 degrees 30 minutes north parallel, 39 degrees 16 minutes 
east on the meridian. It is surrounded by İliç in the north, Çemişgezek (Tunceli) in the east, Divriği (Sivas) 
in the west, Arapgir (Malatya) and Ağın (Elazığ) in the south, and its area is approximately 1168 square 
kilometers.

The region is located in a rugged terrain surrounded by Munzur, Harmancık, Çaldağ, Palandöken and Sarıçiçek 
Mountains and the Fırat River divides the district into two parts in the Northwest-Southeast direction [1].

The altitude of Kemaliye (Eğin) region is around 825–900 m and the continental climate is observed in this 
region. Due to the very cold winter season, the snow does not melt for a long time and this situation adversely 
affects transportation, education and agriculture [2].

The main criteria considered in traditional house construction in Kemaliye is the topography of the region. The 
houses are built on the stepped excavated land. In this way, both the land is used efficiently and it is possible to 
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build a multi-storey building. In addition, natural materials are used in house construction [3].

Preserving its original structure in the late 1800s and early 1900s, Kemaliye Traditional Houses have a special 
status among Anatolian Turkish houses due to the using construction techniques of different regions [4]

One of the most important characteristics of Kemaliye traditional houses is the “Flat Roof / Yetme” cover, 
surrounded by authentic wooden rails, filled with the soil taken from the region and covered with river stone. 
An earth roof is built by compacting the soil material laid on wooden pieces using a cylindrical stone (loğ 
stone). The local material called Yaşkuru is mixed with water and turned into a slurry form. The slurry form 
yaşkuru is placed as a first layer with 15-20 cm thickness and waited for getting dried. After drying process, the 
local material called gavcin is placed in a dry condition and compacted with a cylindrical stone. 

Literature studies about Kemaliye and its villages show that the traditional houses have a unique architecture 
and the attention for protection them are increasing day by day. On the other hand, it has been observed that 
migration can negatively affect the success of the efforts for protection, as it causes the population to decrease.

In order to determine the properties of the materials used in the earthen roofs of Kemaliye houses, [5] carried 
out laboratory tests on the soils used in Kemaliye houses within the scope of his thesis titled “Index and 
permeability properties of Kemaliye region’s roof soils “. Thus, [5] aimed to provide the necessary information 
to develop solutions to the problems of the traditional buildings.

In this study; it is aimed to prevent traditional Kemaliye houses from seepage caused by precipitation without 
architectural deterioration, to reduce maintenance of earthen roof and to contribute to the sustainability of 
traditional building culture. For this purpose; the hydraulic conductivities of two different local soils used as 
roof material are attempted to be reduced with mineral additives such as natural hydraulic lime, fly ash and 
granulated blast furnace slag.

Two different local soil samples called ‘Yaşkuru’ and ‘Gavcin’ used in the construction of traditional earthen 
roofs are taken from the Kemaliye region. Index properties of two local soil material are obtained and soil 
types are determined according to Unified Soil Classification System (USCS).

The effects of natural hydraulic lime, fly ash and granulated blast furnace slag on optimum water content 
(wopt) and dry density (ɣk) of two local soils are investigated by Standard Proctor tests for each soil-mineral 
additives mixture.  The percentage by weight of hydraulic lime %6, %8, %10, %12;  fly ash %10, %20, 
%30,%40 and granulated blast furnace slag are %10, %20, %30,%40, respectively. In order to determine the 
effect of additives on permeability, constant head permeability tests are performed on soil-additives mixture. 
The soil and soil-additive samples with optimum water content are compacted with Standart Proctor energy 
for the permeability tests.

2. SOIL PROPERTIES

Liquid limit (wL), plastic limit (wP), plasticity index (PI), specific gravity (Gs) and grain-size distribuiton of 
soils locally named Gavcin and Yaşkuru determined by laboratory tests. Test results are shown in [Table 1 and 
Table 2]. 

Table 2. Index properties of Gavcin
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Table 2. Index properties of Yaşkuru

3. PROPERTIES of MINERAL ADDITIVES

3.1 Natural Hydraulic Lime
Hydraulic lime, which contains calcium hydroxide, calcium silicate and calcium aluminate, is obtained by 
heating of clayey limestone (CaCO3 2SİO2 AlO3 2H2O Fe2O3) with more than 10% clay in its composition, 
at 1100 - 1200 ° C temperatures. After the heating process, 2CaO SiO2 (C2S) mixed with oxide and quicklime 
(CaO) are formed. This mixed oxide structure are formed as a result of the hydration reaction, the hydrated 
product (C-S-H), shows a water-resistant property and solidifies in water as well as in air [6].

The hydraulic lime used in the experimental part of this study is NHL 3.5 type hydraulic lime defined as 
“natural hydraulic lime” according to [6] [Table 3].

Table 3. The properties of NHL

According to the literature studies, it is known that lime improves the properties of clay such as durability, 
strength, swelling and shrinkage capacity, but there is no general decision about the effects of soil on hydraulic 
conductivity. In some studies, it is stated that the addition of lime to the soil will create flocculation and 
therefore the void ratio and hydraulic permeability of the soil will increase. Another view is that adding a high 
amount of lime to the soil will cause pozzolanic reactions and thus hydraulic permeability will decrease due to 
the blockage of the gaps in the soil [7].

In a study conducted on the effects of lime addition on the mechanical and hydraulic permeability of a clay, 
it was stated that adding more than 2 percent lime by weight to the soil reduces the hydraulic conductivity[8]

In another study on stabilization with lime, it was stated that the hydraulic conductivity of cohesive soils 
increased as a result of lime additive, and the hydraulic conductivity of compacted soil reached the maximum 
point at optimum water content [9]. 

3.2 Fly Ash
Fly ash, which is widely used in geotechnical engineering, has an important role as an additive, especially 
in soil stabilization applications, in terms of improving soil properties. In addition, fly ash is also used as a 
filling material at the base of the foundation, behind the retaining wall, in dam and road construction and waste 
storage area [10].

Fly ash is the finely divided residue that results from the combustion of pulverized coal and is transported 
from the combustion chamber by exhaust gases. The fly ash used in experimental studies is obtained from 
Çanakkale Bekirli Thermal Power Plant. Analysis results of fly ash shown in [Table 4] [11].
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Table 4. Properties of fly ash

3.3 Granulated Blast Furnace Slag
Iron ore is melted in blast furnaces at a temperature of 1500-1600 ° C for the production of iron, using coke 
as fuel and limestone as catalyst. Iron with high density at the bottom of the boiler and coke and limestone 
residues (slag) with low density on the upper side become melted. The blast furnace slag remaining on the 
crucible is subjected to a sudden cooling and transformed into solid grains in amorphous structure. These 
grains are also subjected to grinding process and transformed into finer mineral additive particles than cement. 
Blast furnace slag is a waste material obtained during steel production in iron and steel plants. Granulated Blast 
Furnace Slag used in experimental studies was obtained from Zonguldak Ereğli Iron and Steel Factory. The 
analysis results of granulated blast furnace slag in Table 5.

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Soils are materials consisting of soil particles and pores between these particles. It is known that pores between 
soil particles are generally interconnected. When water infiltrates to the soil, it can move along the capillary 
channels formed by intergranular spaces that follow a random track.

The main factors affecting the hydraulic conductivity of soils; grain size distirbution, void ratio, shape of voids 
and flow channels, degree of saturation, groundwater properties (viscosity, density, etc.)[12].

The ratio of the hydraulic conductivity of coarse grained soils (sands and gravels) to fine grained soils (silts and 
clays) is very high. Even a small amount of fine material in a coarse-grained soil causes a significant decrease 
in the permeability [13].
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Table 5. Properties of granulated blast furnace slag

4.1  Compaction Test Results
In this study; index properties of Gavcin and Yaşkuru material is determined and the Standart Proctor tests are 
performed to obtain optimum water content and maximum dry unit weight of soils. The effects of additives 
such as natural hydraulic lime, fly ash and granulated blast furnace slag on the optimum water content and 
maximum dry density are obtained by a series of Standard Proctor tests. The results of compaction tests are 
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig.2. 

Figure 1. Effects of additives on optimum water content and maximum dry unit weight of Yaşkuru

Figure 1 has shown that the fly ash and granulated blast furnace slag have the same effect on yaşkuru. These 
additives provides higher dry density at lower optimum water content. In addition both additives have an 
optimum ratio for better compaction.  The optimum ratio by weight was obtained as 20% for fly ash and 30% 
for slag. However, hydraulic lime decreases the dry density while increasing the optimum water content of the 
yaşkuru. It is observed that yaşkuru has higher dry density without lime additive.
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Figure 2. Effects of additives on optimum water content and maximum dry unit weight of Gavcin

Figure 2 has shown that the fly ash has an adverse effect on the compaction of gavcin. The dry density of 
gavcin decrease as the ratio of fly ash increase. A similar situation was observed in samples with granulated 
blast furnace slag and natural hydraulic lime. The better compaction is obtained at the additive-free condition.

4.2 Constant Head Permeability Test Results
Gavcin and Yaşkuru samples with different mineral additives for constant head permeability tests are compacted 
at optimum water content. The results of permeability tests are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

Figure 3. Constant head permeability test results for Gavcin

Figure 4. Constant head permeability test results for Yaşkuru

The hydraulic conductivity of the Gavcin is obtained 3.64 x10-6 m / sec by the constant head permeability 
test. The hydraulic conductivity reached the highest value in the mixture with 10% granulated blast furnace 
slag and decreased gradually in the mixture with 20% and 30%, but increased again in the mixture with 40% 
granulated blast furnace slag.
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It has been observed that the fly ash additive, decreases the hydraulic conductivity of gavcin gradually. However 
when the rate of additive reaches 40%, the drop rate decreases. While the hydraulic conductivity of gavcin 
decreases to 2.26 x10-6 m / sec in a mixture with 10% fly ash, it is 1.74 x10-6 m / sec in a mixture with 20% 
fly ash, 1.71 x 10-6 m / sec in a mixture with 30% fly ash. The lowest level of 1.63x10-6 m / sec is obtained in 
the mixture with 40% fly ash additive.

It is seen that the natural hydraulic lime additive gradually and significantly reduces the hydraulic conductivity.  
While the permeability coefficient of gavcin with 6% lime additives is obtained               6 x10-7 m / sec, it is 
measured 3x10-7 m / sec for gavcin with 8% lime additives and 1.5x 10-7 m / sec for gavcin with 10% lime 
additives. The lowest permeability coefficient was determined as      1x 10-7 m / sec in mixtures with 12% 
hydraulic lime.

The hydraulic conductivity of the yaşkuru is 1.62 x 10-6 m / sec, it is observed that the slag additive increase 
the hydraulic conductivity. As the additive ratio increase, an increase is observed in the hydraulic conductivity 
of mixtures. The permeability coefficient for yaşkuru with 10%,        20 %, 30 %, 40 % slag ratio are 2.84x10-6 
m/sec, 2.90x10-6 m/sec, 3.1x10-6 m/sec, 3.45x10-6 m/sec respectively.

It has been observed that fly ash first increases the permeability and then decreases as the additive ratio 
increases. The permeability coefficient for 10%, 20 %,30 %,40 % fly ash ratio are  measured 2.88x10-6 m/sec, 
1.73x10-6 m/sec, 1.04x10-6 m/sec, 1.5x10-6 m/sec  respectively. The results show that the permeability again 
increased at the rate of 40% fly ash.

It has been seen that the hydraulic lime additive gradually decreases permeability. The permeability of 6% 
natural hydraulic lime is 7x 10-7 m / sec, 8% is 4.5 x10-7 m / sec, 10% is 3x10-7 m / sec and 12% is 2x 10-7 
m / sec. The lowest permeability coefficient in mixtures is observed for a 12% hydraulic lime ratio.

4. RESULTS

Additives have shown different effects on compaction behavior of Gavcin and Yaşkuru. It was determined that 
fly ash and ground granulated blast furnace slag additives caused an increase in dry density by decreasing the 
optimum water content of yaşkuru. This situation shows that these additives provide better compaction of the 
yaşkuru at the same energy. However the effect of hydraulic lime is opposite. Adding lime causes decrease in 
dry density of yaşkuru by increasing optimum water content.

On the other hand, it has been observed that the highest dry density for gavcin was obtained in the additive-
free condition. All additives decrease the dry density while increase the optimum water content of the gavcin.

Constant permeability tests conducted on gavcin shows that; slag has an adverse effect on permeability of 
gavcin when it used low ratio.  It has been observed that the fly ash, decreases the hydraulic conductivity of 
gavcin gradually. It is seen that the natural hydraulic lime gradually and significantly reduces the hydraulic 
conductivity. The lowest permeability coefficient was determined as  1x 10-7 m / sec in mixtures with 12% 
hydraulic lime.

Permeability test results for yaşkuru shown that; the slag increases the permeability of yaşkuru. As the slag 
ratio increase, an increase is observed in the hydraulic conductivity of mixtures. It has been observed that fly 
ash first increases the permeability and then decreases as the additive ratio increases. It has been observed that 
hydraulic lime additive gradually decreases the permeability of yaşkuru.
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ABSTRACT 

The knowledge of adobe material and construction techniques in architectural education is limited to the 
theoretical knowledge given in material, building technology and construction courses at the undergraduate 
level. Design-build and similar workshops are thought to expand students’ learning experiences in practice 
environment and improve their practical skills, combine theory with practice, apply design and build as a 
whole process that makes a difference in terms of students’ understanding of design, material, construction 
techniques in education process.

During a design-build workshop organised by a university in Istanbul where the students of architecture and 
interior architecture programs designed and built an adobe bus stop in Northern Cyprus, it was observed to 
provide this difference, that is, the workshop affected learning about adobe material and construction technique, 
sustainability in earthen building material and cultural heritage, and the awareness of these issues. In order 
to statistically evaluate this difference two questionnaires were filled out by students before and after the 
design-build workshop; with the first questionnaire, the characteristics such as students’ age, gender, workshop 
experience, recognition of materials to be used in construction phase before the workshop and with the second 
questionnaire, the characteristics such as students’ recognition of materials used in the construction phase after 
the workshop, the effect of the workshop on learning in certain areas (design, material, construction technique, 
etc.), and students’ evaluation of the success of the workshop, were determined. 

In this study, the data acquired from the questionnaires conducted in the example of the design-build workshop, 
will be evaluated statistically, and the research question which is “whether there is a significant difference 
between the student’s knowledge level of adobe material and construction technique before and after the 
design-build workshop” will be answered. Thus the contribution of the design-build workshops to learning 
outcomes and raising awareness about adobe will be proven statistically.

Keywords: Adobe, construction, design-build, sustainable design, architectural education, statistics.

1. INTRODUCTION 

The “design-build” workshops, which include design as well as practice in architectural education, have 
become an education method that can be seen in architecture schools all over the world in recent years. Design-
build workshops offer an educational environment that allows students to learn the experience of construction,
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the structure, the material and its processing, details, etc., as well as design in practice environment. In these 
workshops, construction is a part of the design process and the main goal is to learn how to construct a building 
and what is encountered in this process by reinforcing the learning in the architectural design studio with the 
knowledge that students will gain by touching, seeing, and experimenting. [1]

When the learning outcomes of architecture and interior architecture program students acquired from the 
example of bus stop constructed using adobe, a local and sustainable material, in the Buyukkonuk eco-village 
in Northern Cyprus, are evaluated, it can be seen that students’ constructing the design with their hands on a 
1:1 scale enabled them to get to know the material, to experience the various requirements of the construction 
process, to understand the sustainability of working with adobe and that they produced an environmentally 
sensitive project. It was observed that the workshop presented a different learning environment, and the 
students learned the boundaries and details of the material in practice, especially by establishing a relationship 
with the material. [1]

In this respect, design-build and similar workshops are considered to expand students’ learning experiences in 
practice environment, improve their practical skills, combine theory with practice, apply design and build as 
a whole process that makes a difference in terms of students’ understanding of design, material, construction 
techniques in education process. In order to statistically evaluate this difference two questionnaires were 
filled out by students before and after the design-build workshop held in Northern Cyprus. With the first 
questionnaire, the characteristics such as students’ age, gender, workshop experience, recognition of materials 
to be used in construction phase before the workshop and with the second questionnaire, the characteristics 
such as students’ recognition of materials used in the construction phase after the workshop, the effect of the 
workshop on learning in certain areas (design, material, construction technique, etc.), and students’ evaluation 
of the success of the workshop, were determined. 

In this study, the data acquired from the questionnaires conducted in the example of the design-build workshop, 
will be evaluated statistically, the effect of the design-build workshops on students’ knowledge of adobe 
material and construction technique will be investigated and the following research question will be answered. 

RQ: “Whether there is a significant difference between the student’s knowledge level of adobe material and 
construction technique before and after the design-build workshop.” 

The contribution of the design-build workshop to learning outcomes and raising awareness about adobe will 
be proven statistically by answering the research question. 

2. RESEARCH 

In the research, two questionnaires were filled out by the students before and after the design-build workshop. 
The characteristics such as students’ age, gender, workshop experience as well as recognition of materials to 
be used in construction phase before the workshop with the first questionnaire and students’ recognition of 
materials used in the construction phase after the workshop, the effect of the workshop on learning in certain 
areas (design, material, construction technique, teamwork), and students’ evaluation of the success of the 
workshop with the second questionnaire, were determined. 

These characteristics were defined with the help of SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) software 
package and the hypothesis put forward within the scope of the research was tested.

2.1 Research Findings

2.1.1 Descriptive statistical findings
The characteristics of the 11 students who participated in the design-build workshop were defined with the 
following variables: student age, gender, workshop experience, recognition of materials to be used in the 
construction before the workshop, recognition of materials used in the construction after the workshop, 
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the effect of the workshop on learning in certain areas and the success level of the workshop.

In order to define the nominal and ordinal variables discussed in the research, the values for the frequency 
distribution of the variables were analyzed and presented as follows;

Age
90.9% of the students participating in the workshop were in the 18-20 age group and 9.1% were in the 21-23 
age group. (Chart 1) 

Chart 1. Descriptive statistical findings about age

Gender
63.6% of the students participating in the workshop were women and 36.4% were men. (Chart 2)  

Chart 2. Descriptive statistical findings about gender

Workshop experience
It was observed that 72.7% of the students participating in the workshop had no prior experience, and 27.3% 
had experience in workshops. (Chart 3)

Chart 3. Descriptive statistical findings about workshop experience
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Recognition of materials to be used in the construction before the workshop
It was determined that 72.7% of the students who participated in the workshop knew the materials to be used in 
the construction phase moderately before the workshop and 27.3% stated that they knew the materials. (Chart 4)   

Chart 4. Descriptive statistical findings about recognition of materials before the workshop

Recognition of materials used in the construction after the workshop
90.9% of the students participating in the workshop stated that they actually knew the materials used in the 
construction after the workshop, 9.1% stated that they had moderate knowledge of materials. (Chart 5)   

Chart 5. Descriptive statistical findings about recognition of materials after the workshop

The fact that the value of material recognition increased from 27.3% (Chart 4) to 90.9% (Chart 5) shows that 
student’s recognition of adobe material and construction technique increased in the

learning environment of the design-build workshop. In the questionnaire, the students especially stated adobe, 
the chopped straw and clay soil forming the adobe, juniper tree, saddler’s grass, cane used in construction, 
among the materials they learned.

The effect of the workshop on learning in certain areas 
It was determined that the workshop affected learning in all subjects as design (1), construction (2), materials 
(3) and teamwork (4) for 81.8% of the participating students; construction (2) and materials (3) for 9.1% of the 
students and materials (3) for the remaining 9.1% of the students. (Chart 6)

Chart 6. Descriptive statistical findings about the effect of the workshop on learning
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Here, it can be observed that learning takes place especially in all areas (design, construction, material, 
teamwork) at a high rate (81.8%), this rate reaches to 90.9% in the area of construction, and to 100% in the 
area of materials.  

The success level of the workshop
100% of the students participating in the workshop stated that they thought the study was very successful. 
(Chart 7)

Chart 7. Descriptive statistical findings about the success level of the workshop

These findings make definitions regarding the characteristics of the students participating in the workshop and 
the contribution of the workshop to the learning outcomes [2].

2.1.2 Hypothesis put forward within the scope of the research and the findings 
In statistical terms, the hypothesis is an assumption made about the population from which a sample group 
is selected. Hypothesis testing consists of a decision rule for accepting or rejecting a hypothesis, and the rule 
is usually established on the basis of the statistical measurements of a sample group randomly selected from 
the population. The hypothesis to be proven here is called the null hypothesis (H0), and the hypothesis to be 
accepted if the null hypothesis is proven to be wrong is called the alternative hypothesis (H1). [3]

The hypothesis created to answer the research question “whether there is a significant difference between 
the students’ knowledge level of adobe material and construction technique before and after the design-build 
workshop” put forward within the scope of the research is as follows:

Hypothesis: Whether the design-build workshops affect students’ knowledge level and awareness of adobe 
material and construction technique.

In this case, the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis would be as follows;

H0: There was no significant difference between the students’ knowledge level and awareness of  adobe 
material and construction technique before and after the design-build workshop.

H1: There was a significant difference between the students’ knowledge level and awareness of  adobe material 
and construction technique before and after the design-build workshop.

After the creation of null and alternative hypotheses, it is necessary to choose an appropriate test used to 
determine the possibility of the hypothesis to be true or false. [4] In the study, the Wilcoxon test, which is one 
of the nonparametric tests that can be used safely when nothing is known about the population, which can be 
applied on dependent groups with nominal or ordinal variables, and when the number of samples is very low 
(below 20), was chosen to test the hypothesis. [5]                 

It was analyzed whether there is a difference between the knowledge and awareness of the students about 
adobe material and construction technique before and after the workshop with the Wilcoxon test. (Table 1 and 
Table 2).
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Table 1. Wilcoxon test, ranks

In the Wilcoxon test as shown in Table 1, when the recognition values of the materials used before and after the 
workshop are examined, it can be seen that the number of students whose values after the workshop decreased 
compared to pre-workshop is 0, the number of students whose values increased after the workshop is 7, and 
the number of students whose two values are equal is 4.

Here, the material knowledge level before and after the workshop remained the same or increased predominantly.  

When the test result presenting whether the difference between the values before and after the workshop is 
statistically significant in Table 2 are examined, it is observed, since the p-value calculated here (0.008) is 
lower than the limit value (p<0.05), it can be seen that this difference is statistically significant at the 0.05 
significance level. [5]   

Table 2. Wilcoxon test statistics

In line with this result, the H0 hypothesis was rejected for the hypothesis and the H1 hypothesis was accepted, 
and it was decided that there was a significant difference between the students’ knowledge and awareness about 
the adobe material and construction technique before and after the design-build workshop [2] The values of 
Table 1 show that this change was positive and these values increased predominantly after the workshop.

3. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the data acquired from the questionnaires conducted in the example of the design-build workshop 
held in Northern Cyprus, were evaluated statistically and the following definitions were made regarding the 
contribution of the workshop to the learning outcomes.
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The effect of the workshop on learning
When we look at the statistical findings regarding the effect of the workshop on learning in certain areas, it 
can be observed that learning takes place especially in all areas (design, construction, material, teamwork) at a 
high rate (81.8%), this rate reaches to 90.9% in the area of construction, and to 100% in the area of materials.

Recognition of materials after the workshop     
The fact that the value increased from 27.3% to 90.9% shows that student’s recognition of adobe material 
and construction technique increased in the learning environment of the design-build workshop. The students 
specifically listed adobe, the chopped straw and clay soil forming the adobe, juniper tree, saddler’s grass, cane 
used in construction, among the materials they learned.

The effect of the workshop on knowledge and awareness about adobe and construction technique
The hypothesis “whether the design-build workshops affect students’ knowledge level and awareness of adobe 
material and construction technique” which was put forward within the scope of the research, was tested.  As 
a result of the analysis, it was statistically proven that the design-build workshops positively affect learning 
about adobe materials and construction technique and increase the level of knowledge and awareness on these 
subjects.  

In the example of the design-build workshop where the students designed and built an adobe bus stop in Northern 
Cyprus, the students participating in the workshop took an active role in the  processing of adobe material and 
all construction process as well as design. It is seen that design-build workshop enables students to understand 
the nature of adobe material and traditional construction technique of that region and provide awareness on 
these subjects, confront the difficulties of construction and create an important learning experience as a result.

The trend of contemporary architectural education to integrate theory and practice suggests that the design-
build approach will find much more application areas in architecture schools. In this respect, it is necessary 
to make design-build workshops a part of architectural education and ensure its continuity. These workshops, 
for example, can be continuously integrated into design studios or programmed as summer internships during 
education process. Design studios and internship programs can be constantly improved by evaluating the 
results. Herewith by ensuring the continuity of these workshops in education process, raising awareness on 
building materials such as adobe and construction techniques will also be ensured.
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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this experience was to demonstrate to the inhabitant of the annex of San Juan de Yanaccollpa, 
Huaytara, Huancavelica, the possibility of building a seismic-resistant earthen housing, conditioned for better 
thermal comfort, with bioclimatic criteria, and implemented with clean and low-cost technologies such as a 
composting toilet and an improved cook stove. The experience has shown the acceptability of the inhabitant in 
relation to the implemented techniques and their contribution to improve the quality of life in the area.

The annex of San Juan de Yanaccollpa, Huaytara, Huancavelica, is located in the Peruvian Andes, around 4000 
m.a.s.l, in a highly seismic zone, according to the Peruvian technical standard (NTE 0.30 Earthquake-resistant 
Design), in which extreme cold seasons are presented annually.

SENCICO and The Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) raised the proposal to build 
a demonstrative model with seismic-resistant quality and adequate conditions for thermal comfort, realizing the 
development of a geogrid-reinforced adobe orphanage. Additionally, clean technologies have been incorporated 
into the model to improve living conditions, specifically for the excreta disposal and improved cook stove aspects.

The model was implemented with the participation of inhabitants of the San Juan de Yanacolpa community 
and qualified personnel from SENCICO specialized in traditional construction techniques. Previously, the 
diagnosis of the situation of the housing in San Juan de Yanaccollpa- Huancavelica was carried out, and the 
criteria for the design of a suitable bioclimatic dwelling were raised, subsequently, the specific design of the 
orphanage was elaborated.

Keywords: Reinforced adobe, bioclimatic housing, sustainability, habitability 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The annex of San Juan de Yanaccollpa, Huaytara, Huancavelica, is located in the Peruvian Andes, around 4000 
meters above sea level, in an area considered very cold with temperatures ranging between -15 ° C to -6 ° C, 
according to the Map of the Frosts of Peru [1] (fig. 1).
 
On the other hand, this annex is also located in a highly seismic zone, zone 3, according to the Technical Standard 
E.030 Earthquake Resistant Design [2], fig. 2, meaning that in case of a strong seismic event, maximum horizontal 
ground accelerations of the order of 0.45 g (3.43 m / s2) can be reached, where g is gravitational acceleration.
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                  Figure 1. Peru Frost Map                           Figure 2. Seismic Zones of Peru NTE.030 

In addition to the above, according to data from the National Institute of Statistics and Informatics - INEI, 
Huancavelica is one of the departments with the highest rates of extreme poverty in the country [3]. In the 
specific case of San Juan de Yanaccollpa, rural dwellings built primarily with earth do not meet the structural 
conditions required in seismic events, nor do they offer the necessary thermal conditions for the comfort and 
development of the inhabitants.

Faced with this situation, SENCICO and GIZ raised the proposal to build an earthen demonstrative model 
with earthquake-resistant quality and adequate conditions for thermal comfort, in which various bioclimatic 
criteria were incorporated, using materials from the area and clean technologies were incorporated to improve 
habitability conditions, specifically for the aspects of excreta disposal and improved cook stove. 

2. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this experience was to demonstrate to the inhabitant of the annex of San Juan de Yanaccollpa, 
Huaytara, Huancavelica, the possibility of building a seismic-resistant earthen housing, conditioned for better 
thermal comfort, with bioclimatic criteria, and implemented with clean and low-cost technologies such as a 
composting toilet and an improved cook stove.

3. DEMONSTRATIVE MODEL

3.1 Room Distribution 
Figure 3 shows the room distribution of the demonstrative model, which has 3 bedrooms, 2 environments that 
can be used as a study area, food storage or warehouse and kitchen - dining room. On the back of the model, 
see fig. 4, a shed has been designed for raising small animals and an area of complementary services like dry 
toilet and shower. Besides, this demonstrative model has a total area of  286 m2, and has the capacity to house 
up to 7 people.
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         Figure 3. Room distribution of the model           Figure 4. North view of the simulated model
 
3.2 Seismic-Resistant Criteria
The demonstrative model has been built primarily with materials available in the area: stone for the foundations, 
and earth and ichu for the manufacture of adobe bricks and elaboration of the mud mortar (mortar and binder 
of masonry units). It should be noted that ichu is a natural grass that grows in the high Andean areas and serves 
as food for camelids, it has a great traction resistance in comparisson to other similar fibers from other regions, 
it helps to improve the quality of the adobe unit.

For the structural configuration of the model, the Standard E.080, Design and Construction with Reinforced 
Earth [4], was used as a reference, which includes the following aspects: 

- Symmetrical plan with respect to the main axes.
- Wide walls for greater resistance and stability against overturning.
- Similar density of walls in both main axes.
- Door and window openings are small and centered.
- Use of the collar beam and geogrid.

The model has a 60cm pirca (stone with mud) foundation protected from moisture with a waterproof 
geomembrane, a 0.40cm wide pirca subflooring placed before the masonry walls, see fig. 5.

                 Figure 5. Section of a model wall      Figure 6. Corner beam detail (collar beam) 

The masonry walls were built with adobe units measuring 0.40x0.40x0.10 m with joints between 1.5 and 2 cm. 
The adobes are precast units with mixtures of earth and ichu, using wooden molds, and being dried in the sun. 
This same mixture is used for the clay mortar. At the level of the crown of walls, the model includes a wooden 
collar beam made up of two wooden stringers along the entire perimeter of the walls and each 0.40m includes
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a crossbeam, look at fig. 6, this collar beam has the function of anchoring all the walls of this dwelling.

The walls have been reinforced with geogrids that are placed around the subflooring, covering the entire wall 
and the collar beam, see fig. 7, with the objective of improving the stability against tumbling and the seismic 
response of the walls.

Figure 7. Adobe walls wrapped with geogrid

It should be noted that the technique of reinforcement with geogrid has been studied and validated at the 
Pontifical Catholic University of Peru, from various seismic simulation tests in which the validity of this 
type of reinforcement has been demonstrated. So that, it has been included in the Standard E.080, Design and 
Construction with Reinforced Earth [4].

The cover is light made up of beams and screw wood belts and with a cover of zinc plates, filled with ichu as 
a sandwich, in order to optimize thermal comfort.

3.3 Criteria for Thermal Improvement
3.3.1 Safe location and orientation of facades
When the house location is chosen, a safe location needs to be considered, this implies being away from 
slopes that could collapse due to earthquakes or landslides. The orientation of the model was such that it 
allows a direct incidence of the sun from the North and the direction of the wind was taken into account, with 
a predominance of North and North-West for the orientation of the openings and thus avoid the direct entry of 
cold to the interior of the model, look at fig 8, in this sense, the facade is oriented towards the north.

According to the equidistant Polar Projection for latitude -14 °, see fig. 9, corresponding to San Juan de 
Yanaccollpa, the number of hours of sunshine throughout the year is greater on the North facade, since it 
affects for more days and months of the year, so the bedrooms are located in the north.

   Figure 8. Optimal orientation of facades                            Figure 9. Equidistant Polar Projection
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3.3.2 Natural ventilation and lighting
In areas like this, where the weather is very cold, the best protection from the wind is mainly sought, but it is 
important to take into account that optimal ventilation of rooms must be possible, see fig. 10. Air circulation 
can be encouraged during the day, when the climate is less harsh, by opening the windows, which should 
preferably be located in orientations protected from the North-East and North winds, and the openings should 
be small, in such a way as to minimize heat loss from dwellings.

Figure 10. Optimal orientation of rooms based on natural ventilation

3.3.3 Thermal insulation
The floors of the bedrooms of the demonstrative model have a stone base and wooden planks on sleepers, 
which allow to isolate the humidity from the floor and create an air chamber between the floor and the final 
finish, see fig. 11. In the case of the roof, a double metal sheet filled with ichu was used as a sandwich, look at 
fig. 12, to avoid the direct transmission of cold at night or excessive heat during the day, likewise, the use of 
this material to sandwich mode reduces the acoustic impact when it rains or hails. It should be noted that this 
type of technology was used by the one proposed by the Renewable Energy Center of the National University 
of Engineering, Lima, Peru (CER-UNI).

                         Figure 11. Floor detail                                            Figure 12. Detail on the ceilings

In addition, wooden frames were used and special care was taken that the joints between materials are as tight 
as possible to avoid the entry of cold air and therefore, the loss of heat during the night.
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3.3.4 Thermal material
The earth is one of the preponderant materials to keep heat due to its low thermal conductivity, which makes 
adobe homes so cozy, also, it is the raw material available in the locality, so it is the most optimal for the zone.

3.3.5 Trombe wall 
A trombe wall was implemented in the demonstrative model, due to the levels of solar radiation reached in this 
area, the collected solar energy will serve to heat the interior of the houses at night.

3.3.6 Greenhouse
The greenhouse was built using a translucent material, in such a way that the radiation that manages to pass 
through this material (transmission phenomenon) heats the objects inside, and these do the same with the 
surrounding air. This air raises its temperature and is finally distributed in the interior environment (convection 
phenomenon), according to the book “Solar Geometry for Architects. Solar motion and design tools” [6]. The 
greenhouse was placed as an environment adjacent to the bedrooms, placing the trombe wall as a division, see 
fig. 11.

Figure 11. Greenhouse of the demonstrative model

3.4 Clean Technologies
3.4.1 Improved cook stove 
The model includes an improved cook stove that can work with dung or firewood, the use of this kitchen 
guarantees low levels of contamination inside the house (low level of particulate material and carbon 
monoxide). It also guarantees greater efficiency of the use of firewood or dung and less risk for the user. This 
stove is made of adobe masonry and consists of a combustion chamber, also made of adobe, and a metal 
chimney for smoke evacuation, see fig. 12. On the other hand, the improved cook stove is essential for thermal 
comfort and according to the World Bank [7], in 2007, it made known to the countries that the replacement of 
traditional kitchens by improved kitchens has a relationship of cost/benefit from 1 to 7 and contributes to the 
development of families in rural areas.

3.4.2 Bason Sanitary Nucleus (excreta disposal)
The demonstrative model also includes a bason sanitary nucleus as an alternative for disposal of excreta, which 
consists of two composting chambers and does not require water for its operation (fig. 12).

Additionally, the model has a solar thermal and solar panels for electric lighting, clean technologies that were 
implemented by GIZ.
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Figure 12. Improved cook stove and bason sanitary nucleus.

4. OUTCOMES OF THE EXPERIENCE 

• The experience has shown the acceptability of the inhabitant in relation to the implemented techniques and 
their contribution to improve the quality of life in the area
• The implementation of the demonstrative model has contributed in some way to the development of the 
Population Center, since it has been verified that the inhabitants have built similar models
• In the surveys of the users of the model, it is found that the implemented alternatives aimed at increasing the 
temperature inside the model are effective, since the residents have shown a better level of thermal comfort.
• In this model, sustainable materials available in the area have been used as a priority, such as earth, wood, 
stone and ichu, except for foreign materials such as calamine and geogrid.
• Similarly, incorporated technologies such as those to improve thermal comfort, the excreta disposal system 
and the improved kitchen use renewable and clean energy, making the model a sustainable alternative.
• This type of model allows the participation of residents of the area as unskilled labor, which enables 
replications in neighboring areas with this same labor..
• An inspection visit was made, after 5 years of use of this model, verifying the good condition of the house, 
satisfied population, and that the population has built models trying to imitate the demonstration model.
• There are aspects of the experience that must be improved and revised such as the use of the trombe wall, the 
need for follow-up and training for the use of the improved cook stove and bason sanitary nucleus.
• This model constitutes a useful alternative not only for the annex of San Juan de Yanaccollpa, Huaytara, 
Huancavelica, but also for neighboring localities with the same weather conditions as the annex, because it 
has simple procedures, inexpensive and locally available materials, adaptable to the needs of the inhabitants.
• A complementary technology to be applied in the area should be related to the collection, storage, distribution, 
treatment and use of water for domestic consumption. 
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Adobe, a historically sustainable material that humanity can easily reach, has played a role as a hero in the 
development of pre-technology architecture by shaping the earth with its centuries-old history. With the 

development of needs and possibilities over time, while the adobe which is made with earth meets the fire 
and gives birth to the brick, as we come to our age, the connection of the human being with the soil decreases 

day by day and understanding the development and potential of these valuable building material produced 
from earth is getting more and more difficult. 

Could earth materials, known for centuries, give us more than we see?

With this study named “Earth Material Shaped by Thoughts”, it is aimed to take the raw earth identity out 
of its boundaries by associating it with design, while looking at the soil material with questioning eyes, it 

is targeted to use art to bring a new perspective, highlighting the sustainable production cycle of adobe and 
strengthening its relationship with human.

Project Manager:
Assoc. Prof. Ümit ARPACIOĞLU

Advisors:
Almina ARSLAN, Çisem BOZBEK, Derin Hilal BİLMEZ, Dilara NİTELİK, 

İrem AKDAĞ, Macit ASLAN , Meryem SAKMAN, Müjde ALKAN, 
M.Furkan AKBAŞ, Rabia ÇOHADAR, 

Sena Nur SEZER 

Project Team:
Batuhan SEVİM, Ece İRGİN, Elif KILIÇ, Elif TEMİZ, Eray ŞAHİN, Gaye LATİFOĞLU, 
Hüseyin ALAN, Kemalettin KARA, Kevser ÇALIK, Melike SAİT, Muhittin AKISKALI, 

Mustafa DİŞSİZ, Onur KAYA, Rana Semila ÇITANAK, Sami KORKMAZ,
 Suat ÜNCELER, Tuğçe ÇAĞLAR, Tuğba DOĞAN, Tunahan ŞAHİN, 

Yeerfan YIKELAMU, Zerin DEMİR, 
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